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Abstract

The calculation of highly-accurate reaction rate constants (k(T)) is one of the central topics in
theoretical chemical kinetics. Two approaches for doing this are dominant in literature: application
of heuristic corrections of the transition state theory (TST) and wave packet propagation with
the aim to represent exact quantum mechanical dynamics. While the first approach is easy to
handle but suffers from intrinsic approximations and limited accuracy, the second approach enables
convergence towards the exact result, but at the expense of a complex handling and massive costs.
This limits its application to a small circle of highly-specialized theoreticians.

A new method that might be able to bridge the gap between easy application and convergence
towards the exact result is the ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) method. It is based
on the isomorphism between quantum statistical mechanics and classical statistical mechanics of
a fictitious ring polymer. With this, configurational state sums and free energy surfaces can be
obtained from probabilistic samplings of the system’s accessible phase space with classical MD
of ring polymers. Based on these free energy surfaces reaction rate constants can be obtained
that converge towards the results of wave packet propagations, if the size of the ring polymer is
adequate.

In order to conduct RPMD calculations, a sufficiently accurate representation of the thermally
accessible potential energy surface (PES) of the system on which the ring polymers are propagated
is needed. In principle, this surface could be represented by ad hoc calculations of energies and
gradients based on quantum chemical methods like density functional theory (DFT) or second
order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2). However, since many millions of single gradient
calculations are needed to converge a free energy surface and the associated k(T) value, this
approach is impractical. Instead, analytical representations of PESs that are fitted to DFT or MP2

results are commonly used. The parametrization of these representations is quite demanding,
though, thus being a task for experts.

The present thesis deals with new methods for the automated parametrization of analytical
PES representations of reactive systems and the successive k(T) calculations based on RPMD.
These representations are built on a combination of the quantum mechanical derived force field
(QMDFF) method by Grimme and the empirical valence bond method (EVB) by Warshel, being
plugged together recently by Hartke and Grimme (EVB-QMDFF). In line with this thesis a crucial
improvement of this combination of methods was done, complementing it with newly developed
EVB concepts. For practical usage a new program package was developed, which enables the
automated generation of an EVB-QMDFF-PES representation and calculations of RPMD-free-energy
surfaces, recrossing corrections as well as k(T) values and Arrhenius parameters for comparison
with experimental data, based on the preoptimized reaction path of an arbitrary thermal ground
state system.

The abilities of the new methods and the associated implementation were thoroughly bench-
marked in different kinds of applications. These are calculations of k(T) values and Arrhenius
parameters of arbitrary systems from a reaction data base and their comparison to literature values,
theoretical molecular force experiments with quantitative investigations of force-dependent reactiv-
ities for different systems, a thorough study of urethane synthesis being part of our cooperation
with Covestro AG and finally a combination of calculated rate constants of several elementary
reactions for describing the dynamics of larger systems based on the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
method.





Kurzzusammenfassung

Die Berechnung von hochgenauen Reaktionsgeschwindigkeitskonstanten (k(T)) ist eines der zen-
tralen Themenfelder in der theoretisch-chemischen Kinetik. Bisher dominieren zwei Ansätze in
der Literatur: die Anwendungen von heuristischen Korrekturen der Übergangszustandstheorie
(TST) und die Wellenpaketpropagation mit dem Ziel der exakten Darstellung von quantenmecha-
nischer Dynamik. Während der erste Ansatz leicht anzuwenden ist, aber dafür mit intrinsischen
Näherungen und Genauigkeitsbeschränkungen zu kämpfen hat, ist es mit dem zweiten Ansatz
möglich, Konvergenz zum exakten Resultat zu erreichen, allerdings mittels einer sehr komplexen
Handhabung und immenser Kosten, die ihn letzten Endes auf einen Kreis hochspezialisierter
Theoretiker beschränkt.

Eine neue Methode mit dem Potential die Lücke zwischen leichter Anwendbarkeit und Kon-
vergenz zum exakten Resultat zu überbrücken, ist die Ringpolymer-Moleküldynamik (RPMD).
Sie basiert of dem Isomorphismus zwischen quantenmechanischer Statistik und der klassischen
Mechanik eines fiktiven Ringpolymers. Damit können Zustandssummen und Flächen freier Energie
unter Berücksichtigung quantenmechanischer Effekte aus probabilistischen Erkundungen des ther-
misch zugänglichen Phasenraums eines Systems mittels klassicher MD von Ringpolymeren erhalten
werden. Aus den Flächen freier Energie werden wiederum chemische Reaktionsgeschwindigkeits-
konstanten erhalten, welche bei genügender Größe der zugrundeliegenden Ringpolymere zum
Ergebnis von Wellenpaketpropagationsrechnungen konvergieren.

Zur Durchführung von RPMD-Rechnungen ist eine möglichst präzise Darstellung der thermisch
zugänglichen Potentialenergiefläche (PES) des Systems notwendig, auf welcher die Ringpolymere
propagiert werden können. Prinzipiell könnte diese durch ad-hoc-Berechnungen von Energien
und Gradienten auf Basis quantenchemischer Methoden wie Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT) oder
Møller-Plesset Störungstheorie 2. Ordnung (MP2) dargestellt werden. Da jedoch viele Millionen
einzelner Gradientenberechnungen zur Konvergenz der erhaltenen Fläche freier Energie und eines
zuverlässigen k(T)-Wertes notwendig sind, ist diese Herangehensweise zeitlich nicht zu bewerkstel-
ligen. Stattdessen greift man für gewöhnlich auf analytische Darstellungen der PES zurück, die an
DFT- oder MP2-Resultate gefittet wurden. Die Parametrisierung solcher Darstellungen für neue
Systeme ist jedoch erneut eine äußerst anspruchsvolle Aufgabe für Experten.

Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit neuartigen Verfahren zur automatisierten Para-
metrisierung analytischer PES-Darstellungen von reaktiven System und daran anschließende
k(T)-Berechnungen auf Basis von RPMD. Die Darstellungen beruhen auf einer Verknüpfung der
quantenmechanisch-abgeleiteten Kraftfeldmethode (QMDFF) von Grimme und der empirischen
Valenzbindungsmethode (EVB) von Warshel, welche unlängst von Hartke und Grimme ent-
wickelt wurde (EVB-QMDFF). Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde diese Methodenkombination
entscheidend weiterenwickelt und um neuentwickelte EVB-Konzepte ergänzt. Zur praktischen
Handhabung wurde ein neues Programmpaket verfasst, welches automatisiert auf Basis des
voroptimierten Reaktionspfades eines beliebigen thermischen Grundzustandsssystems eine PES-
Darstellung mit der EVB-QMDFF-Methode erstellt und auf dieser mittels RPMD Flächen freier
Energe, Rückkreuzungskorrekturen und k(T)-Werte, sowie Arrheniusparameter berechnet, welche
direkt mit experimentellen Resultaten verglichen werden können.

Die Fähigkeiten der neuen Methoden und der sie enthaltenden Implementation wurden anhand
verschiedener Anwendungen ausführlich getestet. Enthalten sind hierbei Berechnungen von k(T)-
Werten und Arrheniusparametern zufällig ausgewählter Systeme aus einer Reaktionsdatenbank
und deren Vergleich mit Literaturwerten, theoretische Molekularkraftexperimente mit quantitativer
Untersuchung der Reaktivität von Systemen abhängig von angelegten Kräften, ausführliche Unter-
suchungen von Urethanbildungsreaktionen als Teil unserer Zusammenarbeit mit der Covestro AG
und schließlich die Kombination von berechneten Geschwindigkeiten einzelner Teilreaktionen zur
Dynamik größerer Systeme auf Basis der kinetischen-Monte-Carlo-Methode (KMC).
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Introduction

This is your last chance. After this, there is no
turning back. You take the blue pill – the story
ends, you wake up in your bed and believe
whatever you want to believe. You take the red
pill – you stay in Wonderland and I show you
how deep the rabbit-hole goes.

(Morpheus)

The description of time-dependent processes is an important part of chemistry. There is a
bunch of quite different phenomena that can be described time-dependently, e.g., phase changes,
changes of protein tertiary structures, reactions facilitated by collisions between reactive partners
(mostly bimolecular reactions) or reactions inside one single molecule, such as decompositions or
rearrangements, also called unimolecular reactions.

Most of them can be described either in terms of thermodynamics, by looking at different
equilibria and chemical potentials, or in terms of kinetics, i.e., investigating what the particles
do during the reactive processes. The field of kinetics itself can be further subdivided into
continuum kinetics and particle kinetics [1]. In continuum kinetics time-dependent partial pressures
or concentrations of different species are measured. The aim of the theoretical description is
then to find a suitable model consisting of different rate constants that describes the apparent
changes by simultaneously giving some insight into the interplay of various involved reactions. In
particle kinetics, we want to calculate rate constants based on simulations of what single atoms and
molecules actually do during their reactions. Since reaction rate constants appear in both pictures,
they provide a link between these two concepts. It is, e.g., possible to calculate rate constants for
various processes on the particle level and parametrize macroscopic continuum equations with
them.

An important utility for kinetical descriptions of processes are therefore chemical reaction rate
constants (k(T)). Since chemical reactions are mostly rare events, they can be described at a level in
which surrounding processes like thermal vibrations only enter as averages without any atomistic
details. These averages are narrowly associated with the temperature of the system [2].

Historically, the systematic calculation of rate constants was made possible with the development
of transition state theory (TST) [3–5]. Based on TST, two opposite approaches of calculating chemical
reaction rates were developed in the last couple of decades. The first direction constitutes the
field of parametric TST corrections. These are heuristic methods that try to overcome different
TST-limitations with as simple as possible correction schemes [6], e.g., by trying to add a correction
factor that accounts for quantum effects like tunneling. The second direction is to do quantum TST
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(QTST) based on wave-packet propagations of the atomic nuclei [7–9]. QTST is able to deliver exact
rate constants if the propagations are done on exact potential energy surfaces (PES) with arbitrary
high resolution of the wave functions in terms of spatial basis functions. This is of course never the
case, but QTST calculations converge to the exact result if the propagation is done for instance only
in a significant subspace of the system’s internal coordinates or with a coarser grid of spatial basis
functions on a PES representation of high quality.

The exact QTST approach, however, is very demanding both in terms of computational power
and intellectual expense needed for its setup, such that it is usually performed only by a rather
small group of designated experts in the field. The average chemist instead who, for instance,
wants to compare his or her experimental results to theory will almost always rely on parametric
improved TST models (unless he or she knows colleagues who are able to calculate QTST rates),
which are, e.g., implemented in the popular POLYRATE program [10].

These simple methods perform surprisingly well in many cases and are therefore often used
as a quasi-black-box tool if rate constants need to be calculated. However, many of these authors
might underestimate the underlying approximations within those methods that usually assume
that the system to be calculated obeys some crucial requirements. There are, e.g., many different
tunneling correction schemes, whose actual choice should depend on the curvature of the reaction
path. The method used in almost all cases, however, is the one which only should be used for
small curvatures. There are certainly many authors who will scrutinize themselves if the “nine to
five”-method requiring small reaction curvature is really appropriate, but the temptation to simply
repeat what others do might be large. When doing this, the researcher always is on the line to
catch a case where the method spectacularly fails. Even moving to related methods not always
equals salvation. Furthermore, it is not possible to invest more computational power and come
closer to the exact result. One has to rely on the available methods whose underlying assumptions
cannot be simply overcome by, for instance, adding more frequencies along the reaction path.

This gap between the domain of exact theory and more or less vulnerable correction schemes for
the masses seems to be unbridgeable. Fortunately, a new method indeed has emerged that could
be able to do so. Ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) [11] is based on the proven theorem that
quantum behavior of a system can be modeled by several classical instances of it connected together
by harmonic forces, building a ring polymer of replicas or beads. With this, classical molecular
dynamics (MD) can be calculated in an extended ring-polymer phase space in order to reproduce
QTST results (e.g., simultaneously perform 8 classical MD samplings whose atoms are connected
to their counterparts in other instances by harmonic forces, resulting in 8-bead RPMD). Thus, the
exact quantum wave-packet representation of the system’s nuclei is replaced by a collection of
classical particles that mimic the quantum-delocalization by scattering in space, hold together by
their ring-polymer interactions.

RPMD is much less costly than wave packet propagation because the degree of quantumness
can be fine-tuned by varying the number of beads, i.e., the number of replicas each atom has and
thus the exactness of the portrayal of quantum reality. If exact reproduction of QTST is desired1,
the number of beads needs to go to infinity, however, exactness is pointless anyway: Both wave
packages and classical trajectories connected to form RPMD must be propagated on representations
of the system’s PES2.

This PES can be obtained by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation (TISE) for each
point in coordinate space of the system. In the case of wave packet propagation this refers to

1 It should be noted that RPMD only converges to exact QTST results in the high-temperature limit and for barriers of
harmonic shape. However, very good agreements between RPMD and QTST are achieved for other cases as well, such
that errors introduced by RPMD are usually much smaller than that of, e.g., the underlying PES representation.

2 The picture of propagating wave packages on a parametrized PES originates in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
that the much lighter electrons are reacting instantly on a positional change of the nuclei. If we restrict ourselves
to thermal ground-state reactions, this picture works quite well, however, to be really exact (in the regime of the
Schrödinger equation) we should propagate both electrons and nuclei as pari passu quantum particles.
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an uniform grid of coordinate values, in the case of RPMD this refers to each point one of the
replicas visits during their propagation. Unless the rather pointless H+H+-reaction is treated it is
impossible to solve the TISE analytically. Instead, numerical approximation methods, describing
the field of time-independent quantum chemistry, are needed. If we still want to get the exact
solution of the TISE, the full configuration interaction (FCI) method within a complete basis set must
be used, which is impossible as well for all but some two- to three-atomic systems. Underneath
FCI, a wide variety of methods has emerged in the last decades, ranging from cheap but poor or
good only at special cases (e.g., semiempirical methods), to very expensive and almost exact at
least for non-pathological cases (e.g., CCSDTQ) [12].

Usually, we would use methods delivering a reasonable compromise between quality and cost,
like density functional theory (DFT) or second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2). By using
these methods, our claim to be exact must be abandoned. We then should make a similar choice for
the quality of our dynamics, i.e., to wisely choose a number of RPMD-beads between one (classical
description) and towards infinity (exact quantum treatment). Fortunately, the method usually
converges rapidly towards almost full inclusion of quantum effects such that a limited number of
RPMD beads (e.g., 16-32) is adequate for inclusion of almost all relevant quantum effects.

Is this the final answer? Unfortunately such an ab-initio MD (AIMD) is infeasible for the type of
calculations we need. Even for very small three- to four atomic systems, DFT or MP2 calculations
usually need at least some tenth of seconds for a single energy calculation. Calculating a rate
constant with RPMD needs a thorough sampling of the system’s available phase space, requiring
millions of energy and gradient calculations. In contrast to parametric TST calculations, where
some dozens of ab-initio gradient and Hessian calculations are enough for the setup of even the
most expensive methods, RPMD samplings with direct calls to ab-initio methods are virtually
infeasible.

A loophole out of this scaling issue are analytical PES representations. These are built by optimiza-
tion of mathematical functions with respect to ab-initio energies or gradients at several points in
coordinate space relevant for the reactions of interest. If such an analytical surface is available, the
computational expense for a single energy and gradient calculation on it becomes a tiny fraction
(usually several orders of magnitudes smaller) than the direct DFT or MP2 calculation. Almost all
computational expense is transferred to the initial setup of the surface. All what the average chemist
needs to do is to search online if someone has already built an analytical PES for his or her system.
If this is true, he or she downloads it, links it to the RPMD program and starts the calculation [13].
If this is not the case, though, a giant problem exists. Building a new analytical PES is again a field
where a high degree of expertise is needed, certainly out of reach for the average chemist. There
are universal approaches that can provide, at least in principle, descriptions of almost all reactive
systems [14], but these usually need much effort to reparametrize them for the system of interest,
especially since, due to the exponential dependence of rate constants on the barrier height, this
must be represented with a high degree of accuracy.

This thesis tries to give a solution to that kind of problem. We have seen so far that RPMD is a
convenient method to calculate rate constants of high quality based on rather simple methodologies
like classical MD. If we would have a way to build a reasonable PES representation for a new
system of interest that is easy enough to convince the average chemist to apply it, RPMD really
could replace parametric TST corrections as default method for rate constant calculations, then
solving the problem of obscure approximations and subsequent pitfalls in its application.

Origin for the new approach presented in this thesis is the quantum mechanically derived force field
(QMDFF) by Grimme [15]. It is a black-box force field that can be set up for an arbitrary chemical
system if a preset, very small batch of quantum chemical reference data has been calculated for it.
The parameters of the QMDFF are optimized based on this reference data, giving a force field that
is able to describe the complete torsional configuration space of the molecule of interest, further, all
possible dissociations and decompositions of the system are included with reasonable quality. It
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cannot, however, describe the formation of new bonds that have not already existed in the reference
structure.

Since a large fraction of chemical reactions are bond dissociations directly followed by building
of new bonds, QMDFF alone is not yet the answer for our PES setup problem. The path to this
answer was found by Hartke and Grimme in 2015 [16]. They combined two QMDFFs describing
reactants and products, respectively, by using the empirical valence bond (EVB) method, resulting
in EVB-QMDFF. EVB was developed by Warshel in 1980. Its underlying idea is to couple two
(or more) diabatic surfaces which are described by force fields in order to get a smooth transition
between them along a reaction path.

The exact parametrization of this coupling described by an either energy- or coordinate-
dependent function is crucial for the whole EVB-QMDFF approach, since the transition region
between two minima has by far the largest influence on the quality of rate constants describing
reactions from one minimum to the other. Starting from the simple energy-dependent coupling
term introduced in the paper by Hartke and Grimme, its design was improved gradually in line
with this thesis, resulting in two additional publications [17, 18]. The developments described
within this thesis have two main objectives: First, enhancing the ability of the EVB-coupling to
describe the transition region of a reaction as good as possible, i.e., reproducing its quantum
chemical reference data. Second, decreasing the amount of work needed for the applicant as far
as possible, such that an easy to use black-box method with high accuracy usable for RPMD rate
constant calculations by the average chemist can be established. It will be shown throughout this
thesis that the development of such a method was indeed successful, opening a new chapter for
reliable and easy to perform rate constant calculations.

This thesis can be divided into three parts.
In the first part, consisting of chapters 2 and 3, the theoretical foundations of rate constant

calculations are presented, culminating in a detailed derivation and description of the RPMD-
methodology. Then, PES construction methods in general and the QMDFF and EVB methodologies
in particular are explained. The necessary translation of those mathematical details into working
program code, namely our EVB-QMDFF program package, is then described in chapter 3.

In the second part (chapters 4-5), the two publications which developed the EVB-QMDFF-RPMD
black-box rate constant calculation methodology are reprinted, showing both thorough benchmarks
and application examples of the new approaches.

Finally, the developed methods are applied to several fields of chemical theory in the third
part. Shown are black-box calculations of chemical reactions chosen from the literature, with
EVB-QMDFF-RPMD rate constants compared to experimental values (chapter 6), simulations of
mechanochemical reactions, where influences of forces attached to molecules with respect to their
stability and resulting rate constants are investigated (chapter 7), results of our ongoing cooperation
with Covestro AG, where urethane synthesis is described theoretically with EVB-QMDFF (chapter
8) and finally a connection of single rate constant calculations to large-scale simulations of more
realistic systems, made possible by the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method (chapter 9).

A final evaluation of my work, in the form of questions asked by a fictional reader and hopefully
satisfactorily answered, is made in chapter 10. Supervised projects as well as details concerning
theory, implementation and calculated results can be found in the appendix (chapter 11).
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Theoretical Background

A philosopher once said, “It is necessary for
the very existence of science that the same
conditions always produce the same results”.
Well, they don’t!

(Richard Feynman)

2.1 Chemical Reaction Rates

As will be shown in this thesis, chemical reaction rates can be calculated for a whole range of
molecular systems and situations, and in connection with methods like KMC, much larger systems
of almost real-world size can be simulated with manageable usage of resources but nevertheless
high accuracy.

Since a comprehensive review of the rich field of quantitative reaction dynamics culminating in
the calculation of reaction rates would need several volumes of textbooks, it cannot be given even
approximately in the scope of this thesis.

Nevertheless, I will try to lead through a little theorist’s journey starting from the foundations
like TST, continuing through improved transition state theory as well as sampling methods of
the relevant configuration space and exact quantum mechanical treatments, and finally ending at
methods of calculating reaction rates with quantum corrections using classical trajectory sampling,
which will be used extensively in the presented applications throughout this work.

Of course this journey cannot admit any claim to give a representative overview of the field, we
will essentially focus on all what is needed to calculate the results presented in the course of this
thesis. Further, mathematical foundations of TST, lying in flux-flux autocorrelations and others, are
treated rather shortly and at later stages, which could irritate some designated experts of the field.
In order to understand ordinary TST as an average chemist, this background is not needed; it is
needed, however, to understand why RPMD can be used to calculate k(T) values with quantum
corrections.

Since only gas phase reactions1 of rather small systems in their electronic ground state are
investigated in this thesis, the whole treatment will focus on this subtopic, ignoring the rich variety
of methods designed for the description of, for instance, reactions in solutions or surrounded by

1 In chapter 9 rate constants for diffusions on surfaces are calculated and fitted into KMC-schemes. However, their rate
constants are also calculated on the assumption of a gas phase reaction, treating the surface atom and the subjacent
surface slab as a single molecule.
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protein backbones influencing the reaction mechanism. A better overview of the whole topic is
presented, e.g., in the book by Peters [1].

2.1.1 Transition State Theory

Perhaps one of the earliest quantitative observations in the field of chemical kinetics was that the
rates of most chemical reactions roughly double if the system’s temperature is increased by a
certain amount, e.g., 10 K. More precisely, it was noticed that chemical reaction rates usually show
exponential dependence on the temperature. This behavior is also known as Arrhenius’ law [19], and
the respective mathematical formulation is usually:

k(T) = A exp
[
−Ea

RT

]
, (2.1)

where A is the preexponential factor, Ea is the activation energy of the reaction, T is the temperature
and R is the universal gas constant.

If we take the logarithm of rate constants measured at different temperatures and plots them
against the reciprocal temperatures, both A and Ea can be obtained from a linear fit2. Since
A can be interpreted as the number of collisions between possible reactants per time unit and
the exponential term picks the fraction of collisions that lead to reactions (depending on the
height of the activation barrier), we are able to determine information on the molecular level from
macroscopic experiments.

Surprisingly, in spite of its simplicity, Arrhenius law, i.e., exponential increase of reaction rates
with temperature, is valid to a high degree of accuracy in the largest fraction of systems and
reactions, even if they were treated with much more elaborate methods as is shown in subsequent
chapters.

In principle, we could go along the opposite direction: calculate the collision number via kinetic
theory of gases to get A and the energy barrier Ea via quantum chemistry and insert it to calculate
the reaction rate [20]. Unfortunately, in most cases the results will be rather poor [3].

In the 1930s, efforts to get more rigorous formulations of microscopic chemical rate theory lead
to transition-state theory, as formulated by Eyring, Evans and Polanyi [4, 5].

Derivation

We look at a standard second order reaction of two molecules A and B, reacting to one or more
product molecules P without any detailed specification of them [1]. Reactive trajectories pass
through transition states (TSs) ‡, being located at the barrier between reactant and product basins.
Just for mathematical reasons it is assumed that these transition states are located within an
interval δξ centered at a central position ξ‡ with respect to the reaction coordinate ξ(q) (where q
is a suitable set of internal coordinates), defining a a transition region at ξ‡ − δξ

2 < ξ(q) < ξ‡ +
δξ
2 .

It is further supposed that an equilibrium exists between reactants and transition states but not
between transition states and products, i.e., no products can react back to transition states. Hence,
the mechanism is:

A + B
 ‡→ P. (2.2)

Since no equilibrium exists between transition states and products all trajectories headed to the
products in the transition region will have no chance of coming back and contribute to the reaction
rate. These are half of the trajectories in the transition region, since they are in equilibrium with

2 It should be noted that the van’t Hoff equation emerged even before the approach by Arrhenius. Its differential form is(
∂lnKc

∂T

)
P
= ∆Uo

RT2 , where Kc is the concentration equilibrium constant and ∆Uo is the standard internal energy change upon
reaction. Similar to Arrhenius, a logarithmic plot can be done to determine the unknown quantities.
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the reactants and are moving into both directions with equal probability. With this, the frequency
of transition states exiting to the product region ν‡ and contributing to the reaction rate can be
expressed as:

ν‡ =
1

2δξ
〈|ξ̇|〉‡, (2.3)

where 〈|ξ̇|〉‡ is the average velocity along the reaction coordinate at position ξ. In order to get an
absolute rate, the concentration of transition states to be multiplied with their exit-frequency needs
to be calculated. According to the law of mass action, this concentration can be obtained from eq.
2.2, being:

[‡] = K′‡[A][B]. (2.4)

As it is well known from statistical mechanics [21], chemical equilibria can be expressed in terms
of the partition functions Q of their participants:

K′‡ =
δξ

λT,ξ

Q‡

QAQB
exp

(
−∆Ea

RT

)
, (2.5)

where ∆Ea is the activation energy (e.g., the zero point energy difference between reactants and
TS), QA, QB are the partition functions of both reactants and δξ

λT,q
Q‡ is the partition function of

the TS. The latter is separated into two factors since the reaction coordinate ξ plays a special role:
Unlike all other bound vibrational modes at the TS, it plays the role of a translation from reactants
to products3. Hence, its contribution to the total partition sum needs to be that of a translation,
which can be expressed in terms of a de Broglie wavelength:

λT,ξ =
h√

2πµξkBT
, (2.6)

with µξ being the reduced mass for the motion along ξ, h the Planck constant and kB the Boltzmann
constant. The total rate of the reaction in eq. 2.2 is the product of the TS concentration expressed as
in eq. 2.4 and the conversion frequency (eq. 2.3):

kTST [A][B] = K′‡ν‡[A][B]

kTST = K′‡ν‡

=
δξ

λT,ξ

Q‡

QAQB
exp

(
−∆Ea

RT

)
1

2δξ
〈|ξ̇|〉‡

=
1
2
〈|ξ̇|〉‡
λT,ξ

Q‡

QAQB
exp

(
−∆Ea

RT

)
.

(2.7)

The average velocity along the reaction coordinate at the TS 〈|ξ̇|〉‡ can be calculated by means of
the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution:

〈|q̇|〉‡ =

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

(
− βµξ ξ̇2

2

)
|ξ̇|dξ̇∫ ∞

−∞
exp

(
− βµξ ξ̇2

2

)
dξ̇

=

√
2kBT
πµξ

. (2.8)

3 Partition functions of ideal gases with internal degrees of freedom usually contain translational, rotational,
electronic and vibrational contributions as well as the zero-point potential energy VX

zp, resulting in QX =

QX
transQX

rotQ
X
elQ

X
vib exp(− 1

kBT VX
zp). The vibrational mode of the reaction coordinate at the TS is treated as a trans-

lation in TST, therefore contributing to QX
trans instead of QX

vib.
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This expression and eq. 2.6 can be inserted into eq. 2.7, resulting in:

kTST =
1
2

√
2kBT
πµξ

√
2πµξkBT

h
Q‡

QAQB
exp

(
−∆Ea

RT

)
=

kBT
h

Q‡

QAQB
exp

(
−∆Ea

RT

)
.

(2.9)

It can be seen that neither the width of the transition region δξ nor the reduced mass of the
translation along the reaction coordinate µξ remain. Now we have obtained the TST rate expression.
Usually, an additional prefactor κ containing additional corrections (as will be explained below) is
added, resulting in the famous statistical formulation of TST:

k(T) = κ
kBT

h
Q‡

QAQB
exp

[
−∆Ea

RT

]
. (2.10)

Thus, by knowing the partition functions of reactants and TS as well as the potential energy
barrier of the reaction, we can directly calculate the rate of the whole reaction, without knowing
anything about other areas in configuration space at all. This fact is quite impressive given that the
whole available coordinate space of the system scales exponentially with the number of particles,
thus quickly becoming huge. Then the vicinities of the two points needed for TST shrink to a tiny
section of the whole space, ignoring almost everything else of it. Nevertheless at least qualitative
estimates of reaction rates can be obtained for most systems if only this two tiny regions are
included in the description. Besides the statistical formulation of TST, the perhaps even more
renowned thermodynamic formulation (also termed Eyring-Polanyi equation) can be used [22]:

k(T) =
kBT

h
K0 exp

[
−∆G‡,0

RT

]
=

kBT
h

K0 exp
[
−∆S‡,0

R

]
exp

[
−∆H‡,0

R

]
, (2.11)

with K0 the reciprocal standard concentration and ∆G‡,0, ∆S‡,0 and ∆H‡,0 the free energy, entropy and
enthalpy barriers at standard conditions, respectively. Now, transition state theory is again quite
similar to the Arrhenius equation (eq. 2.1), however, the potential energy barrier Ea is replaced by
the free energy barrier ∆G‡,0, indicating the fact that entropic effects are also needed if a reliable
description of reaction rates shall be achieved4.

Shortcomings

Reviewing the derivation of TST shown above some of its limitations are becoming obvious. In
the underlying model (eq. 2.2) reactants and TS are assumed to be equilibrated, whereas only
reactions in the direction TS to products are possible. The second assumption is deficient in practice:
trajectories going through the TS region on their way to the products might turn back, e.g., due to
thermal fluctuations and recross to reactants, in opposition to the assumption made in eq. 2.3. It is
therefore called the no recrossing assumption. Even without thermal fluctuations recrossings are
quite common if we look at the underlying PES of the system. For the simple case of a system with
a linear or near-linear reaction path and negligible coupling between the reaction path and other
vibrational modes, successful reactive trajectories will pass the TS and accomplish the reaction by
reaching the products basin. Then, however, the story is not finished. If coupling between reaction
coordinate and other vibrations is low, there will be almost no vibrational energy distribution such
that the system performs a pendulum motion through the products minimum, climbs the other
side and then turns back to the TS. Due to the small coupling the energy in the reaction coordinate
will often be still high enough to cross the TS again, now directed to the reactants, thus generating

4 The thermodynamic formulation of TST builds the base for Eyring-plots well known in experimental (and theoretical)
kinetics. They are conducted similar to Arrhenius-plots with the distinction that the parameters ∆G‡,0, ∆S‡,0 and ∆H‡,0

for the actual reaction can be obtained from them. Eyring-plots are used in chapter 8
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a recrossing event. If the reaction coordinate is curved near the TS, a reactive trajectory will usually
climb up the potential wall beyond the TS after it has reacted. If it comes back, the probability is
large that it recrosses the TS in a pendulum motion unless vibrational couplings will guide the
trajectory from this hillslope straight into the product region.

Moreover, the reaction coordinate ξ plays an exceptional role in the whole TST-concept. Its
partition function is treated separately (eq. 2.6) and its time derivative is used to calculate the
turnover frequency at the TS (eq. 2.3). In reality, it is difficult to treat a single internal coordinate of
a molecule independently from all others, since the vibrational modes are usually coupled during
internal motions.

The TS-region, in which all motions towards the products are assumed to be reactive, is located
around the TS position ξ‡ and has a width δξ. Since δξ does not appear in the final TST rate
expression, its actual extent does not play any role. It is therefore possible to make it infinitesi-
mal, then resulting in a N − 1 dimensional hypersurface perpendicular to the reaction coordinate,
incorporating the full space of all other coordinates at the actual TS-position. This surface is called
dividing surface, since all trajectories that cross it are classified as reactive in TST, thus effectively
dividing the coordinate space in reactants and products sections. This surface is located at ξ‡, the
point along the reaction coordinate with the highest potential energy, hence the TS with respect to
potential energy. We will see below that the position must actually be determined with respect to
the free energy along the reaction coordinate, hence showing the deficiency of the location in TST.

As it can be seen from eq. 2.10, only information about the reactants minimum and the TS
is needed for the whole theory. Usually, the harmonic approximation is used to calculate these
partition functions, thus anharmonic shapes of the PES, as they always exist in real systems, are
not recognized.

Further, the derivation of TST uses classical trajectories moving along the system’s PES as
underlying model, hence ignoring all quantum mechanical effects such as tunneling or zero point
energies5. This leads to five major pitfalls of TST, also shown in fig. 2.1.

1. Separability of the reaction coordinate from all others.

2. No recrossing of the dividing surface.

3. The diving surface is always located at the TS of the potential energy.

4. Harmonic approximation in the calculation of partition functions.

5. Classical behavior of the system is assumed.

In practice, the significance of these shortcomings strongly depends on the chosen system and
the temperature, e.g., tunneling will get more important at lower temperatures, whereas the
no-recrossing assumption is less valid at higher temperatures. For systems that approximately obey
all TST-assumptions and thus circumvent all its pitfalls, very accurate k(T) values can be obtained,
whereas the theory might fail spectacularly for others [23, 24].

2.1.2 Handling of TST-Problems

Since its foundation in the 1930s, TST has become a widely used tool for k(T) calculations. In
parallel, several authors tried to solve or at least diminish TST’s intrinsic problems listed above [6].

5 Interestingly, quantum mechanical models like the harmonic oscillator (for vibrations), the rigid rotator (for rotations)
and the particle in the box (for translations) are used for the calculation of the partition sums for the reactants and the
TS, thus incorporating quantum mechanics indirectly.
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Separated reaction coordinate

dividing surface, N-1 dimensional

Harmonic approximation 
for partition sums

Classical mechanics
description

No recrossing possible

Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the inherent approximations of TST, for a two-dimensional model system.
The reaction coordinate ξ(q) is shown in the base plane, the dividing surface is perpendicular to
it, positioned at the potential energy TS (large scarlet dot). The partition sums of reactants (2
dimensional) as well as the TS (one dimensional, due to the separated reaction coordinate) are
calculated with the harmonic approximation. Reactive trajectories show no recrossing and end
always on the products side of the dividing surface.
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Variational TST

The first important improvement is the variational TST (VTST), also called canonical variational theory
(CVT) [25, 26]. Conventional TST as discussed above leads usually to an overestimation of the rate
constant. The reason is that in eq. 2.10 the dividing surface, representing the bottleneck the system
must overcome during a reaction, is placed at the potential energy maximum along the reaction
coordinate.

In reality, however, the activation criterion is not the potential energy but the free energy, since
entropic effects play a significant role during reactions (what is already included in thermodynamic
TST (eq. 2.11), but not with the correct position of the free energy barrier).

Therefore, the free energy maximum along the reaction coordinate needs to be taken as position
of the dividing surface (fig. 2.2 (a)). Usually this is viewed from another perspective: Since the
rate constant depends exponentially on the free energy activation barrier (eq. 2.11), the resulting
rate constant (or the reactive flux) needs to be minimized, with respect to the reaction coordinate
ξ. In line with that, the number of recrossings becomes minimal at the correct TS-position, thus
maximizing the effective reactive flux6:

kCVT(T) = min
ξ

(kTST(T, ξ)). (2.12)

The minimum can be determined variationally, i.e., by setting the first derivative with respect to
ξ to zero:

∂

∂ξ
[kTST(T, ξ)]

!
= 0. (2.13)

Since TST and CVT provide an upper bound for the exact k(T) value in case of classical systems
and known PES functions [27], CVT is always an improvement over TST7. The drawback of this
improvement is that much more calculation effort is needed. Instead of only three frequency
calculations (TST, first and second reactant) a number of additional frequency calculations along
the interpolated reaction path is needed in order to parametrize a free energy surface based on
partition sums and then determine k(T, ξ) as well as the minimum of its derivative [10, 29].

In spite of the larger computational expense, CVT rate constants are usually calculated besides
TST rates in present publications (chapter 6). Though CVT/VTST is an important step forward and
frequently used, it has only solved issue 3 of the TST shortcomings!

Recrossing

The issues of recrossing and quantum effects are usually handled together by inserting a single
prefactor in the TST or CVT rate constants: The transmission coefficient κ.

As stated in the last section, TST assumes that trajectories crossing the dividing surface always
end in the product region. In reality, the system can be pushed back, for instance, by thermal
or geometric effects such it only stays a short time in the product side before returning to the

6 The VTST method presented here is still an approximation since only the position of the dividing surface with respect
to the reaction coordinate is altered, but not the shape of the surface itself. In reality, the correct dividing surface
(i.e., the one that corresponds to the “global minimum” of the rate constant and thus also the global minimum for
the recrossing) might have a complicated rugged shape, depending on the couplings between the different internal
coordinates of the system. Of course, such an exact parametrization of the dividing surface is impossible at least
analytically for all but the smallest systems [1]. Even if it is known, recrossings still can happen.

7 Besides usual CVT, where the free energy needs to be calculated along the reaction coordinate, some improved but also
more tedious approaches are known in the literature: microcanonical variational theory (µVT) [28] uses a microcanonical
ensemble instead of a canonical one for optimization of ξ, which involves calculations of accessible states depending
on the path progress and the total energy (phase space integration), improved canonical variational theory (ICVT) uses a
mixture of canonical and microcanonical optimizations depending on threshold energies [22], which reduces the phase
space integration effort.
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reactants. This effect is called recrossing. Since TST ignores it by construction, its rate constant value
will be always too large (the effective reactive flux should be diminished by recrossing). It can be
shown that the location of the dividing surface at maximum free energy of activation minimizes
the recrossing, i.e., recrossing appears more often if the dividing surface is placed at the potential
energy bottleneck instead of the free energy one. If the exact dividing surface would be known, the
recrossing could be diminished further (see above).

For real systems, recrossing can still be an important factor, especially if reactions with broad
barriers are calculated, where the trajectories remain a significant amount of time in the transition
region and high temperatures are used, where, e.g., thermal motions can push the system back
through the bottleneck more easily.

Exact calculations of classical transmission coefficients (i.e., exclusion of quantum effects) require
actual sampling of trajectories and calculation of correlation functions, as it will be shown in the
next section. For static calculations, though, a bunch of approximate models was developed. Two
of them are the unified statistical model (US) for TST [30] and the canonical US (CUS) [31] for CVT
calculations.

The general assumption for US and CUS is that recrossing becomes important if more than
one bottleneck, i.e., local free energy maximum, is located along the reaction path. If two local
maxima are present, the dividing surface will be located at the higher one for CVT (since the global
maximum of free energy is used as the position), but the system might be trapped in the high
energy region between this and the slightly lower second maximum some amount of time, such
that it could oscillate back and forth, increasing the possibility for recrossings (fig. 2.2 (b)).

The partition function for the bound degrees of freedom (excluding the reaction coordinate) at a
certain value ξ of the reaction path progress can be expressed as:

q(T, ξ) = e−βVMEP(ξ)Q(T, ξ), (2.14)

where β = 1
kBT is the inverse temperature, Q(T, ξ) denotes the partition function of a dividing

surface located at ξ and the exponential provides an energy shift with respect to the reactants
minimum.

If we calculate the partition function for the global free energy maximum qCVT(T), for the second
local maximum qmax(T) and for the local minimum between both maxima qmin(T) , the CUS
recrossing coefficient can be expressed as:

κCUS(T) =
qmax(T)qCVT(T)

qmax(T) + qCVT(T)− qmax(T)qCVT(T)
qmin(T)

. (2.15)

This empirical correction delivers good results for some cases, but it cannot describe situations,
where recrossing occurs even if the free energy profile only has one maximum (which is the case in
most reactions). In those cases κCUS becomes unity [31]. In general, analytical recrossing corrections
are rarely used.

Tunneling Corrections

More common are tunneling corrections to TST or CVT. In contrast to recrossing, which typically
imposes a correction factor between 0.99 and 0.6 to reaction rates, slightly growing in importance
with raising temperature, tunneling can enhance reactions even more radical, up to more than ten
orders of magnitude for proton transfers at very low temperatures [6, 23, 32–34]8.

8 In general, tunneling and recrossing corrections can be seen to be of similar importance, since recrossings always
influence the rate constant, where tunneling only causes the huge accelerations over many orders of magnitude if it is
favored and the classical rate is extremely small, what is usually the case for very low temperatures and systems were
hydrogen or deuterium are transferred (see chapter 9).
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One of the simplest but still widely known tunneling models is the semiclassical Wigner correction
[35]. Here, the shape of the potential barrier is modeled as an inverted parabola, i.e., a Taylor series
at the TS of the reaction coordinate, truncated after the second term:

κW(T) = 1 +
1
24

∣∣∣βh̄ω‡
∣∣∣ , (2.16)

with ω‡ being the imaginary frequency of the (potential energy) transition state, i.e., the curvature
of the reaction coordinate, and h̄ the reduced Planck constant ( h

2π ). Unsurprisingly, this model hardly
delivers quantitative results, if at all it should be used for barriers with near parabolic shape at
temperatures where the expected tunneling coefficient is small (less than 1.2) [22]. Nevertheless, it
can serve as a first rule-of-thumb estimate for the importance of tunneling: If the temperature is
small and ω‡ is large, i.e., the barrier is sharp, large tunneling contributions can be expected and
more sophisticated tunneling corrections should be applied.

If rate constants are calculated with corrected TST nowadays, two tunneling approximations are
the most popular ones: zero curvature tunneling (ZCT) [36] and small curvature tunneling (SCT) [37].

As the terminology may indicate, the actual choice of the method depends on the curvature of the
reaction path. It is the second derivative of the cartesian geometry x(ξ) with respect to the reaction
coordinate ξ:

γ(ξ) =
d2x
dξ2 . (2.17)

If the curvature is low, i.e., the reaction path appears nearly linear in the coordinate space under
consideration, the ZCT method can be applied. Both ZCT and SCT are one-dimensional models.
Their common assumption is that the motion along the reaction coordinate can be separated from
the motion of the bound degrees of freedom orthogonal to them, i.e., similar to TST. The motion
along the reaction coordinate is considered as slow with respect to the bound degrees of freedom,
due to the similarity to quantum dynamics this is also called the vibrationally adiabatic model.

In the resulting one-dimensional system, the transmission coefficient for CVT is then evaluated
by integration over all energies present in the thermal ground state, populated according to a
Boltzmann distribution (the largest part of the derivation is identical for ZCT and SCT):

κ(T) =

∫ ∞
0 P(E)eβEdE∫ ∞

0 PC(E)eβEdE
. (2.18)

Both numerator and denominator are essentially calculating transmission probabilities P(E) for
all energies E, weighted by the actual population, expressed with the Boltzmann factor. In the
numerator, the approximated quantum mechanical transmission probabilities are integrated, whereas
in the denominator, the classical transmission probabilities as already included into usual CVT are
integrated. Therefore, the division accounts for the remaining transmission prefactor not already
included into CVT itself9.

In the classical picture, the system can only overcome the barrier if its energy is higher than the
barrier height:

Pc(E) = Θ {E− (VMEP(ξ∗) + EZPE(ξ∗))} , (2.19)

where Θ is the Heaviside function, ξ∗ is the variationally corrected position of the dividing surface,
VMEP is the potential energy of the reaction path and EZPE are the vibrational ground state energies
of the bound degrees of freedom.

9 This point might get clearer if we recall that the definition of the transmission coefficient can be written as the relation
between the CVT rate constant (kCVT(T)) and the desired exact one (k(T)): κ = k(T)

kCVT(T)
.
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An approximate expression for the quantum mechanical transmission probability is a semiclassi-
cal one:

P(E) ≈


0 E < E0

{1 + exp [2θ(E)]]}−1 E0 ≤ E ≤ Vmax

1− {1 + exp [2θ(E)]]}−1 (2Vmax − E) Vmax ≤ E ≤ 2Vmax − E0

1 2Vmax − E0 < E

. (2.20)

Here, E0 is the maximum of the reactants and products energies (i.e., the lowest energy value
existent on both sides of the TS), Vmax is the highest potential energy along the reaction path
under consideration of zero point vibrational energies of bound degrees of freedom and θ(E) is
the imaginary action integral defined as:

θ(E) =
1
h̄

∫ ξP

ξE

√
2µ[V(s)− E]dξ, (2.21)

where ξE and ξP are the reaction coordinate values of reactant and product asymptotes and µ
the reduced mass of the system. Equation 2.20 is distinguishing four cases. No transmission can
occur at all if the reactant energy is lower than the lowest energy on the product side. For all other
energies up to the TS, transmission probabilities can be calculated with imaginary action-integrals,
as it is done for tunneling in common. Note that no transmission can occur in the classical case
here (eq. 2.19). Above the barrier, non-classical reflection can occur, which leads to lower quantum
mechanical than classical transmission coefficients in this area. By assuming a parabolic shape of
the barrier, case three calculates the influence of this effect. In order to hold the calculation effort
manageable, the transmission is set to one beyond a certain limit (2Vmax − E0). This can be seen in
fig. 2.2 (c).

The ZCT transmission coefficient is calculated with eq. 2.18. If the SCT coefficient shall be
calculated, the reaction path curvature needs to be included explicitly. As stated above, the central
assumption is that the reaction coordinate is decoupled from all coordinates orthogonal to it, i.e., the
path is linear. For curved paths, some coupling between the coordinates will happen, therefore
seriously damaging the underlying assumptions of ZCT. For paths with small (and medium)
curvature a small correction is thought to be sufficient: The effective reduced mass of the system
(as needed for eq. 2.21) is altered:

µ(ξ) = µ
N−1

∏
m=1

min

exp
(
−2am(ξ)− [am(ξ)]2 +

[
dtm(ξ)

dξ

]2
)

1
, (2.22)

with the product running over all bound N− 1 normal coordinates. tm(ξ) is the average value of
the mass-scaled normal coordinate m on its zero-energy turning point on the concave side of the
reaction path [22], and am(ξ) includes the respective coordinate of the reaction-path curvature via:

am(ξ) = −γm(ξ)tm(ξ). (2.23)

This corrected mass is the consequence of corner-cutting-effects due to tunneling, i.e., shortening
the reaction path by going through classically forbidden regions at corners (fig. 2.2 (d)). The larger
the curvature of the respective modes, the lower becomes the effective mass in these dimensions,
increasing the quantum mechanical transmission coefficient.

If the curvature of the reaction path is too large, the SCT assumption of the corrected mass can
implode. For these situations, the large curvature tunneling (LCT) model was developed. More
details to it can be found in the respective papers [22, 36]. As one may suspect from the triad of
ZCT, SCT and LCT (there are actually also different versions of LCT!), the handling of tunneling in
TST calculations is far from straightforward. Although CVT with SCT correction (usually termed
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(a) CVT: variational optimization (b) CUS: recrossing correction

(c) ZCT: one-dimensional tunneling (d) SCT: corner cutting

Figure 2.2: Overview of different TST-correction schemes. (a) The CVT method minimizes the rate constant
by optimization of the dividing surface position. The barrier is corrected by ∆∆G‡. (b) The CUS
recrossing correction considers cases where two local minima in free energy space are neighbored
and trajectories tend to recross. (c) The ZCT tunneling scheme calculates classical PC(E) as well
as semiclassical P(E) transmission probabilities and integrates over the Boltzmann distribution.
(d) The SCT tunneling scheme considers the coupling to other coordinates, e.g., through corner
cutting [22].
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as CVT/SCT) is by far the most commonly used corrected TST descendant (see theory references
in chapter 6), it is dangerous to simply use it for all reactions as a black-box-method since there are
many cases where the method can fail.

In addition, the effort for doing a calculation raises significantly if we move from simple TST to,
e.g., CVT/SCT. The former only needs two frequency calculations and can be done with pen and
paper for small systems, the latter needs a large number of frequency calculations along the reaction
path (also for the correct optimization of the dividing surface position in CVT) and significant
postprocessing of the data (like evaluations of Boltzmann- and imaginary-action integrals) with
programs like POLYRATE [10]. This is far from black-box, since, e.g., an appropriate set of internal
coordinates needs to be specified manually in order to get useful results10.

Besides these drawbacks the maybe most severe one is that no convergence to exact results can
be expected when moving to more complicated methods. There is no guarantee that CVT/SCT
or CVT/LCT are even near to the exact (classical or quantum) result, since, e.g., the handling of
recrossing is complicated or the shape of the surface might be so far from harmonic that simple
anharmonic corrections for the partition sums are not sufficient.

Therefore, corrected parametric TST calculations are only used in chapter 4 in this thesis for
comparison, otherwise methods based on sampling of the configuration space are employed. It
will be shown in the next sections that these methods can indeed accomplish convergence to the
exact quantum mechanical result if used correctly.

2.1.3 Configurational Samplings

As we have seen so far, parametric models for rate constant calculations based on TST have
numerous disadvantages. They are complicated both in understanding and usage, they have no
guarantee to converge to the exact result and they require the user to gather tons of knowledge of
the topic if he or she wants to judge which type of method is best suited for the current problem. Of
course there are many papers where the authors simply used TST, CVT, CVT/ZCT and CVT/SCT
to calculate rates and compare them to experiment, but this approach might fail spectacularly if
the reaction of interest is somewhat different from the “standard case”, e.g., having large curvature
of the reaction path or no near-parabolic shape of the activation barrier.

Back in the golden era of parametric TST-corrections in the early 80s, quantitative trajectory
samplings or even wave packet calculations as discussed in the following were practically out
of reach for most systems greater than 4 to 6 atoms. Today, the limits especially for trajectory
samplings have been greatly broadened. As will be shown in chapter 8, rate constants for systems
of fourty atoms or more can be calculated to a high degree of accuracy with configurational
samplings. The future range of applicability for parametric TST corrections could therefore be
shifted to the calculations of very large systems (hundreds of atoms)11, leaving small and medium
sized systems to trajectory methods.

10 There are a plenty of other methods for the correction of TST deficiencies, for instance, usage of anharmonic frequencies,
reduced dimensionality and microcanonical corrections. They are skipped here to keep this section manageable,
since they are used rarely in practice. Details to these methods and relative importances of them are explained
elsewhere [6, 22, 38].

11 Another problem are the frequency calculations needed for the parametric methods. If very large systems are treated,
these will become very expensive, if an ab-initio method with good quality is used. This problem becomes even more
urgent if no analytical frequencies are available for the method of choice. Therefore in practice the range of applicability
is also limited for parametric models.
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Statistical Definition of Free Energy

The connection between parametric and sampling methods is the free energy12. As seen in eqs.
2.10-2.11, the TST rate constant can be calculated either with respect to the partition functions of
reactants and the transition state or with respect to the free energy difference between them.

The canonical partition function of a system can be integrated above its full coordinate space [39]:

Q =
∫

e−βE(q)dNq, (2.24)

with N being the number of degrees of freedom in the system. Here and in the following, the
integrals are meant to run over all space, corresponding to limits of −∞ to +∞ in all N dimensions.
This is assumed also in the following.

The Helmholtz free energy13 can be calculated directly from this partition function:

A = −kBT ln Q. (2.25)

This definition is valid for each system but has no use in rate constant calculations since it
includes all coordinate space, i.e., the whole reactive process and it is not possible to calculate
reaction barriers.

The solution is to include a reaction coordinate ξ, also called collective variable (CV). Now all
degrees of freedom but ξ can be integrated out, resulting in a ξ-dependent partition function:

Q(ξ) =

∫
δ [ξ(q)− ξ] eβEdNq∫

eβEdNq
, (2.26)

with δ [ξ(q)− ξ] being the Dirac delta function, thus for each value of ξ(q) only contributions
with the exact value of ξ are included into the partition sum. Now a free energy profile along ξ can
be calculated as needed for VTST14:

A(ξ) = −kBT ln Q(ξ). (2.27)

Unfortunately it is still impossible to calculate the integrals over space as needed in eq. 2.26,
since an infinite number of potential energy calculations would be needed. The loophole and also
the step towards trajectory samplings is the assumption that the system of interest is ergodic i.e.,
that every point in space is visited during a MD simulation if the simulated time interval goes to

12 This equivalence is only approximate, since the reactive flux formulation of TST is the basis for TST rates calculated
from trajectory samplings. Within this formulation, a number of trajectories originating at the reactants basin are
propagated and those who get beyond the dividing surface contribute to the actual rate. More details are shown in the
recrossing section and further below in the RPMD section. However, in practice, this conceptual difference only affects
the TST prefactor.

13 It is important to distinct between the Gibbs free energy G, the Helmholtz free energy A and the Landau free energy
F. The Helmholtz free energy can be calculated as F = U − TS with U being the internal energy and S being the
entropy, whereas the Gibbs free energy can be calculated as G = U + PV − TS, where PV is the pressure-volume
product. Thus the Gibbs free energy describes a system with constant pressure and temperature (the common case for
chemical reactions in test tubes), whereas the Helmholtz free energy describes a system with constant volume and
temperature. In the forthcoming of this work, only gas phase systems are treated and it is assumed that G ≈ F, i.e.,
that the pressure-volume product PV can be neglected. The Landau free energy parametrically depends on a reaction
coordinate but is calculated in the same way as the Helmholtz free energy in practice. Therefore, the letters G, A and F
are used here as synonyms, unless noted explicitly, depending in which community with type of free energy is used
conventionally.

14 TST-correction methods like CVT calculate the free energy surface by means of interpolation between a number of
frequency calculations along the given reaction path. In the case of sampling methods, this surface is obtained from
exploration of the thermally accessible coordinate space of the system.
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infinity. An equivalent expression is that in the limit of infinite simulation time the time average
P(ξ) becomes equal to the ensemble average Q(ξ):

lim
t 7→∞

(P(ξ)) = Q(ξ). (2.28)

Of course, infinite simulations are impossible, therefore finite simulations are done and canceled
after some time. Then, eq. 2.28 is still approximately true. If the PES of the system would be flat in
the interesting area, a probabilistic sampling could indeed result in a representative description of
it. In the usual case of a PES with local minima and high-energy transitions between them, this
approach is much less convenient, since the probability that a trajectory visits a certain area in
coordinate space decreases exponentially with the energy of the respective space section. It is said
that visits of these regions with high energy like transition areas between minima are rare events. In
order to do a meaningful sampling also at those areas, extremely long MD runs would be needed.

Umbrella Sampling

To overcome the rare-event-problem, several enhanced sampling techniques were developed [40]. For
our application of sampling a one-dimensional reaction path ξ((q) the umbrella sampling method [41]
is the best suited one. In order to enforce samplings at a certain value of the CV ξ (we could say of
the dividing surface orthogonal to ξ), a bias potential only depending on the reaction coordinate is
added to the potential energy function of the system:

Eb(q) = E(q) + w(ξ), (2.29)

where Eb is the biased potential energy, E is the unbiased potential energy and w(ξ) is the bias
potential, usually of parabolic shape:

w(ξ) = K(ξ − ξ0)
2, (2.30)

with K being the applied bias force constant. We can now, for instance, add a bias potential at
the transition state and get a reliable sampling distribution Pb(ξ)15, what would have needed
enormous amount of calculation time if only rare events were used to sample the critical region
(fig. 2.3). Of course this biased distribution cannot simply be plugged into eq. 2.26 since then the
free energy of the transition state could be lower than that of the minima.

Fortunately, the effect of the umbrella potential can be integrated out. First, the bias potential
w(ξ) can be added directly to the energy expressions appearing in the time average, resulting in
the biased average:

Pb(ξ) =

∫
δ [ξ(q)− ξ] exp [β(E(q) + w(ξ(q)))] dNq∫

exp [β(E(q) + w(ξ(q)))] dNq
. (2.31)

By disassembling the exponential in the numerator into two factors, the one solely depending on
the bias potential (and not the actual energy) can be factored out and set before the integral:

Pb(ξ) = eβw(ξ(q)) ·

∫
δ [ξ(q)− ξ] eβE(q)dNq∫

exp [β(E(q) + w(ξ(q)))] dNq
. (2.32)

15 A time average P(ξ) can also be seen as a probability distribution with respect to ξ. This enables practical calculations
of the time average and thus the desired free energy profile A(ξ).
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(a) unbiased sampling (b) biased sampling

Figure 2.3: Effect of the umbrella bias potential on a MD sampling trajectory. Without any bias, a sampling
trajectory started at one minimum would be trapped in it until it might escape to the right
minimum by a rare event, resulting in the probability distribution P(ξ) (a). When a bias located
at the transition state is applied, a sampling trajectory starting from one minimum will be pulled
towards the TS and then be trapped there, resulting in Pb(ξ) (b).

The objective is now to express the wanted unbiased distribution P(ξ) in terms of the biased one
Pb(ξ) and a correction depending on the bias potential w(ξ). If we compare eqs. 2.26 and 2.31, the
following expression can be obtained:

P(ξ) = Pb(ξ)eβw(ξ(q)) ·

∫
exp [−β(E(q) + w(ξ(q)))] dNq∫

eβE(q)dNq

= Pb(ξ)eβw(ξ(q)) ·

∫
e−βE(q))e−βw(ξ(q))dNq∫

eβE(q)dNq

(2.33)

The fraction can be integrated out to an ξ-independent Boltzmann-average
〈

eβw(ξ)
〉

of the bias
potential, leading to a significant simplification of the whole expression:

P(ξ) = Pb(ξ)eβw(ξ)
〈

eβw(ξ)
〉

. (2.34)

To get rid of the exponentials, the logarithm can be taken on both sides, leading to the free
energy through eq. 2.27:

A(ξ) = −kBT ln(Pb(ξ))− w(ξ) + F, (2.35)

where F = −kBT ln
〈

eβw(ξ)
〉

is an additional constant independent of ξ. Since we are only
interested in relative free energy values, F can be ignored and we must just take the logarithm of
the sampled bias probability distribution for each (discrete) value of ξ and subtract the value of the
additional potential at this position. Thus, evaluating an umbrella sampling is surprisingly simple.

However, by closer inspection of fig. 2.3 (b) a new problem becomes apparent: In fact the
transition region that was problematic is now well sampled, but therefore the minimum regions
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are almost completely neglected! Hence the rare event problem only has shifted from the transition
state to the minima. Of course we could argue that the strength of the potential simply needs to
be reduced such that also regions farther away from the TS are sampled more often. But then the
effect of the potential in the direct vicinity of the TS might become too loose, so that the original
problem returns. It might be possible in certain cases to find an ideal bias potential (either in terms
of the force constant or the mathematical expression of the term itself) such that the whole region
of interest is sampled with similar probability. At least if more than one barrier is present in the
coordinate space of interest this ansatz becomes impractical. In general, another strategy is used:
connection of several independent umbrella samplings scattered along the reaction coordinate.

WHAM

One quite prominent method for combining umbrella samplings at different positions along a
reaction coordinate is the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) [42]. It constructs a total
unbiased probability distribution P(ξ) as a sum of weighted histograms obtained from the single
samplings conducted with different positions of the biasing potential (also called umbrella windows):

P(ξ) =
W

∑
i

pi(ξ)Pi(ξ), (2.36)

where W is the number of sampled distributions to combine, Pi(ξ) and pi(ξ) the i’th sampling
distribution and its ξ-dependent weighting factor, respectively. For each distribution, the i’th
unbiased free energy surface can be calculated as:

Ai(ξ) = −kBT ln(Pb,i(ξ))− wi(ξ) + Fi, (2.37)

which is identical to eq. 2.35, apart from the indices i. However, now Fi cannot be simply ignored
as it was done for the single sampling because this constant is different for each sampling and due
to this different offsets the correct weighting of the single distributions is not obvious. Hence, if
different samplings shall be combined, the Fi’s need to be determined somehow. It is practically
impossible to explicitly integrate the average values they represent, but fortunately an iterative
method exists: WHAM.

In order to understand how this method works it is useful to translate the rather abstract
formulation used so far into the language of applied numerics. As already explained and indicated
in fig. 2.3, the needed time averages or probability functions (Pi(ξ)) are obtained by trajectory
samplings from which the number of hits in different bins along the reaction coordinate are counted,
i.e., the full ξ-range is divided into a number of sections and for each sampled structure the actual
ξ-value is assigned to the correct section or bin. This results in multiple ξ-dependent histograms,
one for each umbrella sampling. After some derivation [42], the WHAM equations are obtained:

P(ξ j) =
∑N

i=1 Pi(ξ j)

∑N
i=1 ni exp

[
β(Fi − wi(ξ j)

] , (2.38)

Fi = −kBT ln

[
M

∑
j=1

P(ξ j)e
−βwi(ξ j)

]
. (2.39)

Here, N is the total number of individual umbrella samplings with i being the actual sampling,
M the total number of bins per sampling with j being the actual bin and ni the total number
of sampling steps per umbrella window. Equation 2.38 calculates the total unbiased probability
distribution P(ξ) for each discrete ξ-value by summing up all single biased distributions, divided
through an Fi-dependent term. Equation 2.39 calculates the needed Fi-terms by summing over the
total unbiased distribution and weighting it by the i’th bias term. Both Fi and P(ξ) are unknown
and are itself needed to calculate the other. Therefore, an iterative procedure is needed to solve these
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(a) sampling in coordinate space (b) resulting distributions

Figure 2.4: Combination of several umbrella sampling trajectories to a large probability distribution. The
different samplings result in thousands of points in coordinate space, distributed around the
central position of the bias (a). By sorting these points with respect to their ξ position, probability
distributions P1(ξ) to P9(ξ) are obtained. These can be combined to a summarized distribution
P(ξ j) with WHAM (b) or directly integrated to A(ξ) with UI (not shown).

two equations to self-consistency. In practice, the initial guess for the Fi is unity and the iterations
are conducted until the change in the Fi-values falls below a suited threshold.

If convergence was reached, the resulting free energy surface A(ξ) can be calculated by simply
inserting P(ξ j) into eq. 2.27.

The WHAM method was implemented in the EVB-QMDFF program package, however it has a
serious drawback: the calculations are quite expensive, especially if a large number of structures was
sampled and many bins are used to subdivide the reaction path. During the umbrella samplings,
each sampled structure needs to be assigned to one bin and at the end, the large expressions in
eqs. 2.38-2.39 are calculated until convergence is reached. Unfortunately the convergence behavior
gets worse the more bins are used, such that several hundreds or thousands iterations and in each
iteration sums over millions to trillions of single sampling structures are needed for high quality
k(T) calculations.

Although the calculation effort for the free energy profile is usually negligible in comparison
to the sampling trajectories themselves, WHAM was only used for benchmarking in the line of
this thesis. The idea of combining several independent umbrella samplings with WHAM is also
illustrated in fig. 2.4.

Umbrella Integration

A much more practical method is the umbrella integration (UI) algorithm by Kästner and Thiel [43].
The idea of this method is to calculate the derivatives of the different samplings Pi(ξ), weight them
by a certain method to create the derivative of the full free energy profile and finally integrate this
resulting curve.

By looking at eq. 2.37 the problematic part are the Fi. We have seen that the whole iterative
procedure of WHAM is needed due to the unknown different Fi which made it impossible to
directly build a weighted sum of the different Pi(ξ).
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However, since the Fi are constant and thus do not depend on ξ they vanish if the derivative of
eq. 2.37 is taken with respect to ξ:

∂Ai
∂ξ

= −kBT
∂ ln(Pb

i (ξ))

∂ξ
− dwi(xi)

dξ
. (2.40)

This derivative is exact and independent of the unknown Fi. Unfortunately, a new problem has
been introduced: The sampled probability distributions Pb

i (ξ) have no analytic derivatives but
should be derived numerically. This in turn can introduce numerical artifacts and instabilities,
if they have, e.g., rugged shapes. Therefore the UI inventors had the idea of approximating the
sampled distributions as normal distributions16:

Pb
i (ξ) =

1
σb

i

√
2π

exp

−1
2

(
ξ − ξb

i

σb
i

)2 , (2.41)

where ξb
i is the mean and (σb

i )
2 is the variance of each window as calculated from the trajectory.

In practice, the Pb
i (ξ)-distributions are not calculated if UI is used. Instead of that, ξb

i and (σb
i )

2 are
calculated on the fly from each umbrella sampling trajectory. Thus, instead of a large array with bin
population numbers in the case of WHAM, only two values are returned in the case of UI from
each umbrella window, making the whole method much more comfortable.

In the next step, the logarithmic derivatives of the approximated probability distributions can be
calculated analytically, leading directly to the desired derivatives of the free energy, where eq. 2.30

is used:

∂Ai
∂ξ

= kBT
ξ − ξb

i

(σb
i )

2
− K(ξ − ξ0). (2.42)

In the penultimate step, the derivative of the desired free energy surface is obtained by building
the weighed average of the single derivatives:

∂A(ξ j)

∂ξ
=

N

∑
i

niPb
i (ξ j)

∑N
k niPb

k (ξ j)

(
∂Ai(ξ j)

∂ξ

)
. (2.43)

The appearing parameters are basically the same as for the WHAM equations (eqs. 2.38-2.39). N
is the number of umbrella windows, ni is the total number of steps sampled for window i. The
first factor calculates the normalized weight for the actual derivative: Near the maximum of its
probability distribution Pb

i (ξ), the corresponding free energy derivative i has by far the largest
weight. Hence, no iterative procedure is needed anymore, all in all only some parameters are stuck
together.

All what is left to do now is to integrate
∂A(ξ j)

∂ξ numerically over all bins, such that the free energy
curve A(ξ) for the whole reaction is obtained.

A disadvantage is that UI is less accurate than WHAM by construction. That is due to the fact
that the actual single probability distributions Pi(ξ) are approximated by normal distributions and
thus smeared out. If a large number of time steps is used for each umbrella trajectory, the resulting
Pi(ξ) are converging indeed to normal distributions, but if only rather few, e.g., some hundred
points are used for the trajectories, it might be better to evaluate the actual distributions themselves
with WHAM.

As a rule of thumb it can be formulated that WHAM should be used for “cheap” samplings
with a low number of umbrella windows and short trajectories, whereas UI can be used for very

16 It can be shown that the normal distribution approximation is equivalent to a power series of Ai(ξ) (i.e., the logarithm of
Pb

i (ξ)), truncated at second order or to the truncation of the cumulant expansion of Pb
i (ξ) after the second cumulant [43].
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expensive samplings with many long trajectories17. Since thoroughly calculations are needed to
converge the free energy curves to the level of accuracy needed for reliable k(T) values, UI will be
used for all rate constant calculations reported in this thesis. If, on the other hand, simulations of
large proteins or solvent boxes are desired where samplings are expensive and thus rather short,
WHAM will certainly be the method of choice.

Recrossing Calculations

Looking back at section 2.1.1, it turns out that trajectory-based calculations are able to solve the
inherent TST-problems 1,3 and 4. Although the reaction coordinate ξ is somewhat exceptional for
umbrella samplings as the biasing potentials wi(ξ) only depend on it, couplings between ξ and all
other bound coordinates are included automatically by the free sampling in coordinate space, such
that the restricting assumption of no coupling to other modes is solved.

The correct location of the dividing surface is quite trivial for sampled free energy surfaces: it
can be located at the maximum of the obtained A(ξ) surface.

Assuming that the exact or at least a very good approximated PES is used for the umbrella sam-
plings, the problem of harmonic approximations is solved as well: Instead of Taylor approximations
around some significant points along the reaction path the shape of the whole thermally accessible
PES relevant for the actual reaction is sampled and included for the free energy calculation.

The remaining two problems of no recrossing and neglection of quantum effects are still not
solved, though. As mentioned in section 2.1.2, recrossing is important especially for high tempera-
tures and broad barriers. There are parametric methods like US and CUS for the incorporation
of recrossing but these act on certain rather particular assumptions and are not suited in general,
further, they are unable of converging to the exact result.

Trajectory calculations are able to do so. It is possible to converge the recrossing coefficient κ
to the exact (classical) value for the given PES if enough trajectories are sampled for enough time
steps18.

The basis for the exact formulation of recrossing is an alternative expression for the TST rate
constant expressed in eqs. 2.10-2.11, namely the reactive flux (RF) formulation. The forward TST rate
constant can be expressed as the instantaneous flux through the transition state dividing surface
from reactants to products, divided by the number of reactants [2, 44]:

kTST(T) =
〈
Θ [ξ(0)] ξ̇(0)Θ

[
ξ̇(0)

]〉
〈Θ [−ξ(0)]〉 , (2.44)

with Θ being the Heaviside step function, ξ the time dependent reaction coordinate, ξ̇ its time
derivative and 〈...〉 describing Boltzmann averages (see eq. 2.34). The zero argument indicates that
all quantities are measured at one single time, here at t = 0.

As already stated above, the TST equation is able to deliver fairly good results, but the assumption
of no time-dependence of the flux leads to an overestimation of the rate, namely because all
transitions are assumed to lead to a product state and thus recrossings are neglected (all what is
headed to the products by ∂ξ(0)

∂t is assumed to end there).

17 As it is explained also in section 3.3.7, many short trajectories starting with randomized positions and momenta are
sampled in each umbrella window and subsequently summed up for analysis as if it was one large trajectory in the
EVB-QMDFF program. This is due to the fact that the used RPMD method seriously harms the ergodicity of a single
long sampling trajectory, since the springs between the RPMD beads are very stiff especially if many beads are used
(see below) [11].

18 We might expect that the effects of recrossing are already included if the free energy surface is generated by free
trajectory samplings, which itself will recross the dividing surface many times. However, the applied samplings result
in a free energy surface that plays the same role as the parametrized free energy surface used in CVT calculations,
which itself are based on TST and its assumptions. Therefore, recrossing must be accounted for still separately.
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Recrossing can be considered if the flux in eq. 2.44 is calculated time dependently and not
instantaneous:

kRF(T, t) =
〈
Θ [ξ(0)] ξ̇(0)Θ [ξ(t)]

〉
〈Θ [−ξ(0)]〉 . (2.45)

Now, the reactive flux is considered to have explicit time dependence via ξ(t) such that the value
of the reaction coordinate at time t decides if the system is on the reactant or product side and not
only its direction at time 0, i.e., the system is allowed to recross (ξ(t) could be become lower than
zero at some time t). This description is also called the reactive flux method19 [45].

We could calculate the rate constant with eq. 2.45 by starting a large ensemble of trajectories at
the reactants valley and look how many of them are reaching the products valley after some time
t. However, this becomes very costly since reactions are rare events and thus only a very small
fraction of the started trajectories will actually reach the product valley.

Fortunately, the reactive flux rate constant can be factored out into two contributions: the usual
TST rate constant and a transmission coefficient κ(T, t):

kRF(T, t) = κ(T, t)kTST(T). (2.46)

Due to the significant contribution of Chandler to the development of the reactive flux method
[45] this is also called the Chandler-factorization of the TST-rate.

The idea is to calculate first the usual TST rate constant (either with corrected parametric or
trajectory sampling methods) and then to do a separate recrossing calculation. For this calculation,
we only look at the events happening directly after crossing the dividing surface, which shall be
located at ξ = 0 for this derivation. Instead of assuming that all trajectories are reacting to products,
we start a number of trajectories at ξ = 0 and look after a number of times t how many of them
have reached the product region or went back to the reactants. This can be expressed as (note the
time derivatives ξ̇(...)!):

κ(T, t) =
〈
δ [ξ(0)] ξ̇(0)Θ [ξ(t)]

〉〈
δ [ξ(0)] ξ̇(0)Θ

[
ξ̇(t)

]〉 =

〈
ξ̇(0)Θ [ξ(t)]

〉
ξ〈

ξ̇(0)Θ
[
ξ̇(0)

]〉
ξ

, (2.47)

where in the second step the condition that all trajectories start at ξ = 0 at t = 0 (δ [ξ(0)])
is denoted as a conditional Boltzmann average 〈...〉ξ over the constrained ensemble in which all
trajectories start at ξ = 0. In practice, a constrained parent trajectory is sampled a certain amount of
time exactly at ξ = 0 but with free thermal movement orthogonal on the dividing surface. At some
interval, bunches of child trajectories are started from the current position of the parent trajectory.
Their momenta are set as random pairs according to the thermostat in usage, whereas the first
trajectory gets p(0) and the second gets −p(0).

From these momentum vectors, the initial time derivatives of the reaction coordinate ξ̇(0) are
determined. Of each pair of child trajectories, only one will be included in the actual recrossing
calculation, since Θ

[
ξ̇(0)

]
will be zero for the other (with the momentum directed to the reactants).

With this procedure, it can be ensured that all child trajectories considered for the κ(T, t) calculation
are starting headed to the product valley (such that they can be considered reactive in the traditional
TST picture).

The child trajectories are then started without any restraint, such that they will evolve freely
(only under influence of the thermostat) either to the reactant or to the product valley. Only if the
trajectory is still in the product side ξ ≥ 0, it will be counted for the transmission coefficient. Since

19 In section 11.2.2 it is shown that the recrossing coefficient appears if we look at flux-side correlation functions. Instead
of calculating the long time limit we can restrict the evaluation to the short time limit and correct the resulting rate by
a separate recrossing factor, which is analogous to the approach shown here.
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the average is taken over all trajectories, κ(T, t) will only be one if all child trajectories directed
initially to the product region are still on the product side at time t.

Since for most reactions ξ = 0 is located on or near to a potential barrier, most child trajectories
will decay quite rapidly either to the products or to the reactants region. Therefore recrossing events
are becoming increasingly improbable the more time is elapsed. Only a few molecular vibrations
after starting the systems will be still near the TS such that thermal hits or redistribution of internal
vibrations might lead to recrossings back above the barrier. Therefore a typical time-dependent plot
of κ(T, t) decays rapidly after some femtoseconds. However, since reactions are rare events, it is
still possible that child trajectories already arrived at the product valley might come back above the
barrier, affecting κ(T, t). Thus, κ(T, t) does converge to a final result κ(T) but increasingly slowly
with advancing time.

This procedure of calculating κ(T, t) is illustrated in fig. 2.5 for a small ensemble of child
trajectories in order to further clarify the concept. In reality, several thousands to hundreds of
thousands of trajectories are needed to really converge to the exact value of κ(T) for the given PES.

2.1.4 Rigorous Quantum Theories

The original TST-formulation by Eyring is an approximation, sometimes a good one, sometimes a
poor one. The different parametric corrections presented here lead to better qualities of the calcu-
lated rate constants, however, they are still not exact, even in the classical regime. With recrossing
corrected sampling methods, formally exact classical rate constants can be obtained. However,
real systems always impose quantum effects, especially if light atoms and/or low temperatures are
coming into play.

Cumulative Reaction Probabilities

Fortunately, it is possible to formulate an exact20 quantum theory for reaction rate calculations [7].
The canonical rate constant for a bimolecular chemical reaction can be expressed as:

k(T) =
1

2πh̄Qr(T)

∫ ∞

∞
dE exp

[
−E
kT

]
N(E), (2.48)

with Qr being the reactants partition function per unit volume. Similarly, we can calculate
the microcanonical (i.e., energy-dependent) rate constant, as it is usually done for unimolecular
systems:

k(E) =
1

2πh̄ρr(E)
N(E), (2.49)

where ρr(E) is the density of reactant states per unit energy.
For both canonical and microcanonical rate constants, the cumulative reaction probability N(E) is

needed. This quantity can in general be obtained from the S-matrix of the reaction:

N(E) = ∑
nrnp

∣∣∣Snp,nr(E)
∣∣∣2 . (2.50)

20 In practice, a rate constant is considered to be exact if the exact value with respect to the used potential energy surface is
obtained. Of course there is still no guarantee that these “exact” results are even near to the experimental ones, because
deficiencies of the used potential energy surface are passed on the calculated rate (see chapter 5). Further, the quantum
dynamics calculations are performed numerically in practice, thus the number of used grid basis functions also affects
the quality of the result. At least it is possible to obtain the exact quantum mechanical result if a hypothetical perfect
PES is used and the number of basis functions goes to infinity. In practice it is possible however to obtain results of
spectroscopic accuracy at least for small systems if a parametrized PES and a good basis is used.
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(a) t = 0 fs (b) t = 10 fs

(c) t = 20 fs (d) t = 30 fs

0 10 20 300

1

Figure 2.5: Simplified illustration of a recrossing calculation. Five pairs of child trajectories are started at the
TS dividing surface with opposite momenta. Only the trajectories headed to the product well
are propagated. At the beginning, the transmission κ is one since all trajectories are located at
ξ = 0 (a). After 10 fs, two trajectories inverted their direction and recrossed the dividing surface,
κ = 0.6 (b). After 20 fs, one recrossed trajectory has again turned back, such that four of five are
on the product side, κ = 0.8 (c). After 30 fs, two trajectories have reached the products minimum
and three the reactants minimum, leading to a converged value of κ = 0.4 (d). The obtained
transmission time profile is shown in the middle.
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The S-matrix expresses the probabilities for the transition from a reactant state nr to a product
state np.

This matrix can essentially be calculated if we propagate each single reactant state as a wave
packet to the product region and analyze the distribution of product states. With this method, one
row or column of the S-matrix is calculated for each propagation (one reactant state to all product
states).

A Simple Example

In the case of a simple collinear three-atomic reaction like F+H2, the S-matrix can be calculated
as follows [46]: The Jacobi coordinates for the reactants valley can be taken as the distance between
the F-atom and the H2-molecule (RF-H2) and the distance between both H’s into the H2-molecule
(RH-H).

Then, the initial wave packet describing a certain vibrational state v of the H2-molecule (no
rotation considered) can be expressed as:

Ψ(RF-H2 , RH-H, t = 0) = φv(RH-H) exp[−α(RF-H2 − R0
F-H2

)2]

exp[−ik(RF-H2 − R0
F-H2

)],
(2.51)

where the first factor is the vibrational wave function for the isolated H2-molecule at vibrational
state v, the second factor defines the Gaussian shape of the overall wave packet and the last factor
enables the motion of the packet along the reaction coordinate (via the imaginary exponential and
the momentum k).

Before the actual dynamics of the wave packet can be calculated, it should be considered that the
Jacobi coordinates of the products are different (HF-H-distance RH-HF and H-F-distance RH-F) than
that of the reactants. In order to avoid any topological difficulties, the initial wave packet is directly
transformed into the product coordinates and all propagation is done in these.

During the propagation, the forthcoming wave packet is analyzed with respect to the vibrational
states of the product, i.e., the wave packet is projected onto all vibrational states v′ of the H-F-
molecule to be analyzed:

Cv′(RH-HF,∞, t) =
∫ ∞

0
φv′(RH-F)Ψ(RF-H2 , RH-H, t)dRH-F. (2.52)

The ∞-subscripts indicate that this analysis is done at the product asymptote, whereas in reality
a dividing surface is chosen on which the interactions between H and H-F are negligible.

By looking at eq. 2.50 an energy-dependent S-matrix is needed for k(T) calculations. In order
to get there, the obtained time-dependent coefficients Cv′(RH-HF,∞, t) need to be transformed to
energy-dependent coefficients Av′(RH-HF,∞, E) by Fourier transform:

Av′(RH-HF,∞, E) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

t=0
exp

(
iEt
h̄

)
Cv′(RH-HF,∞, t)dt. (2.53)

After some derivation it is possible to calculate the desired S-matrix for the F+H2-reaction directly
from the energy-dependent coefficients of the product states:

∣∣Sv′,v(E)
∣∣2 =

64π2h2

µ′2
kv′kv

∣∣∣∣Av′(RH-HF,∞, E)
f (|kv|)

∣∣∣∣2 , (2.54)

with µ′ the reduced mass of the HF-molecule, v′ and v the vibrational states of products and
reactants, respectively and f (|kv|) the momentum distribution of the initial wave packet.

In order to get the full quadratic Sv′,v-matrix, initial wave packets (eq. 2.51) need to be started
for an equal number of vibrational states v of the H2-molecule as states v′ of the HF-molecule are
included into the analysis for eq. 2.52. After completing this analysis, the canonical rate constant
k(T) could be calculated for F+H2 with eqs. 2.48 and 2.50.
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Practical Considerations

In spite of its ostensible simplicity the “direct” method of calculating Snp,nr(E) has a serious
drawback: In the example presented above, a simple three-atomic collinear reaction without any
rotation was considered, resulting in only one vibrational quantum number for the reactants and
the products, respectively.

In real applications of somewhat larger molecules all energetically favorable combinations of
the system’s normal modes with consideration of rotational splitting must be included, resulting
in hundreds to tens of thousands of different initial conditions. Each of these states must be
propagated and analyzed according to the scheme above, resulting in very expensive calculations.

In quantum dynamics, the time-dependent wave functions like eq. 2.51 are usually expanded
in basis functions located at a regular grid in coordinate space (therefore called grid functions).
If very large asymptotic areas should be described (such that RH−HF,∞ is reached) the number of
used basis functions will increase rapidly.

Unlike time-independent quantum mechanics, where, e.g., simple Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations
scale with N4

b with Nb the number of basis functions, time-dependent calculations scale less than
N2

g , where Ng is the number of grid functions. However, since the number of such grid points
scales exponentially with the number of used coordinates (in contrast to three spatial coordinates
in HF), exact treatments are becoming infeasible even for systems of 6 atoms or more, unless
approximations such as reduced coordinate sets are used.

One way of getting cheaper methods is to consider the fact that the full S-matrix contains much
more information (all what is needed to calculate every possible quantum mechanical observable
relating to the reaction of interest) than necessary in order to calculate the cumulative reaction
probability N(E).

Several methods were developed that aim at the calculation of N(E) but without explicit
consideration of the S-matrix itself [8].

Reactive Flux Calculations and QTST

Real-time-correlation functions play an important role for calculations of dynamical properties of
systems [11]. The general expression for the real time correlation cAB(t) of two quantities A and B
is:

cAB(t) =
1
Q

tr
[
e−βĤ Â(0)B̂(t)

]
, (2.55)

with Q the canonical partition function of the system, which can be calculated in terms of the
trace of the Boltzmann operator21:

Q = tr
[
e−βĤ

]
. (2.56)

Both Â(0) and B̂(t) are Heisenberg-evolved operators of the general form:

Ξ(t) = exp
(

iĤt
h̄

)
Ξ̂ exp

(
−iĤt

h̄

)
. (2.57)

Depending on the kind of operators chosen, different quantities of interest can be calculated, for
instance, the diffusion coefficient from the velocity operator Â = B̂ = v̂, an infrared spectrum from
the dipole operator Â = B̂ = µ̂ or, most interesting for our case, chemical reaction rates for the
reactive flux operator Â = B̂ = F̂.

21 This operator is the quantum mechanical analogue to the classical Boltzmann average integrals introduced for the
derivation of umbrella samplings (e.g., in eq. 2.34).
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In order to calculate them, the flux-flux autocorrelation time profile needs to be integrated for all
times [47]:

k(T) =
1

Qr(T)

∫ ∞

0
tr
[
e−βĤ F̂ exp

(
iĤt

h̄

)
F̂ exp

(
−iĤt

h̄

)]
dt. (2.58)

Since this method closely resembles the reactive flux formulation of TST given in eq. 2.44, it
is also called quantum transition state theory (QTST) [9]. An important difference is, however, that
QTST is at least formally exact, in contrast to classical TST. In practice, these calculations work
similar to trajectory recrossing calculations. Wave packets are started in the TS region (whereas
their delocalization in phase space is considered by the quantum Boltzmann operator e−βĤ) and
propagated some time, whereas the flux-flux-correlation time-profile is recorded [48]. By integrating
this profile, the rate constant can be obtained. Since the correlation function reaches an asymptotic
value quite fast, almost no propagations into the reactants/product valleys are needed, instead,
absorbing potentials are placed in their directions in order to avoid artifacts. The total number of
grid points to set up is greatly reduced to the TS area, which of course lowers the costs significantly.

Further, as it will be seen below, this method of calculating k(T) values plays a pivotal role for
the conceptual ground of the RPMD-approach used throughout this thesis22.

There are a plenty of other methods that aim at reducing the computational expense of wave
packet k(T)-calculations, either in the way the rate is calculated or the way the propagation itself is
done, but even a short description of them would blow up the extent of this thesis. The interested
reader is referred to the respective literature [7, 8, 49].

2.1.5 Path Integral Formulation of Quantum Mechanics

In order to bridge the gap between cheap classical calculations that are unable to include quantum
effects and (at least in principle) exact but too expensive exact quantum calculations, the path
integral (PI) formulation of quantum mechanics (QM) turned out to be quite useful. Developed by
Feynman and others, it is an alternative formulation of quantum mechanics that can be shown
to be equivalent to the usual Schrödinger picture and turns out to be quite advantageous for
developing approximate time-dependent QM-calculations based on classical trajectory samplings.

After giving a short introduction to the field, we will see in the next section how PIs can be used
to develop the RPMD-method, which is able to consider quantum effects yet is based on classical
dynamics.

It is of course not my demand to give a comprehensive review of PI-QM, thus I will only show
the very basics needed for understanding RPMD. For a deeper treatment of the field the famous
book of Feynman and Hibbs [50] is recommended.

Foundations

In our days, quantum mechanics is usually treated within the Schrödinger picture, i.e., by solving
the Schrödinger equation for different situations, either analytically or, especially in theoretical
chemistry, numerically in order to get the wave function of a system23. Because the time-dependent

22 A closer look at the relation between RPMD and QTST is made in the derivation of the bimolecular RPMD reaction rate
shown in section 11.2.2. There, we switch from flux-flux-autocorrelation functions to flux-side-correlation functions, by
retention of the concept of looking at time-dependent correlation profiles of wave packets started in the TS region (fig.
11.2).

23 In fact, there are several different formulations of quantum mechanics, which all can be shown to be equivalent. Some
of the most important ones are [51]:

1. The Schrödinger picture, or wave mechanics.

2. The Heisenberg representation, also called matrix mechanics.

3. The Feynman path integral formulation, as it will be presented here.
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Schrödinger equation (TDSE) is a partial differential equation, this description is also called the
differential formulation of quantum mechanics.

Besides this, it is as well possible to describe quantum mechanics in an integral formulation. There,
instead of differential equations integral equations need to be solved in order to obtain descriptions
and predictions for certain systems. This integral formulation is also called the path-integral
formulation of quantum mechanics.

In classical mechanics, similar correspondences exist. Besides the Newtonian equations of
motion, which are differential equations, we can, e.g., solve the motion of a one-dimensional
particle between two points a and b by calculating its action:

S [b, a] =
∫ tb

ta
L(ẋ, x, t)dt, (2.59)

with ta and tb start and end points of the time interval to be examined and L the Lagrangian of
the system, defined as:

L =
m
2

ẋ2 −V(x, t), (2.60)

with m the mass of the system, for the case if an arbitrary time-dependent potential energy
V(x, t) is existent.

We can now calculate the path the system will tread between ta and tb (x(t)) by applying the
principle of least action: The quantity S [b, a] has a minimum value for the classical motion of the
system in the time interval of interest. This can also be expressed variationally: S [b, a] should have
an extremum for the extremum path x(t):

δS = S [x + δx]− S [x] = 0, (2.61)

i.e., the action remains unchanged to first order if the extremum path is changed infinitesimally.
If this condition is inserted into eq. 2.59, we obtain:

S [x + δx] =
∫ tb

ta
L(ẋ + δẋ, x + δx, t)dt =

∫ tb

ta

[
L(ẋ, x, t) + δẋ

∂L
∂ẋ

+ δx
∂L
∂x

]
dt. (2.62)

The resulting integral can be split up into the action and its variation:

S [x + δx] = S [x] +
∫ tb

ta

[
δẋ

∂L
∂ẋ

+ δx
∂L
∂x

]
dt. (2.63)

The remaining integral can be evaluated by integration of parts, resulting in the expression for
the variation in S :

δS =

[
δx

∂L
∂ẋ

]tb

ta

−
∫ tb

ta
δx
[

d
dt

(
∂L
∂ẋ

)
− ∂L

∂x

]
dt. (2.64)

The first term becomes zero since all possible paths have the same starting and ending points,
respectively. Therefore, the derivative of L is zero at ta and tb. All what remains is the second
factor in the integral. If the whole expression for δS should be zero, it leads to the condition:

d
dt

(
∂L
∂ẋ

)
− ∂L

∂x
= 0. (2.65)

This expression is well known in classical mechanics, namely it is the classical Lagrangian equation
of motion.

4. The Dirac representation, or the interaction picture.

5. The phase space formulation, also called Wigner representation.
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The quintessence of this derivation is that in the classical picture exactly one single path describes
the motion of a particle between two endpoints for given potential and kinetic energy, hence
position and momentum are known exactly during the whole motion.

In quantum mechanics this is of course no longer the case. Here, not only the single path of
least action is important for the motion of the particle, but all possible paths contribute to the
actual motion, corresponding to a smeared-out time-dependent probability distribution between
the points a and b. The probability to go from point a to b in space can be expressed as:

P(b, a) = |K(b, a)|2, (2.66)

where K(b, a) is the amplitude to go from a to b, obtained if all possible paths x(t) (no matter how
absurd they might appear) the system could take are summed up:

K(b, a) = ∑
all x(t) from a to b

φ[x(t)] (2.67)

As for the classical case, the action S is an important measure for each path x(t), but now it
infects only the phase of each possible path:

φ[x(t)] = C exp
(

i
h̄

S[x(t)]
)

, (2.68)

with C being a suitable normalization constant. At first sight, we could think that all possible
paths contribute equally to the total amplitude, since their prefactors are equal and only their
phases are different. However, in practice all paths will be integrated and especially for large values
of S far offside the classical extremum path neighbored paths will cancel out each other due to
their heavily fluctuating phases. In the classical limit, with h̄ going to zero, the phases will oscillate
significantly for neighbored paths for all but the direct vicinity of the classical optimum x, where
the change in S and thus of the phase is zero in first order. Thus, the single classical optimum path
is obtained if either S is becoming large or h̄ is going to zero24.

So far, the amplitude for a certain quantum mechanical motion is given only qualitatively in eqs.
2.67-2.68. How does this work in practice? Even in the simplest case of one dimension x we have
an infinite number of possible paths, each of it needs to be integrated from a to b.

One way of doing this is to divide each path into a finite number of linear slices connected
together. If the number of these discrete steps per path is N, we can integrate over all paths for
each of the obtained xi values25. Because all paths are identical for the first xi at a and the last at b,
we get:

K(b, a) ∼
∫

. . .
∫ ∫

φ[x(t)]dx1dx2 . . . dxN−1, (2.69)

where the first (x0) and the last (xN) are omitted. At this stage, the result is far from exact,
because we only have a finite number of steps on which the different paths are evaluated. In order
to get the exact limit, the number of intersections must go to infinity, which corresponds to the
distances ε between them going to zero. Further, the whole integral needs to be normalized, where
A is a suitable normalization constant, depending on ε:

K(b, a) = lim
ε→0

1
A

∫
. . .
∫ ∫

exp
(

i
h̄

∫ tb

ta
L(ẋ, x, t)dt

)
dx1

A
dx2

A
. . .

dxN
A

. (2.70)

24 The value of the action will become large for all possible paths if, e.g., a large particle (heavy atoms or molecules) is
considered, since the m

2 part of L will become huge in units of h̄.
25 Considering all possible paths means that for each time, every point in space is part of one path. Therefore, for each

slice considered, the integral must be taken over the whole space, i.e., here the x dimension in which the particle can
move.
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(a) Finite number of intersections (b) Limit of infinite intersections

Figure 2.6: Process of the derivation of eq. 2.70 for the exact path integral. We can intersect the time axis
into a number of slices of length ε and calculate the Lagrangians of the path at each of these
sections. For each section, all points in space need to be integrated (a). To obtain the exact path
integral, the number of slices needs to go to infinity (or ε needs to go to zero), such that an
infinite number of integrals need to be evaluated, one at each infinitesimal slice. Now, the action
can be integrated over time as well (b). Of course, also an infinite number of paths needs to be
considered in the reality.

With this equation, we can calculate the quantum mechanical amplitude for going from a to b in

the one-dimensional case with a given Lagrangian L(ẋ, x, t) and
∫ tb

ta
L(ẋ, x, t)dt = S [b, a] being a

line-integral passing through all xi along a certain curve. The process of obtaining the exact limit
of infinite integrations is shown in fig. 2.6. Equation 2.70 does not only look terrible, it is almost
impossible to evaluate for all but the simplest cases where analytical tricks can be applied to get
rid of the infinite-dimensional integral. This is the main reason why the path integral formulation
is rarely used in, e.g., quantum chemistry.

Usually, a shortened notation for the amplitude is used:

K(b, a) =
∫ b

a
exp

(
i
h̄
S [b, a]

)
Dx(t), (2.71)

where Dx(t) denotes the integration over the limit of infinite subsections between a and b over
all paths. K(b, a) is hence called the path integral between a and b, sometimes it is also called the
kernel for describing the motion between a and b or the propagator, since it essentially propagates
from a to b.

Path Integrals and Differential Formulations

In order to explore the usefulness of PI QM to get an approximate description of QM-effects based
on classical trajectories it is helpful to show the equivalence between the path integral and the
Schrödinger picture of QM. In section 11.2.1 in the appendix this equivalence is exemplified by the
derivation of the TDSE from the path integral propagator.
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The time propagation of a wave function can be described in the Schrödinger picture as a
time-dependent superposition of the eigenstates of the respective Hamiltonian26:

ψ(x, t) =
∞

∑
n=1

cn exp
(
− i

h̄
Ent
)

φn(x). (2.72)

It can be shown that a kernel can be expressed in terms of eigenstates as well, but now of the
respective states of the origin (xa, ta) and the endpoint (xb, tb):

K(xb, tb; xamta) =
∞

∑
n=1

φn(xb)φ
∗
n(xa) exp

(
− i

h̄
En(tb − ta)

)
, (2.73)

where tb > ta. Now, the kernel representing a path integral is expressed in terms of solutions
of the TISE, a differential equation! It will be seen that this differential representation plays an
important role for the following derivations.

2.1.6 Ring Polymer Molecular Dynamics

As shown so far, exact quantum treatment of dynamics is expensive and almost impossible for
all but quite small systems unless some subtle tricks are used. We also have seen that the PI
formulation of quantum mechanics is even more expensive than the differential treatment, which
is the foundation for all direct quantum dynamics methods. It seems to be ridiculous to even try to
develop a numerical method based on path integrals.

However, as will become clear in the next section, the path integral approach is well suited for
the analytical calculations of quantum mechanical partition functions. As we have seen for example
in eq. 2.27, the free energy is defined in terms of the system’s partition function. Similarly, all
other thermodynamical observables of a system can be calculated in terms of the partition function,
which is discussed in larger detail in textbooks on statistical thermodynamics [21].

For our purpose, the determination of free energy profiles turned out to be essential for chemical
reaction rate calculations. We will now see how it is possible to obtain a quantum mechanical
procedure of calculating partition functions and next how this can be approximated in a classical
manner.

Path Integrals and Partition Functions

Physical systems are rarely isolated in nature. In fact, if we want to get a physical description
of realistic systems containing large numbers of particles a statistical description is needed. This
implies that the actual state of the system is not known but several states could occur with different
probabilities. The probability of a state to occur depends on its energy:

pn =
1
Q

e−βEn , (2.74)

where the normalization constant is itself the partition sum of the system:

Q = ∑
n

e−βEn . (2.75)

Thus, a sum over all states with exponential weighting of their energies is done. In order to
switch to the quantum mechanical picture, the definition of a state needs to be clarified: If a

26 These eigenstates are the solution of the TISE of the system: Hφn(x) = Enφn(x).
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one-dimensional particle is considered, the probability of finding the particle at x is the sum over
all of its possible states, taken as absolute square:

P(x) =
1
Q ∑

n
φ∗n(x)φn(x)e−βEn . (2.76)

In the general case, the expectation value of an arbitrary operator A shall be described statistically.
Then, its expected value can be given as:

A =
1
Q ∑

n
Ane−βEn =

1
Q ∑

n

∫
φ∗n(x)Aφn(x)dxe−βEn . (2.77)

In general, the expected value depends on a function called the statistical density matrix, or density
matrix in short:

ρ(x′, x) = ∑
n

φn(x′)φ∗n(x) exp (−βEn) . (2.78)

In order to calculate the probability to find the system at x, the density matrix can be used:

P(x) =
1
Q

ρ(x, x). (2.79)

The partition sum can now be calculated to normalize the total probability distribution to 1, then
we get its expression:

Q =
∫

ρ(x, x)dx ≡ tr(ρ). (2.80)

Thus, we need to calculate the trace of the density matrix of a system in order to get its partition
sum. But where are the path integrals? If we compare eqs. 2.78 and 2.73, we see that they
are surprisingly similar. The density matrix expression has the exponent βEn, the eigenfunction
representation of the kernel has the exponent − i

h̄ En(tb − ta), whereas the rest is identical.
We can expand this similarity if the density matrix element ρ(x, x′) is expressed as a “pseudo

kernel”, a kernel working in imaginary time:

k(xb, ub, xa, ua) = ∑
n

φn(xb)φ
∗
n(xa) exp

(
−ub − ua

h̄
En

)
, (2.81)

with xb = x′, xa = x, ub = h̄β and ua = 0. Now, we have transformed the Boltzmann factor of
the density matrix into an imaginary time difference between 0 and h̄β. Starting at this expression,
it can be shown that the whole density matrix element ρ(xb, xa) is equivalent to a path integral
over the imaginary time variable u. This results in:

ρ(xb, xa) =
∫

exp
[
−1

h̄

∫ βh̄

0

(m
2

ẋ2(u) + V(x(u))
)

du
]
Dx(u). (2.82)

Now, we can evaluate partition functions in terms of path integrals! In contrast to the general PI
expression given in eq. 2.70, no imaginary unit i appears in the exponent. Therefore, neighbored
paths do not cancel out another like for real dynamics, instead, paths of high potential and/or
kinetic energy also add to the partition function but only with small amounts, since the (negative)
exponential becomes small for large values in the bracket.

As the calculation of partition functions only needs the diagonal elements of the density matrix,
xa = xb can be set. This means that start and end points of all paths calculated by eq. 2.82 are
identical. To calculate the coordinate-dependent partition function of the system we evaluate all
possible paths or motions the system can make at any point in coordinate space to start, travel for
an imaginary time h̄β and come back before this interval has ended. The longer these cyclic paths
are, the larger the kinetic energy will be and hence the lower this path’s contribution. Further, if the
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(a) Imaginary time path integrals (b) Cyclic paths in coordinate space

Figure 2.7: Calculation of partition functions with path integrals for a two-dimensional example [52]. In
imaginary time u with the interval 0 to βh̄, usual path integrals are calculated, where start and
end points are identical (a). In coordinate space, each of these integrals is represented by a cyclic
parametric curve depending on the dimensionless parameter u (b).

temperature gets lower and lower, h̄β gets large and thus longer paths are possible, the particles
get smeared out.

Path Integral Molecular Dynamics

We already got some basic understanding why “ring polymers” might play an important role if the
PI-based calculation of partition functions shall be approximated, since cyclic path integrals need
to be evaluated.

However, the actual derivation of the working path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) Hamiltonian
is still quite lengthy [51]. To hold the equations as short as possible, we will now switch to the
Dirac notation. In this notation, the kernel according to eq. 2.70 can be expressed as:

K(x, t, x′, t′) =
〈

x
∣∣∣ exp

(
− itH

h̄

) ∣∣∣ x′
〉

, (2.83)

with H being the Hamiltonian of the system and exp
(
− itH

h̄

)
the time propagation operator. The

density matrix according to eq. 2.82 can now be expressed similarly:

ρ(x, x′) =
〈

x′
∣∣∣ e−βH

∣∣∣ x
〉

, (2.84)

where exp(−βH) is called the Boltzmann operator [11]. The Hamiltonian of the system H is the
sum of its potential and kinetic energy operators V̂ and T̂:

H =
m
2

ẋ2 + V(x) = T̂ + V̂. (2.85)

Unfortunately, the effect of the propagator on the states cannot be evaluated directly, because the
T̂ and V̂ operators do not commute. Fortunately, there is a way to circumvent this problem. The
Trotter theorem can be used to rewrite an exponent of two non-commuting operators [51]:

exp[−β(T̂ + V̂)] = lim
P→∞

[
exp

(
βV̂
2P

)
exp

(
βT̂
P

)
exp

(
βV̂
2P

)]P
, (2.86)
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with P being the Trotter number. The evaluated propagator can now be reinserted into the density
matrix expression:

ρ(x, x′) = lim
P→∞

〈
x′
∣∣∣∣ [exp

(
βV̂
2P

)
exp

(
βT̂
P

)
exp

(
βV̂
2P

)]P
∣∣∣∣ x
〉

. (2.87)

Now, we have single exponential operators that could be evaluated, however, there is still an
infinite product of them:

ρ(x, x′) = lim
P→∞

〈
x′
∣∣∣∣∣ P

∏
k=1

exp
(

βV̂
2P

)
exp

(
βT̂
P

)
exp

(
βV̂
2P

) ∣∣∣∣∣ x

〉
. (2.88)

It is possible to introduce the identity operator expressed in the space of possible position

eigenstates Î =
∫
|x〉 〈x| dx, here we write them between each pair of operators, resulting in an

P− 1 dimensional integral:

ρ(x, x′) = lim
P→∞

∫ P

∏
k=1

〈
xk+1

∣∣∣ exp
(

βV̂
2P

)
exp

(
βT̂
P

)
exp

(
βV̂
2P

) ∣∣∣ xk

〉
dx2 . . . dxP, (2.89)

where x1 = x and xP+1 = x′. Each of the brackets can be evaluated separately. The potential
energy operator takes effect on the actual position and calculates its potential, therefore, they can
be evaluated on both positional states:

〈
xk+1

∣∣∣ exp
(

βV̂
2P

)
exp

(
βT̂
P

)
exp

(
βV̂
2P

) ∣∣∣ xk

〉
=

exp
(
− βV(xk+1)

2P

) 〈
xk+1

∣∣∣ exp
(

βT̂
P

) ∣∣∣ xk

〉
exp

(
− βV(xk)

2P

)
.

(2.90)

Thus, only the kinetic energy operators remain to be evaluated. Its energy operator can be

expressed in terms of the momentum operator: T̂ = p̂2

2m , with m the mass of the system. Now,
similar to eq. 2.89, the identity operator expressed in the space of possible momentum eigenstates

Î =
∫
|p〉 〈p| dp can be inserted:

〈
xk+1

∣∣∣ exp
(

βT̂
P

) ∣∣∣ xk

〉
=
∫
〈xk+1|p〉 〈p| exp

(
βT̂
P

)
|xk〉 dp

=
∫

exp
(
− βp2

2mP

)
〈xk+1|p〉 〈p|xk〉 ,

(2.91)

where the kinetic energy operator was applied on the momentum eigenstate from the left. The
overlap between a position and a momentum eigenstate can be expressed as:

〈x|p〉 = 1√
2πh̄

exp
(
− ipx

h̄

)
. (2.92)

Now, the kinetic energy operator can finally be evaluated:

〈
xk+1

∣∣∣ exp
(

βT̂
P

) ∣∣∣ xk

〉
=
∫

exp
(
− βp2

2mP

) 1
2πh̄

exp
(
− ipxk+1

h̄

)
exp

(
ipxk

h̄

)
dp

=
1

2πh̄

∫
exp

(
ip(xk+1−xk)

h̄

)
exp

(
− βp2

2mP

)
dp.

(2.93)
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The integral over the momentum is solvable, if some tricks concerning the Gaussian form of the
second factor are done 27, which results in:

〈
xk+1

∣∣∣ exp
(

βT̂
P

) ∣∣∣ xk

〉
=

√
mP

2πβh̄2 exp

(
− mP

2βh̄2 (xk+1 − xk)
2

)
. (2.94)

Now, all state vectors disappear, the remaining expressions are simple functions of the single
points in space! This result can be inserted into eq. 2.90, such that the expectation values of
the single multiplied operators can now be noted. These can be inserted into eq. 2.89 where
the integral over the whole coordinate space x is calculated over a product of P approximated
operators. Since all of these are themselves products of exponentials, all can be summarized into
one large exponential, with the exponents being summed up:

ρ(x, x′) = lim
P→∞

(
mP

2πβh̄2

) ∫
exp

{
−1

h̄

P

∑
k=1

[
mP

2βh̄2 (xk+1 − xk)
2 +

βh̄
2P

[V(xk+1) + V(xk)]

]}
dx2 . . . dxP,

(2.95)

with xP+1 = x′ and x1 = x. At this stage, we can return to the initial expression for the partition
sum given in eq. 2.80:

Q = lim
P→∞

(
mP

2πβh̄2

) P
2 ∫

exp

{
−1

h̄

P

∑
k=1

[
mP

2βh̄2 (xk+1 − xk)
2 +

βh̄
P

V(xk)

]}
dx1 . . . dxP,

(2.96)

where now the integration is also over all points x, x′ of real space included into the density
matrix expression of eq. 2.80, with x1 = x = x′. Since in eq. 2.89 the states x and x′ are included
once, the states x2 to xP−1 are included twice and x = x′ for our special case, each state appears
twice in the potential energy term. Therefore, the sum runs over V(xk), with an additional prefactor
of two, where x1 = xP.

In practice, the integrals needed for evaluation of the partition function can be evaluated by path
integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) samplings. In order to perform PIMD, i.e., running trajectories in order
to sample the coordinate space, momenta need to be added to the effective potential in eq. 2.96.
Then, integration must also be done in momentum space, thus being extended to the full phase
space of the system. Thereafter, also kinetic energy contributions of all particles can be added, with

T = p2

2m [8]. With this, we get an effective classical partition function, being an approximation to
the exact path integral one, which can be evaluated by PIMD samplings:

Q = lim
P→∞

(
mP

2πβh̄2

) P
2 ∫

e−βHeff(x,p)dxdp, (2.97)

27 Equation 2.93 can be rewritten such that only one exponential depends on the momentum:
〈

xk+1

∣∣∣ exp
(

βT̂
P

) ∣∣∣ xk

〉
=

1
2πh̄

∫
exp

(
− β

2mP

[
p− imP

βh̄ (xk+1 − xk)
])2

dp exp
(
− mP

2βh̄2 (xk+1 − xk)
2
)

. The integral needs only to be done over the

first factor, where a substitution can be made: p′ = p− imP(xk+1−xk)
βh̄ . The resulting simple Gaussian integral can be

solved similar to eq. 11.18. Then, the second exponential remains, whereas the integration over momentum gives a
constant prefactor.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic picture of an approximated imaginary time path integral. A fictitious ring polymer of
8 beads is considered. In the one-dimensional case considered so far all beads would be located
on the x-axis.

with x and p denoting all position and momentum variables, respectively and Heff being the
effective classical PIMD-Hamiltonian defined as:

Heff(x, p) =
P

∑
k=1

[
p2

i
2m

+
1
2

mω2
P(xk+1 − xk)

2 +
1
P

V(xk)

]
, (2.98)

with ωP =
√

P
βh̄ . This can be interpreted as follows: The Hamiltonian of a system located at point

x can be calculated by considering P− 1 additional points in phase space. All P points contribute
equally to the total kinetic energy. The potential energy is simply the average of potential energies
at all points, as indicated by the 1

P -prefactor. But an additional contribution exists, that of harmonic
spring potentials with force constants ωP between each pair of neighbored points xk+1 and xk.
Thus, in addition to a global potential energy surface in which the points might exist, an intrinsic
potential energy resulting from their relative positions is added. Since x1 = xP+1, the first and
last points are also stuck together by these springs, resulting in a a string of beads held together by
springs. This is shown in fig. 2.8.

We see that the Trotter number introduced to approximate the sum of kinetic and potential
operators in eq. 2.86 has turned out to be the number of beads in the ring polymer. Thus, if we
want to get the exact treatment of the imaginary time propagator, the number of beads must go to
infinity, according to eq. 2.86.

PIMD and RPMD

In PIMD, the masses m in eq. 2.98 can be set arbitrarily, since they are only used to explore the
potential energy surface in order to calculate the static partition function Q of the system, which
was the objective of all our PI derivations fo far. However, our actual objective is to calculate the
chemical reaction rate constant k(T) of the system of interest. This is of course a dynamical quantity.
Thus, the fictitious points in phase space need to be treated as real particles with atomic masses,
beads of a real ring polymer, connected via harmonic spring potentials [8].

This slight modification is then called RPMD. In practice, we want to calculate rate constants
for reactions of molecules in the gas phase. For this situation, each atom of the reactive system is
translated into a ring polymer of P beads. The ring polymers are interacting only beadwise, i.e.,
only bead number k of atom A is seen from bead number k of atom B and thus integrated into its
part of the Hamiltonian. This is visualized in fig. 2.9.
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(a) The water molecule (b) 8 bead RPMD representation

Figure 2.9: Example for the actual implementation of the RPMD Hamiltonian. Shown is the water molecule
(a). It shall be described by RPMD with 8 beads. Therefore, each atom is represented by a ring
polymer with 8 beads, whereas beach k of each atom is interacting with the corresponding bead
of the others (b).

With this, the RPMD-Hamiltonian of a system with N atoms and n beads can be expressed
as [53]:

Hn(p, q) =
N

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

(
|p(j)

i |
2

2mi
+

1
2

miω
2
n|q

(j)
i − q(j−1)

i |2
)
+

n

∑
j=1

V(q(j)
1 , . . . , q(j)

N ), (2.99)

where q and p are the position and momentum vectors of the full reactive system, m is the atomic
mass of atom N and ωn = 1

βn h̄ (βn = β
n ) is again the force constant connecting the neighbored

beads. Note also that the potential energy is no longer divided by the number of beads, since each
bead is treated as an fully-fledged copy of the classical atom.

In order to calculate the RPMD rate constant for a MD calculation it is useful to remember that
both TST and QTST, i.e., the classical and the exact quantum mechanical rate equations, can be
expressed by means of the reactive flux through a dividing surface (eq. 2.44 and 2.58). Indeed it
is possible to formulate the QTST rate constant in terms of a flux-side correlation function with
respect to the dividing surface:

k(T) =
1

Q(n)
r (T)

lim
t→∞

c̃(n)f s (t), (2.100)

with c̃(n)f s being the Kubo-transformed flux-side correlation function:

c̃ f s(t) =
1

(2πh̄)N

∫ ∫
e−βHn(p0,q0)δ(q̄0 − q‡)

p̄0

m
Θ(q̄t − q‡)dNp0dNq0, (2.101)

where δ(q̄0 − x‡) takes only trajectories located at the dividing surface at t = 0 into account
and Θ(q̄t − q‡) accounts for all trajectories located at the product side at time t. At this point, an
approximation is made. Instead of averaging the flux side operator along the ring polymers, only
the average positions q̄ and momenta p̄ of all beads for each atom are considered:

q̄i =
1
n

n

∑
j=1

q(j)
i ,

p̄i =
1
n

n

∑
j=1

p(j)
i .

(2.102)

These averaged values are called centroid variables. All observables are therefore calculated
only indirectly from the ring polymer. They depend on its centroid variables, what effectively
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retains the classical one-particle picture. These centroid particles are, however, affected from the
motion of the whole ring polymer by eqs. 2.102 and 2.99. In practice, it could be shown that this
centroid-approximation hardly affects the results of rate constant calculations although it is only exact
in the high-temperature and short-time limits and for a simple harmonic-oscillator-PES [11]. In fig.
2.10 it is shown that the centroid particle is able to tunnel through barriers thanks to it average
definition.

Similar to classical trajectory calculations (section 2.1.2) it is possible to reformulate the reactive
flux expression into two factors: Instead of sampling many trajectories from the reactants to the
product region, which will need huge amounts of them due to the rare-event problem, the free
energy surface is calculated by biased sampling methods (section 2.1.3), the TS dividing surface is
located on its maximum value and a bunch of recrossing trajectories is started in order to calculate
a transmission coefficient κ. In the case of QTST this is called the Bennett-Chandler factorization of
the reaction rate expression [53].

Further details concerning the samplings and dividing surface constructions are skipped here
in order to hold this section manageable. They are described in section 3.3.7 of the program
description.

In the most prominent case of a bimolecular reaction, the RPMD QTST rate constant can be
shown to be given as [53]:

kRPMD(T) = κ4πR2
∞

√
1

2πβµR
e−β∆F, (2.103)

where ∆F is the free energy activation barrier calculated from umbrella integration, R∞ is the
assumed asymptotic distance between the reactants, µR is the reduced mass of them and κ is the
transmission coefficient calculated by a recrossing calculation (fig. 2.5). The derivation of this rate
expression is shown in section 11.2.2 of the appendix, where also the function of the dividing
surfaces and the connection to reactive-flux QTST is deepened.

In practice, free energy calculations as well as recrossings depend only on the centroid variables:
The umbrella bias is applied to them as well as the constraint applied for recrossing parent
trajectories. The averages and expectation values of the reaction coordinate ξ for eq. 2.42 are
calculated as well solely from the centroids. It should be mentioned that RPMD, although much
cheaper than “true” wave packet dynamics calculations, is itself much more expensive than classical
trajectory samplings, since the potential energy of the system as well as its gradient needs to be
evaluated for each bead, separately. Bead number k of each atom only interacts with the same
index of all other atoms, thus it is straightforward to do n separate potential energy calculations.
Hence, a RPMD calculation is n times more expensive than a classical trajectory sampling. It is
therefore important to find a compromise between accuracy (more beads) and feasibility (less
beads). Usually, the k(T) value will converge at 8 to 32 beads, unless very low temperatures (below
200 K) are calculated.

2.2 Potential Energy Surfaces

We have seen how chemical reaction rates with consideration of quantum effects can be calculated
by classical trajectory samplings using RPMD. In practice, the potential energy as well as its
gradient need to be calculated and included into the RPMD Hamiltonian (eq. 2.99). This could be
done by AIMD, where for each structure the potential energy and gradient is calculated, e.g., by
DFT or MP2

28. However, if we consider that at least several millions of sampling steps are needed

28 I renounced to give any theoretical background of quantum mechanical methods in line with this thesis since this would
extend its scope too far. There are several well-known books that can be considered by the interested reader [12, 54, 55].
Basic knowledge of quantum chemical methods is assumed in the following.
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(a) Classical dynamics

 (b) RPMD centroid dynamics

 (c) Free energy profiles

 classical dynamics

RPMD

Figure 2.10: Comparison between classical and RPMD dynamics for the sampling of a reaction barrier. In
the classical picture, the particles moves above the barrier (a). In the RPMD picture, the particle
is a centroid of RPMD beads, therefore it is able to tunnel trough the barrier if the ring polymer
is spread over the barrier (b). Due to this behavior, the calculated free energy barrier of the
reaction will be lower in the RPMD case, which corresponds to a larger k(T) value (c).
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to converge the free energy profile of medium-sized systems, it becomes clear that this approach is
unfeasible, even if semiempirical methods are used.

Therefore, reaction rate constants are usually calculated with parametrized potential energy
surfaces, whose potential energies and gradients can be calculated very fast. The usual procedure
is to set up a function defining the potential energy and its gradient in the region of interest for
the reactive system under consideration. Since the description should be as accurate as possible,
several schemes were developed to calculate high-level ab-initio reference data and fit empirical
functions to them and sometimes also to experimental data.

In line with this thesis, the EVB-QMDFF method founded by Hartke and Grimme [16] was
used to express the potential energy surfaces of the reactions. Since the overall aim is to develop
reliable high-quality black-box methods for reaction rate calculations of arbitrary systems, it will
be explained why EVB-QMDFF is at least one of the best PES representations to be used in this
context. To make this point clear, a short review of popular approaches for setting up reactive PESs
will be given, by describing their advantages and disadvantages the path to EVB-QMDFF will be
depicted.

In order to do a fair and comprehensible judgment, three conditions will be applied:

1. Simple parametrization (both intellectual and computational)

2. General applicability

3. High quality in the vicinity of the reaction path

Our method of choice should fulfill all three. Therefore, all approaches that are shortly explained
in the following will be evaluated with respect to these conditions. In order to make things clearer,
the methods are assigned to a number of categories and subcategories. In reality there is of course
a methodological continuum such that the assignment of a method to a category is not definite.

2.2.1 System-Specific Parametrizations

The idea of parametrizing PESs of molecular systems in order to avoid direct ab-intio calculations for
dynamics or other purposes was recognized already in the early days of computational chemistry29.
Perhaps the first usable PES representation was built for the H + H2-reaction in 1955: The London-
Eyring-Polanyi-Sato (LEPS) surface [56, 57]. It is based on the Heitler-London (HL) method (eq. 2.122)
for the H2-molecule, when the third H-atom is in infinite separation to them. Within HL, the
bonding energy is given by a simple Morse function, whereas the antibonding energy is expressed
by a slightly changed Morse function. To obtain the whole surface, essentially three HL-type
surfaces (for each permutation of H-pairs) are combined and weighted according to the actual
Hi − Hj-distances.

Early Approaches

Though originally designed for H + H2-systems, generalized LEPS-surfaces can be built for arbitrary
three-atomic systems and advanced versions of them are still in use today [58, 59]. Since its origins
until the early 90s, the field of PES-publications for new systems has grown steadily [60]. Those
old but still frequently used surfaces can be classified into three branches:

(a) System-specific static global expressions with individual functions, fitted to ab-initio reference
data. Since the intellectual effort for this individual construction of PES-functions steeply
increases with system size, very small systems are the main area of application. For three-
atomic systems, they are often based on the LEPS surface type, e.g., the H+H2-surface by
Truhlar and Horowitz [61] as it is used in chapter 5.

29 The essentials of this first section are also included in the introduction of chapter 5.
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(b) Full-dimensional spline-interpolation of regularly scattered ab-initio reference energies. This
approach is possibly the simplest one to think of but imposes an exponential scaling with
the number of internal coordinates. If, e.g., a system with five atoms or 3 · 5− 6 = 9 internal
coordinates shall be parametrized with a quite rough grid of ten points per dimension, a total
amount of one billion ab-initio reference energies would be needed! Therefore, only systems
with 3 to 4 atoms can be described by this method. An example is the HCO-PES by Bowman,
Bittman and Harding [62].

(c) Many-body expansions of the potential energy. Depending on the distances between atom i and j
(rij), the PES can be expressed as:

V(q) = ∑
i<j

V2(rij) + ∑
i<j<k

V3(rij, rik, rjk) + ..., (2.104)

where V2 is the two body potential and V3 the three body potential. In practice, this series is
terminated after third, fourth or sometimes fifth order. With this method, a polynomial scaling
(dependent on the highest body-multiplicity in usage) is realized, which enables the usage on
much larger systems than with (a) and (b). If the n-body potentials are cleverly formulated,
the scaling can even be brought to less than quadratic. The traditional nonreactive force field
potential function (eq. 2.105) is also a many-body expansion, where V2 is built of the bond as
well as noncovalent energy terms and V3 is the bond angle energy. Examples (in the field of
specific PES parametrizations) are: H+C2H2 (White and Schatz) [63], SiH2 + SiH2 → Si2H4
(Agrawal et. al.) [64].

For our purpose, approaches (a) and (b) are inappropriate. The heavy scaling permits the
usage for larger systems, which makes further investigations of them unnecessary. In contrast,
approach (c) is much cheaper and the generalized functional expression of eq. 2.104 could enable a
system-independent approach. We will see below that QMDFF itself is essentially a many-body
expansion method.

Machine Learning Approaches

Much more subtle are machine learning (ML) based surfaces, as they have emerged since the
1990s [65]. As for ML in general, PES functions generated by it do not have any direct physical
meaning, they become meaningful and accurate if a sufficient amount of ab-initio reference data is
used as a training set.

They are system-independent methods due to the fact that the underlying functions could be
used for every possible chemical system. However, usually a quite large amount of effort is needed
to set up a new ML-based PES, such that ML can be seen as at least partial system-specific.

One example are the Shepard-interpolation-based methods [66]. Here, the QM-reference PES is
approximated by a number of Taylor series expansions scattered in the configuration space relevant
for the reaction of interest. Those independent Taylor-expansions are then connected via Shepard
interpolation. Energy and gradient on each point of the PES is expressed as a weighted sum of the
different Taylor expansions, whereas the nearest expansion has the largest weighting factor. This
approach is similar to the distributed Gaussian EVB method explained in section 2.4.5. It is possible
to construct a black-box Shepard interpolation method, we could run short AIMD trajectories and
place new Taylor expansion points in the visited PES areas. This is realized in the GROW algorithm
by Collins et al. [67]. With growing number of Taylor expansions, the PES quality increases. The
Shepard-interpolation methods are closely related to the full-dimensional spline interpolations
listed in (b) above and can be seen as another branch of them. Only if the Taylor-expansions are
cleverly distributed in space, such that an exponential scaling can be avoided, as it is done, for
instance, in the GROW algorithm, the Shepard-interpolation methods are superior.
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A bunch of other ML-based methods exists. The interpolating moving least-squares method [68]
can be seen as a generalization of Shepard interpolation, which is its zeroth order. Higher orders
differ mainly in the interpolation functions in usage, enhancing the quality of the PES but also
the calculation effort, since the interpolation needs to be done numerically by means of matrix
diagonalizations. In the Gaussian processes method [69], which is a non-parametric model, no
interpolation functions exist, instead all PES information is expressed statistically by a multivariate
Gaussian distribution depending on the internal coordinates of the system. Neural networks
(NN) [70] finally connect actual configurations to potential energies and gradients by training a
number of interconnected artificial NN-layers with a bunch of QM reference data.

All those methods have in common that the PES quality can be raised arbitrarily if more and
more QM reference is thrown in during the training process. With this, a number of problems
appear. How much reference data shall be calculated? Which type of reference data shall be added
at a certain point to get a balanced description of the whole relevant area? With this, criterion 1

seems to be violated. Further, the actual process of QM-data selection and model training might
depend strongly on the system under consideration, which makes it almost impossible to formulate
a general, system-independent algorithm for parametrization, contrary to criterion 2.

2.2.2 Generalized Potential Functions

An alternative way is to define a flexible framework of potential terms whose final composition is
determined from the topology of the system under consideration. This can be done by means of a
many-body expansion (see above), i.e., by including terms that depend on the relative positions of
two atoms, of three atoms etc.

The most popular variant of those generalized PESs are the traditional non-reactive force fields
(FFs). A compelling variety of them has been emerged since the 1970s [71, 72]. It would be
prohibitive to give even an abbreviated review, however, the general construction of the potential
function is similar for most of them30:

Eff = Ebonds + Eang + Edihed + ... + Edisp + Ecoul + Erep + ... . (2.105)

The first three terms are many-body potentials and describe the covalent energy: bonds (Ebonds),
angles (Eang) and dihedrals (Edihed). The last three are of noncovalent nature and affect all pairs of
atoms in the system unless bound directly or too far away (cutoff ): dispersion (Edisp), Coulomb
interactions (Ecoul) and repulsions (Erep). Up-to-date force field functions usually contain much
more terms, such as crossterms or for consideration of particular chemical phenomena (e.g.,
hydrogen bonds); however, the terms listed in eq. 2.105 are still building the foundation.

In contrast to the system-specific PESs described above, force fields are able to describe arbitrarily
large systems, such as enzymes or biochemical membranes since no ab-initio reference data of those
systems is needed. Even today it is practically impossible to calculate ab-initio energies for systems
of thousands of atoms, but if we consider that these are many small instances (e.g., amino acids,
aliphatic chains, aromatic rings) plugged together it becomes clear that only ab-initio references for
those subunits are needed in order to parametrize a force field that is able to describe the whole
system.

So far, it should be obvious that force fields fulfill criterion 2, a single popular force field such as
MM3 [73] can be used for thousands or millions of different simple organic molecules, whereas
each of them would have needed an exhausting parametrization procedure in the case of, e.g.,
ML-methods. Unfortunately, there is a serious drawback: MM3 (and others) raise the claim that
they are able to describe half the periodic table (or more). To ensure such a claim, reference data

30 This statement is only true if just all-atom force fields are taken under consideration. Especially for very large
biomolecular systems, coarse-graining, i.e., combining reactive groups to effective particles, is quite usual [12]. Their
potential functions are of course different, and are skipped here.
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for all chemically stable combinations of elements should be included somehow in the force field
potential. In reality, for example, the energy profile of a rotation depends on the three involved
atoms but as well on the bonding partners of those atoms and their bonding partners etc.. An
angle constructed with three carbon atoms will behave totally different with benzene rings or metal
clusters bound to it as it would be with hydrogen atoms. Nevertheless only one or a handful of
different C-C-C-angles are defined in usual force fields. Even more radical in the sense of generality
is the universal force field (UFF) [74]. It is able to describe systems containing arbitrary compositions
of all stable elements in the periodic table. However, the degree of specification is even lower than
in MM3, only one atom type is used per element, thus neglecting almost any composition-specific
phenomena.

Therefore it can be stated that the generality is achieved at the expense of its specific quality,
criterion 3 is not fulfilled. Further, as the name “nonreactive” already reveals, those FFs are unable
to describe reactions with breaking and forming bonds. The FF potential function contains a set of
terms that is determined before the actual calculation (e.g., MD) is started. For example, a fixed set
of bond terms is used, depending on the bonds present in the system as it was generated. No new
bonds can be build subsequently because it is impossible to delete the old bond term and add a
new one during a trajectory. Only conformational changes can be described, which is insufficient
for our demand.

The problem of nonreactivity is tackled with reactive force fields. Their most prominent example is
the ReaxFF force field [75]. Its central idea is the inclusion of geometry-dependent bond orders. It is
well known that double bonds are shorter than single bonds, triple bonds are even shorter than
double bonds, etc. Therefore, instead of defining the bonding pattern of the system manually at
the beginning, the location of all bonds is determined solely based on the actual geometry of the
system (i.e., of its atoms). The order of the bond between two atoms i and j is calculated as:

BO′ij = exp
[

pBO,1 ·
( rij

rσ
0

)pBO,2
]
+ exp

[
pBO,3 ·

( rij

rπ
0

)pBO,4
]
+

exp
[

pBO,5 ·
( rij

rππ
0

)pBO,6
], (2.106)

where rσ
0 , rπ

0 ,rππ
0 , pBO,1−6 are element-pair specific force field parameters. Based on this scheme

it is possible to form and break bonds during trajectories, thus describing reactions. It turns out,
however, that this feature comes at the expense of a much more complicated potential energy
function, containing much more element specific parameters than traditional nonreactive force
fields. Therefore, ReaxFF has no universal parameter set for the whole periodic table but is usually
reparametrized for the system of interest containing, e.g., 5 different elements.

One might think that ReaxFF could be the method of choice for our demands, since it can be
generally applied (the mathematical system remains the same for all elements) and is of high quality
(due to its specific parametrization). The only criterion remaining is the simple parametrization.
Since ReaxFF is able by construction to represent the whole global PES of a system, all possible (but
maybe unapparent) reactions of the systems should be explicitly considered with ab-initio reference
data in order to avoid unphysical artifacts. Fortunately part of the possible chemistry is already
included into the underlying potential functions such that less reference data is needed than, e.g.,
for ML-methods where no physics is contained in the underlying model.

A closer look at eq. 2.106 might arouse suspicion that many parameters are needed in ReaxFF.
Indeed, the number of interdependent parameters easily grows to several hundreds for systems
with a handful of different elements, especially if elements from lower regions of the periodic table
should be included. The resulting optimization problem is by far too complicated to solve it with a
simple local optimization, especially since the parameters show complicated interdependencies and
are not directly connected to individual bunches of reference data. The optimization can be done
with the usage of genetic algorithms (GAs), e.g., with the OGOLEM package [76–79], however, this is
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no genuine black-box process since the user must check if the obtained set is physically reliable,
even if it is the best one to fit to the reference data set.

To be fair it should be said that such a ReaxFF reparametrization is able to do much more than
we need. The resulting force field is able to describe the whole chemistry of the chosen element
combination, maybe with a certain bias towards the reactions of interest. In order to calculate the
k(T) value of a certain reaction, we only need the thermally accessible PES of both reactants and
products as well as the reaction path between them and not between others.

Therefore, ReaxFF is somewhat incompatible with our desires, resulting in a failure to fulfill
criterion 1.

2.2.3 Black-Box Approaches

So far, the issue of parametrization seems to be the largest one. No matter if system-specific PES
functions, ML-approaches or reactive force fields are used, all of them require a significant amount
of (re-)parameterization (at least if good PES qualities shall be achieved). This problem has inspired
some workgroups to design force field functions that are system-specific but have a predefined
standard way of parametrizing them, such that the process of parametrization can be translated
into a number of programmable steps. These approaches can be termed as black-box, since no
user-sided creative thinking is needed for their setup. In the ideal case, only one button must be
clicked and after some time the completed force field will be ejected.

A popular field for those approaches is the FF-description of metal organic frameworks (MOFs). The
MOF-FF [80] and QuickFF [81] approaches impose standard schemes for the construction of those
functions. Within MOF-FF, the potential function is a modified MM3 FF, where the atomic charges
are taken from a separate Gaussian calculation. The force field parameters are fitted with a GA to
a set of reference data. Unfortunately, the convergence behavior of the GA cannot be predicted,
it might become necessary to enlarge the set of reference data during the optimization process if
convergence problems arise. This problem is tackled by QuickFF. Here, force field constant are
first fitted to Hessian calculations of one or more equilibrium structures and are then refined by
simulation of perturbation trajectories along each internal coordinate. With this refinement, manual
interventions during a GA optimization can be diminished. Of course, these force fields are not
suitable for our needs, since they are specialized for the use with MOFs, thus violating criterion 2.

Besides this, (partial) black-box methods for the optimization of traditional nonreactive force
fields were developed [82]. MM3-parameters can be optimized to a given set of QM reference
data (e.g., to describe a certain molecule particularly well) by applying local Newton-Raphson (NR)
optimization. Those methods are no true black-boxes since user-sided selection of the reference is
still needed.

Quantum-guided molecular mechanics (Q2MM) [83] is a method specialized on the description
of transition states with high quality. In metal-catalyzed reactions, a bunch of TSs similar in
energy can exist, depending on the ligand conformations. In order to calculate their relative free
energy barriers and thus their importance for actual reactions (stereoselectivity), Monte Carlo (MC)
samplings of their vicinity can be done. In Q2MM, the PES around the different TS-structures is
expressed by a quadratic force field based on MM3 fitted to the TS Hessian matrix. Additional
QM-reference can be directly calculated from the Q2MM program by applying calls to Gaussian.
Unfortunately we need a description of the whole reaction path vicinity, not only of the TS.

All methods discussed in this section can be applied generally or to broad fields of chemistry
like MOFs (depending on the system for which the reference data is generated) and their quality
can be expected to be quite high for this particular system. However, though they all claim (at least
indirectly) to be black-box methods, in all of them at least some user-sided cooperation (mainly in
the selection of QM reference) is needed, therefore violating criterion 1.
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2.3 Quantum Mechanically Derived Force Field

In 2014, Grimme published a new type of black-box semireactive force field, called quantum
mechanically derived force field (QMDFF)31 [15]. Semireactive means that QMDFF is able to describe
breaking bonds by using asymptotic bonding terms, but is unable to allow for newly formed bonds.
Much more importantly, it is indeed a black-box method. Unlike all methods mentioned so far, a
fixed set of QM-reference is needed to set it up, such that the parametrization can be (and actually
is) automated, the user only needs to execute a single command for a new FF32!

2.3.1 Idea

In order to set up a QMDFF for a molecular structure, no matter which of the 92 stable elements are
contained, its geometry needs to be minimized by a QM-method of choice, followed by a frequency
calculation.

Four ingredients are needed to parametrize a new QMDFF:

1. Geometry

2. Hessian matrix

3. Wiberg-Mayer bond orders [87, 88]

4. CM5-charges [89]

The geometry is determined by the preceding structure optimization, the other three pieces
of information can be obtained in line with a frequency calculation from most of the standard
QM-packages. When the whole data is present, the QMDFF-optimization can be started. First, all
force field terms that shall be part of the Hamiltonian are determined from the Wiberg-Mayer bond
orders. Each pair of bound atoms (with a bond order of 0.5 or higher) contributes a bond term.
Each pair of directly neighbored bond terms contributes a bond angle term and each triplet of
neighbored bond terms contributes a dihedral term.

In addition, noncovalent terms are added between each pair of atoms that has at least three
bonds between them or belong to different fragments. The Coulomb terms are parametrized from
the CM5-charges, dispersions and others are set up from several element-specific global parameters
contained into the program. Finally, the force constants are fitted by minimizing the difference
between the QMDFF-Hessian and its reference counterpart.

All this is being done in black-box fashion, i.e., all the user needs to do is to start the QMDFF-
optimization program with the reference data as input and after a few seconds the QMDFF force
field file is ejected from it.

31 In order to avoid confusion it should be noted that a method named quantum mechanical derived force field (QMD-FF)
was published in 2007 by Cacelli and Prampolini [84,85]. This method enables the parametrization of intramolecular
force fields based on energy, gradient and Hessian information from a number of configurations of the respective
molecule. It constructs a traditional-nonreactive force field and is no black-box method (and thus of no interest for us),
since the number and locations of the reference points need to be picked by the user.

32 For some special cases where the black-box approach might run into difficulties (e.g., low bond orders in the case of
transition metal complexes) the user can add specific command line parameters to the program call that adjust default
settings (like the threshold for the bond orders above which a covalent bond is assumed). Details can be found on
the QMDFF website [86]. In the reimplemented version of QMDFF contained in qmdffgen.x these command line
parameters are deactivated so far.
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2.3.2 The QMDFF Potential Function

The QMDFF-energy can be subdivided into three contributions:

EQMDFF = Ee,QM + Eintra + Einter, (2.107)

where Ee,QM is the reference energy for the minimum geometry, Eintra are the bounded in-
tramolecular contributions and Einter are the noncovalent intermolecular energy contributions (or
intramolecular with three or more bonds between the atoms, see above). In general, Ee,QM could be
chosen arbitrarily, since it is an additional constant for the QMDFF-PES. However, if two or more
QMDFFs shall be combined as it is done in the EVB-QMDFF method, this shift plays a crucial role
(see section 3.3.1).

Intramolecular Energy

The intramolecular energy is itself a sum of different terms33:

Eintra = ∑
bonds

V12
str + ∑

1,3
V13

str + ∑
angles

Vang + ∑
torsions

Vtors + ∑
inversions

Vinv. (2.108)

This composition is quite similar to that of traditional nonreactive force fields (eq. 2.105). The
usual directly bounded (V12

str) and bridged (V13
str) bond terms are considered as well as bond angles

(Vang), dihedrals (Vtors) and inversions (Vinv).
It should be mentioned that the QMDFF terms in general work different than that of traditional

force fields: Instead of predefined bonding configurations that need to be given by the user in line
with the structure input file, the lists of force field interaction terms are generated automatically
during the QMDFF optimization and are then written to the force field file (section 3.3.1).

Further, there are no globally defined optimum bond lengths or bond angles that are loaded
for the respective bonding configurations, instead all energies are calculated by consideration of
differences between the actual coordinate value and that of the reference minimum geometry. As
already noted, the force constants are also determined individually during the optimization of the
force field. Therefore, no compromises between different systems are needed, all parameters are
optimized solely for the actual structure, thus significantly enhancing the force field quality with
respect to the reference.

The bond energy terms are expressed by a polynomial potential:

Vstr = kstr,AB

[
1 +

(
re,AB

rAB

)a
− 2

(
re,AB

rAB

) a
2
]

, (2.109)

with kstr,AB being the force constant, re,AB the coordinate value of the reference structure and a
an atom pair specific parameter, defined as:

a = ka(A)ka(B) + kEN |∆EN(AB)|2 . (2.110)

Here, ∆EN(AB) is the electronegativity-difference of the involved elements and ka(A) is an
element-specific global parameter. Details of the fitting scheme for obtaining the different parame-
ters used in the potential function can be found in the QMDFF paper itself [15].

Similar to a Morse potential, the polynomial potential allows for dissociations to happen at
the correct dissociation limits (heat of formation)34. Since no new bond can be built due to the

33 The following description of the different QMDFF energy contributions will give all essential information and some
computational details but will shorten some of its explanations. These can be found in the original publication by
Grimme [15].

34 As stated by Grimme, he originally tried Morse potentials as bond terms, but they lead to problems in the force
constant fitting scheme explained below [15].
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predefined bonding pattern, QMDFF can be termed as a semireactive force field. The 1,3-interactions
are also calculated by a polynom potential, with slight changes of the prefactors.

For the bond angles, a distinction is made between close-to-linear angles and all others. For a
triplet of bound atoms ABC with A in the center, the bond angle energy for the near-linear case is
a cheaper parabolic expression:

Vbend(ABC, θ) = kbnd fdmp(θe,ABC − θ)2, (2.111)

whereas in all other cases the more expensive double-minimum form which allows for inversion
of the angle is used:

Vbend(ABC, θ) = kbnd fdmp(cos θe,ABC − cos θ)2. (2.112)

In both cases a damping function fdmp = fdmp(AB) fdmp(AC), is applied to correct the force
constant kbnd. In cases where bond dissociations have occurred, the angle potential should of
course also vanish. This is realized by applying the damping with respect to the lengths of both
involved bonds:

fdmp(AB, r) =
1

a + kdmp

(
rAB

rcov,AB

) . (2.113)

Note that this formula works similarly to the bond potential in eq. 2.109, with the distinction
that the force constant kdmp is a global parameter uniquely defined for all elements.

The torsional potential constitutes a special case within the QMDFF-description. Its energy is
expressed as:

Vtors(CABD, ψ) = fdmp ∑
n

kn
tors{ fchiral(ψ) · [1 + cos(n(ψ− ψe) + π)]

+ (1− fchiral(ψ)) · [1 + cos(n(ψ + ψe − 2π) + π)]}
, (2.114)

where fdmp is a product of damping factors of all involved bonds (C-A, A-B, B-D) according to eq.
2.113, ψe is the reference dihedral value, fchiral is used for correct description of both enantiomers
(if involved atoms are asymmetric), kn

tors are the torsional force constants. In contrast to bonds and
bond angles, more than one of such force constants are needed for the construction of a dihedral,
since torsional profiles usually contain more than one minimum. Here, n is the number of those
minima (or: the multiplicity of the torsion), i.e., each minimum contributes one term in the sum.

This characteristic imposes a serious problem for the QMDFF-construction: So far, each force
constant could be obtained from the Hessian of the given reference structure. In the case of
the torsions, however, Hessians of all conformational minima of the system would be needed in
principle to do this fit of all force constants. Such a proceeding of course contradicts the initial idea
of only one minimum structure as reference. Therefore, an approximation is made: The rotational
force constants are obtained by means of extended Hückel theory (EHT) calculations. After replacing
their substituents by hydrogen atoms, scans are made for all dihedrals in the system. From those
profiles, the number of minima n is determined as well as their force constants.

EHT calculations are cheap but nevertheless known to give quite reasonable rotational profiles.
With this, a meaningful rotational landscape for the reference system can be obtained.

In some cases, the EHT fails to produce useful results. Then, the Hessian fit is reintroduced.
Basically, all n force constants (where n is taken from the EHT calculation) are fitted to the frequency
reference (which of course diminishes their expressiveness).
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Noncovalent Interations

For all but the smallest systems, the noncovalent interactions constitute the largest fraction of
force field terms. The QMDFF-description of those terms is partially based on an intermolecular
force field designed for gas adsorptions in microporous organic crystals developed by Grimme in
2012 [90]. The following terms are considered:

Einter = Edisp + Erep + EES + Ehbnd + Exbond + Epol, (2.115)

where Edisp and Erep are dispersion and repulsion energy terms, EES includes electrostatics, Ehbnd
and Exbond are designed for hydrogen and halogen bonds and Epol considers possible polarization
effects.

For the dispersion energy, the D3-dispersion scheme as developed by Grimme himself and broadly
used for DFT dispersion correction is used in combination with the Becke-Johnson (BJ) damping [91]:

Edisp = −∑
AB

εrep/disp(AB)

[
CAB

6

r6
AB + f (R0

AB)
6
+ s8

CAB
8

r8
AB + f (R0

AB)
8

]
. (2.116)

All parameters (global scaling factor s8 as well as element pair specific C6 and C8 coefficients)
are stored globally in the QMDFF program. Further, f (R0

AB) is the BJ-damping function which
circumvents potentially divergent behavior of the dispersion term for short distances. Since D3 is
atom pair specific in contrast to usual FF dispersion schemes that are usually atom type specific,
the QMDFF dispersion is superior to that of most other FFs, but also more expensive for large
molecules due to missing cutoff distances. For our applications to rather small gas phase systems,
this disadvantage is irrelevant.

The short-range Pauli-repulsion is treated by a separate energy term:

Erep = ∑
AB

εrep/disp(AB)
Zeff(A)Zeff(B)

rAB
exp

(
−βreprAB

R3/2
0,D3

)
, (2.117)

with Zeff being effective nuclear charges, R0,D3 standard D3 pair-cutoff-radii (distances below
them dispersion is turned off in the D3-scheme) and βrep global fit parameters. All those quantities
are again stored within the program.

The electrostatic energy contribution is expressed as a standard Coulomb term with a topological
screening prefactor εES(AB):

EES = ∑
AB

εES(AB)
q(A)q(B)

rAB
. (2.118)

The εES(AB) deactivates all 1,2- and 1,3-electrostatic interactions and applies an element pair
specific damping to 1,4-interactions, such that only atom pairs separated by four or more bonds
are fully considered for Coulomb interactions. The partial charges q(A) and q(B) are the respective
CM5-charges of the atoms that are part of the reference data, scaled by an empirical factor of 1.15.

Last but not least, particular terms are included for consideration of hydrogen and halogen
bonds in the system. Hydrogen bonds can be built between two atoms of the elements N, O, F, S or
Cl with a hydrogen between them, halogen bonds are of the form D-X-Y, with D being the donor
(N or O), X the halogen and Y an arbitrary atom. Here, only the hydrogen bond energy term is
shown:

Ehbnd = − ∑
AHB

f AHB
dmp f hbnd

dmp
chbnd

AB
r3

AB
, (2.119)
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where chbnd
AB is the atom pair specific interaction strength, f hbnd

dmp turns off the hydrogen bond

interaction for long distances and f AHB
dmp is an angular damping term of the form:

f AHB
dmp =

(
1
2
(cos θAHB + 1)

)6
. (2.120)

It ensures that hydrogen bonds are only relevant for linear or near-linear arrangements.
In addition to the covalent and noncovalent terms described here, several special situations as

coordinated metal atoms or ring-systems of different sizes are explicitly considered with separate
energy terms (their description is skipped here). QMDFF was benchmarked against several standard
sets of small molecules up to large metal complexes and proteins and can thus be considered as
being quite general.

2.3.3 Optimization of Parameters

In the first step of the QMDFF-generation, the geometry of the reference is analyzed. The list of
noncovalent interactions is set up by considering all atom-pairs separated by three or more bonds in
between (dispersion, Coulomb) or between triplets of appropriate elements (hydrogen and halogen
bonds). Whereas the list of all covalent interactions is generated based on the Wiberg-Mayer
bond orders, their equilibrium values (re,AB, θe,ABC, ...) are calculated subsequently from the given
structure.

If torsions (i.e chains of four bound atoms) are present in the system, their energy profiles are
calculated by means of EHT-calculations and the force constants are fitted to these, subsequently.
Sometimes, the EHT-calculations give insufficient results, for instance, unnatural barrier heights.
Then, the respective force constants are transferred to the next step.

Finally, the fit of all covalent force constants (kstr, kbnd, insufficient ktors) is done. For this, the
difference between the FF Hessian (calculated numerically from FF gradients) and the reference
Hessian as given by the user is minimized by means of the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm:

∑
ij
(HQM

ij − HFF
ij (k, [k′]))2 → min, (2.121)

where k denotes the set of force constants to be optimized and k′ the remaining ones that will
not be changed during the procedure (noncovalent interactions, torsions optimized from EHT).

Usually, the fit converges within a few cycles.
The different origins of the QMDFF force constants and their optimization are shown in fig. 2.11.

2.3.4 Properties

As already noted above, a QMDFF is generated for a certain structure (containing one or more
separate molecules) and is able to describe the region around the reference minimum as well as its
torsional profile with high quality. If only covalent interactions would be considered, the reference
structure would be obtained exactly from a QMDFF geometry optimization starting near to it.
However, some noncovalent terms contain global parameters that might vary slightly from the
exact reference case. Therefore, the global QMDFF minimum will usually slightly deviate from the
reference. Similar effects can be seen by inspection of the energy and gradient (the QMDFF-energy
will not be exactly zero at the reference minimum, even if Ee,QM is set to zero). In practice, this
can be neglected since the reproduction is still of outstanding quality, especially in comparison to
traditional force fields.

QMDFF is further able to describe the whole set of torsional and noncovalent (for clusters of
several molecules used as reference) minima the system can explore without bond-breaking. Here,
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Figure 2.11: Overview of the QMDFF generation from the needed reference data. There are four sources
for QMDFF force field parameters (clockwise): Reference geometry and CM5 charges, global
parameters, EHT torsional fit and fit to reference Hessian matrix.
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the QMDFF quality is slightly worse in comparison to the direct vicinity of the reference minimum
but still very good in comparison to traditional force fields.

With this, we can state that QMDFF fulfills criteria 1 and 2, i.e., it is generally applicable and
can be optimized in a black-box fashion. It further partly fulfills criterion 3: The quality of QMDFF
in reproducing the reference PES is very encouraging for the whole configuration space of either
the reactants or products area. All what remains is the region between them, i.e., the reaction
channel35. This challenge is tackled in the next section.

2.4 Empirical Valence Bond

We have learned so far that QMDFF is perhaps the single PES description method that deserves
the label black-box more than all others. Unfortunately it is semireactive, thus unable to represent
PESs of reactive systems (disregarding simple diffusions, cis-trans isomerizations or other purely
noncovalent reactions). To make QMDFF reactive, empirical valence bond (EVB) is the method of
choice.

Originally formulated by Warshel in 1980 [92], the EVB-method is a surprisingly simple way of
constructing reactive force fields by connecting traditional nonreactive force fields or even simpler
formulations with an individually designed coupling term. Since its invention, a multiplicity of
EVB-coupling terms has been emerged in the literature. Since the implementation and construction
of EVB-coupling terms was one of my main working fields, a thorough review of those terms will
be given, culminating in the description of those that are best suited for construction of high-quality
black-box PESs.

2.4.1 Valence Bond or Molecular Orbital Theory?

Looking back to the origins of modern applied quantum mechanics, two concurring theories were
in play many decades. Molecular orbital (MO) and valence bond (VB) theory. Since the 50s and
especially since computer power has raised significantly such that quantum chemical calculations
of large molecular systems became routine, MO theory is the dominant theory in practice [93].

VB still serves an important role for understanding of chemical bonding situations and molecular
structures, mainly due to the localized VB orbitals, resembling bonds or resonance in π-systems.
However, although quantum chemical programs based on VB are available [94], modern computa-
tional chemistry almost exclusively relies on MO.

The differences of VB- and MO-concepts can be explained quite well in the simplest possible
case of the H2-molecule [95]: It consists of (at least) two atomic orbitals (AO), one located at each
H atom: χa and χb.

In the VB-picture, the wave function of H2 is made of a linear combination of both the covalent
and the possible ionic structures. The covalent structure is expressed by:

|χaχb| − |χaχb|. (2.122)

Each term in this Heitler-London [96] wave function consists of a Slater determinant:

|χaχb| =
1√
2
[χa(1)α(1)χb(2)β(2)− χa(2)α(2)χb(2)β(1)],

|χaχb| =
1√
2
[χa(1)β(1)χb(2)α(2)− χa(2)β(2)χb(2)α(1)].

(2.123)

35 In chapter 7 it is shown that a single QMDFF is able to deliver a PES-description that can be used to do accurate
covalent mechanochemistry simulations, since there only bond dissociations must be described with high quality.
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It becomes clear that the linear combination consists of all possibilities to distribute the α and β
spin electrons on both AOs. However, it is also possible that both electrons are located in the same
AO, leading to the ionic contributions |χaχa| and |χbχb|.

The total VB wave function consists of four determinants, two covalent and two ionic ones:

ΨVB = λ(|χaχb| − |χaχb|) + µ(|χaχa|+ |χbχb|), (2.124)

where the two parameters λ and µ are to be optimized variationally. For small bond distances
near the equilibrium value, the covalent part is dominant, corresponding to a large λ-value. During
bond breaking, µ increases, since ionic configurations are needed for its description. If the bond is
broken homolytically and the atoms were moved far away, λ will converge to one, corresponding
to two separated H radicals [55].

In the case of MO-theory, the molecular orbitals are built by linear combination of atomic orbitals
(LCAO):

φ1 = χa + χb,

φ2 = χa − χb.
(2.125)

In the simplest case, both electrons are located in the bonding orbital φ1. Building the Slater
determinant results in:

ΨMO = |φ1φ1| = (|χaχb| − |χaχb|) + (|χaχa|+ |χbχb|). (2.126)

If we compare ΨMO to ΨVB, both wave functions are almost identical with the exception of λ and
µ in the VB case. Therefore the VB wave function is much more flexible than the MO one, which
consists of always 50 % covalent and ionic components.

This deficiency of MO theory can also be seen in many dissociation curves calculated with HF,
which show qualitatively wrong shapes [12, 55]. To correct this deficiency, inclusion of electron
correlation is needed.

In the simple H2-case, configuration interaction (CI) needs to be applied, i.e., the wave function is
itself a linear combination of two Slater determinants, the ground state and the exited state:

ΨMO−CI = c1|φ1φ1| − c2|φ2φ2|. (2.127)

Evaluating both Slater determinants and simplifying, the wave function can be expressed
depending on the atomic orbitals:

ΨMO−CI = (c1 + c2)(|χaχb| − |χaχb|) + (c1 − c2)(|χaχa|+ |χbχb|). (2.128)

Now, additional prefactors c1 + c2 and c1 − c2 are present. Compared to the VB expression, it is
clear that λ = c1 + c2 and µ = c1 − c2. The surprising result is that in this simple system a FCI MO
wave function is needed to reproduce the VB wave function.

Further, it can be seen that both VB- and MO-theory come to the same result, if all configurations
are included and all electron correlation is considered.

Why MO theory is still superior in practice?
The main reason is that the VB orbitals are nonorthogonal, which raises the needed computational

amount significantly in comparison to MO, where the molecular orbitals are orthogonal [97].
Further, for larger systems, the number of needed configurations, especially ionic ones similar to eq.
2.124, grows heavily, which leads to both large computational demand and obscured conceptual
clarity. Another important aspect is that in VB CI- and MO-coefficients are always optimized
simultaneously (corresponding to a FCI calculation in the H2-example). This apparent advantage
was indeed a huge disadvantage in the early days of computational chemistry. Then, calculations of
reactions involving bond dissociations where out of reach for most systems and usual applications
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were restricted to near-equilibrium geometries, where a single electronic configuration is sufficient.
Methods like HF are of satisfying quality for those regions by simultaneously being much chapter
than VB. Even if today’s computational resources are enough to perform VB-calculations for many
systems, this historical mortgage constitutes another inhibiting factor.

Since the 1980s, a small but nevertheless visible renaissance of VB can be seen, at least in the
eyes of VB enthusiasts36. This is mainly due to new implementations like Generalized Valence Bond
(GVB) [98], which can, e.g., also be used with the Gaussian program suite [99]. In GVB, some
simplifications are introduced in order to accelerate both user sided setup and computational time
of a calculation. The wave function is expressed as a product of the HL function type (eq. 2.122)
with the condition that two different of such functions are orthogonal to each other. With this
prerequisite, the demand of calculating overlap integrals is reduced significantly.

There are many other published VB-methods, which makes it quite cumbersome to know which
one could be needed for a specific situation. Therefore, MO-methods are still widely superior in
terms of high quality (near-)black-box calculations of arbitrary molecules executed by the average
chemist [94].

2.4.2 EVB-Foundations

What is needed to go from VB to EVB? One central advantage of VB is that the wave function
is a superposition of orbitals that can be constructed by chemical intuition. In the H2-example
presented above these orbitals are the covalent HL wave function and the two ionic configurations.

During the (homolytic) dissociation of the H2-bond the relative weights of these configurations
change, from roughly 3 to 1 covalent to ionic at equilibrium distance over almost equal distribution
at intermediary distances up to exclusively covalent at long distances.

The concept of expressing a reaction as a coordinate-dependent superposition of different
chemical configurations can also be used apart from wave-function methods like VB. For the
H2-example, we could equally well describe both the covalent and the ionic states with fitted
potential energy surfaces like force fields, if the parameters are chosen such that they reproduce
the quantum mechanical energies and gradients.

Now, the total PES of the system could be expressed again as a superposition of these force
fields, resulting in a superposition FF. This is the central idea of the EVB approach first developed
by Warshel in his groundbreaking paper [92].

All concepts shown in this first publication are still valid for all EVB applications, therefore
they will be shown here in some detail. The simplest (and mostly used) case is a superposition
of two configurations, like the covalent and one of the ionic ones at the H2 example. This closely
resembles the famous two-state problem of quantum mechanics [100]. For this, the EVB-energy can
be expressed as:

H =

(
F1(q) C(q)
C(q) F2(q)

)
. (2.129)

Here, F1(q) and F2(q) are the coordinate-dependent potentials of both configurations and C(q)
is the resonance integral or coupling term. If no coupling is present, the EVB energy would be always
the energy of the lower lying state, without any smooth transition between them. Of course this is
not true for nearly any real system, therefore the exact formulation of this coupling term becomes
a central aspect in EVB, as will be shown below.

The general idea of 2x2-EVB is also illustrated in fig. 2.12.

36 Reason for the success of some new invented VB-methods is also the partial mixing with MO-concepts. In order to
at least partially avoid the problem of nonorthogonal orbitals, the VB orbitals are allowed in some approaches to
delocalize somehow such that orthogonality of neighbored orbitals can be achieved. More details to this can be found
in [94].
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Reactants
Products

TS

Figure 2.12: Illustration of the general EVB-concept. Reactant and product states are represented by their
diabatic surfaces F1(q) and F2(q) that perform well in the vicinity of their minima but get
qualitatively wrong in the TS-region. A coupling term C(q) is needed to reproduce the reference
energy V(q) in all areas relevant for a reaction.

In most applications, the potentials of both states, also named diabatic surfaces, are simple
harmonic potentials or traditional nonreactive force fields.

The energy of the 2x2-EVB system (sometimes named adiabatic state in reminiscence to VB) is
obtained by solving the usual two-state problem, i.e., diagonalizing the EVB-Hamiltonian and take
its lower eigenvalue:

V(q) =
1
2
(F1(q) + F2(q))±

√[
1
2
(F1(q)− F2(q))

]2
+ C(q)2. (2.130)

For more than two states, EVB can be used equally well, however no analytical solution is
available for such NxN-systems, the EVB-matrix needs to be diagonalized numerically. For the
applications shown in this thesis, a 2x2-EVB was always the method of choice, which it is in all
cases of usual chemical reactions from reactants to products (without bifurcations). Therefore,
if EVB is mentioned in the remainder of this thesis, always 2x2-EVBs are meant, unless noted
specifically.

In the first EVB-paper by Warshel [92], basically the same type of reaction as treated in the
VB-section was looked at: A dissociation of a single bond into two charged fragments. The simplest
case would be again H2, where the heterolytic fission is treated. The general reaction is:

X−Y → X− + Y+, (2.131)

where it is assumed that X is more electronegative than Y. Both X and Y are allowed to have
substituents or they might be even part of larger molecules. The first diabatic surface, describing
the bonded, neutral molecule, can be expressed as:

F1(rX−Y) =
−e2

rX−Y
+ Vnb(rX−Y), (2.132)
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where −e2

rX−Y
is the Coulomb force between both (partially) charged atoms and Vnb(rX−Y) are

additional nonbonded interactions like dispersion forces.
The second diabatic surface is similar to the first, however it is shifted by the formation-energy

of X−Y+ from X.Y. at infinite separation (∆)37:

F2(rX−Y) =
−e2

rX−Y
+ Vnb(rX−Y) + ∆. (2.133)

The EVB resonance integral can be constructed by looking back at eq. 2.130. If this equation is
solved for C(q), the result is:

C(q)2 = [F1(q)−V(q)][F2(q)−V(q)]. (2.134)

Applied to our simple two-atom problem, the only relevant internal coordinate is the separation
of both atoms rX−Y:

C(rX−Y)
2 = [F1(rX−Y)−V(rX−Y)][F2(rX−Y)−V(rX−Y)]. (2.135)

Warshel and Weiss assumed that the “true” potential energy surface of the reacting system can
be modeled by a simple Morse-oscillator, depending solely on the bond length between atoms X
and Y:

V(q) = M(rX−Y). (2.136)

The total EVB-surface is obtained by inserting F1(rX−Y), F2(rX−Y) and C(rX−Y)
2 (calculated

from eq. 2.135) into eq. 2.130. In the transition-region between both diabatic surfaces, the coupling
term dominates the shape of the whole EVB-surface. Therefore, if C(rX−Y)

2 is constructed such
that the whole EVB-term resembles a Morse-oscillator, this will actually be the case for the surface
itself in the critical region. Near the covalent and ionic minima, the usual shapes of F1(rX−Y) and
F2(rX−Y) will be resembled, but in the transition region they both will converge to the desired
Morse-oscillator shape.

An important feature of EVB is the (near) independence of the coupling term C(q) from the
molecular environment38. With this, is is possible to parametrize the coupling term with gas
phase calculations (especially if methods like distributed Gaussian EVB (see below), where the
costs of QM-reference calculations are important are utilized) and use it in solutions or protein
environments. Only the diabatic states need to be set up with inclusion of the whole environment.
Since these states are force fields in most cases, the total expense of the EVB calculation should be
affected only slightly (i.e., with modest scaling).

Having this property of partial solvent-independence, EVB is well suited for multiscale calcula-
tions, i.e., combinations of a small reactive system with the environment that – although passive
with respect to the actual reaction – might have a significant influence on it. Warshel received his
Nobel prize of 1992 together with Karplus and Lewitt “for the development of multiscale models
for complex chemical systems” [104].

37 The gas phase formation-energy of X−Y+ from X.Y. can be expressed in terms of the electron affinity of X (EAX) and
the ionization potential of Y (IY): ∆ = IY − EAX .

38 This independence of the coupling term from the molecular environment was proven numerically in a paper by
Warshel et al. [101]. There, the Cl−+CH3Cl symmetric nucleophilic substitution was taken as benchmark reaction.
Energies of diabatic states as well as the adiabatic state were calculated with frozen density functional theory (FDFT)
both in presence and absence of solvents calculated with QM/MM methods. Using eq. 2.134 it could be shown that
the needed coupling was almost identical for the whole reaction path with and without solvent. Similar tests were
done in [102] and [103].
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2.4.3 Simple EVB Coupling Terms

Since the invention of EVB in 1980 a huge number of publications spanning a large range of
applications has been published. I will give no comprehensive review of EVB in a whole, this is
done elsewhere [95, 105]. However, especially the construction of the resonance integral C(q) is of
central importance and a wide range of concepts for it is known, therefore it seems to be useful to
give a short overview of successful approaches, starting with the most simple ones and successively
going to quite comprehensive ideas.

The simplest case would be a constant coupling term:

C(q) = a. (2.137)

This quite primitive formulation leads indeed to a significant improvement over no coupling at all
but it is nevertheless not suited for real applications with desired quantitative accuracy [106]. The
reason is that the reactant and product areas are usually described well by their diabatic surfaces
(i.e., force fields). If a coupling disturbs the diabatic surfaces in those areas, their description will
often become worse although there is a general tendency that a global constant coupling usually
disturbs the areas near the minima less than the transition region39. Even if the influence on the
minima can be made small, one single parameter is usually not sufficient to guarantee a high-level
quantitative description of the transition region. Hence, to the best of my knowledge, the constant
coupling was so far never used for actual EVB-applications. However, in the supplementary
information of the first EVB-QMDFF paper [16] (section 11.6.1), one example for this term is shown.

The next step on the path to better EVB coupling terms is the energy-gap reaction coordinate
[107–109]. In this case, the coupling itself is dependent on the energies of both diabatic surfaces:

C(q) = g(F1(q)− F2(q)). (2.138)

Here, g might be any kind of useful functional expression. An obvious choice is a Gaussian
located at zero energy difference [108]:

C(q) = a exp
(
−b(F1(q)− F2(q))2

)
. (2.139)

In this case, the coupling has maximum strength in the TS region (where both diabatic surfaces
usually cross) and decays to zero in the reactant and product areas. Then, the diabatic energies in
those regions are preserved. This is illustrated in fig. 2.12. The actual functional expressions used
for energy gaps in this thesis are listed in table 3.1 of the program chapter.

Another formulation is by far the most common one: the coordinate-dependent coupling. This type
was already used in the original paper by Warshel, there it was a Morse potential dependent on
the length of the broken bond (eqs. 2.135, 2.136).

Since a large part of chemical reactions consists essentially of breaking or formation of one or
more bonds, this type of coordinate-dependence, despite being quite simple, has been applied to
many published systems. The general formula for the coupling term is:

C(q) = ag1(q1)g2(q2)...gn(qn). (2.140)

One famous application is the multistate (MS)-EVB model by Voth et al. [102, 110], which was
constructed to simulate alternating hydrogen bond networks between water molecules with excess
protons. Since each bonding configuration can be represented by its own diabatic surface, more

39 This behavior can be explained by looking back at eq. 2.130. There, the square root consists of two summands: the
squared difference between both diabatic energies and the squared coupling. Near the TS-region, the first term is nearly
zero, such that the coupling determines the square root term almost exclusively. Near the reactants and products,
however, the difference between both diabatic surfaces becomes large, marginalizing the effect of the coupling in the
argument of the root.
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than two of these surfaces are needed. In practice, for each oxygen atom in the system, one
additional EVB is needed. Reactions with more than 30 states (corresponding to a 30x30-EVB term)
were done [111].

In spite of this rather general nxn-EVB approach, the used type of coupling term is also well
suited for our case of 2x2-EVB terms:

C(q)ij = (Vij
const + Vij

ex) f (ROO)g(q), (2.141)

where Vij
ex = ∑7

m=1 ∑
NH2O−1
k=1 ∑3

nk=1
qnk ,H2Oqex

m
Rmnk

represents the electrostatic interactions with nearby

point charges of H5O+
2 dimers (Rmnk is the cartesian distance to the atoms of such structures),

f (ROO) is an oxygen-oxygen distance-dependent damping function and g(q) = exp(−γq2) with
q = ROO

2 − ROH is an asymmetric stretch coordinate of the actual H5O+
2 -dimer.

In spite of the rather complicated functional expressions, all depends on distances between the
H- and O-atoms, therefore the MS-EVB coupling term is a prominent example of the coordinate-
dependent coupling.

Very similar to MS-EVB is the approach by Villeumier and Borgis [112,113], which also handles
the description of excess protons in hydrogen bonding networks. A special feature of this approach
is that the diabatic surfaces participating in the nxn-EVB matrix are updated in each dynamic step
during a proton transport trajectory. Thus, only neighbored water molecules will be included into
the EVB-description. The coupling term is much simpler than in the MS-EVB case:

C(q)ij = V12 exp
(

αROO − γq2
)

. (2.142)

Here, q = qH − 1
2 (qO1 + qO2) is the distance between the position of the transferred proton and

the middle of the actual O-O bond. The coordinate-dependent coupling terms used in this thesis
are listed in table 3.3 of the program chapter.

2.4.4 Chang-Miller EVB

All EVB coupling methods discussed so far are quite successful in their specific applications but
they lack general applicability as it is needed for our desired black-box method. The MS-EVB
formulation by Voth et al. is, although the name sounds quite general, only applicable to excess-
protons solved in water. Even small variations of the system of interest, e.g., if water should be
replaced by ethanol, are not possible without at least partial rethinking of the whole mathematical
structure.

The energy-gap couplings are much simpler, but, as will be shown below, they often give quite
bad results for larger systems or asymmetric reaction paths.

Additionally, the concrete parametrization of the coupling terms listed above is not clear from the
beginning. Are prefactors chosen such that a compromise between several reaction paths is reached
or shall one specific path be optimized such that a bunch of reference energies are reproduced as
well as possible?

A solution for this problems of either no general applicability or bad quality is already given
implicitly in the original EVB-paper by Warshel (eq. 2.134). We can calculate the needed coupling
for reproduction of a certain energy at q by inserting this reference energy and the energies of both
diabatic surfaces in eq. 2.134.

Starting from this idea, Chang and Miller developed their Taylor expansion of reference data
around the TS, the so called Chang-Miller coupling term [114].

We know that the coupling can be expressed as:

C(q)2 = [F1(q)−V(q)][F2(q)−V(q)]. (2.143)
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Near the transition state, we can develop the reference energy in a Taylor series up to second
order, with ∆q = q− q0:

V(q) = V0 +
1
2

∆q · ∂2V(q)
∂q2 · ∆q, (2.144)

where only the constant and quadratic terms appear since the gradient at a saddle point is zero.
Similarly, the energies of both diabatic states can be expressed in Taylor series. Now, the linear

term (generally) does not vanish because the diabatic states usually have no stationary point at the
saddle point of the reference. Their expressions are:

Fi(q) = Fi +
∂Fi(q)

∂q
· ∆q +

1
2

∆q · ∂2Fi(q)
∂q2 · ∆q, (2.145)

where i is 1 or 2, depending on the actual diabatic state.
These Taylor series can be inserted into the formula for the squared coupling (eq. 2.143), resulting

in a quite lengthy expression:

C(q)2 = (F1 −V)(F2 −V) + (F2 −V)
∂F1(q)

∂q
· ∆q + (F1 −V)

∂F2(q)
∂q

· ∆q+

1
2
(F1 −V)∆q ·

(∂2F2(q)
∂q2 − ∂2V(q)

∂q2

)
+

1
2
(F2 −V)∆q ·

(∂2F1(q)
∂q2 − ∂2V(q)

∂q2

)
+

(
∂F1(q)

∂q
· ∆q

)(
∂F2(q)

∂q
· ∆q

). (2.146)

Now, the coupling near the TS can be described with this expression of combined Taylor series,
if energies, gradients of Hessians of both the reference and the diabatic states at the TS are known.
However, it has been shown that a cumulant resummation40 gives better extrapolation properties.
Applying this, a generalized Gaussian is obtained:

C(q)2 = A exp
(

B · ∆q− 1
2

∆q ·C · ∆q
)

. (2.147)

Here, the constant A is similar to the initial coupling strength expression:

A = (F1 −V)(F2 −V), (2.148)

the vector B depends on the energies and gradients of reference and diabatic states:

B =
1

F1 −V
∂F1(q)

∂q
+

1
F2 −V

∂F2(q)
∂q

(2.149)

and the matrix C depends on the Hessians, gradients and energies of all three potentials:

C =
1

(F1 −V)2

(
∂F1(q)

∂q

)2

+
1

(F2 −V)2

(
∂F2(q)

∂q

)2

+

1
F1 −V

(
∂2V(q)

∂q2 − ∂2F1(q)
∂q2

)
+

1
F2 −V

(
∂2V(q)

∂q2 − ∂2F2(q)
∂q2

). (2.150)

40 Cumulant resummations are well known in mathematical statistics [115]. A probability density function can be
characterized by its moments, where the zeroth moment is the mean, the first is the variance, the second is the skewness
and so forth. Depending on moments, the density function can be developed in a Taylor series (where the n’th Taylor
expansion term depends on the n’th moment of the distribution). A cumulant resummation links this Taylor expansion
to the more common Gaussian-shape density function.
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This type of coupling performs quite well for reactions with simple reaction paths, where the
TS-region converges fast to the reactants- and products-regions. However, other small and simple
systems are described much worse. The reason is that the Taylor expansions around the TS are
valid only close to it. If the distance between TS and reactant/product valleys is larger or the
reference PES exposes significant anharmonicity, the whole approach fails (fig. 2.13).

Chang and Miller themselves proposed a fairly self-evident way to improve their coupling
term: inclusion of higher-order Taylor series elements [116]. Of course the coupling term would
be exact in the limit of an infinite number of Taylor series elements, but even inclusion of third
or fourth order becomes very expensive. It would be no big deal to calculate numerical third
and fourth derivatives of the diabatic terms represented by force fields, but calculation of such
derivatives with the quantum chemical reference is nearly impossible in terms of computational
expense, considering the fact that they must be calculated numerically based on Hessians or even
gradients.

Further, eqs. 2.147 to 2.150 need to be evaluated for each energy calculation. With the initial
version, this scales with N2, where N is the number of internal coordinates used to express the
coupling. Adding, for instance, up to fourth order, a scaling of N4 with system size would be
achieved, which is the same scaling as for, e.g., HF!

2.4.5 Distributed Gaussian (DG)-EVB

A way to solve this problem of the insufficient Taylor expansion was proposed by Sonnenberg

and Schlegel in 2006 [117]. Their ansatz is to combine several Taylor expansions in the relevant
areas of the PES such that the whole accessible surface might be covered. Similar to eq. 2.147, the
single Taylor series can be expressed by Gaussians. Thus, instead of using one giant expansion, an
arbitrary large number of modest expansions distributed along, e.g., the reaction path is employed41.
This idea is illustrated in fig. 2.13 with schematic energy plots which are similar to actual results
obtained during the work on this thesis.

In order to translate this idea into a valid mathematical structure, the expression for the coupling
(eq. 2.147) needs to be partially reformulated. Instead of a generalized Gaussian with all gradient
and Hessian parameters in the exponent and thus coordinate-dependent decay behavior, a much
simpler spherical Gaussian times a polynomial prefactor is used:

C(q)2 = A
[

1 + B · ∆q +
1
2

∆q · (C + αI) · ∆q
]

exp
[
−1

2
|∆q|2

]
, (2.151)

where I is the unit matrix. The A and B parameters are the same as for Chang-Miller, but C is
slightly altered:

C =
1
A

(
∂F1(q)

∂q
· ∂F2(q)

∂q

T
+

∂F2(q)
∂q

· ∂F1(q)
∂q

T
)
+

1
F1 −V

∂2F1(q)
∂q2 +

1
F2 −V

∂2F2(q)
∂q2

. (2.152)

Eq. 2.151 can be seen as a Taylor expansion with Gaussian-damping applied, i.e., for larger
distances the coupling decays to zero (if α > 0). Another way of seeing it is to factorize the

41 A similar approach is the multiconfigurational Shepard interpolation (MCSI) method by Truhlar et al. [118, 119], which
itself is closely related to the Shepard interpolation methods for PES construction discussed in section 2.2.1. Here,
several quadratic Taylor expansions are located in the transition region of the PES of interest. The relevant coupling is
constructed applying a Shepard interpolation between those reference points such that a smooth coupling surface is
constructed. In spite of its similarity to DG-EVB, Truhlar claimed that he has invented a new method superior to
EVB, which lead to a public argument with Warshel [120].
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Figure 2.13: Comparison between the Chang-Miller and the DG-EVB coupling terms. In most cases the
standard Chang-Miller approach performs well in the TS vicinity but tends to diverge between
TS and educt/product asymptotes (a). If up to fourth derivatives of the reference are included
into the Chang-Miller approach, the area of reliable coupling is expanded, but might still be
too small (b). In the case of DG-EVB, two additional reference points can be located in the
problematic regions, resulting in reliable behavior in spite of using only up to second derivatives
of the reference (c).
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polynomial prefactor. Then, we get three Gaussians, with prefactors A (constant), AB · ∆q (linear)
and A 1

2 ∆q · (C + αI) · ∆q (quadratic). This can be compared to Gaussian-type basis functions as
used in quantum chemistry. Those are usually expressed in cartesian coordinates:

Gi,j,k(x, α, a) = xi
ayj

azk
ae−αr2

a , (2.153)

where x is the actual position in cartesian space, α the exponential prefactor, a the position and
L = i + j + k the angular momentum of the basis function. As it is well known from quantum
chemistry, functions with L = 0 are s-functions, those with L = 1 are p-functions etc. .

In quantum chemistry, the MOs are expressed as LCAO, which themselves are simply the
Gaussian basis functions or fixed linear combinations of them.

For this distributed Gaussian (DG)-EVB, the same idea can be utilized. Instead of MOs we want to
express the coupling term C(q) as linear combination of the basis functions. The MOs are located
in the three dimensional cartesian space, but C(q) depends on all N chosen internal coordinates42.
Therefore, the number of basis functions for a given angular momentum value L is different, it
depends on the used set of internal coordinates. In quantum chemistry, there are one s-function,
three p-functions and five/six d-functions43, for DG-EVB, there are one s-function, N p-functions
and N(N−1)

2 d-functions per reference point. The s-functions in DG-EVB are defined as:

g(q, qK, 0, 0, αK) =

[
1 +

1
2

αK|∆qK|2
]

exp
[

1
2

αK|∆qK|2
]

, (2.154)

where q is the actual point in internal coordinate space, qK the position of the basis function,
∆qK = q− qK and αK the exponential prefactor of the function. Instead of simply using 1 as global
prefactor, the squared distance is taken in order to improve the behavior of the coefficient matrix
(see below).

p-functions are defined as:

g(q, qK, i, 0, αK) = (∆qK)i exp
[

1
2

αK|∆qK|2
]

, (2.155)

with i being the internal coordinate whose angular momentum is 1. In the case of d-functions,
the unit matrix from eq. 2.151 is applied:

g(q, qK, i, j, αK) =

(
1− 1

2
δij

)
(∆qK)i(∆qK)j exp

[
1
2

αK|∆qK|2
]

. (2.156)

A general linear combination consists of s-, p- and d-functions at different points in coordinate
space, the DG-coupling term can be expressed as:

C(q)2 =
M

∑
K

N

∑
i=j=0

bijKg(q, qK, i, j, αK), (2.157)

with M being the number of DG-EVB points. By comparing eq. 11.109 with eq. 2.151, one
can see that the parameters A, B and C were exchanged with the bijk-coefficients that are so far
unknown.

42 In principle, DG-EVB could also be implemented with usage of cartesian coordinates. However, since the molecular
system will move and rotate during MD simulations, the coupling needs to be independent of overall translations and
rotations, which is achieved with internal coordinates. The actual choice of internals for DG-EVB is far from trivial (see
chapter 4 and section 11.6.2). Detailed descriptions of the internal coordinates used within the EVB-QMDFF program
packages are presented in section 11.3.2.

43 According to eq. 2.153, s-functions are uniquely defined by i = j = k = 0, for p-functions one of the prefactors is 1,
with all others zero (x, y, z), for d-functions there are 9 possible permutations. Imposing symmetry, 6 of them remain
(x2,y2,z2,xy,xz,yz). These are used for some basis sets. Others use linear combinations (x2 − y2 instead of x2, y2),
reducing the total number of d-functions to 5 [12]
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If we would simply combine several Gaussians based on eq. 2.151, wrong results would be
obtained. The reason is that Gaussians at different locations in space are not independent from
each other, at least if they show significant overlap. Then, the coupling at q1 is not only determined
by Gaussian 1, but also of all other M− 1 Gaussians. Therefore, the bijK-expansion coefficients
must be determined such that the sum of all Gaussians (the one located at the point and the tails
of all others) exactly reproduces the coupling values, gradients and Hessians at all M reference
points.

Mathematically, this can be done by solving a system of linear equations:

Db = f, (2.158)

where b is the vector of the bijK expansion coefficients, f is the vector of coupling values, gradients
and Hessians at all reference points and D is a matrix of Gaussian function values, gradients and
Hessians, based on eqs. 2.154-2.156 and their derivatives.

To go into some detail, the f-vector looks like [121]:

f =



C2(q1)
...

C2(qM)
∂C2(q)�∂q|q=q1

...
∂C2(q)�∂q|q=qM

∂2C2(q)�∂2q|q=q1
...

∂2C2(q)�∂2q|q=qM


. (2.159)

First, the coupling values at all M reference points are listed, then, the coupling gradient
vectors are listed (M times N derivative values) and finally the second derivatives are listed as M
one-dimensional arrays, consisting of N(N−1)

2 elements. In total, the f vector has a dimension of

M
(

1 + N + N(N−1)
2

)
.

The D-matrix is somewhat more complicated:

D =



g(q1, q1, i, j, α1) . . . g(q1, qM, i, j, α1)
...

. . .
...

g(qM, q1, i, j, αM) . . . g(qM, qM, i, j, αM)
∂g(q1, q1, i, j, α1)�∂q|q=q1 . . . ∂g(q1, qM, i, j, α1)�∂q|q=q1

...
. . .

...
∂g(qM, q1, i, j, αM)�∂q|q=qM . . . ∂g(qM, qM, i, j, αM)�∂q|q=qM

∂2g(q1, q1, i, j, α1)�∂2q|q=q1 . . . ∂2g(q1, qM, i, j, α1)�∂2q|q=q1
...

. . .
...

∂2g(qM, q1, i, j, αM)�∂2q|q=qM . . . ∂2g(qM, qM, i, j, αM)�∂2q|q=qM


. (2.160)

Here, the values as well as first and second derivatives of all basis functions are listed. Each
column contains the data of one single basis function at all M reference points: its values, first and
second derivatives, similar to eq. 2.159. In the general case, there are, as explained above, one s, N
p and N(N−1)

2 d basis functions located at each reference point. Each of these functions is located in
one column, such that each row consists of the values of all basis functions for the current property,
e.g., a coupling value or a specific coupling Hessian element at a distinct reference point. Hence,
the dimension of the D coefficient matrix is M

(
1 + N + N(N−1)

2

)
×M

(
1 + N + N(N−1)

2

)
.
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of the system of linear equations in eq. 2.158 for two reference points and two
internal coordinate in usage. The axis above the matrix shows the list of Gaussian basis functions.
On each reference point, one s-, two p- and three d-functions are located, such that there are
12 distributed Gaussians in total. The axis on the left shows the values of all basis functions
as well as their gradients and Hessians on the reference points. The different colors indicate
the possibility of choosing the available reference data. If only coupling strengths shall be
optimized, the red block is sufficient, for strengths and gradients, the blue elements need to be
added and for strengths, gradients and Hessians, the green elements are also added. In order to
reproduce one of the vector entries in the right, a row of the matrix times the coefficient vector
b needs to be evaluated as a linear combination of the respective basis functions.

The whole structures of D and f are illustrated further in fig. 2.14 for the simplest possible
model case of two reference points and two internal coordinates. As it can be seen there, DG-EVB
is somewhat flexible with respect to the choice of basis functions. We might only use s-functions,
resulting in 1 Gaussian per reference point that is able to reproduce the energy in this point (also
termed as mode1) or s- and p-functions, resulting in N+1 functions per reference point that are able
to reproduce energy and gradient (mode2) as well as the full machinery (mode3).

Mathematical details like the derivatives of coupling reference and distributed Gaussian functions
can be found in section 11.4 of the appendix.

It should be noted that it is not possible to use different qualities of basis functions at different
points, e.g., only s- functions at q1 and s-, p- and d- functions at q2 due to the symmetric structure
of eq. 2.158.

By solving eq. 2.158 we get the full g-vector containing the gijK-parameters needed for eq. 11.109.
However, by looking at this equation it is obvious that the exponential prefactors αK are still
unknown. As indicated by their label, all basis functions located on one reference point share the
same exponential prefactor, resulting in M αK-values in total.

In the original DG-EVB-publications [117, 121, 122] no systematic way for determination of these
parameters was given, instead they were chosen more or less by rule of thumb, such that smooth
EVB-surfaces were obtained.

In line with this thesis, the αi’s were optimized systematically for the first time using multi-start
local search (MSLS) methods. Using energies along the reaction path as reference and taking the error
sum of EVB- and reference energies as objective function, the optimizations are straightforward.
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More details concerning this procedure and the general DG-EVB-methodology can be found in
chapter 4.

The DG-EVB-method is one of the central topics in this thesis. In chapters 4 and 5, further
experiments done with DG-EVB are presented.

2.4.6 Reaction Path (RP)-EVB with Corrections

The DG-EVB method as exposed in the last section in connection with QMDFF as diabatic surfaces
has been shown to be quite a reliable foundation for partially automated generations of PESs
suitable for chemical rate constant calculations [17].

It was indeed the hope that DG-EVB-QMDFF could be a suitable method for general automated
k(T) calculations as it is the overall aim of this thesis. However, unexpected problems arose shortly
after it became established. Details of the problems are shown in upcoming chapters but in short it
seems that the connection of several Taylor expansions along the reaction path is still not sufficient
in many cases where the convergence radii of the Taylor series are too small and/or the diabatic
surfaces (i.e., the QMDFFs) show bad behavior, largely reducing the viability of eq. 2.143.

In line with the efforts to solve those problems, a new EVB coupling term was developed in the
scope of this thesis [18]. Theoretical background as well as benchmarking results are presented in
chapter 5 with great detail. Therefore, only a short-as-possible overview of the method is given
here.

The main idea is to make the reaction path itself, a one-dimensional curve in the N-dimensional
space of internal coordinates, the central part for the description of the coupling. Since we are
interested in the calculation of k(T)-values and other properties related to them, an as-good-as
possible description of this path and its accessible vicinity is crucial for the method of choice.

In DG-EVB, a good description of the reaction path can be achieved by optimizing the αK-values
in order to minimize the error sum with respect to a reference path. In combination with the
distributed Gaussians themselves, quite a good description of the relevant regions is possible in
many cases. But a good description of regions between two DG-EVB points and only slightly away
from the optimized path cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the method fails in many seemingly
simple cases: The system’s trajectory could, for instance, be trapped in holes or chasms existent in
the PES near the reaction path.

In reaction path (RP)-EVB this path becomes a central part of the coupling formulation. Essentially,
a given reference reaction path is modeled via cubic spline interpolation and then a Taylor expansion
is built around it:

C(q)2 = C(s)2 + ∆q
∂C(s)2

∂q
+

1
2

∆q
∂2C(s)2

∂q2 ∆q. (2.161)

There, C(s) is the coupling strength along the reaction path, dependent on the parameter s of
the cubic spline curve. In practice, internal coordinates of the path structures as well as coupling
strengths calculated according to eq. 11.109 are interpolated as a one-dimensional parametric curve

in N + 1-dimensional space. The gradients ∂C(s)2

∂q and Hessians ∂2C(s)2

∂q2 of the coupling are also
interpolated between a smaller number of energy-, gradient- and Hessian-reference points on the
path, based on the s-parameter. This is illustrated in fig. 2.15.

During a MD calculation, the value of the s-parameter has to be calculated first, this is done
by numerical minimization of the distance between the current structure and the reaction path
curve, such that the current structure is projected on the reaction path. With the known value
of s, the nearest structure on the reaction path curve as well as its coupling value C(s) can be
calculated. With this information, the projection vector ∆q from the current structure to the path
can be determined and finally C(q) is calculated with eq. 2.161.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic presentation of the RP-EVB method. The structures and coupling strengths at a
number of points (e.g., 21) along the optimized reaction path are interpolated via cubic spline
interpolation of a parametric curve, resulting in a description dependent on the curve parameter
s. At a usually much smaller number of structures (e.g., 7), gradients and Hessians are calculated
with the the reference method and coupling gradients and Hessians are calculated from them.
These are interpolated linearly along the path. In reality, the coupling surface is also smooth
offside the reaction path due to the shift with the path coupling itself.

Unfortunately, this generic ansatz has some deficiencies in practice. The Taylor expansion of the
coupling tends to diverge in some regions, where the reference surface or the diabatic surfaces
show significant nonlocal behavior, similar to the Chang-Miller coupling term.

The solution is inspired by DG-EVB (eq. 11.109). The divergencies of the Taylor series can be at
least partially removed if the whole coupling is damped with a Gaussian:

C(q)2 =

[
C(q(s)2) + (q− q(s))

∂C(s)2

∂q
+

1
2
(q− q(s))

∂2C(s)2

∂q2 (q− q(s))
]

exp
[
−α(q− q(s))2

]. (2.162)

Now an additional parameter α is introduced. This parameter could be s-dependent, such that
the damping varies along the path, however its influence is much smaller than of the αK-parameters
in DG-EVB because only regions far distant from the minimum energy path are influenced and not
the path itself (what is the case between reference points in DG-EVB).

With this correction the range of applications for the new method is enlarged significantly.
Though, there are still cases where the RP-EVB surface imposes divergencies or holes especially in
the transition region near the TS. This is presumably due to problematic behavior of the QMDFF
diabatic surfaces in this region, where they tend to have huge gradients, diminishing the size of
the area where the Taylor approximations are still valid.

The fix to this problem is to replace the whole EVB energy term in the problematic areas around
the TS with a direct interpolation of the reference, which is done equivalent to the coupling in eq.
2.161:

V(q) = V(q(s)) + (q− q(s))
∂V(s)

∂q
+

1
2
(q− q(s))

∂2V(s)
∂q2 (q− q(s)). (2.163)
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Now, two quantities are interpolated together with the internal coordinates along the reaction
path: the coupling C(q) and the energies of the reference V(q). The idea is now to represent the
area around the TS with the direct interpolation of eq. 2.163, switch to the usual damped RP-EVB
in the intermediate areas between TS region and minima and finally converge to the QMDFF
surfaces as it can be managed by EVB.

We might think that an immediate transition between direct interpolation in the TS region
and QMDFFs at the minima should suffice as well. However, the coordinate space of the reac-
tants/products regions is huge, including whole landscapes of torsional minima. In contrast,
near the TS usually only a narrow multidimensional tube around the reaction path is accessible.
The transition between both worlds is problematic if they are interpolated directly. Adding the
intermediary RP-EVB coupling term ensures a valid and smooth transition and thus a reliable
PES-description.

The resulting transition region corrected (TRC)-RP-EVB-QMDFF (TREQ) coupling term can be
expressed in a single formula:

V(q(s)) =



F1(q) s = 0

ΣF(q)−
√

∆F(q) + 1
2 (sin(sη − π

2 + 1)C(q)2 0 < s 6 s1

ΣF(q)−
√

∆F(q) + C(q)2 s1 < s 6 s2

ζ1(s)
[
V(q)intp

]
+ [1− ζ1(s)]

[
ΣF(q)−

√
∆F(q) + C(q)2

]
s2 < s 6 s3

V(q)intp s3 < s 6 s4

[1− ζ2(s)]
[
V(q)intp

]
+ ζ2(s)

[
ΣF(q)−

√
∆F(q) + C(q)2

]
s4 < s 6 s5

ΣF(q)−
√

∆F(q) + C(q)2 s5 < s 6 s6

ΣF(q)−
√

∆F(q) + 1
2 (sin(sη − (η + π

2 ) + 1)C(q)2 s6 < s < 1

F2(q) s = 1

, (2.164)

with ΣF(q) = 1
2 (F1(q) + F2(q)), ∆F(q) =

[
1
2 (F1(q)− F2(q))

]2
, ζ1(s) =

s−s2
s3−s2

, ζ2(s) =
s−s4
s5−s4

and
s1 to s6 borders of different PES regions along the reference reaction path. This is illustrated in fig.
2.16, much more details are located in chapter 5.

2.4.7 Summary or Jacob’s Ladder of EVB

As we had seen in the previous sections, a variety of different coupling methods has been emerged
since the dawn of EVB in 1980. Besides the ones explicitly mentioned here there are several others,
varying in publicity and success, presented in the past.

In order to clarify the picture of confusing diversity surrounding the practical applications of
EVB, I tried to sort the available methods in different sections. These are ordered similar to the
famous “Jacobs ladder” notation in density functional theory, where subsequent improvements
and/or sophistications of the exchange correlation descriptions are seen as subsequent rugs on the
path to the “heaven of chemical accuracy” [123].

There is of course no ubiquitous rating for the different EVB-couplings and some of the respective
authors might argue that their method can be considered as superior to others in practice even if
its functional description is rather simple.

However, if two criteria, flexibility in the actual description for a certain system and scalability in
the sense that the coupling term can be further improved by adding more data and/or calculation
effort, are used, the ranking can be made quite convincing, at least in my eyes.
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Figure 2.16: Illustration of the different regions along the reaction path as represented by eq. 2.164. Around
the TS, the direct interpolation is applied, followed by the RP-EVB coupling in the intermediate
regions and the QMDFFs at the minima. The shapes of the transitions indicate the used
switching functions. Figure taken from [17] and slightly changed.

The simplest and most primitive method is of course the constant coupling. Only one single
number can be varied and no quantitative description of the system can be expected in most cases.
The next is the energy gap or dE coupling (eqs. 2.138, 2.139). Here, the functional form can be
varied quite broadly, see table 3.1. However, all used functions still depend on the same coordinate,
the energy difference between both diabatic surfaces. If these behave somehow asymmetric or
pathological, the coupling method will give bad results independent of the used function (at least
if no ingenious mathematical formulation can be found).

This absent flexibility with respect to the used set of coordinates is realized for the geometry-
dependent coupling. Here, an arbitrary set of internal coordinates, from single reactive bond lengths
up to quite subtle sets of bonds, angles and others, can be taken and different functions depending
on this set that describe the coupling can be used.

With geometry-dependent coupling, EVB-surfaces of good quality can be obtained in many
cases, which makes it the most popular coupling variant in literature. However, for some cases it is
very difficult or even impossible to get a chemically accurate description of certain regions, e.g.,
for very sharp barriers [124]. Further, neither the set of used coordinates nor the used coupling
functions are clear from the beginning, which leads to quite elaborate work if a completely new
reaction shall be handled.

The Taylor expansion coupling method provides a different perspective. Its original and still most
prominent representative is the Chang-Miller coupling term as described in section 2.4.4. Here,
an exact (up to second order) reproduction of the reference surface is achieved at the TS, with
decreasing quality when moving from it to the minima. In principle (but not in practice), this
coupling term can be improved arbitrarily, by adding more and more Taylor expansion terms.
However, the scaling exponent is incremented by one for each added term.

Finally, DG-EVB as well as the newly invented TRE(Q) methods are able to reproduce the regions
of the surface relevant for description of a reaction with arbitrary high quality (up to second order),
if a huge number of expansion points is used (and still quite well for a rather small number).
Therefore, these two terms (together with Truhlar’s MCSI) constitute in my opinion the fifth and
highest ladder. The given argument is summarized in table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: List of different EVB coupling term approaches (“Jacobs ladder of EVB”), ordered based on the
criteria of flexibility and scalability for actual applications.

Order method examples

1 constant -

2 energy-gap Warshel (1982) [107], EGAP-EVB [108, 109]

3 geometry-dependent MS-EVB [102,110,111], Villeumier-Borgis-EVB [112,113], Tro-
bro-Åqvist-Peptide-EVB [125, 126]

4 One Taylor expansion Chang-Miller-EVB [114]

5 Combined expansions MCSI (Truhlar) [118, 119], Distributed Gaussian [107, 108],
TREQ [17]
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Program Development

In line with this thesis, a program package named EVB-QMDFF was developed to be used for the
calculations presented in the following sections.

Before going to concrete applications, the general structure of this program package shall be
outlined. A detailed discussion of all contained subroutines is impractical, since it would probably
need several hundred pages, while no real insight for the average reader can be gained.

Therefore a rather coarse description will be given, first outlining the history, general structure
and idea of the whole package, then going into some detail concerning the different programs that
are designed to perform a number of frequently needed tasks with EVB-QMDFF.

3.1 History

Before turning to a comprehensive description of the actual implementation and its handling
in practice, a short history of EVB-QMDFF programming shall be givenin order to clarify some
peculiarities that might irritate the reader at some point.

I have subdivided the program development into four stages. Of course, the changes were done
successively during my work, some improvements were made as deficiencies became apparent at
certain applications or as colleagues or my supervisor had ideas to make things easier.

Nevertheless, four milestones can be clearly identified, without them the applications presented
within this thesis would have been simply impossible to do. An overview of this four development
milestones is given in fig. 3.1.

3.1.1 Version 1: The Origins

EVB-QMDFF was invented by Hartke [16], who also wrote its first implementation. He obtained
the QMDFF program by Grimme which itself was able to calculate energies and gradients as well
as performing geometry optimizations and MD with QMDFF. Hartke wrote a new program which
called the internal energy and gradient routines of QMDFF (Up to three instances of them, since
2x2- and 3x3-EVB could be used) and coupled them with EVB. Two simple coupling terms were
available: constant coupling (eq. 2.137) as well as the Gaussian energy-gap coupling (eq. 2.139).

The parameters of the coupling terms were given by the user in the input file. This program
could calculate energies and gradients for a trajectory of structures, e.g., in order to perform surface
scans. Before doing the EVB-calculation, both QMDFFs needed to be set up with the QMDFF
optimization program, their relative energies were calculated from the QM reference energies of the
reactants/products minima, corrected by the QMDFF energy deviation, introduced by noncovalent
interactions (section 2.3.4).
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With this first version, the general concept of coupling two QMDFFs with simple EVB terms was
introduced, however, it was unable to do more sophisticated tasks like running MD, doing k(T)
calculations, optimize more complicated EVB terms and so forth.

3.1.2 Version 2: EVB-QMDFF-Tinker

During my Master’s thesis [124], the next program version was developed. Originally, the aim
was to check whether EVB-QMDFF is able to represent the PES also offside the reaction path
used for parametrization of EVB in the transition region. There is no guarantee at all that regions
slightly offside this path are reproduced even qualitatively if the simple constant or energy-gap EVB
methods are used. The first step of investigating this was to perform two-dimensional scans for
several combinations of internal coordinates. This was done with the first version of EVB-QMDFF
( [16], supporting information (section 11.6.1)).

For three-atomic systems, a three-dimensional coordinate scan would be needed in order to fully
discover the configuration space and hence get a complete picture of the EVB-QMDFF quality.
Even in the case of still quite small four- or five-atomic systems, this approach of full-dimensional
scanning becomes infeasible due to its exponential scaling. Furthermore, a large fraction of the
scanned coordinate-space is needless as only regions of low energy are relevant in practice. An
alternative is to utilize the ergodic theorem and perform coordinate samplings. From those, free-
energy profiles can be obtained (section 2.1.3) and compared with AIMD samplings (at least where
a sufficiently cheap ab-initio method is used).

However, in order to simulate biased sampling trajectories, new program code had to be added.
Instead of writing it myself, I chose to utilize existent program packages.

This led to the EVB-QMDFF-Tinker program package. The existing EVB-QMDFF program was
coupled to the well known Tinker FF-MD program package [127], which is also written in Fortran.
The gradient routine in Tinker was replaced by the EVB-QMDFF gradient routine such that a couple
of Tinker features, for instance, molecular dynamics, geometry optimization, TS optimization and
many others, could be applied for EVB-QMDFF.

Because biased samplings are not included in Tinker, a MD addon particularly designed for
those tasks was added: Plumed [128]. It enables a whole range of different collective variables (CV)
for application of bias potentials.

Finally, free energy profiles were calculated by combination of several biased samplings. Again,
a separate program was used: WHAM by Grossfield [129]. As the name says, it applies the
WHAM-equations (eqs. 2.38-2.39) for calculation of free energy surfaces.

In order to investigate the overall quality of EVB-QMDFF, free energy surfaces were calculated
with AIMD (by implementing a call to an Orca [130, 131] gradient calculation in the modified
Tinker program) as well as with EVB-QMDFF and compared to each other. Since information of
the whole thermally accessible surface is accumulated in both cases, a good agreement of the free
energy surfaces implies an EVB-QMDFF of high quality.

Besides the ability of calculating free energy surfaces, different energy-gap as well as simple
coordinate-dependent EVB-coupling terms were implemented, with automated optimization of
their parameters. The quadratic Chang-Miller coupling term (section 2.4.4) was implemented as
well for benchmark purposes (no dynamics was possible since this coupling term was constructed
based on cartesian coordinates). Further, the relative energy-adjustment of both QMDFFs previous
to the EVB-optimization was automated.
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Figure 3.1: The four major program development steps since the invention of EVB-QMDFF. First, manually
parametrized EVB was connected to the QMDFF-program by Grimme, being able to calculate
energies and gradients (a). After connection with some other programs (Tinker, Plumed, WHAM),
it became possible to perform biased MD and to calculate free energy profiles (b). In order to
calculate k(T)-values with consideration of QM-effects, RPMDrate was connected to the EVB-
QMDFF energy and gradient routine, DG-EVB was added as coupling method (c). Finally, all
separate parts were merged into one black-box program being able to do all tasks in one step.
RPMD k(T) calculations became possible for several reaction types, the TREQ PES representation
was implemented (d).
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3.1.3 Version 3: EVB-QMDFF+RPMDrate

In the Master’s thesis, the ability of EVB-QMDFF to reproduce all relevant areas along a reaction
path with at least acceptable quality was verified for two example reactions. The next step was to
make the method useful in practice.

Free energy profiles are used to calculate several quantities, for small gas phase systems up
to large solvated enzymes or metal clusters. As explained in section 2.1, chemical reaction rate
constants are of central importance for the quantification of reactions.

Therefore, it was the objective to implement a method for the calculation of k(T)-values based on
trajectory samplings.

Fortunately, we discovered the RPMDrate program [13] which is designed to calculate bimolecular
reaction rate constants based on RPMD samplings (eq. 2.103). Its concept is suited almost perfectly
to EVB-QMDFF: A potential function expressed as Fortran subroutine needs to be supplied by the
user such that RPMDrate is able to request energy and gradient for each dynamics step.

Instead of the rather complicated combination of EVB-QMDFF, Tinker, Plumed and WHAM, only
EVB-QMDFF and RPMDrate are needed to perform the whole calculation. In addition, quantum
effects can be considered with the RPMD method (section 2.1.6).

Shortly after establishing k(T)-calculations, it became clear that the rather simple EVB-coupling
methods used so far were mostly unable to provide the degree of accuracy needed to obtain
reasonable rate constants. Due to the exponential dependence of the free energy barrier in the
case of k(T)-calculations, small errors in the EVB-QMDFF representation are magnified into large
k(T)-errors. Therefore, an EVB-coupling method located much higher on the Jacobs ladder of EVB
(table 2.1) was needed. DG-EVB was the method of choice. Its quality can be raised arbitrarily high
if enough reference points with gradient and Hessian reference information are taken into account.
The method was implemented in the EVB-QMDFF code, further, an automated optimization of the
αi-parameters (eq. 11.109) was introduced in order to make the whole process more convenient.

With this program version, the results presented in the second EVB-QMDFF paper [17] (chapter
4) were produced.

3.1.4 Version 4: Unification

The initial point for the next program development step was the cooperation with Covestro initiated
in 2017 (chapter 8). During this cooperation the kinetics of polyurethane systems should be studied.
Polyurethanes are formed by a polyaddition reaction of isocyanates and alcohols.

The program structure so far, i.e., k(T)-calculations by RPMDrate based on the EVB-QMDFF
PES, was unable to deliver such rate constants: RPMDrate is designed to calculate only rates of
bimolecular reactions with two reactants and two products, whereas in a polyadditon two reactants
are merged into one product. Another disadvantage of RPMDrate was that it is based on Python
code, which lead to problems with the needed Python-libraries on the computer clusters used for
high-throughput calculations of k(T)-values.

In order to solve these problems, I decided to reimplement the RPMD code similar to RPMDrate
but with the capability of handling a broader range of reaction types and to lower the dependency
on external libraries. Therefore, the RPMD code was rewritten in Fortran90. In parallel, the
remaining parts of the Tinker code were eliminated (apart from the input section). Finally, also the
QMDFF code by Grimme was reimplemented into Fortran90, mainly to improve the convenience
of generating new QMDFFs.

With these changes, the program was able to calculate rate constants for the polyaddition
processes of interest. However, the quality of those rate constants (especially their degree of
convergence, i.e., the difference between k(T) values of several independent runs) was rather bad.
The reason was the DG-EVB coupling used to represent the PESs. At this time, I got the idea for
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constructing a new coupling term named TREQ (section 2.4.6) which was able to improve the
convergence and reliability of the k(T) calculations significantly.

Since TREQ needs no parameter optimization (apart from the α-damping factor of the RP-EVB
part (eq. 2.162), where a default value works well in many cases), it became clear that a black-box
calculation of reaction rates was possible with it. All calculations, from the QMDFF- and EVB-
parametrizations up to the k(T)-calculations, are done with the same program package, only a
master program (or driver) was needed to call the different programs with the correct parameters.
The latest significant change of the program code was therefore the addition of such a driver
program, named evb_kt_driver.x.

Over the years, the initial collection of several independent programs needed for the calculation
of free energy profiles therefore merged to one large program package which is able to do all tasks
conducted in this thesis. Another advantage is that the user only needs to compile one large bunch
of Fortran programs, subroutines and functions which is done by a single make command instead
of installing several independent program packages from the literature.

3.2 General Statistics

Before going to a detailed description of the interactions between the several executables, subrou-
tines and functions contained into EVB-QMDFF, it might be interesting to see its overall dimension
in terms of some numbers (status: September 2019):

• No. of bytes (uncompiled): 6496256

• No. of bytes (compiled): 19992576

• No. of source code files: 331

• Source code lines (including comments): 133262

• No. of programs: 8

• No. of modules: 6

• No. of subroutines: 409

• No. of functions: 34

• No. of subroutine calls: 2337

Approximately 95% of this code is written in Fortran90, with Fortran77 code forming the other
5%. The Fortran77 subroutines are mainly the embedded PES functions for the analytical surfaces
taken from the literature (see section 3.3.3).

In total, 148 functions and subroutines originate in the QMDFF program by Grimme. They
were translated from Fortran77 to Fortran90 and slightly changed in some parts concerning the
read-in of QM reference data (see below). Another bunch of approx. 50 functions and subroutines
is inspired from RPMDrate, concerning trajectory samplings, biasing potentials, as well as free
energy and recrossing calculations. Here, the biasing part was altered to a more general form in
order to make k(T)-calculations for a larger range of cases possible (more complex bimolecular as
well as unimolecular reactions with almost arbitrary mechanisms). Further, WHAM calculations
of free energy profiles were implemented in addition to the UI contained in RPMDrate. The
parallelization was completely redone with usage of the message passing interface (MPI) instead of
the original Python approach. The recrossing part was parallelized as well, which was not the case
in RPMDrate, therefore further accelerating the rate constant calculations.
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The method of reading user input was inspired by Tinker, yet almost no unaltered Tinker code
remained in EVB-QMDFF.

All other functions and subroutines were implemented over the years, they are described in sec.
3.3 with some detail.

3.3 Program Descriptions

In the following, the eight different programs contained in the EVB-QMDFF package are inspected
more closely. Details concerning the actual executions of calculations (list of all keywords as well
as example input files) are presented in section 11.5 of the appendix. If a black-box k(T) calculation
shall be done, only program evb_kt_driver.x (section 3.3.8) must be executed, which itself calls
all other programs if needed.

3.3.1 qmdffgen

This program needs to be started first when a new system shall be investigated with EVB-QMDFF.
It is able to generate up to three QMDFFs1 and calculate their correct relative energy shift such
that the EVB coupling can be applied in the next step.

Reference data calculated by four different QM-program packages can be used: Gaussian [99],
Orca [130, 131], Turbomole [132] and CP2K [133, 134]. For all but Gaussian and CP2K, geometry
optimization as well as calculation of all reference data can be done with one single program call,
whereas Gaussian needs a separate geometry optimization2 and CP2K only calculates CM5-charges
for separate geometry optimizations. Besides these QM-programs, also EVB-QMDFF calculations
can be done as reference. This is mainly for benchmark reasons (chapter 5).

After the QM-calculations are done, their logfiles should be copied into a QMDFF folder, then
qmdff.x can be started.

After finishing, the QMDFF force field files (name.qmdff) as well as logfiles with detailed informa-
tion about the parametrization processes (name_qmdff.log) are written. Further, a qmdff.key file is
written which serves as initial point for all following calculations. In this file, the energy-shifts of
both QMDFFs are noted. These can be calculated as

Eshift = Eref − Emin,QMDFF, (3.1)

with Eref the QM reference energy of the structure and Emin,QMDFF its (usually very small)
QMDFF energy.

3.3.2 evbopt

For all EVB-methods but TREQ, coupling parameters need to be optimized before, e.g., a dynamic
calculation can be done. Currently, four different EVB-methods are implemented for optimization:
constant, energy-gap, coordinate-dependent and DG-EVB (table 2.1).

The aim of the parameter optimization is to minimize the error sum χ2 between EVB-QMDFF
and ab-initio reference energies for a number of structures:

χ2(α) = ∑
i

(Eref(xi)− EEVB(α, xi))
2

σ
7−→ min, (3.2)

1 For all applications presented in this thesis two QMDFFs were used, further, DG-EVB and TREQ (currently) only work
for two QMDFFs, such that the possibility to parametrize three QMDFFs is of little use in practice.

2 According to the Gaussian manual it should be possible to do all this at a time. But unfortunately the cartesian Hessian
itself is not printed to file (only the normal mode vibrations) in the case of combined optimization and frequency
calculations.
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Table 3.1: List of energy-gap (dE)-coupling terms as implemented in the EVB-QMDFF program. The short
terms (inspired by QM basis functions), the number of parameters to be optimized as well as the
functional expressions are given.

term # params functional expression

1g 2 C(∆E) = α1e−α2∆E2

2g 5 C(∆E) = α1e−α2∆E2
+ α3e−α4(∆E+α5)

2

3g 8 C(∆E) = α1e−α2E2
+ α3e−α4(∆E+α5)

2
+ α6e−α7(∆E+α8)

2

sp 4 C(∆E) = α1e−α2∆E2
+ α3∆Ee−α4∆E2

sd 4 C(∆E) = α1e−α2∆E2
+ α3∆E2e−α4∆E2

sp2 6 C(∆E) = α1e−α2∆E2
+ α3∆Ee−α4∆E2

+ α5∆Ee−α6∆E2

sd2 6 C(∆E) = α1e−α2∆E2
+ α3∆E2e−α4∆E2

+ α5∆E2e−α6∆E2

sp2d 8 C(∆E) = α1e−α2∆E2
+ α3∆Ee−α4∆E2

+ α5∆Ee−α6∆E2
+ α7∆E2e−α8∆E2

sp2d3 12 C(∆E) = α1e−α2∆E2
+ α3∆Ee−α4∆E2

+ α5∆Ee−α6∆E2
+ α7∆E2e−α8∆E2

+

α9∆E2e−α10∆E2
+ α11∆E2e−α12∆E2

where α is the vector of EVB-parameters and the sum runs over the selected pool of structures
xi. The weighting factor σ is set to 1, which gave better results than e.g., prioritizing regions near
the TS. In principle, arbitrary structures in the coordinate space of interest could be chosen to
serve as reference. In line with this thesis, however, only structures along the reaction path of the
system of interest were chosen as part of the training set, in order to make the whole process more
systematic.

In practice the minimization is done with multi-start local search (MSLS): Initial values for α are
generated randomized from a predefined range, followed by local Levenberg-Marquardt [135, 136]
optimizations. If a local optimization has reached a lower χ2-value than before, the corresponding
α-vector is stored as the actual optimum, until a new even better value is found. The optimum
value after the maximum number of steps is taken as final result. We could of course also use
much more powerful global optimization methods like GAs for the α-optimization problem. For
the systems calculated so far the MSLS approach gave fairly good results and usually converged to
similar values for separate optimization runs such that the algorithm was seen to be sufficient. If,
however, larger systems with more internal coordinates and/or more DG-EVB reference points
will be treated in the future, the implementation of, e.g., GA-based parameter optimization might
become necessary.

For the energy-gap coupling, also called dE-coupling, a number of coupling terms as shown in
table 3.1 were implemented into EVB-QMDFF.

The coordinate-dependent coupling (dQ) has similar functional expressions as dE, where here
also a suitable set of internal coordinates for the measuring of the distance is needed (table
3.3). Usually, the TS is chosen as reference point, to which the distances are measured. Only
three coupling functions were implemented for dQ since DG-EVB can be viewed as its superior
generalization.
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Table 3.3: List of the coordinate dependent (dQ)-coupling terms as implemented in the EVB-QMDFF program.
The functions as well as the parameters are equivalent to the dE-coupling. The couplings are
calculated with ∆Q2 = γ (q− qTS)

2, where γ is a scaling factor (default value: 50).

term # params functional expression

1g 2 C(∆Q) = α1e−α2∆Q2

3g 8 C(∆Q) = α1e−α2∆Q2
+ α3e−α4(∆Q+α5)

2
+ α6e−α7(∆Q+α8)

2

sd2 6 C(∆Q) = α1e−α2∆Q2
+ α3∆Q2e−α4∆Q2

+ α5∆Q2e−α6∆Q2

For DG-EVB, the exponential damping factors αi are optimized with evbopt.x. This case is
special since the bijk-expansion coefficients are determined by solving eq. 2.158. The D-matrix
appearing in the expression is itself dependent of the αi-values. Thus we have a system of two
coupled optimization procedures. In each LM-step, the D-matrix as well as the bijk-values need to
be recalculated such that the new error sum can be evaluated with the updated coupling term3. This
procedure is shown in fig. 3.2. For small to medium-sized systems, a quite well-converged value
of the error sum and thus of the optimized αi seems to be reached within 100 to 500 MSLS-steps.
A special case needs to be considered: Since the optimized αi-values are exponential prefactors
of Gaussians (eq. 11.109), the coupling expression would diverge if one αi becomes negative.
Therefore, a manual penalty to the error sum is added if one of the αi becomes negative in a
LM-optimization run.

3.3.3 egrad

egrad.x formally resembles the function of the initial EVB-QMDFF-program by Hartke: It
calculates energies and gradients for a trajectory file with an arbitrary number of structures in it. It
can be used for, e.g., multidimensional surface scans or other time-independent investigations of
the PES-quality.

Besides QMDFF and the different EVB coupling-terms, some other PES-functions are included
into the EVB-QMDFF program package for benchmark and test reasons:

• A simple traditional nonreactive force field implementation: It is based on a slim version of
the Tinker FF energy and gradient routine [127], with exclusion of exotic cross or coupling
terms. Besides bond, angle, torsion and dispersion terms, bond-angle, angle-angle and angle-
torsion cross terms are included. An additional input file with the bonding configuration
and the atom types (in the Tinker coordinate input format) is needed for starting.

• The H2+H −→ H+H2 surface by Truhlar and Horowitz [138]

• The H+HBr −→ HBr+H surface by Clary [139]

• The OH+H2 −→ H2O+H surface by Schatz and Elgersma [140]

• The NH3+Cl −→ NH2+HCl surface by Corchado and Espinosa-Garcìa [141]

• The H+CH4 −→ H2+CH3 surface by Bravo and Espinosa-Garcìa [142]

• The OH+NH3 −→ H2O+NH2 surface by Rangel and Espinosa-Garcìa [143]

• The CH4+OH −→ CH3+H2O surface by Espinosa-Garcìa and Corchado [144]

3 The detailed calculation of D-matrix elements is explained in section 11.4.2.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the MSLS algorithm as used for DG-EVB parameter optimization in evbopt.x. dE-
as well as dQ-parameters are optimized similarly. Initially, the user gives a number of settings
(e.g., maximum number of MSLS- and LM-steps or ranges for the parameter initial guess), which
enter the program at the main MSLS cycle. A new initial randomized guess for the α-vector is
done. This enters the LM cycle, where the DG-coefficient matrix D needs to be calculated, the
system of linear equations DB = f is solved and after this, the LM-local optimization step can be
done. New values for α are obtained. The error sum χ2 according to eq. 3.1 is calculated and
compared to the previous cycle. If the change falls below the convergence threshold, the actual
local search is considered successful and the program returns to the main MSLS-cycle. There it is
checked if the obtained error sum χ2

conv is lower than the result of the previous best local search
χ2

best. If this is the case, the error sum as well as the obtained α- and b-vectors are stored as new
best parameters, else they are discarded. Unless the maximum number of MSLS-steps is reached
and the actual best parameters are written out, the next cycle is started with a new α randomized
guess. The vector image of the trash bin was downloaded from [137].
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• The GeH4+OH −→ GeH3+H2O surface by Rangel and Espinosa-Garcìa [145]

• The CH4+CN −→ CH3+HCN surface by Espinosa-Garcìa and Rangel [146]

• The H+C2H6 −→ H2+C2H5 surface by Chakraborty and Truhlar [147]

There is no difference in the handling of all other programs. We can, for instance, calculate
gradients with egrad.x or rate constants with rpmd.x with EVB-QMDFF or with any of the surfaces
mentioned above (calculations of chemical reactions involving bond breakings are of course not
possible with the traditional nonreactive FF). Instead of the QMDFF energy shifts and EVB coupling
parameters the keywords trad_ff or pot_ana with a descriptor of the desired surfaces must be
given. No parameter optimization is needed.

We can, e.g., test the quality of an EVB-QMDFF surface by performing a k(T) calculation on
one of the surfaces listed above, parametrize an EVB-QMDFF with the program itself as provider
of reference information (performing Hessian calculations with evb_qmdff.x, charges and bond
order calculations with a simple ab-initio method, optimizing the QMDFFs based on these data,
optimize the IRC with irc.x, calculate additional reference data on it and run evbopt.x) and redo
the k(T) calculation. Both reaction rates will be very similar if the relevant areas of the reference
PES are reproduced well with EVB-QMDFF. This strategy was used for the benchmarking of TREQ
presented in chapter 5.

3.3.4 evb_qmdff

evb_qmdff.x is able to calculate several quantities of a single structure provided by the user. Similar
to, e.g., a quantum chemistry program package, the user can give keywords for the calculation of
the energy, the gradient and the Hessian as well as to do a geometry optimization. The well known
BFGS algorithm [148] was implemented and is used for geometry optimizations.

A special feature is that we can do the calculations as well for parts or fragments of the system. If,
e.g., the EVB-QMDFF PES of a bimolecular reaction is given and we want to calculate frequencies
of both separate reactants, e.g., in order to do a TST calculation based on their partition sums, the
calc_frag keyword in combination with a file named fragment.inp that contains the atom indices
of the desired fragments must be added (see table 11.2).

3.3.5 irc

Calculations of reaction paths using the internal reaction coordinate (IRC) algorithm [149] are integral
parts of the QM reference calculations for EVB-QMDFF. Therefore, a separate program (irc.x) was
written to perform such calculations with EVB-QMDFF or the other PES-descriptions provided by
the EVB-QMDFF program package (section 3.3.3).

With this, EVB-QMDFF-benchmarks against other analytical PESs descriptions as mentioned
above are possible. Alternatively, we could, for instance, check how good the reference RP is
actually reproduced by the parametrized EVB-QMDFF surface.

In order to start irc.x, an initial guess structure of the TS along the desired IRC is needed.
Since the IRC-calculation needs to be started from the imaginary TS-mode, a TS-structure must be
optimized first. The simple NR-algorithm is implemented for TS-optimization.

NR converges always to the nearest stationary point on the PES, therefore a good initial guess of
the structure is needed in order to converge to the correct TS (and not to, e.g., a local minimum).
The method originates in a Taylor expansion around the current position on the PES:

V = V0 + gth +
1
2

htHh + ..., (3.3)
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where h is the difference vector between the current and the desired points on the PES in
cartesian coordinates, gt the gradient and H the Hessian at the current position. Going the reverse
direction, the step from an elongated structure to the extremum is:

h = −H−1g. (3.4)

This simple algorithm is known to be unstable, since the inverse of the Hessian might be ill-
defined due to translational and rotational as well as small vibrational eigenvalues. Therefore, the
optimization is done in a suitable set of internal coordinates, and the step is expressed in terms of
the eigenvectors (V) and -values (b) of the Hessian matrix H:

h =
N

∑
i
−FiVi

bi
, (3.5)

with F = Vg. Only sufficiently large Hessian-eigenvalues are included into the sum. In practice,
the same set of internal coordinates as later used for TREQ-couplings can be used for NR, at it was
done in [17].

When the TS was found, the IRC can be calculated. Since all PES-descriptions in EVB-QMDFF
are cheap, a simple but quite expensive IRC algorithm was implemented: the Euler algorithm in
mass-weighted cartesian coordinates:

x′k+1 = x′k − ∆s
gk
||gk||

, (3.6)

with ∆s being the IRC step size chosen by the user and gk the cartesian gradient at point x′k and

x′β,i =
√

mβxβ,i (3.7)

describes the mass-weighting of cartesian coordinate i of atom β.
The IRC can be followed in two directions (reactants and products), depending on the initial

gradient. Both directions are started at the optimized TS-structure, where the gradient is the
cartesian eigenvector of the imaginary TS-eigenmode v or its negative counterpart:

x0 = xTS, g0 = v1 ∨ g0 = −v1. (3.8)

All following IRC steps for both directions are simply calculated with eq. 3.6. Convergence is
reached for both sides of the IRC, if ||gk|| or the energy difference EkEk1 falls below a user given
value.

In order to get a good description of the path, the step size ∆s should be quite small. However,
this results in IRCs containing thousands or tens of thousands of structures that are quite bulky in
handling for, e.g., EVB optimizations. Therefore, a new step is only written after a covered distance
of ∆ς, where ∆ς is by default twenty times larger than the intrinsic Euler distance ∆s. In practice,
the optimization might fail in some cases because the energy increases for one direction after the
first step in eq. 3.8. Presumably this happens because the respective TS optimization was not exact
enough, such that the true TS is located near the optimized TS and the first eigenvector-following
step “climbs the hill” of that true TS. In these cases, ∆s of the first step is increased automatically
in integer steps until the energy decreases for the reached second structure. After this, the usual
step size is restored.

3.3.6 dynamic

This program performs single MD-trajectores, propagated with the usual velocity Verlet algorithm.
Temperature can be applied via the Andersen thermostat [150]. In contrast to usual classical MD
programs, RPMD trajectories with arbitrary bead numbers can be calculated as well.
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If trajectories are run with RPMD (no matter if dynamic.x or rpmd.x are used), problems with
the connected beads could arise. Since the force constants between the beads of an atom are much
larger than force constants of usual chemical bonds (at least for temperatures around 300 K), much
smaller Verlet time steps would be needed to ensure a reliable dynamics. This would of course
make the whole calculation much more expensive. Fortunately, we can bypass this problem by
translating the RPMD-bead propagation into the normal mode space of the harmonic interactions
between the beads as it was done in the RPMDrate program as well [13]. This free ring polymer step
is then calculated by intermediary fast Fourier transform, application of the harmonic interactions
in normal mode space and finally transform back the updated bead positions.
dynamic.x was so far mainly used for benchmarks and stability tests of new EVB coupling terms.

Alternatively, steered MD or molecular force simulations can be conducted (see chapter 7). The
respective strategies and keywords are explained there.

3.3.7 rpmd

Main objective of this thesis is to calculate rate constants of chemical reactions, therefore rpmd.x,
which is able to do this, is the most important part of EVB-QMDFF. The structure of rpmd.x is
largely borrowed from the RPMDrate program by Suleymanov. However, a number of differences
between those programs exist: RPMDrate is a Fortran/Python hybrid, whereas rpmd.x is pure
Fortran90. The parallelization was implemented with MPI instead of the Python-specific parallel
processing scheme. Now, also recrossing calculations can be done in parallel. Further, most
importantly, only k(T) values of bimolecular substitutions with two separated products could be
calculated with RPMDrate, whereas rpmd.x is able to calculate k(T)-values for arbitrary uni- and
bimolecular reactions owing to a generalized dividing surface implementation4.

Needed Input

What is needed to start a rpmd.x calculation? Essentially, five batches of information must be
provided:

• The fully parametrized EVB-QMDFF surface

• Umbrella bias settings, depending on the type of the reaction

• Biased sampling settings, number of trajectories, time steps etc.

• Free energy evaluation settings: WHAM or UI, number of bins etc.

• Recrossing calculation settings: number and length of child trajectories

The reaction type and thus the dividing surface definitions as well as the biasing potentials can
be determined based on three pieces of information: (1) How many reactant molecules are present
(Ned), (2) How many bonds are formed (Nf) and (3) how many bonds are broken (Nb) during the
reaction. The classification of reaction types based on these criteria is listed in table 3.4.

4 The term dividing surface might be confusing if we look back to the TST-derivation in section 2.1.1, where the dividing
surface was a central part of the whole formalism. For the RPMD k(T)-calculations, dividing surfaces play a double
role: They can be seen simply as geometric constructions (lower dimensional subspaces orthogonal to the reaction
coordinate located at certain values of it) needed for more convenient umbrella samplings or as conceptual ground for
the derivation of the RPMD rate constant presented in section 11.2.2, similar to TST.
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Table 3.4: List of reaction types that can be simulated with rpmd.x. The actual type can be determined
uniquely if the number of reactants, forming and breaking bonds is known. The first type (atom-
shift) represents a special case in which a single atom is moved a certain distance in cartesian space
without any specification of formed or broken bonds. This type is needed for KMC simulations
on metal surfaces (chapter 9). The last two types refer to solvent complex (SC) stabilized reactions.
There, all but one reactant molecule are stabilized by a hydrogen bond complex, only the last
reactant approaches from asymptotic distance.

Reaction type No. of educts (Ned) forming bonds (Nf) breaking bonds (Nb)

atom-shift 1 n.A. n.A.

dissociation 1 0 1

cycloreversion 1 0 2

rearrangement 1 1 1

elimination 1 1 2

merging 2 1 0

bimolecular substitution 2 1 1

addition 2 2 1

cycloaddition 2 2 0

3 reactant cyclic addition 3 3 2

4 reactant cyclic addition 4 4 3

3 reactant cyclic addition
(SC)

2 3 2

4 reactant cyclic addition
(SC)

2 4 3
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Umbrella Sampling

The most time consuming part of a usual k(T) calculation are the biased sampling trajectories
along the reaction coordinate. As we have seen in section 2.1.3 (eq. 2.30), umbrella samplings
are conducted by adding a bias potential which depends solely on the reaction path variable ξ.
In order so sample the whole relevant area from the reactants up to the TS and beyond, several
umbrella samplings with force constants placed at different ξ values must be conducted.

But how are those reaction coordinates actually defined? There are several possibilities of
constructing collective variables (CV) along which umbrella samplings can be done, the Plumed
package [128] used within the second program version allows for a wide variability of them.
For our task of doing reaction path samplings for several different reaction types (table 3.4) this
approach of sampling along specific coordinates, e.g., placing the umbrella potential at different
lengths of a certain bond in the system, is rather inappropriate since each reaction type would need
its own CV definition.

Therefore, another concept based on dividing surfaces is used. As we have seen, e.g., in the
TST derivation (section 2.1.1), we can define a subspace of reduced dimensionality orthogonal to
the reaction path. For TST, the TS dividing surface was placed at the TS of the system and all
trajectories that crossed this surface from the reactants to the products side were assumed to be
reactive.

In the case of umbrella sampling, the system is restrained to a narrow range around a certain
ξ-value by imposing a harmonic biasing potential depending on ξ. If ξ would be a single bond
length and a certain sampling would be done with the biasing potential at ξ = 1, the system
would oscillate around this value, but all other coordinates, e.g., other bond lengths or angles,
are unbiased and thus able to move freely. Thus, the accessible coordinate space of the system is
narrowed in one dimension, by simultaneously maintaining its extent in all other dimensions. If
we now strengthen the umbrella force constant, the accessible interval along ξ becomes narrower,
in the limit case of an infinite force constant the restraint becomes a constraint which reduces the
system’s dimensionality by one.

In such a case, this reduced accessible space is called a dividing surface. Since the limit
towards dividing surfaces exists for umbrella samplings, it is valid to define the biasing potential
depending on those surfaces. One can define a TS dividing surface and a reactants dividing surface
independently, for instance, by taking bond lengths of forming and breaking bonds at the TS as
definition for the TS surface and taking the distance of both reactant molecules as definition for
the reactants surface for bimolecular reactions. As shown in section 11.2.2 of the appendix, the
additional definition of a reactants dividing surface is also needed to derive a simple expression for
the bimolecular RPMD rate constant dependent on free energy differences. All the space between
both surfaces can now be sampled by setting up a potential that depends on a linear interpolation
between both dividing surfaces:

ξact(q̄) =
ξ0(q̄)

ξ0(q̄)− ξ1(q̄)
, (3.9)

where ξ0(q̄) and ξ1(q̄) are functions describing the distance of the actual systems RPMD centroid
position q̄ (eq. 2.102) to the reactants and TS dividing surfaces, respectively5. If the system is
located at the reactants dividing surface, the distance ξ0(q̄) becomes zero, as well as the numerator
of eq. 3.9, thus resulting in ξact = 0. If it is located at the TS, ξ1(q̄) becomes zero, resulting in
ξact(q̄) =

ξ0(q̄)
ξ0(q̄)

= 1, no matter what the value of ξ0 is. Thus in the limiting case of very strong
umbrella potentials the coordinate space would be sampled by cutting it into a number of thin
slices orthogonal to the reaction path. This is illustrated in fig. 3.3. If, e.g., the sampling shall be

5 If classical trajectories shall be calculated, one RPMD bead is used and thus q̄ = q. In the following, always the general
case of more RPMD beads is assumed.
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educts dividing 
surface

products dividing 
surface

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the reaction coordinate expressed based on two dividing surfaces. If the reactants
dividing surface defines ξ = 0 and the products dividing surface defines ξ = 1, all other ξ
values and their respective dividing surfaces can be obtained by linear interpolation between
both border cases.

done at the TS, the ideal ξ-value (ξideal) is set to 1, whereas the actual ξ-value (ξact) is calculated by
eq. 3.9 in each dynamics step. The umbrella potential is then imposed as w(ξact) = K(ξact− ξideal)

2.
The actual definitions of the dividing surface and the ξ0- and ξ1-functions depend on the reaction

type. Within rpmd.x a more generalized framework for these surfaces was introduced.
For all reactions with two or more reactants, the reactants dividing surface is expressed in terms

of the mutual distances of the reactants center of masses (COMs):

ξ0(q̄) =
2

N2
ed − Ned

Ned

∑
i=1

Ned

∑
j=i+1

(R∞ − Rij(q̄)). (3.10)

Here, Rij(q̄) is the cartesian distance between the COMs of reactants i and j and R∞ is a
predefined asymptotic distance between the reactants where the asymptotic reactants valley is
assumed to be. Thus, for ξ = 0 all reactant molecules are separated from all others by R∞. With
this formula, an arbitrary number of reactants could be calculated because umbrella potentials are
applied between each pair of reactants. So far, only up to four reactants were considered (tab. 3.4).

The TS dividing surface for bimolecular reactions (or those with larger molecularity) is defined in
terms of the forming and breaking bonds of the system during the reaction of interest:

ξ1(q̄) =
1

Nb

Nb

∑
i=1

(ri(q̄)− ri,TS)−
1
Nf

Nf

∑
i=1

(ri(q̄)− ri,TS), (3.11)

where ri(q̄) are the actual values of the forming and breaking bonds and ri,TS their values at the
TS (calculated at the beginning from the TS input structure).
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In the case of unimolecular reactions (i.e., having one reactant molecule), the definition of ξ1 is
identical but ξ0 is changed. Since we cannot calculate distances between reactants, this dividing
surface is located at a certain structure, that of the reactants minimum (ri,ed):

ξ1(q̄) =
1

Nb

Nb

∑
i=1

(ri(q̄)− ri,ed)−
1
Nf

Nf

∑
i=1

(ri(q̄)− ri,ed). (3.12)

For bimolecular reactions, such a definition would seriously damage the correct sampling of the
reactants valley since there (almost) independent vibrations and rotations of the single reactant
molecules will contribute a significant amount to its partition sum and thus its free energy. If
several bond lengths are restraint at certain positions, this free rotations and vibrations would be
seriously infected. In the case of unimolecular reactions, only one reactant exists such that this
intermolecular contribution to the partition function drops out.

A special case are transitions of single atoms on metal surfaces, as investigated in chapter 9.
If the system is rotated correctly, only a single cartesian coordinate is needed to perform the
sampling. For example, one can simulate the diffusion of a H atom between two adsorption sites
on a Cu-surface by placing the umbrella potential at certain values of the Hx-coordinate if both
sites are located at identical y- and z-values. Then ξ =Hx. More details are given in chapter 9.

In order to actually apply the bias potential, its cartesian gradient needs to be added to the
EVB-QMDFF gradient. This can be done by deriving the expressions from eqs. 3.9-3.12. The
umbrella bias gradient itself is defined as:

∂w(ξact)

∂q̄
= K(ξact − ξideal)

∂ξact

∂q̄
, (3.13)

where ∂ξact
∂q̄ the gradient of the actual reaction coordinate value can be calculated with:

∂ξact

∂q̄
=

ξ0(q̄)
∂ξ1(q̄)

∂q̄ − ξ1(q̄)
∂ξ0(q̄)

∂q̄

(ξ0(q̄)− ξ1(q̄))2 . (3.14)

The cartesian gradients of the dividing surfaces can be obtained by calculating the gradients of
the involved distances and omitting all constant summands. In practice, the actual task of biased
sampling is divided up into three single sections [13]:

1. Start structure generation: The initial structure is the TS as given by the user. Since usually an
area of ξ = −0.05 to ξ = 1.05 or even larger is sampled in order to ensure that the reactants
minimum and the TS maximum along the free energy surface are included6, structures for
both sides of the TS need to be calculated. The first umbrella trajectory is calculated with
ξideal = 1, the last structure of this trajectory is used as initial structure for the umbrella
sampling at ξideal = 1.01 (if the umbrella windows are placed at ∆ξ = 0.01 intervals along
the reaction path). The endpoint of this trajectory is used for the sampling at ξideal = 1.02
and so forth until the highest ξideal is sampled as well. Then, we return to the TS and move to
smaller ξideal-values in the same manner. The final structures of each sampling trajectory are
written to file and will be used as initial points for the next step. For this first task, classical
trajectories are run, i.e., only one RPMD-bead is used since only the rough position of the
centroid shall be sampled. The actual dynamics is performed as in dynamic.x, i.e., by means
of the velocity Verlet algorithm, where the temperature is simulated with the Andersen
thermostat.

6 As mentioned in the discussion of the TST-limitations (section 2.1.2), the positions of the potential energy activation
barrier and the free energy activation energy barrier usually do not exactly coincide. In order to be able to consider
situations where the free energy activation barrier is moved towards the products (e.g., ξ = 1.02), the slightly prolonged
range is calculated.
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2. Umbrella equilibration: At this point, we switch from one bead to the number of beads given in
the input. The initial structure for the actual umbrella window is loaded and each replica is
given the same position-vector, such that they merge together. In order to get a more natural
distribution of them and to avoid artifacts at the early stages being involved into the free
energy calculation, some equilibration is needed. During this time, the ring polymers are
untangled and spread out.

For the sampling of classical trajectories, it would make no difference if one very long or
several rather short trajectories are simulated. For RPMD, due to the stiff harmonic springs
between the beads of each atom, it is much harder to explore the full phase space [11].
Therefore, the ergodicity of a long trajectory might be restricted. This can be circumvented
if many rather short trajectories with randomized initial conditions are sampled for each
umbrella window. The autonomous disentanglings of the beads at the numerous equilibration
stages will lead to several different ring polymer configurations and thus relieve the problem
of hindered ergodicity.

Further, equilibrations as well as the following samplings can be done in parallel. In principle,
an arbitrary number of sampling trajectories can be propagated simultaneously. In rpmd.x,
this most time-consuming part is parallelized with MPI, such that hundreds or even thousands
of cores might be used in parallel if an adequate machine is available.

3. Umbrella samplings: After equilibration, the actual sampling is started for each single equi-
librated trajectory. Usually, samplings are set to be 5 to 10 times longer than the previous
equilibrations. The only difference between equilibration and sampling is that in the latter,
average and variance of ξact are calculated for the following UI (eq. 2.42). For this, ξact of
each sampling step must be determined. Usually, we would set up a huge table with ξact
values for each MD step and calculate the statistics at the end of the trajectory. Alternatively,
average and variance (zeroth and first moment of the probability distribution) of umbrella
window i can be incremented each time step:

ξb
i += ξact , (σb

i )
2 += ξ2

act. (3.15)

When the trajectory is complete, the obtained values are divided by the number of sampling
time steps. Finally, after completion of all trajectories for an umbrella window, ξb

i and (σb
i )

2

for it are calculated by averaging the values for the single trajectories.

All what is obtained from the time consuming umbrella sampling section in rpmd.x is a short
file with averages and variances of the reaction coordinate for each umbrella window. These
will be used for the following UI.

Error Handling

Before going on, an important feature of rpmd.x should be mentioned (which is not existent in the
RPMDrate program): The systematic error handling which usually makes the manual intervention
of the user unnecessary if something went wrong. For all potential energy surfaces in usage,
erroneous propagation steps can occur, e.g., explosions of the molecular structure or unwanted
dissociations of single bonds. This can happen due to bad behavior of the ring polymer or bumpy
regions at the PES. Without any error handling, the calculation would simply progress with broken
structures and finish some hours later giving rubbish as output.

In order to avoid that, each dynamics time step is checked for the following happenings:

• Undefined (NaN) values for energy or single coordinates of the system.

• Very high energies. The actual RPMD-energy is compared with the initial RPMD-energy for
the TS. Since the TS has the highest energy along the reaction path and for usual temperatures
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the system cannot go to areas offside the reaction path with much higher energy than this,
an error is indicated if the energy per replica (containing all atoms of a certain bead) is more
than 200 kJ/mol higher than the TS energy.

• ξact and ξideal differ significantly. Usually, both values should be quite similar since usually a
large number of 100 or more umbrella windows are used and the bias is sufficiently high to
effectively avoid large distances from the bias position. If |ξact − ξideal| > 0.1, it is assumed
that something went wrong, e.g., an unwanted bond dissociation, and the error is thrown.

If an error is thrown during umbrella equilibrations or samplings, the actual trajectory as well as
(in the case of sampling) their ξb

i and (σb
i )

2 values are reset and restarted from the stored initial
structure. Sometimes, this fix is insufficient. It might occur that the stored initial structure itself is
already a bad one, even if no error could be associated with it. There might, for instance, be an
early stage of an unwanted bond dissociation, which (almost) always leads to an explosion of the
following samplings. In this case, the program would be trapped in an infinite loop (in practice:
until the maximum number of errors is reached and the program is terminated). In order to break
this, after five errors at the same stage the initial structures of both neighbored umbrella windows
are taken one after another (if the error persists after the first one). If even this is insufficient, the
structures of the next neighbored windows are taken and so on.

For the case that an error is thrown during the start structure generation stage, the current
trajectory is restarted. If five restarts were unable to solve the problem, the whole structure
generation is restarted from the TS. Since this is done with only one RPMD bead, the calculations
are cheaper and the complete restart is justifiable in order to exclude “bequeathed errors”.

PMF Calculation

After successful umbrella samplings, the largest part of the k(T) calculation is done. With the stored
ξb

i and (σb
i )

2 values of all umbrella windows, the free energy profile along the reaction path, also
named potential of mean force (PMF), can be calculated. This is done by UI in the default case (eqs.

2.42-2.43). With numerical integration of the obtained
∂A(ξ j)

∂ξ , the calculation is done after some
seconds.

Thereafter, the minimum (ξmin) as well as maximum (ξmax) positions of the obtained surface are
calculated. WHAM is implemented as well, but this is connected with large amounts of calculation
overhead and much more output for each umbrella trajectory. Further, it takes much more time to
converge to a reasonable PMF profile. Therefore, UI is strongly recommended for real applications.

Transmission Coefficient

As explained in the theory section, recrossing is neglected within TST and QTST and thus must be
calculated separately. The mechanism of such a calculation is illustrated in fig. 2.5. Each recrossing
calculation consists of two interconnected sections: (1) propagation of a parent trajectory at the
dividing surface located at ξmax and (2) propagation of child trajectories that are started at regular
intervals from the actual position of the parent trajectory.

As already mentioned above, trajectories can be sampled on a N − 1 dimensional dividing
surface if they are constrained to a certain ξ value, here ξmax. Within rpmd.x, this constraint is done
with the iterative RATTLE algorithm [151].

The general expression for the classical transmission coefficient is given in eq. 2.47. For RPMD
calculation, a slightly altered expression must be used [13]:

κ(t→ tp; ξ‡) = lim
t→tp

〈
fS(q0)

−1vs(p0, q0)Θ[sξmax(qt)]
〉

ξξmax

〈 fS(q0)
−1vs(p0, q0)Θ[vs(q0, p0)]〉ξξmax

. (3.16)
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The angular brackets denote canonical averages taken taken over the constrained ensemble
at ξmax, i.e., during the parent trajectory sampled at the corrected TS dividing surface, further,
vξ(p0, q0) denotes the initial velocity along the reaction coordinate for a child trajectory:

vξ(p0, q0) =
N

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

∂sξmax

∂q(j)
i

p(j)
i

mi

∣∣∣∣
t=0

, (3.17)

where the sum runs over all M atoms and all n beads, i.e., here the actual ring polymer itself
instead of its centroid is considered, and p(j)

i being the momentum of atom i, bead j. fξ(q0) is
a metric tensor correction which is needed in order to consider the effect of the hard constraint
applied to the parent trajectory:

fξ(q) =

√√√√ N

∑
i=1

1
2πβmi

∣∣∣∣∂ξ(q)
∂qi

∣∣∣∣2. (3.18)

Further, a slightly different definition of the reaction coordinate is needed. In order to correctly
evaluate the Heaviside function, the ξξmax-coordinate is zero on the reactant side and one of the
product side of the chosen dividing surface:

ξξ‡(q) = ξ‡ξ1(q) + (1− ξ‡)ξ0(q). (3.19)

In practice, some thousands of child trajectories need to be started and sampled up to 1-2
picoseconds, until the κ-value converges.

Rate Constant Calculation

Finally, the reaction rate constant of the system at the given temperature can be calculated. For
bimolecular reactions, the expression is [13] (for derivation, see section 11.2.2):

kRPMD,bimol(T) = σE1σE2κ4πR2
∞

√
1

2πβµR
exp (−β(F(ξmax)− F(ξmin))) , (3.20)

where σEi are the symmetry numbers of both reactants, respectively and σE1σE2 the number of
equivalent reaction channels (also known as the symmetry of the reaction)7 and µR the reduced
mass of the system at the reactants dividing surface. Depending on the system of interest, the free
energy difference can either be taken between the maximum and the minimum along the PMF
surface or between the maximum and the reactants asymptotic (ξ = 0). The former is done, e.g., in
the case of cyclic urethane reactions (chapter 8), where it can be assumed that reactive processes
start from an associated complex stabilized by noncovalent interactions which is represented by a
minimum on the PMF surface.

Unimolecular reactions are calculated with [152]:

kRPMD,unimol(T) = κ
1√

2πβµ

e−βF(max)∫ ξmax

ξmin

e−βF(ξ)dξ

, (3.21)

where the integration is performed over the free energy surface from its minimum to its maximum
value.

The actual implementation of rpmd.x is presented in fig. 3.4 by connecting all important
subroutines that come into play. The picture is simplified, though, e.g., by neglecting that the
recrossing subroutine calls the same Verlet dynamics subroutines as the sampling part.

7 If, e.g., a hydrogen abstraction reaction between ethane and a chloride radical is investigated, σE1 = 6 and σE2 = 1
since all six hydrogens of the ethane are identical and might react with the chloride but only one of this possibilities
had been accounted for in the rate constant algorithm so far.
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Figure 3.4: Simplified structure of the rpmd.x program. Shown are all important subroutine-calls and their
respective sub-calls. Less important subroutines as well as functions are neglected, further,
duplicate calls (such as for recrossing) are neglected as well.
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3.3.8 evb_kt_driver

This program enables the black-box calculation of reaction rate constants. The underlying idea is
that a specific elementary chemical reaction can be fully described if its minimum energy path has
been calculated. Therefore it should be possible to calculate the rate constant of a reaction if this
path is supplied by the user.

So far, a couple of steps was needed to go from the reaction path to a rate constant finally ejected
from a RPMD calculation:

1. Optimize structures of both reactants and products minima, with the endpoints of the reaction
path as origins.

2. Calculate sets of reference data needed for QMDFF generations.

3. Run the qmdffgen.x program for the generation of the QMDFF force field files.

4. If DG-EVB or TREQ shall be used as EVB-coupling method, calculate gradient and Hessian
reference data for a manually chosen set of points along the reaction path.

5. Unless TREQ is used as EVB method, optimize the EVB-coupling term with evbopt.x

6. Determine settings needed for the following RPMD-run: reaction type, dividing surfaces,
number of sampling steps etc. .

7. Execute rpmd.x for calculation of k(T)-value(s).

8. If the temperature-dependence of rate constants shall be investigated, e.g., by doing an
Arrhenius or Eyring plot, calculate several k(T)-values and do the fit with a suitable script.

As will be shown in the following, all this can be fully automatized, under the condition that
TREQ is used as EVB coupling method8.

Needed Input

Since it is the aim that one single program execution shall be enough to do all steps depicted
above, all information that might be needed at some point should be provided at the beginning (or
calculated on-the-fly based on the results of preceding steps, if possible). Besides the reaction path
structures and energies (provided in a xyz and an energy list file), only one additional input file
(qmdff.key) is needed. Keywords were designed that allow the user to give all needed parameters:

• The used software package for ab-initio reference calculations (Currently, Gaussian and Orca
are supported).

• The direction of the reaction (with respect to the IRC). Unless a symmetric reaction is
considered, rate constants could be calculated for the forward and backward process.

• The used ab-initio reference method (as well as basis set and other settings such as DFT
dispersion corrections etc.) for geometry optimizations, QMDFF reference calculations, TREQ
reference calculations and an optional improvement of the path energies by a higher level
method. Usually, all tasks except the last are done with the same method (e.g., MP2), whereas
the last can be done with a much more expensive method (e.g., CCSD(T)) and possibly even
with another software package.

8 Indeed, the black-box procedure can also be done with DG-EVB as coupling method, since no user intervention is
needed for the DG-EVB parameter optimization in general. However, it turned out that the actual choice of DG-EVB
coupling coordinates as well as the DG-EVB mode might affect the overall quality significantly. So far, no stringent
method of predicting the best settings could be developed, thus excluding DG-EVB for usage within a true black-box
approach.
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• Calculation settings for the reference: Number of cores for QMDFF- as well as TREQ-reference
calculations and the available memory per core. Further, symlinks to the program executables
(QM program, qmdffgen.x, rpmd.x) must be given. With this, the calculations can be done
on external calculation clusters as well.

• Number of TREQ gradient and frequency reference points along the reaction path (if no
default values shall be used).

• Settings for RPMD calculations: temperatures as well as runs per temperature that shall be
averaged.

All other settings (e.g., time steps for RPMD structure generation trajectories) are set by default
from the program. If the user wants to change some of them manually, he or she can add the
standard keywords with the preferred settings to the main qmdff.key input file.

QMDFF Generation

Depending on the choice regarding the direction of the reaction, the first and last structures of
the reaction path are taken as initial points for reactants and products geometries, respectively.
Starting from these structures, geometry optimizations are done with the chosen QM program
package. Input files are generated in separate folders and the calculations are started, either serial
or in parallel, depending on the total number of cores available and the chosen number of cores
per calculation. The output files are monitored during the calculations, such that the main program
waits until the program-package-dependent lines indicating a successful finishing appear. After
this, the output files with the optimized structures are read in.

In the next step, new input files, now for QMDFF reference calculations, are written in separate
folders. The program-package-specific keywords for frequency, CM5 charges etc. are added to
the method and basis set chosen by the user. Now, the same procedure as with the geometry
optimizations is repeated.

When all reference was calculated successfully, qmdffgen.x can be executed. Since this is also
a black-box program, only one command is needed. After completion, the QMDFF-shift energies
are slightly changed: Sometimes the QMDFF energy curves deviate quite significantly from the
asymptotic ab-initio reference of the reaction path. Therefore, they are manually corrected such that
the first and last energy of the RP are reproduced exactly by the reactants and products QMDFFs,
respectively. This is illustrated in fig. 3.5 for the CF3O+CH4-reaction.

EVB Reference Calculations

Now, the EVB-part must be parametrized. No matter if DG-EVB or TREQ are used, gradient
and Hessian reference information is needed on a number of points along the RP. The procedure
of locating those points is usually far from black-box. So far, the user had to choose each point
manually, usually by inspecting the RP energies and picking single points from them. It has turned
out that better DG-EVB qualities (with respect to the reproduction of the reaction path) could be
obtained if a denser grid of points was picked at regions with higher slope of the RP. Further, the
TS was always chosen since the exact information of the RP turning point should be included. For
TREQ, also the very first and very last point of the IRC must be chosen in order to make linear
gradient and frequency interpolations along the whole path possible (chapter 5, section 2).

With these prerequisites, a heuristic algorithm for the automated location of those reference
points was developed. First, the ideal total number of reference points Mtot should be determined.
At least three points are needed (TS as being the structure along the RP with the highest energy and
both ends of the RP), but of course much more are preferable in almost all cases. It was assumed
that the number of needed reference points grows with system size since the accessible coordinate
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the automated QMDFF energy shift correction applied during the black-box EVB
generation.

space around the path grows as well and more information will be likely needed to represent it
satisfactorily9. The used formula is:

Mtot = min
(

Mbase +
Nat

2
,

nRP

2

)
, (3.22)

with Mbase being a minimum number of points (default: 10, might be changed by the user), Nat
the number of atoms in the system and nRP the number of energies along RP. Thus, Mtot grows
with the number of atoms, until half of the RP energies is reached. This is done in order to avoid
problems with the following steps.

Reaction paths can be very asymmetric, for instance, in the case of a cycloaddition the way from
the TS to the product is usually much shorter than to the reactants separated by a large distance.
This effect is considered by inclusion of the path distances measured in mass-weighted coordinates
of the left (dleft) and the right (dleft) part of the RP, measured from the TS:

Mleft =
(Mtot − 3)dleft

dtot
Mright =

(Mtot − 3)dright

dtot
, (3.23)

where the three fixed points (TS, first and last point) are excluded. With this, a useful distribution
of the points to both sides can be achieved. But how shall the actual location of those points be
determined? As mentioned above the slope of the RP should be considered. The spatial validity of
a Taylor expansion (or its radius of convergence) depends on the steepness of the PES around its
location. Flat areas such as reactants- or products-asymptotes will be described to a certain degree
of accuracy by a thinner grid of Taylor expansions than the sharp barrier around the TS. Therefore,
the RP-slope was included. It is calculated by building the numerical energy derivative along the
RP: ∂E

∂ξ (fig. 3.6).
Now, a new reaction path progress parameter χ is introduced. Unlike ξ, the usual value of the

RP-progress which depends only on the distance measured in mass weighted coordinates, χ also

9 Of course, the accessible configuration space of a molecular structures scales exponentially with the number of atoms in
it, such that also the number of gradient/Hessian reference points might be needed to grow exponentially with the
number of atoms. However, the number of structures along a RP is usually rather small and our method should of
course not scale exponentially. Fortunately, it turned out that the linear growth with system size lead to good results in
most cases.
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Figure 3.6: Example of the automated determination of TREQ gradient and Hessian reference points depend-
ing on the slope of the reaction path. First, the energy slope along the reaction path is calculated
(a). Depending on this, a denser grid of reference points is located at areas where the path is
steeper, here each point at the steep region to the left of the TS in contrast to each third point in
the asymptotic regions (b).

depends on the RP-slope. For regions with high energy slope, χ will grow much faster than ξ,
whereas their change is nearly equal in regions with almost constant energy. The values of χ left
and right the TS can be calculated for all distinct points along the RP with:

χi,right =
i−1

∑
j=jTS

[χj,right] + ξi − ξi+1 +
1
2

∂E
∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
i

ξright

∑
ptot
j=1

∂E
∂ξ

∣∣∣
j

, (3.24)

χi,left =
jTS

∑
j=1

[χj,left] + ξi − ξi+1 +
1
2

∂E
∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
i

ξleft

∑
ptot
j=1

∂E
∂ξ

∣∣∣
j

. (3.25)

On this resized path, the Mleft and Mright points are then placed equidistantly10. After this is done,
the input for the gradient/Hessian QM calculations is prepared in separate folders. Then, the
calculations are started, where the number of parallel calculations depends again on the available
processors and processors per run. When all calculations are finished, their results are read in
and the ref.input file with energies, gradients and Hessians of the points to be used for EVB
calculations is written.

TREQ enables the usage of a separate reference level for the RP-energies (dual-level approach). If
the user wants to recalculate the path energies with a higher level of theory, he or she can add the
respective keywords for QM level and basis set as well as desired program package and cores per
calculation. The energies are then calculated and included into the EVB-parametrization.

EVB Coupling Parametrization

TREQ needs no separate parameter optimization, nevertheless some settings should be determined
in a meaningful way. The main problem is the set of internal coordinates. Unlike DG-EVB, where a

10 In principle, we could interpolate the distinct RP-structures in order to get a smooth parametric curve, as it is done in
TREQ and then pick structures that are exactly located at the desired χ-values. However, in the actual calculations,
only RP structures obtained from the QM path were taken as reference points, such that the obtained χ-values were
rounded to the value of the next RP structure.
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Figure 3.7: Exemplification of the automated choice of internal coordinates for the TREQ coupling term.
Each bond or angular coordinate that is present either in the first or in the second QMDFF is
chosen.

small number of coordinates important for the reaction is usually sufficient for a good quality of
the coupling, in TREQ a complete set of coordinates is needed to avoid atom mergings at the direct
interpolation region. If a single bonding configuration is to be parametrized, the z-matrix or other
usual complete sets of internals could be used. However, here we always have reactions with built
and broken bonds, therefore different ideal sets of internal coordinates along the RP. A simple but
nevertheless quite successful solution was to go back to the Wiberg-Mayer bond orders used for
the QMDFF parametrization. By comparing the sets of present chemical bonds in the reactants and
products structures, all bonds that are present in at least one set are taken as internal coordinates for
the coupling (fig. 3.7). Further, angle-coordinates are added to the set for all pairs of neighbored
bonds in it.

All remaining parameters are the locations of the different TREQ regions along the RP (fig. 2.16)
as well as the damping factor α offside the path (eq. 2.162). Fortunately, TREQ itself is a black-box
method, the parameters are calculated in a standard way (chapter 5). Considering that most RPs
are asymmetric, the relative positions of the transitions are adapted to the different lengths of both
sides.

RPMD Calculations

With a complete PES-description, we can move on to the actual k(T)-calculations. As we have seen
from section 3.3.7, a quite large number of parameters is needed for its setup. If the user should
determine all those settings before an evb_kt_driver.x calculation, the black-box character would
be seriously flawed. Therefore, default values for most of them are taken, unless the user indeed
wants to set them manually (then, he or she simply adds the respective keywords to the qmdff.key

file).
Some settings are system-dependent and thus must be determined based on the information

gathered from the reaction path itself. First, the number of fragments in the reactants structure
needs to be known. In the case of one fragment, the reaction is unimolecular, for two it is
bimolecular etc. . This number can be read in from the QMDFF generation logfile, where this
number is determined for the parametrization of noncovalent interactions. Second, the number of
forming and breaking bonds must be known. If for example one bond is formed and one broken,
the reaction is a rearrangement, if one bond is broken and two are formed, we have an addition
and so forth. These numbers can be determined similar to the TREQ coupling coordinates, i.e., by
comparison of the sets of chemical bonds in reactants and products QMDFFs (fig. 3.8). Then, all
bonds that are present only in the reactants are broken bonds and all that are present only in the
products are formed bonds.

As noted in table 3.4, the number of reactant fragments together with the number of formed and
broken bonds determine the reaction type. Further, reactants- and TS-dividing surfaces as needed
for the umbrella samplings are defined based on them.
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Figure 3.8: Automated determination of the reaction type: The numbers of built and broken bonds are
determined by comparison of the bonds present in both QMDFFs. Each bond that is only present
in QMDFF1 is depicted as breaking bond, each bond that is only present in QMDFF2 is depicted
as forming.

Having determined those parameters, the RPMD calculations can be initiated. Depending on
the user’s choice, one single k(T) calculation or a larger number of calculations with averaging of
the results is conducted. Further, one or more k(T)-values can be calculated at several different
temperatures. In those cases, an Arrhenius-plot is done in the last step to determine activation
energy and preexponential factor according to eq. 2.1. Further, an Eyring-plot is done and the
parameters of eq. 2.11 are determined. Several results of calculations with evb_kt_driver.x are
presented in chapter 6.
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Publication: (DG-)EVB-QMDFF-RPMD

4.1 Scope of the Project

This project covers a significant period of the whole work for this thesis. As already explained in
section 3.1.3 of the program chapter, it was our desire to enable reaction rate constant calculations
on EVB-QMDFF surfaces. By coupling our EVB-QMDFF code with the RPMDrate program
by Suleymanov [13] it became possible to calculate bimolecular rate constants with the RPMD
formalism, such that also quantum effects could be considered in a MD based manner.

The present paper was designed to fulfill two purposes: First, it should show that the energy-gap
(dE)-EVB as well as the distributed Gaussian (DG)-EVB coupling terms in connection with QMDFFs
as diabatic surfaces are able to describe a reference PES based on an ab-initio reaction path in all
regions relevant for a reactive sampling with good quality, shown by rate constants that coincide
well with experimental references. Second, the much reduced effort for setting up an EVB-QMDFF
PES description compared to traditional parametric surfaces should show that black-box calculations
of reaction rate constants are already nearly possible and might become routine in the near future
if the EVB-QMDFF formalism is further improved (with respect to the time the paper was written).

Three example reactions are presented, for which reaction rate constants were calculated with
EVB-QMDFF-RPMD as well as with “traditional” parametric TST corrections in the POLYRATE [10]
program package. A final comparison of both methods was made.
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Publication: TREQ - Development and Benchmark

5.1 Scope of the Project

Shortly after the establishment of the DG-EVB method for rate constant calculations with RPMDrate
it became clear that the provided PES description was insufficient for many even rather simple
systems. The umbrella sampling trajectories became trapped in artificial minima offside the reaction
path, leading to distorted free energy curves and absurd rate constants. Several approaches for
solving these problems inside the DG-EVB network failed, such as optimization of internal
coordinates and positions of DG-EVB reference points.

Therefore, the decision was made to develop an entirely new EVB coupling method, designed
especially for high quality descriptions of reaction paths and their direct vicinity. The new coupling
term was named Reaction Path (RP)-EVB. During first benchmarks, the new term, although
superior to DG-EVB, showed problems in other examples.

This lead to the development of the Transition Region Corrected (TRC)-RP-EVB-QMDFF (TREQ)
method, where the EVB-QMDFF construction is replaced by a direct Taylor series expansion of
the QM-reference in the TS region. The presented publication shows the development and the
(mathematical as well as algorithmic) construction of the TREQ method in great detail. Additionally,
a thorough benchmark of the new method is conducted in order to prove its quality for relevant
examples. For this, analytic potential energy functions from the literature for a number of small
reactive systems were coupled to the EVB-QMDFF program package. The benchmark was then
done as follows: On the analytic potential energy surfaces, reaction paths and the needed TREQ
reference data were calculated similar to QM methods. Then, TREQ surfaces were parametrized
based on this “pseudo-QM” reference. Finally, RPMD rate constant calculations were done both
on the analytic surfaces and the TREQ surfaces derived from them, the results were compared
thoroughly.

It turned out that TREQ is indeed able to provide quantitatively correct descriptions of reference
surfaces, hence able to calculate high-quality rate constants. Additionally, TREQ was constructed
such that no optimization procedure is needed for its setup which makes the development of a
black-box algorithm for k(T) calculations possible (see chapter 6).
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Black-Box k(T) Calculations

We have seen in the last chapter that the TREQ method is well suited for performing black-box rate
constant calculations since no ambiguous parameter optimization or system-specific choices by the
user are needed for its setup. As explained in section 3.3.8 of the program chapter, this property
was used to develop a program named evb_kt_driver.x that is able to calculate rate constants and
Arrhenius parameters for an arbitrary elementary reaction if its reaction path is given by the user.

In this chapter, a first benchmark of evb_kt_driver.x is presented: Fifteen different reactions
were chosen, their reaction paths were optimized and black-box rate constant calculations based on
them were started. Then, the resulting rate constants and Arrhenius parameters were compared
with (both theoretical and experimental) literature values as reference.

6.1 General Procedure

The first task was to find a suitable set of example reactions for the test of the program. In the ideal
case, we should choose a wide variety of different system sizes, involved chemical elements and
reaction mechanisms (uni- and bimolecular). In the reality, the desired reactions should further
fulfill three requirements in order to be suited as easy-to-calculate black-box systems:

1. It should be a small to medium-sized thermally activated gas phase reaction in the ground
state (due to the construction of the TREQ PES).

2. Experimental reference data for rate constants and Arrhenius parameters should be available.

3. To limit the effort for the QM-reference calculations, the reaction path needs to be of single-
reference character.

A suitable place for the search of gas-phase reactions with available experimental data is the NIST
Chemical Kinetics Database [153]. The idea was to randomly choose some handful of reactions
from there and to calculate black-box rate constants. It turned out that this task was far from easy.
In order to ensure that single-reference methods are able to calculate a reliable reaction path, only
reactions with theoretical papers where, e.g., a TS-optimization was done (and reported with some
detail) could be considered.

Therefore, reactions for which experimental and theoretical (containing detailed descriptions of
QM-reference calculations) studies are available were chosen. Ideally, more than one experimental
study should be available as well since their results tend to differ significantly in some cases (see
below). These prerequisites excluded approximately 95-98 % of the reactions listed in the database.
From the remaining ones, fifteen reactions were finally chosen, still offering a large variety both in
the involved elements and in the reaction mechanisms. Unfortunately, the vast majority of reactions
listed in NIST with enough references available are simple bimolecular exchanges.
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Table 6.1: List of chosen reactions for the benchmark of the evb_kt_driver.x program. They are ordered
according to (ascending) atom numbers in the system, references to pages where the results are
shown are listed as well.

Reaction No. atoms On page
I2 + H → HI + I 3 103

CN + H2 → HCN + H 4 108

PH3 + H → PH2 + H2 5 105

CH3NC → CH3CN 6 108

CH3Cl + Cl → CH2Cl + HCl 6 108

CH2Cl2 + Cl → CHCl2 + HCl 6 112

SiH4 + Cl → SiH3 + HCl 6 113

GeH4 + H → GeH3 + H2 6 113

C2H4 + H → C2H5 7 113

CH3OH + Cl → CH2OH + HCl 7 116

C2H6 → C2H4 + H2 8 117

CH4OH + CH3 → CH3 + CH4 9 118

C2H6 + NH → C2H5 + H2N 10 120

CF3O + CH4 → CF3OH+CH3 10 121

Norbornene → C2H4 + Cyclopentadiene 17 122

It should be noted that the experimental approaches that were used to measure the listed rate
constants and Arrhenius parameters in the reference publications will not be mentioned nor
discussed within this thesis. Error bars, systematic errors and other aspects that might be helpful
for estimation of their degree of reliability are not discussed either, only the final resulting rate
constants at the different temperatures as also listed within the NIST database are taken into
consideration for the benchmark. For further studies of the different experiments the reader is
referred to the given citations.

The final collection of reactions is listed in table 6.1. Most of them are basically exchanges of
hydrogen atoms, since (covalent) forming and breaking of heavy atom bonds mostly involves
multi-reference character. Two exceptions are the CH3NC-rearrangement and the cycloreversion of
norbornene.

In total four different mechanisms are included: mostly bimolecular exchanges, but also a
rearrangement, an eliminiation and a cycloreversion. Further, ten different elements are part of at
least one system treated, which illustrates the strength of QMDFF to provide reasonable (diabatic
surface) descriptions for molecules including all 92 stable elements.

For all reactions but the last (cycloreversion of norbornene) theory papers exist which describe
their parametrization with certain QM methods. In contrast to the cited theoretical references it
was not the aim of this chapter to reproduce the experimental rate constants as good as possible but
instead to benchmark how good the black-box approach can reproduce these rates. This includes
that no trial-and-error approach for finding the best possible level of theory was applied but instead
global settings or those from the reference papers were chosen. It is certainly possible to improve
the shown results by means of the TREQ-RPMD method if, e.g., a large variety of QM-references
or other settings within the TREQ method would be tested and gradually optimized towards the
experimental reference.

The QM methods and respective basis sets from the theoretical references were sometimes
adopted for the black-box studies as well. If the respective theory papers are quite old, thus
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containing rather cheap QM methods (e.g., HF with a small basis set), superior methods were
chosen. In addition, a higher QM level was adapted for the calculation of IRC energies as needed
for the dual-level approach (see section 3.3.8). This level is in all cases DLPNO-CCSD(T) [154, 155]
in order to reduce the amount of calculation effort in comparison to, e.g., CCSD(T), especially for
larger systems. In practice, the TS structure of the system was optimized first; if its imaginary
eigenmode seemed to describe the reaction properly, the IRC optimization was started from the TS
structure1.

For the RPMD calculations, the same settings were used for all 15 examples. Since Arrhenius
parameters should be calculated and compared to values obtained from literature references to
get a distinct comparison between single numbers, k(T) calculations at several temperatures were
done for all reported systems. The actual calculated temperatures depend on the ones at which
experimental measurements were made. In total, a span between 200 and 2000 K is bridged by
these calculations, showing the ability of the TREQ-RPMD approach to handle wide ranges of
chemical reality (at least with respect to the temperature).

Two settings must be determined individually for each reaction. The first one is the symmetry of
the reaction, i.e., if more than one path can be taken to get to the result. One example is a molecule
with several identical hydrogen atoms undergoing a hydrogen abstraction reaction. The second
setting is the required number of beads for sufficient consideration of quantum effects2.

In order to get a balance between low costs and satisfying quality, a compromise was made:
Instead of running one expensive k(T) calculation for one single temperature and hoping that it will
be sufficiently well converged, five rather cheap k(T) calculations are done at each temperature with
final averaging of their results. The single calculated values are plotted together with their averages
and variances in the next section to enable a visual evaluation of the degree of convergence in the
RPMD calculations. Finally, the Arrhenius parameters are determined by doing a fit through the
averaged rate constant results of each temperature.

The used RPMD calculation settings are listed in table 6.3.

6.2 Example Reactions

6.2.1 The I2 + H → HI + I Reaction

This reaction plays an important role for the translation of iodine in the gaseous phase. A theoretical
study of it was done by Canneux and Cantrel as part of a larger study that should reveal the
dynamics of bringing radioactive iodine into the environment in the case of a Pressured Water
Reactor incident [157].

1 Initially, an even larger set of reactions was gathered (around 30 systems). However, TS and IRC calculations
only worked for approximately one half of them, in the other cases convergence problems arose mostly in the IRC
calculations, even if the same level of theory was used already in a reference paper. Since elaborate workarounds to
solve these problems would have seriously harmed the desired black-box character, those systems were discarded. All
systems for which TS and IRC calculations were successful are presented in this chapter.

2 Theoretically, both settings could also be determined in an automated manner: The reaction symmetry σ could be
obtained by topological analysis of the reactants in comparison to the reaction path. If, e.g., a hydrogen abstraction
reaction is handled, determine the initial bonding pattern of the hydrogen to be abstracted and search for hydrogens
with identical patterns in the same reactant molecule, e.g., all hydrogens in ethane. The number of beads might be
determined by doing a simple Wigner calculation of the transmission coefficient (eq. 2.16) for all temperatures. The
needed imaginary frequency at the TS can, e.g., be obtained from the given data for the RP-EVB reference points.
Depending on the magnitude of the tunneling correction the required number of beads could be estimated, e.g., by
running a set of benchmarks with systems like the ones listed here and determine a correlation between the Wigner
tunneling correction and the “asymptotic” number of RPMD beads above which no relevant change of the calculated
reaction rate appears. However, since the choice of both settings can easily be made in a few seconds for most cases,
the manual method was preserved so far.
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Table 6.3: Input parameters for the RPMD k(T) calculations done within the black-box simulations of the 15

example reactions listed in table 6.1, similar to the format given in the papers by Suleymanov et
al. [13, 156].

Parameter value explanation
Command Line Parameters

temp different Temperature (K)
Nbeads 1 or 8 or 16 Number of beads

Dividing Surface Parameters
R∞ 30 dividing surface ξ1 parameter (a0) (only bimolecular)
Nform (different) number of forming bonds
Nbreak (different) number of breaking bonds
σE1σE2 (different) symmetry factor of the reaction

Thermostat
thermostat “Andersen” the chosen thermostat option

Biased Sampling Parameters
Nwindows 111 number of windows
ξ1 -0.05 center of the first window
dξ 0.01 window spacing step
ξN 1.05 center of the last window
dt 0.0002 time step (ps)
ki 0.15 umbrella force constant ((T/K) a.u.)
Ntrajectory 10 number of sampling trajectories per point
Ntrajectory 15 duration of a sampling trajectory (ps)

Potential of Mean Force Calculation
ξ0 -0.04 start of umbrella integration
ξ# 1.04 end of umbrella integration
Nbins 5000 number of bins

Recrossing Factor Calculation
dt 0.0002 time step (ps)
tequilibration 10 equilibration period (ps) of the constrained (parent)

trajectory
Ntotal child 10000 number of unconstrained (child) trajectories
tchild sampling 5 sampling increment along the parent trajectory (ps)
Nchild 100 number of child trajectories per one initially

constrained configuration
tchild 0.2 length of child trajectories (ps)
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In the cited study, the IRC of the reaction was optimized with several different ab-initio and
DFT methods. Frequencies of reactants and the TS were also calculated in order to perform TST
rate constant calculations with the simple Wigner tunneling correction. Energies of the stationary
points were calculated with CCSD(T) using several different basis sets. Since the combination
of MP2/cc-pVTZ [158] IRC and CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ energies of stationary points (CCSD(T)/cc-
pVTZ//MP2/cc-pVTZ) led to (in the eyes of the authors) reasonable TST results, similar settings
were used for the black-box method presented here: Because the cc-pVTZ basis set is not available
for iodine in Gaussian16, the def2-TZVPP basis set which also has triple-zeta quality was chosen
instead. For the energy corrections, the DLPNO-CCSD(T) method was used in place of “usual”
CCSD(T).

The obtained structures of stationary points along the reaction path are shown in fig. 6.1 (a),
the IRC itself in part (b)3. Starting from the IRC, the black-box calculations were done without
complications. Their results are shown in fig. 6.1, (c). It can be seen that the experimental reference
(LZ1979) obtained a (nearly) temperature-independent rate constant, corresponding to an Arrhenius
activation energy of only 0.17 kJ mol−1 (table 6.4), whereas inverse temperature dependencies
corresponding to negative activation energies of roughly -4 kJ mol−1 were obtained both from the
black-box procedure and the theoretical reference (CC2010). Overall, the RPMD rates coincide well
with both experimental and theoretical values in the investigated temperature range.

6.2.2 The CN + H2 → HCN + H Reaction

This process has been well studied in theoretical kinetics over many decades [160,161], the stationary
points along the RP are shown in fig. 6.2 (a). In the first theory paper at hand (ter Horst, Schatz,
1996 (HS1996) [160]), the authors used the CASSCF method for optimization of the reaction path
and further scans of the available PES of the system. The GVB method [94] was used in the second
paper by Wagner and Bair [161]. Since the deviations of barrier heights between the CAS and
usual Restricted HF (RHF) calculations in HS1996 were smaller than for different basis sets, it was
assumed that usual MP2 is able to handle this calculation as well. A look at the IRC optimized
with MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ (fig. 6.2 (a)) fortifies this assumption because a smooth curve could been
obtained. The IRC energies were recalculated with DLPNO-CCSD(T) as usual.

The symmetry factor of the reaction is σE1σE2 = 2; since the temperatures between 300 and 700 K
were calculated, a number of 16 RPMD bead was considered to be suitable.

The resulting k(T) values of the TREQ-RPMD samplings are plotted in part (c), together with
experimental results of three authors and the TST rate constants with Wigner tunneling correction
of the second mentioned theory paper (WB1986). It becomes obvious that the rate constants of the
rather old theory paper deviate more than one order of magnitude from all experiments that are at
close quarters to each other. The TREQ-RPMD values are close to the experimental ones especially
at higher temperatures but have a too large slope. This corresponds to an Arrhenius activation
energy Ea which is 4.5 kJ mol−1 larger than that of BM1981 and even more than 15 kJ mol−1 larger
than that of SS1988 (table 6.4). It becomes clear that the activation energies (and prefactors) of the
different experimental works differ from each other quite significantly, in spite of their similar rate
constants in the investigated area. The theory paper WB1986 underestimates both activation energy
and exponential prefactor.

3 It should be noted that the shown IRC energies in this and all following figures are the energies of the IRC optimization
method (here: MP2) and not of the subsequent higher-level energy correction method, mainly in order to fairly show
the quality of the QMDFFs which are themselves optimized from the lower level of theory.
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Figure 6.1: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the I2 + H → HI + I reaction. The
reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part of
the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the
reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the
IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together
with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, LZ1979 stands
for Lorenz, Zellner (1979) [159] and CC2010 means Canneaux, Cantrel (2010) [157].
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Figure 6.2: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the CN + H2 → HCN + H reaction. The
reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part of
the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the
reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the
IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together
with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, BM1981 stands
for Baulch, Montague (1981) [162], SS1988 means Sims, Smith (1988) [163], JS1989 refers to
Jacobs, Smith (1989) [164] and WB1986 points at Wagner, Bair (1986) [161].
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6.2.3 The PH3 + H → PH2 + H2 Reaction

This reaction plays an important role during the vapor deposition process in the production of
P-doped Si-semiconductor materials [165]. Its (simple) mechanism is shown in fig. 6.3 (a).

In the theory paper of Yu and Sun [165] (YS1999), the IRC of the reaction was optimized with
the QCISD/6-311+G** level of theory. Based on this path, CVT/SCT calculations [25, 37] of the rate
constants were evaluated with the POLYRATE program by Truhlar et al. [10].

Due to the absence of analytical frequencies for QCISD, TS and IRC optimizations were redone
with MP2/6-311+g(3df,3pd) [166,167] in this work. The energies of the path were again recalculated
with the DLPNO-CCSD(T) method. The IRC is plotted together with the position of all RP-EVB
points in part (b) of the figure.

The reaction has a symmetry factor of σE1σE2 = 3 (due to the three hydrogens in the phosphine
molecule). A temperature range of 200 to 500 K was calculated for optimal comparability to
the experimental results. Due to the relatively low temperatures and the fact that a hydrogen is
transferred in the reaction, all RPMD samplings were done with 16 beads.

If we look at the rate constant plot in fig. 6.3 (c), quite a good quality of the TREQ-RPMD rates
can be seen. Their deviation to the experimental values (AC1997, LS1976) amounts to a factor of
two to four, which is acceptable for reaction rates. The RPMD rates further seem of better quality
than the theoretical ones of YS1999. In terms of Arrhenius parameters, the agreement is good as
well (table 6.4), the values almost coincide exactly with the experimental ones of AC1997!

6.2.4 The CH3NC → CH3CN Reaction

This reaction is the first unimolecular process to be studied. It therefore served as a benchmark of the
unimolecular rate calculation (eq. 3.21) implemented independently from the original RPMDrate
code. It is one of the best known rearrangement processes in the literature and was studied
theoretically already in the 1980s [170]. There, the reaction path was optimized with simple HF
and a rather small basis.

Here, the IRC of the reaction was optimized with MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ, the results are shown in
fig. 6.3 (a) and (b). If we look at the IRC energies, it can be seen that the potential energy barrier is
much higher (180 kJ mol−1) than of the bimolecular exchanges shown so far. The rate constant
calculations were done for temperatures between 400 and 600 K, since no hydrogens are involved
in the reaction, one RPMD bead (i.e., classical sampling) has been considered as sufficient for the
samplings.

The resulting rate constants are plotted in part (c) of the figure. Both experimental and theoretical
references are located quite exactly on the same line, the Arrhenius fit of the RPMD results is
shifted roughly by a factor of five and is almost perfectly parallel. The Arrhenius parameters
shown in table 6.4 confirm the visual impression: The activation energies are 160 kJ mol−1. The
exponential prefactor for the RPMD results is roughly a factor of three larger than the literature
ones. Thus, the ability of EVB-QMDFF to calculate reasonable unimolecular rate constants has
been proven.

6.2.5 The CH3Cl + Cl → CH2Cl + HCl Reaction

Chloromethanes are thought to play an important role in atmospheric chemistry [173]. In this
section and the following, two variants of the same reaction are presented: The hydrogen abstraction
of a chloride radical from a choloromethane molecule. Here, the chloromethane is CH3Cl and in
the next section it is CH2Cl2.

Both reactions were studied theoretically in the paper by Xiao and Sun (XS2002) [173]. They
optimized reaction paths for different halomethanes with the BH&H-LYP-functional [174] and
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.3: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the PH3 + H → PH2 + H2 reaction. The
reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part of
the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the
reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the
IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together
with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, LS stands for
Lee, Stief (1976) [168] and AC1997 means Arthur, Cooper (1997) [169].
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.4: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the CH3NC → CH3CN reaction. The
reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part of
the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the
reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the
IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together
with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, SR1962 stands
for Schneider, Rabinovitch (1962) [171], CP1976 means Collister, Pritchard (1976) [172] and
CP1987 refers to Clarkson, Pritchard (1987) [170].
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.5: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the CH3Cl + Cl → CH2Cl + HCl reaction.
The reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part
of the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the
reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the
IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together
with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, GM1961 stands
for Goldfinger, Martens (1961) [175], CW1973 means Clyne, Walker (1973) [176], BK2002

refers to Bryakov, Knyazev (2002) [177] and XS2002 means Xu, Sun (2002) [173] .

calculated its energies with the QCISD(T) method. The rate constants of the different processes were
calculated with the usual static CVT/SCT-method using POLYRATE. For the black-box calculations,
the IRC was again optimized with MP2, now with the same basis set as used in the reference paper
(6-311g(d,p)). The energies of the path were again recalculated with the DLPNO-CCSD(T) method.
Structures and energies of the IRC are presented in fig. 6.5.

The rate constant calculations were done at temperatures from 300 to 600 K, 16 beads were used
since significant quantum effects can be expected if a hydrogen atom is transferred; the reaction
has a symmetry factor of three.

In part (c) of the figure the resulting rate constants are compared with two experimental papers
and the CVT/SCT results of XS2002. The RPMD values are near the experimental ones for higher
temperatures but show larger deviations from them for lower temperatures. Corresponding to this
overestimated slope of the Arrhenius curve, the RPMD activation energy (30.1 kJ mol−1, table 6.4)
is much too high in comparison to that of experiments, which are between 6.6 and 14.9 kJ mol−1.
The same trend can be seen for the exponential prefactors. A possible reason for the deviations
might be, e.g., an insufficient performance of the DLPNO-CCSD(T) energy correction method in
reproducing the reaction barrier.
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.6: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the CH2Cl2 + Cl → CHCl2 + HCl reaction.
The reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part
of the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the
reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the
IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together
with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, GM1961 stands
for Goldfinger, Martens (1961) [175], CW1973 means Clyne, Walker (1973) [176], BK2002

refers to Bryakov, Knyazev (2002) [177] and XS2002 links to Xu, Sun (2002) [173].

6.2.6 The CH2Cl2 + Cl → CHCl2 + HCl Reaction

This reaction is a small variation of the last one: one hydrogen in the chloromethane has been
replaced by another chlorine atom. All calculation settings of reference and RPMD were the same
as for the previous reaction. The symmetry factor is now two instead of three.

By looking at the results presented in fig. 6.6 an improvement of the RPMD quality with
respect to the experiments in comparison to the CH3Cl + Cl system can be seen: The determined
Arrhenius fit of the TREQ-RPMD rate constants coincides almost exactly with the rates of GM1961.
The deviations to CW1972 and BK2002 are smaller than one order of magnitude for the whole
investigated temperature range. The Arrhenius parameters show a similar trend (table 6.4):
The RPMD ones are very similar to GM1961 and CW1973 (there with a larger deviation of
preexponential factors). The BK2002 value of the activation energy again deviates substantially
from the others.

If we do now the final comparison between the CH3Cl + Cl and CH2Cl2 + Cl reactions, the
general trend is reproduced correctly: The potential energy barrier expressed in part (b) of figs.
6.5-6.6 is higher for the CH3Cl + Cl reaction, which results in smaller rate constants and Arrhenius
parameters for it. TREQ-RPMD is able to reproduce this trend, nevertheless its results deviate quite
significantly for the CH3Cl + Cl reaction.
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6.2.7 The SiH4 + Cl → SiH3 + HCl Reaction

Silanes are common precursors for the production of semiconductor devices [178]. Their reaction
with radicals such as the chlorine radical are therefore of both theoretical and experimental interest.

Pei and Li (PL2004) have done parametric rate constant calculation for this reaction with the
CVT/SCT method in POLYRATE. The reaction path was optimized with MP2/6-311+G(d), its
energies were calculated with QCISD(T)//6-311+G(d,p) for the dual-level k(T) calculation approach.
For the black-box calculation in this thesis, a slightly improved basis set was used for the IRC
optimization (6.311+G(d,p)), its energies were calculated as usual with DLPNO-CCSD(T).

The results are shown in fig. 6.7 (a,b), a very low potential energy barrier (3.5 kJ mol−1) can
be seen, which is similar for the improved theory level. For the RPMD calculations between 300

and 600 K, 16 beads were used, the reaction has a symmetry factor of four. By looking at the
calculated rate constants in part (c) it can be seen that the negative activation energy measured by
experiment (DM1992) is reproduced by the RPMD calculation(-2.53 vs. -2.00 kJ mol−1 (table 6.4)),
whereas the PL2004-theory erroneously predicts a small positive activation energy (0.93 kJ mol−1).
The absolute values of the RPMD rates deviate less than a factor of two from the experimental
ones! Further, PL2004 reported non-Arrhenius behavior, whereas both RPMD and experimental
rate constants are located on a straight line, thus indicating Arrhenius behavior, at least in the
considered temperature range.

6.2.8 The GeH4 + H → GeH3 + H2 Reaction

This reaction shows some similarity to the previous one and is also relevant in the context of
semiconductor materials production. Zhang and Gu (ZG2002) [180] calculated rate constants
as usual with the CVT/SCT method in POLYRATE based on a reaction path optimized with
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) and energies corrected with the G2MP2 composite method [12].

For this thesis, the identical procedure as for the previous reaction was undergone: MP2/6-
311+G(d,p) for the IRC optimization and DLPNO-CCSD(T) for the subsequent energy calculation.
The results are shown in fig. 6.8.

The RPMD calculations were started with identical settings as well: 16 beads for the temperature
range between 300 and 600 K and a symmetry factor of 4. By looking at the resulting RPMD
rate constants in part (c), their quality is worse than for the SiH4 + Cl reaction. They deviate
approximately one order of magnitude from both experimental studies (NS1993 and AM1997), the
rates of ZG2002 are located in between RPMD and experiment. The Arrhenius parameters in table
6.4 reveal that the activation energy obtained from RPMD is approximately twice as high as for the
experiments, whereas the ZG2002 theory obtains a value which is much too small.

6.2.9 The C2H4 + H → C2H5 Reaction

This attachment reaction plays an important role, e.g., in the production of acetylene from methane
[183]. It was studied theoretically quite thoroughly [183–187], however, no rate constants were
calculated so far in the temperature range for which enough experimental data is available (300-600

K). Therefore, only comparisons to experiments are made here.
Early theory calculations of the reaction path (e.g., Sosa and Schlegel in 1986 [187]) suggest

that simple HF is sufficient to get at least a qualitatively correct reproduction. For the black-box
calculation, the usual combination DLPNO-CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//MP2/6-311g(d,p) was used. The
results are shown in fig. 6.9.

For the RPMD calculations, the newly implemented reaction type merging was needed (and
detected automatically by evb_kt_driver.x), since only one bond is built but none is broken during
the process. 16 RPMD beads were used for the calculated temperature range of 300-600 K, the
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.7: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the SiH4 + Cl → SiH3 + HCl reaction.
The reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part
of the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the
reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the
IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together
with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, DM1992

stands for Ding, Marshall (1992) [179] and PL2004 refers to Pei, Li (2004) [178].
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.8: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the GeH4 + H → GeH3 + H2 reaction.
The reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part
of the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the
reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the
IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together
with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, NS1993 stands
for Nava, Stief (1993) [181], AM1997 means Arthur, Miles (1997) [182] and ZG2002 refers to
Zhang, Gu (2002) [180].
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.9: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the C2H4 + H → C2H5 reaction. The
reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part of
the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the
reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the
IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together
with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, DT1969 stands
for Dodonov, Talroze (1969) [188], TJ1972 means Teng, Jones (1972) [189] and LP1987 refers to
Lightfood, Piling 1987 [190].

symmetry factor of the reaction is two (both carbon atoms). With this, bimolecular rate constants
were calculated and fitted to get the Arrhenius parameters, the results are shown in part (c) of
the figure. The three experimental studies differ quite largely from each other, TJ1972 obtained
much lower rates than the other two. The RPMD rates are estimated too large. By looking at the
Arrhenius parameters (table 6.4), we can see that LP1987 coincides quite well with RPMD at least
for the Ea-values. Both parameters of TJ1972 are much smaller than of the others.

6.2.10 The CH3OH + Cl → CH2OH + HCl Reaction

This reaction of methanol with a chlorine radical is believed to play an important role during
the combustion of methanol [191]. It is one of two possible reaction pathways (in the other, the
hydroxyl hydrogen is abstracted). Jodkowski and Rayes (JR1998) [191] optimized the IRC of
the reaction with different theory levels (HF, MP2, MP4) and calculated the rate constants of the
process with a method based on state sums for different possible reaction channels developed by
themselves [191].

For the black-box method, the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//MP2/6-311g(d,p) combination of
methods was again used to get the needed QM reference information (fig. 6.10).
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.10: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the CH3OH + Cl → CH2OH + HCl
reaction. The reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products
being part of the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points
along the reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the
energies of the IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate
constants together with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c).
Here, MS1979 stands for Michael, Stief (1979) [192], LL1990 means Lightfood, Lescleaux

(1990) [193] and JR1998 refers to Jodkowski, Rayez (1998) [191].

The process is a usual bimolecular exchange of hydrogen, therefore the rate constants were
calculated with 16 beads at all temperatures between 300 and 600 K, with a symmetry factor of
three. When we look at the results in part (c) of the figure, we see that the absolute values of
the RPMD rates are located between both experimental studies (MS1979, LL1990), however, the
temperature dependence is wrong: The RPMD rate constants raise with temperature, whereas the
experimental ones suggest an inverted behavior, corresponding to a negative activation energy.
This is confirmed from the obtained Arrhenius parameters (table 6.4). The absolute deviations
of activation energies between RPMD and LL1990 and JR1998 (theory) are nevertheless within
chemical accuracy, the exponential prefactors are very similar for all processes, therefore a satisfying
quality of TREQ-RPMD can be stated for this example.

6.2.11 The C2H6 → C2H4 + H2 Reaction

The elimination of hydrogen from ethane leading to ethylene is well known to each chemist. Since
this is a unimolecular process, the example provides a second benchmark for the newly implemented
unimolecular option in the rpmd.x program. Interestingly, only a few experimental studies exist
for this reaction. I was not able to extract useful rate data from them at all (they differ many
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orders of magnitude from the RPMD and the theoretical reference). It is assumed that the gaseous
environment plays a huge role for this process which takes place at temperatures well beyond 1000

K.
Ge and Fox (GF2010) studied this process as part of a larger investigation of the pyrolysis of

methyltrichlorosilane in the gas phase [186] with CVT and neglection of tunneling effects. They
optimized all reaction paths with MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ [158] and calculated CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
energies on them. For the black-box calculations, the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-
cc-pVDZ combination of methods was used, the resulting path is shown in fig. 6.11. The barrier of
550 kJ mol−1 is the largest of all examples presented here, indicating that high temperatures are
needed to obtain measurable reaction progress. This conforms to our intuition that eliminiations
are only taking place at very high temperatures.

GF2010 calculated all their rate constants at temperatures between 1000 and 2000 K. Therefore,
the RPMD samplings were done between 800 and 2000 K. These are the highest temperatures for
which the rpmd.x program was used so far. In order to avoid complications with the dynamics, the
time step was reduced to 0.1 fs. Since tunneling plays no role at these temperatures, one RPMD
bead was used, the symmetry factor is nine4. The resulting RPMD rates are plotted together with
GF2010 in part (c) of the figure. More than 20 orders of magnitudes are spanned by the resulting
rates between 800 and 2000 K, which is due to the large activation barrier. The five single RPMD
k(T) values are almost merged together at the average value, since their variance is much lower than
the average change with temperature. The RPMD rates are approximately one order of magnitude
larger than the values of GF2010. If we compare the Arrhenius parameters, activation energies
of 464.7 and 517.1 kJ mol−1 were obtained. The deviation is quite high in absolute numbers, but
seems to be acceptable if we see it in relation.

6.2.12 The CH4 + CH3 → CH3 + CH4 Reaction

This symmetric exchange of hydrogen between methane and methylene plays an important role
during the combustion process of hydrocarbons [194]. Kungwan and Trong (KT2005) studied
it theoretically as part of a larger investigation on similar hydrogen exchange reactions between
hydrocarbons [194]. They optimized the reaction path with the BH&H-LYP DFT functional [174]
and calculated CCSD(T) energies on it. The rate constants were determined with the CVT/SCT
method.

For the black-box calculations, the QM reference was again DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ. The resulting IRC is shown in fig. 6.12. 16 RPMD beads were used for the rate
constant calculations between 300 and 600 K, the symmetry factor of the reaction is four (each of
the CH4 hydrogens could be abstracted by the CH3 radical.

If we look at the resulting rate constants in part (c) of the figure, a huge shift of our RPMD values
towards both theoretical and experimental reference becomes obvious. The RPMD rate constants
are more than five orders of magnitude too large! The slope of the resulting Arrhenius plot fits the
references quite well (54 against 60-61 kJ mol−1) but the exponential prefactor (i.e., the y-intercept
of the plot) is three orders of magnitude larger than of the references.

This example reaction gave the worst results of all, at least with respect to the absolute derivation
of single RPMD rate constants from the reference. Since RPMD worked well for almost all other
reactions it is assumed that the QM reference is somewhat improper for this example. We could
redo the calculations with, e.g., another energy correction method but this chapter shall serve as a
realistic benchmark of the black-box k(T) calculation procedure such that only one try was taken for

4 Each carbon atom has three hydrogens attached, the possible eliminiations are: H1,1-H2,1, H1,1-H2,2, H1,1-H2,3, H1,2-H2,1,
H1,2-H2,2, H1,2-H2,3, H1,3-H2,1, H1,3-H2,2 H1,3-H2,3. These are nine possible equivalent eliminiation reactions, leading to
a symmetry factor of nine for the total reaction.
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.11: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the C2H6 → C2H4 + H2 reaction. The
reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part
of the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along
the reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies
of the IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants
together with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here,
GF2010 refers to Ge, Fox (2010) [186].
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.12: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the CH4OH + CH3 → CH3 + CH4
reaction. The reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products
being part of the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points
along the reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the
energies of the IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate
constants together with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c).
Here, DW1959 stands for Dainton, Wilkinson (1959) [195], AB1978 refers to Arthur, Bell

(1978) [196] and KT2005 refers to Kungwan, Trong (2005) [194].

each system and no variation of the reference or other settings was done until we would “move
towards” the experiment.

6.2.13 The C2H6 + NH → C2H5 + H2N Reaction

This process is relevant in the combustion mechanism of energetic materials [197]. Xu and Sun

(XS2002) [197] have studied it with the CVT/SCT method as implemented in POLYRATE. They
optimized the reaction path at different levels of theory and basis set sizes (HF, MP2, Pople basis
sets [166, 167]).

For the black-box procedure the popular dual-level approach with DLPNO-CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//
MP2/6-311g(d,p) was used again. The resulting reaction path is plotted in fig. 6.13. On the related
TREQ PES, RPMD samplings were done with 16 beads for temperatures between 300 and 600 K,
whereas the symmetry factor was chosen to be six (each hydrogen of the ethane).

The results are shown in part (c) of the figure together with the theoretical results of XS2002.
It can be seen that both sets are located quite exactly on the same linear curve, indicating a
very good agreement between both. This impression is confirmed if we look at the Arrhenius
parameters (table 6.4). The activation energies of RPMD calculations and theoretical reference
are almost identical; the preexponential factors deviate by roughly one order of magnitude. In
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Figure 6.13: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the C2H6 + NH → C2H5 + H2N reaction.
The reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products being part
of the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along
the reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies
of the IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants
together with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here,
XS1999 refers to Xu, Sun (1999) [197].

the table an experimental reference (Rohrig, Wagner 1994 [198]) is added. They measured rates
between 1010 and 1170 K, nevertheless the activation barrier fits both theoretical ones quite well.
The preexponential factor of the experiment is one order of magnitude smaller than the RPMD
one and two orders smaller than XS1999, indicating that RPMD performs better with respect to
the experiment (if we assume that near-ideal Arrhenius behavior is preserved along the whole
temperature range).

6.2.14 The CF3O + CH4 → CF3OH+CH3 Reaction

The CF3O-molecule has been proposed as eco-friendlier alternative to cholorocarbons since it seems
to have less impact on ozone layer destruction and the greenhouse effect [199]. Jing and Sun

(JS2005) [199] have studied the kinetics of this reaction with CVT/SCT. They optimized the reaction
path with both B3LYP [200, 201] and MP2; energies were then calculated with the QCISD method.

Due to the larger number of heavy atoms in this system, DLPNO-CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-
311g(d,p) was used as black-box QM method (i.e., DFT instead of MP2 for the IRC optimization
and frequencies). The optimized reaction path is shown in fig. 6.14.

RPMD rate constant calculations were done at 300-600 K with 16 RPMD beads each, the
symmetry factor is four. The results are plotted together with the CVT/SCT values of JS2005 and
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.14: Summary of the black-box rate constant calculation for the CF3O + CH4 → CF3OH+CH3
reaction. The reaction mechanism is illustrated by the structures of reactants, TS and products
being part of the reference IRC in (a). The positions of the gradient and Hessian reference points
along the reaction path that are calculated by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the
energies of the IRC and both QMDFFs in (b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate
constants together with experimental and theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c).
Here, JH1994 stands for Jensen, Howard (1994) [202], BD1995 means Bourbon, Devolder

(1995) [203] and BZ1995 refers to Bednarek, Zellner (1995) [204].

three experimental studies in part (c) of the figure. We can see that the rate constants calculated by
JS2005 deviate heavily from the experiments, whereas our RPMD results match the experiments
quite nicely, the deviations are less than half an order of magnitude. The Arrhenius parameters
affirm these findings (table 6.4): The RPMD parameters barely deviate from the three experiments,
whereas both activation barrier and preexponential factor of JS2005 are much too low.

6.2.15 The Bicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene → C2H4 + Cyclopentadiene Reaction

The final example reaction is the cycloreversion of Norbornene (Bicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene) to C2H4
and Cyclopentadiene. This reaction was one of the examples presented in the first EVB-QMDFF
paper by Hartke and Grimme [16]. There it was shown that the simple energy-gap coupling term is
able to reproduce the reference energies along the reaction path with good quality. I had deepened
the investigation by performing two-dimensional scans in order to look at the quality of dE-EVB
offside the reaction path (see supporting information, section 11.6.1).

We now want to go “back to the roots” and calculate the rate constant for the cycloreversion.
Since the black-box approach uses TREQ as default PES description, it is used instead of energy-gap
coupling. The IRC was optimized and corrected with the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//PBE0/def2-
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(c) Calculated and experimental rate constants

Figure 6.15: Summary of the black box rate constant calculation for the Bicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene (Nor-
bornene) → C2H4 + Cyclopentadiene reaction. The reaction mechanism is illustrated by
the structures of reactants, TS and products being part of the reference IRC in (a). The posi-
tions of the gradient and Hessian reference points along the reaction path that are calculated
by evb_kt_driver.x are shown together with the energies of the IRC and both QMDFFs in
(b). Finally, an Arrhenius plot of the resulting rate constants together with experimental and
theoretical results from the literature is shown in (c). Here, WW1976 means Walsh, Wells

(1976) [208] and KS1978 stands for Kiefer, Sunderam (1978) [209].

SVP(D3 empirical dispersion) [205–207] combination of methods, DFT was used due to the large
size of the system. The resulting path is shown in fig. 6.15.

For the RPMD calculations, the unimolecular cycloreversion mechanism was determined
automatically by the evb_kt_driver.x program. Due to the size of the system, the automated
determination of internal coordinates consisting of bond lengths and angles needed a slight manual
correction, where a handful of dihedrals located in the aromatic ring were added. The rates were
calculated between 500 and 900 K, with one RPMD bead and a symmetry factor of one. When
we look at the results presented in part (c) of the figure, TREQ-RPMD performs quite well. The
deviation between experimental and calculated rate constants is less than a factor of 3 to 4 for the
whole temperature range, in spite of the heavy temperature dependence of the rates. The Arrhenius
parameters plotted in table 6.4 are also quite encouraging. The RPMD activation energy and the
preexponential factor are almost exactly in the middle of both experimental results. Unfortunately,
no other theoretical rate constant calculation has been published so far for this system.
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6.3 Evaluation and Summary

We have gone through fifteen different examples arbitrarily chosen from the literature in quite large
detail. This was tedious but thoroughly revealed the strengths and weaknesses of the TREQ-RPMD
black-box method. In order to make a final overview, the Arrhenius parameters of all fifteen reactions
are listed together with the literature values for comparison in table 6.4.

At first it can be noticed that the Arrhenius parameters of different literature studies often
deviate quite significantly from each other (e.g., for the CH3Cl + Cl reaction) which makes it hard
to judge what the “true” parameters are that we want to reproduce. With this uncertainty in
mind, our method is competitive in almost all cases (apart from the CH3Cl + Cl and CH4 + CH3
reactions) where its deviation from the average experimental values it not larger than the deviations
between the single experimental references. In other cases where all experiments coincide quite
well TREQ-RPMD performs very well (PH3 + H, CH3NC, CF3O + CH4) and easily within chemical
accuracy.

This first benchmark showed that the TREQ-RPMD black-box method as implemented in the
evb_kt_driver.x program is promising but might need further tests and, e.g., applications to
larger reaction networks in order to show its full capability (and possible weaknesses that we might
need to eliminate, either in the TREQ construction or the black-box algorithm).

Table 6.4: Comparison of Arrhenius parameters resulting from TREQ-RPMD calculations as well as experi-
mental and theoretical references from the literature for the 15 reactions presented in section 6.2.
For each Arrhenius plot, activation energies (Ea) and exponential prefactors A are listed. 1(-14)
means 1· 10

−14. The literature values are referenced with the names of first and last authors and
the year of publication, respectively.

Reference Ea (kJ mol−1) A
I2 + H → HI + I

TREQ-RPMD -4.00 9.64(-11)
Lorenz, Zellner 1979 [159] 0.17 6.59(-10)
Canneaux, Cantrel 2010

a [157] -4.80 5.52(-11)
PH3 + H → PH2 + H2

TREQ-RPMD 8.81 1.40(-10)
Lee, Stief 1976 [168] 6.14 4.52(-11)
Arthur, Cooper 1997 [169] 8.73 1.09(-10)
Yu, Sun 1999

a [165] 7.31 1.18(-11)
CN + H2 → HCN + H

TREQ-RPMD 26.95 2.48(-10)
Baulch, Montague 1981 [162] 22.45 1.13(-10)
Sims, Smith 1988 [163] 11.14 2.41(-12)
Jacobs, Smith 1989 [164] 19.71 3.49(-11)
Wagner, Bair 1986

a [161] 9.40 5.65(-12)
CH3NC → CH3CN

TREQ-RPMD 160.18 2.13(-10)
Schneider, Rabinovitch 1962 [171] 160.00 6.61(-11)
Collister, Pritchard 1976 [172] 160.00 3.72(-11)
Clarkson, Pritchard 1987

a [170] 160.00 6.16(-11)
CH3Cl + Cl → CH2Cl + HCl

TREQ-RPMD 30.10 1.03(-09)
Goldfinger, Martens 1961 [175] 12.89 5.52(-11)
Clyne, Walker 1973 [176] 14.88 2.13(-10)
Bryakov, Knyazev 2002 [177] 6.61 7.56(-12)
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Xu, Sun 2002
a [173] 16.21 7.71(-11)

CH2Cl2 + Cl → CHCl2 + HCl
TREQ-RPMD 15.95 6.96(-11)
Goldfinger, Martens 1961 [175] 13.05 4.17(-11)
Clyne, Walker 1973 [176] 12.06 6.45(-13)
Bryakov, Knyazev 2002 [177] 2.99 1.20(-12)
Xu, Sun 2002

a [173] 6.79 5.96(-12)
SiH4 + Cl → SiH3 + HCl

TREQ-RPMD -2.53 7.11(-11)
Ding, Marshall 1992 [179] -2.00 1.56(-10)
Pei, Li 2004

a [178] 0.93 2.41(-10)
GeH4 + H → GeH3 + H2

TREQ-RPMD 16.51 2.64(-10)
Nava, Stief 1993 [181] 9.40 4.38(-12)
Arthur, Miles 1997 [182] 7.31 8.90(-11)
Zhang, Gu 2002

a [180] 2.44 4.79(-12)
C2H4 + H → C2H5

TREQ-RPMD 12.99 9.47(-10)
Dodonov, Talroze 1969 [188] 6.69 3.11(-11)
Teng, Jones 1972 [189] 3.05 1.31(-12)
Lightfood, Piling 1987 [190] 9.40 4.57(-11)

CH3OH + Cl → CH2OH + HCl
TREQ-RPMD 3.37 4.77(-11)
Michael, Stief 1979 [192] -7.38 6.33(-11)
Lightfood, Lescleaux 1990 [193] 0.27 6.93(-11)
Jodkowski, Rayez 1998

a [191] -0.19 6.60(-11)
C2H6 → C2H4 + H2

TREQ-RPMD 464.67 3.46(-10)
Ge, Fox 2010

a [186] 517.14 7.71(-09)
CH4 + CH3 → CH3 + CH4

TREQ-RPMD 54.09 3.78(-09)
Dainton, Wilkinson 1959 [195] 61.28 1.12(-12)
Arthur, Bell 1978 [196] 60.70 1.05(-12)
Kungwan, Trong 2005

a [194] 61.10 7.95(-13)
C2H6 + NH → C2H5 + H2N

TREQ-RPMD 77.65 1.36(-11)
Rohrig, Wagner 1994 [198] 70.01 1.16(-10)
Xu, Sun 1999

a [197] 79.00 1.47(-12)
CF3O + CH4 → CF3OH+CH3

TREQ-RPMD 14.70 4.73(-12)
Jensen, Howard 1994 [202] 12.22 3.11(-12)
Bourbon, Devolder 1995 [203] 13.39 4.48(-12)
Bednarek, Zellner 1995 [204] 11.89 3.30(-12)
Jing, Sun

a
2008 [199] 5.12 1.41(-11)

Bicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene → C2H4 + Cyclopentadiene
TREQ-RPMD 190.75 6.50(-10)
Walsh, Wells 1976 [208] 186.00 3.02(-10)
Kiefer, Sunderam 1978 [209] 194.00 1.74(-09)

a: The Arrhenius parameters were calculated with theoretical methods (TST and/or its improvements).
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Covalent Mechanochemistry

This chapter constitutes a little excursion beyond the calculation of rate constants discussed so far.
It is well known that chemical reactions can be initiated by several forms of energy, e.g., thermal,
electric or photonic. Another source is mechanical force applied to the molecule, treated within the
field of mechanochemistry. Its theoretical description is one of the research topics of our workgroup.
The PhD thesis of Müller [210] examined, e.g., mechanochemical simulations on disulfides, which
were described by the ReaxFF force field.

Since many mechanochemical processes involve the breaking of single covalent bonds constituting
the weakest point within a molecule, they can be described well with a single QMDFF. We
have learned (section 2.3) that QMDFF is a semireactive force field that is able to describe bond
dissociations with reasonable quality yet is unable to describe the formation of new bonds. In
contrast to thermal reaction processes presented so far mechanochemical reactions usually do not
involve formation of new bonds (at least not directly after the rupture event). A molecule (called
mechanophore) is torn in two parts, either by ultrasound or by an atomic force microscope (AFM). After
the breaking event, the parts are usually pulled away from each other, unable to perform possible
rebindings.

Therefore, a large part of covalent mechanochemistry can be described well with QMDFF.
However, there are exceptions: QMDFF is parametrized to model the dissociation of single isolated
bonds correctly but it is unable to describe, e.g., cycloreversions, where two or more electronically
dependent bonds are broken simultaneously. For such processes, EVB-QMDFF is needed. This
chapter constitutes a small but nevertheless noticeable novelty in computational chemistry: to my
knowledge, no mechanochemical processes were studied with RPMD, i.e., with real-time dynamical
inclusion of quantum chemical effects, so far. It will be shown below that quantum effects modeled
by RPMD have a noticeable effect on rupture forces at least for very low temperatures.

In section 7.1 a short summary of mechanochemical theory is given in order to understand
its peculiarities. The simulation of mechanochemical processes was possible due to some minor
modifications in the EVB-QMDFF program code, these are described in section 7.2. A first
benchmark of mechanochemical simulations based on QMDFF is given in section 7.3, where
rupture forces of different covalent bonds are determined and compared to literature values. A
broader view on more realistic applications of the methodology was tried in section 7.4, where
three examples are investigated with some detail. Finally, a connection between mechanical and
thermal activation is made in section 7.5: There, rate constants for bond dissociation processes are
calculated with the usual TREQ-RPMD black-box method but with addition of mechanochemical
bias potentials. Their influence on free energy surfaces, rates and Arrhenius parameters is revealed.
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of an AFM experiment. A molecule to be studied is clipped between a pair of suitable
spacer molecules. One is attached to a surface across an anchor molecule, the other is bonded to
a tip belonging to the cantilever of the measurement apparatus. The cantilever behaves like a
spring and gets elongated from the molecule-string below it. The force acting on the molecule
can be calculated from the measured elongation of the cantilever.

7.1 Theoretical Background

Since mechanochemistry is not the central topic of this thesis but rather another example for the
application of (EVB-)QMDFF-RPMD, only parts of its theory needed for the understanding of the
shown studies are summarized here. A much more detailed discussion of it can be found in the
PhD thesis by Müller [210] or reviews of the topic [211, 212].

A mechanochemical trajectory describes the time-evolvement of a system under influence of
an external force attached to it. The possible origins of this force are manifold: They might be a
result of milling, compactifying or drawing of a bulk material, or – to be less rough – of applying
ultrasound. All those methods are quite hard to study experimentally in molecular detail, since we
cannot look at single molecules of a bulk that is milled or compactified.

The origin of theoretical mechanochemistry was essentially the introduction of the AFM in 1986,
which made it possible to stretch single molecules and detect what happens in them [213]. This
experiment is shown schematically in fig. 7.1.

The molecule of interest is attached in a complicated sequence of elements, however, the
underlying concept is quite easy. A force is applied via a cantilever that is gradually moved up. The
applied force can be measured similar to traditional force measurements of “macroscopic” setups:
The elongation of the cantilever from its ideal position is measured with laser optics; by knowing
its force constant the acting force is obtained via Hooke’s law.

All theoretical models presented in this chapter are based on the AFM experiment. Basically, two
force vectors with identical lengths are attached on atoms located in opposite parts of the molecule.
What happens is a modification of the molecule’s Hamiltonian:

H(x, t, F) = H(x, t) + V(x, t, F), (7.1)

where x are the cartesian coordinates of the system, t the time and F a vector of force constants
on which the additional potential depends1. Another example of such modifications of the

1 In the examples presented below, both time-independent and time-dependent forces are applied to molecules.
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of the effect of an applied force to a chemical bond, represented by a Morse potential.
The parameters of eq. 7.2 used for the plots are: De=200 kJ mol−1, x0=1.5 Å, ζ=2 Å−1, F=100 kJ
mol−1 Å−1). The usual shape of the Morse potential is plotted together with the linear decaying
potential resulting from the F(x− x0) term in (a). If the potential arising from the attached force
is added to the Morse potential, its shape alters. Instead of an asymptotic dissociation limit a
local potential energy maximum at x ≈ 2.5 appears and the dissociation energy goes down to
less than 50 kJ mol−1, the bond becomes weaker (b).

Hamiltonian is the umbrella sampling method being base for the k(T) calculation method used
throughout this thesis (section 2.1.3).

With this it can be said that all what mechanochemical experiments do is to alter the Hamiltonian
(or: the potential energy surface) of the mechanophore, leading to different behaviors of it. If we look
at the free energy surface of a system instead, the analogy of activation between mechanochemistry
and usual thermochemical processes becomes apparent: In the case of mechanochemistry the
potential energy, i.e., the inner energy contribution for the molecule is changed, whereas the entropy
contribution of the inner energy is changed in the case of thermochemical processes by means of
heating.

If we look at AFM experiments, the applied force usually leads to breaking of single bonds
within a clamped molecular chain. Chemical bonds can be modeled with Morse potentials. With
this, a simple model can be derived from eq. 7.1, with the applied force acting on a single bond:

V(x, F) = De

[
1− exp(−ζ(x− x0))

2
]
− F(x− x0), (7.2)

where De is the dissociation energy of the bond, ζ describes its stiffness, x0 is the equilibrium length
of the bond and F is the force constant of the applied force. This general situation is shown in fig.
7.2.

If an external force is applied on the Morse potential, the asymptotic shape disappears and
a local maximum appears as the barrier to overcome for dissociation. The stronger the applied
force is (i.e., the larger F), the more this local maximum moves leftwards toward the equilibrium
bond length, with decreasing barrier height. The global minimum at the equilibrium bond length
simultaneously moves gradually to the right, corresponding to a slight elongation of the bond. If F
reaches a certain value, the local barrier vanishes and the whole potential becomes dissociative.
In terms of chemical dynamics it follows that the lifetime of a chemical bond decays if a force is
applied to it. It will dissociate earlier the stronger that force is. After a certain threshold, the bond
will dissociate within one molecular vibration.
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Figure 7.3: Illustration of a constant force mechanochemistry simulation to be done with dynamic.x. Two
atoms of the molecule are chosen to be anchors for the attached force (blue circles). Force vectors
of opposite direction and identical absolute value are added to their gradients throughout the
simulation. At some time a bond-breaking event might happen, resulting in two separated
fragments (last picture).

7.2 Implementations

Within this thesis, mechanochemical processes were studied with three different types of simulation
setups. All three are implemented into EVB-QMDFF and can be called with their respective
keywords that are noted here as well.

7.2.1 The Constant Force Experiment

This is the simplest possible way of attaching an external force to a molecule: A constant force
vector is added to two atoms. In order to avoid movements of the whole system towards infinity
equally strong forces need to be applied in opposite directions, such that the total force applied is
twice the force applied per side and no overall translation of the system is caused.

Such an experiment can be invoked for the dynamic.x program if the following program lines
are added to the qmdff.key file2:

add_force

force1 [atom] [strength (N)] [vector (x, y, z)]

force1 [atom] [strength (N)] [vector (x, y, z)]

Now a dynamics trajectory with the ordered number of time steps is started, with a constant force
of the specified directions and strengths added to the chosen atoms. This experiment essentially
tests the lifetime of a bond since only two events can happen: (1) nothing (besides some stretching)
and (2) a bond breaks. If the second event happens, both fragments begin to move apart in the
directions of the opposite force vectors. This behavior is illustrated in fig. 7.3.

For most forces attached either nothing happens or the bond breaks always after some time steps.
There exists, however, a narrow transition region between both cases: There, for an ensemble of,
e.g., 10 simulation trajectories started from the same initial structures, e.g., only six bond breaks
happen, with the other four remaining intact.

With this in mind, we can estimate the critical force that is needed at least to break the bond after
a desired time: We must do a force strength scan. We could, for instance, scan the range between 0

and 10 nN with an increment of 0.1 nN and run 100 trajectories for each force strength. For most

2 Indeed it is possible with the current setup to pull both atoms in arbitrary directions, causing overall translations.
Therefore, it might be useful for future program versions to, e.g., only choose the atom numbers and the strength of
the force and then to calculate the vectors automatically from the cartesian difference vector of both atoms’ positions.
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forces, either 0 or 100 trajectories will be reactive, i.e., the molecule will be ripped apart. For a
small transition region, however, the number will raise smoothly from 0 to 100. The center of this
transition region depicts the critical force (the maximum of the reactivity-change)

For small numbers of trajectories the manual estimation of their reactivity is quite easy to manage:
We simply look at the last structure. If the molecule is disrupted, the trajectory was reactive. This
inspection of course becomes tedious and almost unmanageable for thousands of trajectories.
Therefore, a simple reactivity estimation method was implemented in a two-layer process. In the
first layer, the dynamic.x program notes the initial and final separations of both atoms to which
the force vectors were added after the calculation is finished. In the second layer, an external
script named vary_force_mecha.pl starts a number of single dynamic.x calculations for various
strengths of the applied forces and reads in both initial and final distances for each run. Then,
based on a reactivity criterion given by the user, each trajectory is classified reactive or non-reactive.
This criterion is the proportion of initial and final lengths of the molecule. If the criterion is 2, a
trajectory is rated as reactive whenever its final length is more than twice the initial3.

As will be seen in section 7.5, this method only has expressiveness with respect to the simulated
time interval per trajectory. Since forces attached to atoms shorten the lifetimes of the bonds we
can expect that the critical force becomes smaller the longer the calculated trajectories are, since
now also rarer events might happen more frequently. Secondly, if we would simulate billions or
trillions of trajectories, the transition region will become broad since now also very rare events will
happen in one of the many trajectories. These features are further investigated in section 7.5.

7.2.2 The AFM Simulation Experiment

If an AFM experiment is conducted in the laboratory, the attached force is not constant. Instead,
the cantilever is slowly moved up and the attached force is measured indirectly by the cantilever’s
elongation from the equilibrium position. With this, the force usually increases gradually until it
suddenly jumps down, namely at the point when the mechanophore (or something in the spacer
molecules) was ripped apart.

The movement of the cantilever happens very slowly on the time scale usually considered for
molecular dynamics calculations. If the whole process would take, e.g., 10 seconds, the cantilever
stays several nano- to milliseconds at almost exactly the same position, exercising almost the same
force on the molecule. It therefore is a reliable approximation to do the constant force experiment
described above for several magnitudes of the external force and to do a mosaic-like assembling of
their results to get the full picture.

However, as we have stated, thousands to millions of single constant force trajectories are needed
to get a reliable force-reactivity plot of the mechanochemical process, causing this to be a quite
expensive calculation method.

What if we simply translate the full AFM experiment to the realm of trajectory sampling? The
AFM experiment basically does the following (see also figure 7.1): Instead of moving two atoms of
the molecule with antiparallel force vectors in opposite directions, one of these atoms is (essentially)
fixed, since it is connected via anchor and spacer to the underlying surface. The second of these
atoms is linearly moved away from the surface since it is attached to the tip. Measurement of the
acting force is done via determination of the cantilevers’ elongation. This very procedure was
implemented into EVB-QMDFF.

All what is needed to start an AFM simulation is to add the following keywords to the qmdff.key

file:

afm_run

3 In practice a rather generous reactivity criterion (i.e., a factor of two or three for the length increment) can be applied
without problems since the fragments are quickly moving apart several hundreds of Ångstroms after a bond breaking
happened.
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of an AFM mechanochemistry simulation as implemented in dynamic.x. The left
anchor atom (blue circle) is fixed throughout the simulation, whereas a virtual ghost atom
marked as a bold green line which has initially the same position as the right anchor atom is
moved linearly to the right with a direction vector determined by the user. In each dynamics step,
the position-difference vector between the right anchor and the ghost atom is determined and a
force is added to the gradient of the anchor atom according to Hooke’s law which compels the
anchor to move towards the ghost. Simultaneously the distance between anchor and ghost atoms
is used to calculate the force acting on the anchor atom. This force is monitored throughout the
simulation analogously to the measurement of the elongated cantilever in the experiment (plot to
the right).
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afm_fix [atom]

afm_move [atom] [maximum elongation (A)] [vector (x, y, z)]

The atom specified with the afm_fix command is frozen throughout the trajectory, i.e., its
gradient components are set to zero for the Verlet-iterations. The atom specified with afm_move is
thought to be connected to the AFM tip. At the first dynamics step, a virtual atom is generated
at the position of the afm_move atom and then starts to move along the specified vector linearly
throughout the trajectory until the maximum elongation is reached. The moved atom itself is
linked to the ghost atom via a harmonic spring force such that an additional gradient is added that
tries to move the afm_move atom towards the position of the ghost atom. This whole process is
illustrated in fig. 7.4.

Assuming the molecule of interest is an alkane chain, its natural alignment will be partially
folded such that its length can be somewhat increased nearly without steric resistance, resulting in a
small distance between moved and ghost atoms. Hence, a small AFM force is detected (first sketch
in the figure). After some comfortable extension the whole chain will become almost linear and
the moved atom cannot follow the ghost atom almost instantaneously; the acting force increases.
Shortly later the tension reaches its peak and the added force causes the molecule to be torn in two
parts (third to fourth sketch). Now, both fragments do not fly away in opposite directions as in the
constant force experiment, instead the left fragment remains plugged to the fictional anchor and
the right fragment follows the ghost atom which still moves to the right with constant velocity. The
force between ghost and moved atom almost falls to zero since no counterforce from the fixed part
remains but only random noise introduced by the thermostat.

After the simulation is finished, a force-time profile similar to that in the right part of fig.
7.4 is written to file. The effective strength of the ruptured bond corresponds to the maximum
force recorded throughout the simulation. In contrast to the constant force experiment only one
simulation run is needed to calculate the bond strength. However, it is recommended to simulate
an ensemble of trajectories instead since thermal and configurational fluctuations influence this
result. Further, these trajectories should of course be much longer in order to get at least somewhat
nearer to the experimental time scales (see below).

In order to avoid manual calculation of the maximum force for each run, its respective value and
corresponding elongation of the molecule are written to the logfile of the calculation from where
they can be analyzed by an external script named sample_afm.pl.

7.2.3 Calculation of Rate Constants

This experiment closely resembles the first one but is able to produce more quantitative and general
results. The rate constant of a reaction (usually a bond breaking or cycloreversion) is calculated as
usual by means of the rpmd.x program, with one minor change: A constant force is applied to two
atoms in the system, in the same way (and with the same keywords) as for the first experiment.
Therefore, the whole k(T) calculation process, i.e., umbrella sampling, PMF-profile calculation,
recrossing, is done with the constant force attached.

With this, we can quantify how an attached force alters the lifetime of a bond: The unimolecular
rate constant of a bond cleavage essentially tells how often the reaction is expected to happen in
one second (frequency). Its inverse therefore is the average lifetime in seconds. With this, we can
not only predict what forces are needed to break a bond after some ps of simulation time but also
how many seconds, hours, years it would take to break it if a much smaller force is attached! This
further illustrates the predictive power of rare-event samplings.
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 (a) C-C bond  (b) C-N bond

 (c) C-O bond  (d) Si-C bond

 (e) Si-O bond
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Figure 7.5: Screenshots of the five different molecules used for the measurements of bond strengths according
to the Gaub paper. The atoms at which forces are attached during simulations are marked with
arrows. a indicates that the atom is kept fix during an AFM simulation, b indicates that the ghost
atom is linked to it via a harmonic potential. The arrows do not indicate the actual force vectors
but only which atoms are marked with the respective letters.

7.3 Basic Mechanochemical Processes

7.3.1 Choice of Systems

A pivotal point in the history of mechanochemistry was the publication by Gaub et al. [214]. Here,
the strengths of different covalent bonds were measured by AFM experiments and calculated
theoretically by means of relaxed surface potential energy scans. The results of such scans were
fitted to a Morse potential; then, a constant force term was substracted from it resulting in shapes
of the type shown in fig. 7.2 and rupture probabilities were calculated by application of the simple
Arrhenius law (eq: 2.1) to barrier heights for different linear force terms.

Conveniently, the example cases of this early study were taken as first benchmarks for the
newly implemented mechanochemical features of EVB-QMDFF. In the study, five bond types were
investigated, with the respective molecules used for the theoretical studies in brackets: (a) the C-C
bond (H3CCH2CH3), (b) the C-N bond (H3CNHCH3), (c) the C-O bond (H3COCH3), (d) the Si-C
bond (H3SiCH2CH3) and (e) the Si-O bond (H3SiOCH3). The respective mechanophores are shown
in fig. 7.5.

Since the AFM experiments in the paper gave rather unspecific results, with recorded rupture
forces assigned to Si-C bonds which are the weakest, all calculated rupture forces within this
section will be compared to the recorded theoretical values4.

4 For the relaxed surface scans the distance between two hydrogens attached to the outer heavy atoms was varied.
Initially, the force was applied between those hydrogens for the shown simulations as well, however, it turned out that
Si-H bonds broke before the Si-C or Si-O bonds. Therefore, forces were applied directly at the outer heavy atoms for
all systems.
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Figure 7.6: Reactivity of five different bond types for various rupture forces in the range of 0 to 6 nN plotted
together with the calculated rupture forces by Gaub et al. (dotted lines). Note that the dotted
lines for C-C and C-N coincide almost exactly, with C-C being located at a slighly larger rupture
force.

All five reactions are simple bond dissociations that can be described well using a single QMDFF.
Therefore, QMDFFs were parametrized for the structures in fig. 7.5 whose geometries were
optimized with MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ [158]. The QMDFF reference calculations were done with the
same level of theory.

7.3.2 Constant Force Simulations

The five mechanophores shown in fig. 7.5 were investigated first by means of constant force
simulations. The attached forces on both sides were varied between 0 and 6 nN in 500 steps. 300

trajectories were sampled at 300 K for 100 ps with time steps of 0.5 fs for each force strength,
resulting in a total number of 150000 trajectories (or 15 µs of simulation time) per molecule. The
reactivity criterion was that the distance between both outer atoms should be twice the initial
distance of the equilibrium structures.

In fig. 7.6 the resulting force-reactivity profiles are plotted together for all five systems. In
addition, the rupture forces calculated by Gaub et al. are indicated there as dotted lines of the
same color for each system. We see first that the bond strength increases in the succession Si-C,
Si-O, C-C, C-N, C-O, where C-C and C-N are very similar. Both the results by Gaub et al. and the
dynamics.x calculations give the same succession of stability.

Further, the deviations between our calculations and the reference are quite modest for all but
the Si-C bond, where the values deviate by almost 1 nN.

In the next step, the temperature-dependence of the calculated rupture forces was investigated.
The same ensemble of constant force trajectories as described above was sampled for 50 K, 100 K,
200 K, 400 K and 500 K. The results are shown in fig. 7.7.

In part (a) of the figure the obtained force-reactivity profiles similar to fig. 7.9 are shown. The
picture looks quite crowded, however, we can see that the width of the transition regions between
solely nonreactive and solely reactive ensembles of trajectories grows with raising temperature. If
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Figure 7.7: Temperature-dependence of the constant-force simulations for the five different systems by Gaub

et al.. Shown are all force-reactivity plots as well as the resulting rupture forces (here: the force at
which the reactivity is 0.5). Note that the dotted lines for C-C and C-N coincide almost exactly,
with C-C being located at a slighly larger rupture force.

we look, e.g., at the Si-C bond the transition region has a width of 0.17 nN for 50 K, in contrast to
0.73 nN at 500 K. This is probably due to thermal activation that leads to an increased number of
reactions for situations where the barrier is lowered by the attached force but still existent.

In part (b) of the figure the forces at which 50 % of the sampled trajectories were reactive are
plotted for the different temperatures. We see that the rupture force decreases with temperature
for all systems, which is quite understandable since the rate constants of the bond ruptures will be
accelerated for higher temperatures, leading to reactive trajectories already at smaller forces. If we
would heat up the systems even more (2000 to 3000 K), the curves will eventually cut the y-axis,
corresponding to zero force needed for rupture. Then, thermal decomposition of the bonds has
begun at short time scales. The change of rupture force with temperature is larger for the more
stable bonds (C-O) than for the weaker ones (Si-C). This is similar to usual Arrhenius behavior
of reaction rates: The larger the reaction barrier, the stronger the temperature-dependence of
reactivity.

Finally, the reference values as calculated by Gaub et al. are shown as vertical dotted lines for
comparison in part (b). For all systems but the Si-C bond those lines cross our rupture-force-
temperature plots at approximately 250 K. The Si-C system seems to be a special case, probably
due to different dissociation energy parameters in the global QMDFF-arrays for this element
combination.

7.3.3 AFM Simulations

Now, the same five systems were investigated with the AFM simulation protocol explained above.
For each system, 500 independent AFM simulation trajectories were sampled for 100 ps with a time
step of 0.5 fs at 300 K. The maximum elongation was chosen to be 5 Å in all cases, corresponding
to movements of the ghost atom of 2 to 2.5 Å to the right during the simulation, dependent on the
initial distance between the pulled atoms. This corresponds to a moving velocity or pulling speed of
the ghost atom of 0.02 to 0.025 Å ps−15.

5 The far too short timescales used within the AFM simulations can be illustrated by converting the ghost atom velocities
into day-to-day units. Then, it moves at 2 to 2.5 m s−1. An AFM experiment, however, is usually conducted within
some seconds, where the tip is moved only some hundreds of nm at all [214]!
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Figure 7.8: Example trajectory of the C-C bond AFM experiment. Shown are some screenshots with the
respective times and distances between the anchor atoms (a). The force-time plot of the same
trajectory is shown in (b). Since this is quite noisy, slices of 50 neighbored points were averaged,
resulting in the plot shown in (c).

The maximum force throughout the simulation was recorded by the dynamic.x program and
written out for each simulation. Since thermal fluctuations lead to short high peaks of the recorded
force-time profile, they were filtered out by averaging slices of 50 neighbored force values. Forces
and distances are written out every 10 fs, after removal of thermal fluctuations a value is thus
written out every 0.5 ps, resulting into 200 values in total. This is shown for a C-C bond example
trajectory in fig. 7.8.

The results of the AFM simulations are shown in fig. 7.9. The calculated rupture forces together
with the molecule length (also called AFM elongations) in the moment of rupture are illustrated as
scattering plots containing 500 points, the averaged rupture forces are plotted as straight vertical
lines. We see that the AFM elongations are different for the systems, since the included bond
lengths are different for all combinations. Further, the same ordering of bond strengths as in the
constant force experiments can be found, with increasing bond lengths in the succession Si-C,
Si-O, C-C, C-N, C-O. It should be noted that the resulting forces (e.g., plotted in fig. 7.8) of the
AFM experiments are halved for this plot in order to establish comparability: In the constant
force experiments, force vectors of the depicted strengths are added to both sides of the molecule,
resulting in a total force twice as large, whereas in the AFM experiment the whole (doubled) force
is applied to the moved atom.

The theoretical values of Gaub et al. were added again as comparison. We see that these are
smaller than the averaged AFM forces for all five systems, where the Si-C bond now has the best
accordance (0.15 nN difference). The other systems show slightly larger differences of 0.3 to 0.5 nN.
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Figure 7.9: Scatter-plots of AFM rupture events for the five different investigated systems, shown within
one coordinate system. Both the averages of calculated rupture forces and the rupture forces
calculated by Gaub et al. are shown as vertical lines (solid and dotted, respectively). Note that
the dotted lines for C-C and C-N coincide almost exactly, with C-C being located at a slighly
larger rupture force.

If we compare these AFM results to the constant force experiments done above, we see that the
AFM rupture forces are larger. This is probably due to the shorter time a certain force is exerted on
the mechanophores. In the constant force experiment, each force is applied 100 ps on the molecule.
In the AFM experiment, the force fluctuates throughout the simulation (fig. 7.8), therefore adding
a certain force only a few ps or less on the system. As already stated, the lifetime of a bond
is decreased by application of a certain force to it. For slightly larger forces, thus even shorter
lifetimes are needed (or even almost no time due to total removance of the remaining potential
energy barrier) if they are only applied shorter times on the system. Further, the rupture forces in
the constant force experiments were defined to be the values where one half of the trajectories are
reactive (due to the easier and more robust determination). In the AFM experiment, each trajectory
is reactive, which rather corresponds to the minimum force in the constant force experiments where
all trajectories are reactive. This is of course located at slightly larger forces as well.

In the next step, the temperature-dependence of the AFM rupture forces was investigated. The
same calculations as above were repeated for temperatures between 100 and 1000 K, the averaged
rupture forces for the five systems are shown in fig. 7.10, together with the theoretical reference by
Gaub et al..

A quite astonishing result can be seen! In contrast to the constant force experiment (fig. 7.7)
where the rupture forces decreased with temperature they are increasing in the AFM experiment!
A probable explanation might be that thermal activation leading to decreased rupture forces can be
neglected in the case of AFM since the system has barely time to climb the remaining potential
energy barrier by itself. A rupture will happen only if the barrier has (almost) entirely vanished.
The location of this event is approximately temperature-independent because no intermolecular
(thermal) vibrations are needed to move the system above a barrier. Then, another aspect of the
simulation comes into play. The rupture force is determined by the distance between moved
atom and ghost atom. In the case of high temperatures, thermal fluctuations might enhance the
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Figure 7.10: Temperature-dependence of the average AFM rupture forces for the five different bond types
under investigation, plotted together with the theoretical results by Gaub et al. (dotted lines).
Note that the dotted lines for C-C and C-N coincide almost exactly, with C-C being located at a
slighly larger rupture force.

random motion of the moved atom, bringing it slightly more apart from the ghost than in a nearly
frozen case. Therefore, the different temperature-dependencies are an artifact of the measuring
conditions modeled by both simulations. If we would, on the other hand, run AFM simulation
trajectories with realistic timescales (i.e., some seconds long, resulting in 10

15 MD steps or more) the
temperature-dependence should revert that of the constant-force experiments, since then thermal
activation again plays a crucial role.

Next, the influence of quantum effects on mechanochemistry is investigated. So far, all calculations
were done with one single RPMD bead, which is justified due to the fact that covalent bonds
between heavy atoms are broken, for which the influence of tunneling should be negligible.
However, if we come to very low temperatures, tunneling might indeed become important. This is
shown in fig. 7.11. Here, AFM rupture forces averages were calculated for temperatures between
20 and 100 K for 1 to 64 beads.

The rupture forces are decreasing for all systems and temperatures if more beads are used, since
the ability of the system to tunnel through the remaining potential barrier according to fig. 7.2 is
increased. If we take a closer look we can see that the rupture forces still decrease between 32 and
64 beads for 20 K, whereas they remain (nearly) constant for 8 beads and more at 100 K, indicating
that convergence is reached for smaller number of beads if higher temperatures are used (similar
to usual k(T) calculations).

Further, the influence of quantum effects seems to depend on the actual system: the C-O bond
rupture forces are changing more than the Si-C bond rupture forces. This is due to the atomic
masses bonded together. The heavier the bonding partners, the lower the amount of tunneling in
the bond rupture. All bonds with heavy Si-atoms involved are therefore less affected by tunneling.
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Figure 7.11: Influence of quantum effects on the results of AFM simulation trajectories. Shown are the RPMD
bead-dependent averaged rupture forces for the five systems studied so far at four different
temperatures between 20 and 100 K. Note that the dotted lines for C-C and C-N coincide almost
exactly, with C-C being located at a slightly larger rupture force.
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a b

 (a) Disulfide

 (b) Terpyridine   (c) Diels-Alder

a a' b' b
b

b'a'a

Figure 7.12: Optimized reactant minimum structures of the three mechanophores to be investigated with
(EVB-)QMDFF mechanochemistry. Noted are the atoms on which the forces are applied (a and
b) as well as those on which forces are applied due to unexpected bond ruptures (a’ and b’).
The arrows do not indicate the actual force vectors but only which atoms are marked with the
respective letters.

7.4 Other Examples

We have seen so far that the implemented mechanochemical methods are able to reproduce the
theoretical results by Gaub et al. quite well. In the next step three more realistic cases were chosen
from the literature. The respective molecules are presented in fig. 7.12.

Molecule (a) is a bridged disulfide system with aromatic anchor. It was studied both exper-
imentally and theoretically within the University of Kiel, with the theoretical studies done by
Müller [215, 216]. Structure (b) contains a Ru2+-ion coordinated by two terpyridine molecules.
The force needed to rip both terpyridines apart was measured by Gaub et al. in 2003 [217]. System
(c) has no experimental example; it was chosen in order to study a Diels-Alder reaction by means
of mechanochemistry.

Both geometry optimizations and QMDFF reference calculations were done with the B3LYP(D3

empirical dispersion)/cc-pVDZ level of theory [158, 201, 207].

7.4.1 The Bridged Disulfide Molecule

This system was designed to be a two-stage mechanophore: If a force is applied on both anchor
atoms shown in fig. 7.12, the shorter chain with the disulfide bond in the middle will be stretched
first. Since the S-S bond is much weaker than all other bonds in the line, it will break at some
force value during the AFM experiment. But the story is not over yet: Both fragments are still
connected via the longer ether bridge in the background. The anchor atoms will be moved much
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Figure 7.13: Illustration of the disulfide AFM experiment. A 250 ps trajectory was calculated with 500.000

single Verlet steps, whereas the outermost left carbon atom was hold during the dynamics
(acting as the anchor atom) and the outermost right carbon atom was linearly moved to the
right.

further, until the ether bridge is stretched as well. It will break at some time, causing the second
mechanochemical reaction6.

In order to further illustrate this two-step reaction, AFM experiments were conducted first where
both steps can be seen within one trajectory. This is shown in fig. 7.13. Two force-peaks appear
within the MD. The first lower maximum can be assigned to the rupture of the rather weak S-S
bond, whereas the second shows the rupture of a C-C bond in the ether bridge.

These findings were further quantified with constant force experiments. Since two reactive events
occur in the bridged disulfide system, the original setup needs to be slightly modificated. It was
told in the program section that the dynamics.x program ejects both initial and final lengths of the
mechanophore and that an additional Perl script investigates the reactivity based on a predefined
length-change criterion. All what was needed to be changed was the external script: Two reactivity
criteria (i.e., two length changes) are now given, where the first describes the S-S bond rupture and
the second the final C-C bond rupture. It turned out that length change criteria of 1.35 and 2.5
for both reactions were optimal choices for the case of the bridged disulfide, such that a S-S bond
rupture is signalized if the distance between both anchor atoms is at least 1.35 times larger than at
the beginning and that the C-C bridge rupture is signalized if the distance becomes at least 2.5
times the initial.

6 We have seen in the previous section that C-O bonds are stronger than C-C bonds; aromatic systems and triple bonds
are even more stable, resulting in the expected breaking-point located in the ether bridge.
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Figure 7.14: Reactivities of the S-S bond and the ether bridge of the bridged disulfide molecule as shown in
fig. 7.12. The calculated reference values (50 % reactivity) of Müller et al. [216] are noted as
vertical dotted lines: S-S (red) and C-C (purple).

With these modifications, force-reactivity plots could be obtained for both the S-S and C-C bonds.
Separate from the reactivity criteria identical settings as for the simple mechanophores in section
7.3 were used for temperatures between 50 and 500 K. The results are shown in fig. 7.14.

We see the usual behavior already revealed for the small mechanophores in fig. 7.3. The rupture
forces for both events are decreasing with temperature, with the widths of the transition regions
being increased. The much weaker S-S bond shows less temperature-dependence than the C-C
bonds in the bridge, in accordance with the Arrhenius law. Thus, if we would further heat up the
system, both rupture forces are converging to each other and, in combination with the broader
transition regions, there will be rupture forces where some trajectories are nonreactive, some only
show the S-S rupture and some show both reactions happening, thus limiting the ability of the
system to perform two independent reactions.

In addition, the simulated rupture forces of Müller et al. [216] are shown in the figure as well.
They were calculated with the constant force setup, with a reparametrized ReaxFF force field
delivering the description of the bridged disulfide molecule. A force range of 2.4 to 2.75 nN
was sampled with 15 different forces and 100 trajectories of 50 ps each. These simulations were
conducted at 300 K in a toluene solvent box described by a traditional nonreactive force field.

The calculated rupture force for the S-S bond (2.6 nN) almost perfectly matches our 50 % value
at 300 K, however, the rupture force for the C-C bond (2.8 nN) deviates significantly. Since the
simulations of single C-C bonds (section 7.3) revealed good agreement with the theoretical values
by Gaub et al., the deviations to this study might originate in the addition of solvent in the reference
or slightly lower C-C bond dissociation energies in the ReaxFF force field used there in comparison
to QMDFF.

If our results are meaningful the two rupture events happen at quite different forces, such that
two clearly distinct force regions for the ruptures should also be recorded in AFM experiments, at
least if these are conducted at, e.g., room temperature.

Finally, bunches of AFM simulation trajectories were sampled to calculate rupture forces of both
S-S and C-C bonds in the bridged disulfide. As in the simple mechanophores from section 7.3, 400
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Figure 7.15: AFM simulation experiments for the bridged disulfide molecule. The rupture forces and anchor
atom distances (S-S and C-C bonds) for simulations at 300 K are shown in (a), whereas the
temperature dependence of the rupture forces is illustrated in (b).

single AFM trajectories were started at different temperatures (100 to 700 K). The ghost atom was
moved a distance of approximately 23 Å during the simulation, resulting in a velocity of 0.092

Å ps−1, thus roughly four times faster than in the case of the small systems presented in section
7.3. In order to monitor both reactive events (S-S and bridge ruptures), a special setting was added
for dynamic.x. If the keyword

afm_second [number of MD steps]

is added, the final evaluation of the force-time curve will divide it into two parts at the given
number of MD steps. Since all disulfide AFM trajectories were 500.000 steps (250 ps) long, the
division was made at 250.000 steps (125 ps). For each part, its local maximum will be determined
and written out. When we look back at fig. 7.13, we see that the S-S rupture happens roughly at 40

ps and the final bridge rupture at 200 ps, thus justifying the division between both events at 125 ps.
The AFM results are shown in fig. 7.15.
The rupture forces and anchor atom distances for both reactive events at 300 K are shown in part

(a). We see that the anchor atom distances (a.k.a. AFM elongations) show very modest variation,
whereas the rupture forces fluctuate much more. This impression is fortified if we look at part
(b), where the temperature-dependent rupture forces for all trajectories are plotted. The variation
of this force becomes so significant at 300 K and above that both S-S-bond and ether-bridge are
breaking at similar or reversed forces at a number of runs.

By looking at the average forces a similar picture as in fig. 7.10 is received: They are growing for
higher temperatures, in contrast to the constant force simulations.

7.4.2 The Ruthenium-Terpyridine Complex

In the reference paper of Gaub et al. [217] molecule (b) of fig. 7.12 was put between two long
poly(ethylene oxide) spacers. Several AFM runs with force loading rates of 1 nN s−1 were done,
with recorded rupture forces of ca. 0.1 nN. Since these are much smaller than those needed to
rupture covalent bonds it was supposed that the recorded events were caused by openings of the
metallo-supramolecular complex, i.e., separations of both terpyridines, where the Ru2+-ion is taken
by one of them.
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This experimental setting was recronstructed by means of the AFM simulation method in
dynamics.x. The outer carbon atom termed a was frozen and its counterpart b coupled to the
moved ghost atom. An ensemble of AFM trajectories was sampled at 300 K with each trajectory
being 250 ps long. Unfortunately all of them showed another reaction than expected: The methyl
or ethyl group containing atom b was torn apart, with the main ruthenium complex remaining
intact (fig. 7.16). The observed rupture forces were around 4-4.5 nN, thus similar to our results for
the C-C model system.

The Ru-N bonds in the complex are apparently much stronger than they should be if QMDFF
is used to model them. The situation within this complex is of course much more complicated
than for single covalent bonds described so far, it seems that the global fitting approach within
QMDFF is not sufficient for this reaction. Another possible reason is that two of the three bonds
from each terpyridine molecule are almost perpendicular towards the applied force vector. Only
a small fraction of the rupture force is effective on them. A similar discussion is made for the
Diels-Alder system in the next section.

Nevertheless the force needed to break this complex was calculated: Instead of using peripheral
carbon atoms as anchors aromatic carbons in the terpyridines were chosen (a’ and b’ in fig. 7.16).
Now, the desired reaction happens: The Ruthenium complex gets cracked, the Ru2+-ion remains
bonded to one ruthenium, with the other one moving away alone. More than 8 nN was needed to
trigger this event, i.e., twice the C-C rupture force and almost 100 times the experimental value by
Gaub et al. (actually almost 200 times since the total force exerted by the “AFM” moving atom is
actually twice as large (see above)).

In spite of this wrong mechanistic prediction, series of AFM trajectories were started for the a’-b’
anchor atoms at temperatures between 100 and 700 K (250 ps each, with the ghost atom moved
approx. 5 Å, resulting in a velocity of 0.02 Å ps−1). The results are presented in fig. 7.18 (a). A
similar behavior to the model systems in fig. 7.9 can be seen, with both variances and expectation
values of the rupture forces increasing with temperature.

If theory and experiment should be compared directly, an EVB-QMFFF (probably TREQ) of
the reaction should be parametrized, which is quite tricky due to the presumptive multireference
character of the Ru-N bond breakings requiring demanding QM reference calculations and the very
size of the system making both an accurate choice of TREQ internal coordinates and the calculation
of reference frequencies etc. very demanding.

7.4.3 The Diels-Alder Reaction

We have seen that the mechanochemistry of the ruthenium terpyridine complex cannot be described
properly with one single QMDFF. A similar case is a cycloreversion. QMDFF is parametrized for
single covalent bond ruptures but not for cycloreversions involving electronic influence of the
whole aromatic system. Therefore, EVB-QMDFF should be used here as well. A simple example is
the basic Diels-Alder reaction (1,3-butadiene and ethylene), with ethyl substituents for application
of the rupture forces. The reaction path of this system was calculated starting from the TS. Then, a
black-box rate constant calculation with evb_kt_driver.x was done. In fig. 7.17 the reaction path
is shown together with the positions of the RP-EVB reference points and the energies of both
QMDFFs. Structure inlets show the actual mechanism of the reaction.

After the black-box setup was finished, the resulting TREQ force field can be used equally well
for other tasks such as AFM simulation trajectories. Atoms a and b shown in fig. 7.12 were used in
the same way as for the terpyridine system. Again one of the outer C-C bonds was ruptured first,
as can be seen in fig. 7.16.

This behavior is quite interesting since we now know the potential energy barriers of both
C-C bond rupture (ca. 500 kJ mol−1) and cycloreversion (ca. 250 kJ mol−1). From this simple
comparison we should assume that cycloreversions are largely preferred in this case. However, if the
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Figure 7.16: Observed reaction events in the Terpyridine and Diels-Alder systems depending on the atoms
that were chosen to be anchor and moved atoms. Alkyl chain ruptures happen in both cases if
the outer carbon atoms are torn apart (a, b), whereas the desired reaction only occurs at much
larger forces if carbon atoms being part of the reactive subunit were chosen (a’,b’).
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Figure 7.18: Temperature-dependent calculated AFM rupture forces for the Terpyridine and the Diels-Alder
systems. Shown are scattering plots of all events and their respective averages.

atoms a’ and b’ within the aromatic system are chosen for the AFM simulation, the cycloreversion
happens at 11-12 nN, thus at almost three times the force for a simple C-C rupture (ca. 4.5 nN).
An insufficient PES-description of the process should be now rather unlikely since at least the
direct vicinity of the reaction path is described well by construction. One possibility could be that
the mechanochemical trajectories follow paths far offside the equilibrium RP, where the quadratic
Taylor series approximation included into TREQ performs quite badly. Another possibility is
offered by studying the literature.

Müller has shown in his PhD thesis [210] that the retro-click reaction of triazole, which is
essentially a cycloreversion, needs a larger force for activation than the simple C-C bond rupture
between the triazole ring and the adjacent alkyl chain, even though the reaction path for the C-C
dissociation has a higher barrier than for the retro-click. The explanation for this behavior was that
the force is not applied parallel to the retro-click reaction path but with an angle of 50

◦, with thus
only a fraction of the applied force available to pull the system above the PES barrier. Our case
is quite similar: The ethyl substituents on diene and dienophile are inclined with respect to the
cycloreversion coordinate. They cannot be located parallel to the reaction path since both reactants
have an equal number of carbon atoms and thus no central point to attach at.

Nevertheless, AFM simulation trajectories were ran with forces acting on atoms a’ and b’ (fig.
7.18 (b)). The temperature-dependence is different than for the dissociations seen before: The
averaged rupture force decreases with temperature, as we would have usually expected it. No
clear explanation for the different temperature-dependencies of AFM simulations for single bond
ruptures and the cycloreversion could be found so far, a reason might be the altered PES shape
(no asymptote but instead an additional product minimum). Further, a large number of “outliers”
located at much higher forces are visible, which probably are artifacts due to trajectories running
over areas far away from the TREQ reference path were the PES construction gets unstable.

7.5 Calculating Rate Constants

We have seen so far that the time scale of a mechanochemistry calculation significantly affects the
resulting rupture force for an event, such that the forces calculated by the constant force method are
much smaller than the ones calculated by AFM simulations, since a certain force acts on the system
much longer in case of the former method, giving the system more chances to climb the remaining
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barrier by itself. This final section will show this influence of time scales more quantitatively, by
calculations of rate constants.

The rpmd.x program is able to calculate rate constants of dissociation and cycloreversion reactions
(table 3.4) and thus of all mechanochemical processes studied in this chapter.

In the first step, RPMD-k(T) calculations were done for four of the five dissociation reactions of
section 7.3 for several temperatures and rupture forces; then, these calculations were repeated with
the Diels-Alder system.

7.5.1 Free Energy Profiles

The rpmd.x setup requires the definition of transition states, where the ξ1-dividing surface is located.
Dissociations of covalent bonds usually have asymptotic potential curves, without a transition state
on it. For all systems the lengths of the dissociated bonds were therefore set to 6 Å, where a
sufficient degree of asympotic character was assumed. With this, usual “semi black-box” k(T)
calculations similar to those reported in the previous chapter were initiated. During all steps of
the RPMD calculations, i.e., structure generations, umbrella generations and samplings as well as
recrossings, constant forces of preset values were applied to the a and b atoms of fig. 7.5. The
syntax for applying them is identical to this for the constant force simulation with dynamic.x as it
was reported in section 7.2.

For all systems, forces between 0 and 5 nN on both anchor atoms were applied in steps of 0.5 nN.
Each of these force settings was calculated at temperatures between 300 and 700 K, with 5 single
k(T) calculation runs per temperature for subsequent Arrhenius fits. One RPMD bead was used,
i.e., classical trajectories were sampled.

The resulting free energy surfaces that are calculated from the umbrella samplings for the C-C,
C-N, Si-C and Si-O systems are shown in fig. 7.20, where one of the RPMD samplings at 300 K
were chosen, respectively.

The influence of the applied forces on these surfaces can be seen quite nicely, at least for C-C and
C-N. If we compare their shape to the mathematical example of a Morse potential in fig. 7.2, a close
relationship is obvious. The Morse-like shapes of the bond potentials7 are being pressed down by
a linear addition term, whose slope is described by the strength of the attached force. Free energies
are of course different from potential energies, since they include entropic contributions, however,
their total shape is similar since the entropic contribution will change less significantly throughout
the bond-breaking process (maybe with larger changes for the Si-C and Si-O bonds).

As it can be expected, less strong forces are needed to lower the dissociation barriers of rather
weak Si-C and Si-O bonds to certain levels than the C-C and C-N bonds. Only free energy curves
up to 3, 2.5 or 1.5 nN are shown for the different systems since the k(T) calculations failed to
converge for the stronger forces. This probably has the origin in the fact that only one of the two
bonds that are pulled by the forces are hold by the umbrella sampling bias at the position of the
respective sampling window; the other is still free to dissociate at any point, then changing the
physics of the system significantly and thus violating one of the requirements for useful free energy
samplings. Therefore k(T) calculations failed for less strong forces in the case of weaker bonds:
Accidental bond breakings happen much easier.

7.5.2 Force-Dependent Lifetimes

Other useful insights can be gained by looking at the rate constants, which are essentially obtained
from the free energy barriers and a recrossing correction. Bond breakings are unimolecular
reactions, their rate constants with units of s−1 therefore have quite a graphic meaning: They

7 If we recollect our findings from the theory chapter, we know that QMDFF actually uses polynomial potentials, which
are similar to Morse potentials in shape (eq. 2.109).
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Figure 7.19: Calculated free energy profiles for the C-C, C-N, Si-C and Si-O bond dissociation reactions
under influence of external forces. All shown profiles were calculated at 300 K, the values of the
reaction coordinate ξ were converted to bond lengths. The 0 and 0.5 nN curves for the Si-C and
Si-O systems are quite exceptional: Unlike all others they show no initial asymptotic behavior
which is successively pulled down by the added force, instead the unbiased curves show
inflection points at 4-4.5 Å. The 0.5 nN curve of Si-C is even below the 0 nN curve, which seems
to show a partially inversed force-dependence! A satisfying explanation for these unexpected
shapes could not been found so far, however, we should remember that these are free energy
curves which result from millions of different sampled structures. Maybe some local long-range
stabilization might take place between both fragments at a bond length of 4 to 4.5 Å, with the
Si atom playing a central role in it (since the inflection points are absent for the C-C and C-N
systems).
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describe the inverse of the average lifetime a bond has before it dissociates. If we therefore calculate
rate constants of bond dissociations, we know the bond’s expected lifetime after taking the inverse
of the rate.

We now want to investigate how attached forces change the lifetime of covalent bonds. This is
shown in fig. 7.20. Here, averaged rate constants at 300 K are plotted against the attached forces in
a logarithmic scale. Next, a fit of these force-dependent rates was tried. It can be seen that no easy
exponential dependence resulting in a linear plot on the logarithmic scale exists. The solution is to
apply a slightly altered exponential fit:

k(F) = a exp (aF + b ln(F)) , (7.3)

where the logarithmic correction is needed to bend the plot at large forces (or to make the
progress more steep for low forces). This slightly more complicated exponential dependence of
reaction rates on forces can be evaluated theoretically for Morse potentials (eq. 7.2) [210]:

k(F, T) = k0(T) exp

[
F
β
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βDe

F

(
βDe
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− 2
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(
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F
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√
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F

(
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− 2
)
− 1

))]
, (7.4)

where we essentially have a constant and a logarithmic term in the exponential. This confirms
the similarity of the QMDFF’s polynomial potentials to Morse potentials.

What do those rate constants reveal? Some interesting insight can be gained if we use the inverse
correspondence to bond lifetimes. A couple of horizontal dotted lines is added to the plots in fig.
7.20. They shall give a descriptive view on the covered timescales and are placed where the inverse
of the actual rates correspond to the measured times. The shortest useful time period in MD is a
single molecular vibration. If the potential of a bond is repulsive it will dissociate within this time
and not earlier. A typical value is 10 fs. An attached force that results in a lifetime of 10 fs therefore
instantly breaks the bond. The forces that correspond to the different lifetimes are listed in table
7.1.

We see that instant bond ruptures are caused between 2.15 nN (Si-C) and 4.16 nN (C-N). The
ranking of the different bonds coincide with that done, for instance, in fig. 7.9. The actual values,
however, are much larger in the AFM simulations, where we could expect that instant bond
ruptures are caused by the actual forces. This might be assigned to instantaneous thermal peaks of
the displacement (in spite of the partly averaging), an effect which is totally averaged out in the
free energy profiles. The next time span is 100 ps, corresponding to the lengths of constant force
trajectories in section 7.3. This slightly longer time scale has a noticeable effect on the forces needed
to rupture a bond: they decrease by approx. 0.3 nN. Compared to fig. 7.7 the values of the rupture
forces calculated from the constant force trajectories are shifted by approx. 0.4 nN to higher values
but nevertheless fit quite well. If we compare the rupture forces calculated by AFM and constant
force simulations the AFM rupture forces are indeed larger, in agreement with tab. 7.1.

Another important change in timescale is the step towards experimental AFM simulations. If we
assume that the force remains constant (i.e., varies less than 1 pN) for 1 ms, this time interval is
seven orders of magnitudes larger than that of constant force simulations! The attached forces
needed for bond rupture therefore decrease quite considerably, by approximately 0.6 nN. This
fits well to the much weaker rupture forces reported in AFM experiments in comparison to the
respective calculations [214, 217]. It would be almost impossible to sample an ensemble of constant
force or even AFM simulation trajectories for the required timescales, since 10

12 and more MD
steps would be needed per simulation. The k(T) calculations offer an elegant method to circumvent
this problem, even if we do not directly see any reactive event. By looking back at the theory
chapter and forward to the KMC chapter, the rare event problem and its elegant solution provided
by free energy samplings becomes clearly apparent.
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Figure 7.20: Force-dependent logarithmic plot of calculated rate constants for the C-C, C-N, Si-C and Si-O
bond dissociation reactions at 300 K. Besides the single rates, fits made with eq. 7.3 are plotted
for their inter- and extrapolation. The dotted horizontal lines mark some descriptive time spans
linked with the inverse of the rate constants:
a: A molecular vibration (ca. 10 fs)
b: the elapsed time during a constant force trajectory calculated in sec. 7.3 (100 ps)
c: a nearly constant force (1 pN change) acting on a molecule during a real-life AFM experiment
(1 ms) [210]
d: One day (86400 s)
e: Time the author of this thesis has needed to complete it (ca. 4.25 years)
f: Age of the earth (ca. 4.5 billion years)
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Table 7.1: Resulting bond lifetimes (expressed in well known quantities) depending on the attached force in
nN.

Bond lifetime attached force (nN)
C-C C-N Si-C Si-O

molecular vibration 3.76 4.16 2.15 3.29

constant force simulation 3.45 3.79 1.87 2.86

AFM experiment 2.94 3.19 1.39 2.16

one day 2.45 2.64 0.96 1.51

duration of PhD 2.19 2.35 0.75 1.19

age of earth 0.80 0.95 - -

Besides these “scientific timescales” some rather pointless times are added as a small canapé
of amusement. If a constant force would be exerted a whole day long, the rupture forces would
decrease another 0.5 nN, if the experiment would have been continued throughout my PhD time (ca.
4.25 years) the resulting further decrease with respect to the one day experiment is only about 0.3
nN. Waiting 5 billion years (the approximated age of earth) decreases the needed forces to below 1

nN even for the C-C and C-N bonds. This contemplation is of course only of mathematical interest:
No one could execute an AFM simulation for longer than a few seconds, since possible sources
of errors or irritations are becoming too dominant. The rupture will happen much earlier even
for very weak forces, due to vibrations of the apparatus or collisions with solvent/gas molecules.
Further, spontaneous forces due to collisions are existent also in the natural environment, which
will lead to accidential ruptures of C-C bonds in molecules even without any systematic forces
attached to them.

If we look at the temperature-dependence of rate constants, the usual Arrhenius behavior is
retained throughout all attached forces. The resulting parameters are shown in table 7.2. The
activation energies coincide quite well with the barrier heights along the free energy plots in
fig. 7.20: they decrease with the attached force, where the decrease gets slower for larger force
constants, Ea seems to have an asymptotic behavior. The activation energies at 3 nN for both C-C
and C-N seem to be quite low if we compare them to the free energy profiles. Since the deviation
between single k(T) values also gets larger for this force, beginning complications of the samplings,
that fail at the next stronger force, are assumed.

7.5.3 The Diels-Alder Reaction

Finally, we should again take a look at the Diels-Alder reaction. It has a substantial difference to
the single bond breakings shown above: Its potential energy curve has no asymptotic progression.
Black-box k(T) calculations were done for this system as well, where the cycloreversion reaction type
was used. The resulting free energy curves for different attached forces are shown in fig. 7.21 (a).

The unbiased profile shows the maximum at the TS and a part of the decrease towards the
products. Now, an interesting fact becomes apparent: We already knew from section 7.4 that the
force needed to induce the Diels-Alder reaction is much larger than that to break a single C-C
bond. Here we see the reason why. Forces up to 9 nN could be added without problems if atoms a’
and b’ were chosen (fig. 7.18). However, the effect of the forces to the free energy curves is quite
small. In contrast to the single bonds, where, e.g., a force of 3nN is sufficient to pull the free energy
to -600 kJ mol−1 at the TS (fig. 7.20 (a)), here a force of 8 nN, thus more than twice as large, only
lowers the free energy at the TS by around 200 kJ mol−1.
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Table 7.2: Calculated Arrhenius parameters for the four different bond dissociation processes, resulting from
Arrhenius plots done at the several attached constant forces throughout the RPMD samplings.
1(-14) means 1· 10

−14.

System attached force (nN) Ea(kJ mol−1) A

C-C

0 503.6 2.95(-03)
0.5 357.1 5.44(-07)
1 264.5 7.56(-09)
1.5 195.1 4.73(-10)
2 142.7 2.83(-19)
2.5 77.0 5.41(-14)
3 11.6 1.30(-18)

C-N

0 482.3 9.79(-05)
0.5 350.6 7.34(-07)
1 272.9 2.28(-07)
1.5 209.8 4.01(-08)
2 158.9 9.95(-09)
2.5 117.7 5.39(-09)
3 11.7 4.89(-19)

Si-C

0 258.6 2.00(+03)
0.5 250.4 6.14(+03)
1 134.0 4.03(-04)
1.5 70.6 4.58(-07)

Si-C

0 280.2 5.63(-07)
0.5 195.5 2.38(-08)
1 154.2 1.14(-08)
1.5 112.2 4.04(-09)
2 73.7 5.86(-10)
2.5 46.9 5.80(-10)
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Figure 7.21: Results of force-dependent rate constant calculations for the Diels-Alder example system.
Shown are free energy plots (a) as well as force-dependent rate constants being fitted with an
exponential function (b).

What is the reason for this behavior? It seems that only a fraction of the totally applied force
effectively acts along the reaction coordinate and lowers its free energy. The largest part gets
redistributed into other internal coordinates, due to the oblique placement of the force vector
with respect to the reaction coordinate and probably also due to the larger number of coordinates
directly taking part on the reaction. In the case of a C-C bond break, essentially all attached force
will act at some point at this single bond coordinate, whereas a large number of other bonds,
angles and dihedrals can absorb significant parts of it in the Diels-Alder system and transform
it to thermal vibrations. Similar conclusion were made in theoretical studies of cyclopropane
and cyclobutane ring-openings, where higher-than-expected activation forces were explained with
couplings between the reaction coordinates and other vibrations within the molecules [218, 219].

If we look next at the force-dependent cycloreversion rate, we see that the rate at zero force
attached is almost 30 orders of magnitudes larger than for the C-C bond rupture (10

−30 vs. 10
−60

s−1). However, the rate increases much slower with the force than for the single bonds, in
accordance with the free energy profiles. For this reaction, the force-dependence of the rate shows
indeed a simple exponential behavior, presumably due to the absent asymptote of the energy.
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Urethane Synthesis

A significant part of my work during the last years was spent on a cooperation with Covestro AG,
which is still active at the time this thesis was finished. Since one of Covestro’s main occupation
fields is the production of polyurethane materials, their theoretical chemistry section has built
a significant expertise on this field. Soon after publication of the second EVB-QMDFF paper in
2017 [17], we were contacted by the Covestro researchers and a cooperation was initiated.

The aim was to do rate constant calculations for (poly-)urethane synthesis reactions with EVB-
QMDFF-RPMD in order to enable large-scale modeling of its synthesis with methods like KMC. In
a first step, rate constants of different autocatalytic mechanisms were calculated to benchmark the
ability of the method to simulate this kind of reactions. So far, only parametric k(T) calculations
based on TST with tunneling corrections had been done. This study therefore constitutes to the
best of my knowledge the first ever RPMD study of urethane synthesis. In order to make the
calculations possible, the initial approach of connecting the RPMDrate program by Suleymanov

with an EVB-QMDFF PES function was revised with a global black-box approach uniting PES
description and flexible RPMD rate constant calculation within one program package (see section
3.1).

Publication of the results presented in this chapter is under preparation at the time this thesis
was completed [220]. Due to privacy concerns regarding the theoretical and experimental results
produced by Covestro, these will not be revealed before our cooperation paper has been published.
In the actual publication, only results for suitable model reactions will be revealed, whereas
applications to actual industrial synthesis done by Covestro will not be disclosed at all. In order to
nevertheless give a rough estimation of the EVB-QMDFF result‘s quality, they will be compared to
other theoretical papers that handle the topic of urethane autocatalysis.

In section 8.1 a short review of the urethane chemistry will be given such that the importance
of our results for this topic can be better understood. In section 8.2 a benchmark study with
selected DFT functionals is presented from which a method of high quality and modest scaling
for future calculations of larger systems can be proposed. This is followed by the actual RPMD
calculations, both settings and results, that are presented in section 8.3. A short excursion on the
topic of subsequent urethanation is presented in section 8.4.

8.1 Synthesis of Urethanes - a Long Story Short

Polyurethanes are one of the most important synthetic materials [221]. In contrast to most other
plastics like polyethylene or polystyrene, the properties of polyurethanes can be widely varied.
This is due to the mechanism from which they are formed. They are not built by adding the same
monomer to growing monotonous chains but instead by combining isocyanates and alcohols that
react to the urethane group. Whereas toluene diisocynaate (TDI) and methylene diphenyl isocyanate
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(MDI) are widely used as diisocyanates in practice (the first for flexible, the second for rigid
polyurethane products), the structures of used di-(or poly-)ols enable a wide variability and thus
individual fine-tuning of the desired polymer properties.

We can, e.g., choose if diols (resulting in long chains) or polyols (leading to polymer networks)
are used. The overall size of polyol molecules might also vary and with it noncovalent interactions
between them. Besides this, different degrees of foaminess can be achieved by adding variable
amounts of water to the reaction mixture, which produces CO2 by reaction with isocyanates.

A huge number of different side reactions from isocyanates make the field of urethane chemistry
very complex in practice [221–223]. Here, we ignore such intricacies and restrict ourselves on the
description of the basic mechanism and possible autocatalytic pathways.

8.1.1 Basic Mechanism

In general, polyurethanes result from an addition reaction of an isocyanate and an alcohol1:

R1 N C O + R2 OH R1

N

H

O

O R2. (8.1)

The reaction proceeds by a nucleophilic attack of the alcohol oxygen at the carbon of the
isocyanate. After establishing the first bond, both the oxygen and nitrogen of the former isocyanate
have (partial) negative charges, what leads to a subsequent abstraction of the alcohol hydrogen by
the adjacent nitrogen, concluding in the final urethane group [221]:

R1 N C O + R2 OH

[
R N C

O
⊕

H R2

	
O R

	
N C

O
⊕

H R2

O
]

R1

N

H

O

O R2

. (8.2)

A lot of research has been undergone in order to rank substituents of both alcohols and
isocyanates regarding to their reactivity. It has been found that electron withdrawing groups attached
to the isyocanate group enhance its reactivity by increasing the positive partial charge on the carbon
atom to be attacked. Since aryl residues impose a stronger electron withdrawing effect than alkyls,
they are commonly used as isocyanate backbone. Due to the proposed quadrangular reactive
complex (and larger cyclic ones presented below), steric effects play a role as well. It has been
found that the reaction velocity depends on the R2-residue of the alcohol R2-OH as: Me < Et >
2-Pr > tBu, mainly due to the steric hindrance of the larger alkyl substituents, compensating their
accelerating +I effect [224].

8.1.2 Catalysis

In reality, the simple picture of both reactants merging directly to the urethane becomes at least
questionable. Kinetic studies of the urethane reaction revealed that if a catalyst is added the reaction
follows second order kinetics (as it would be expected from the simple mechanism shown in eq.
8.2). Since uncatalyzed urethane synthesis proceeds quite slowly, a large collection of catalysts has
been developed throughout the decades [225, 226].

1 Isocyanates reacting with thiols result in thiourethanes, reactions with amines result in urea bonds and reactions with
water result in amine and CO2.
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However, several studies revealed that especially if alkyl alcohols and no catalysts are used the
kinetics becomes third order [224, 227, 228]. The usual explanation for this behavior is autocatalysis,
either from the reactants or the urethane itself, which stabilizes an intermediate that finally reacts
with either the alcohol or the isocyanate to the urethane. Since most metal-organic catalysts are
highly toxic2, a deeper knowledge of autocatalysis which could lead to strategies for utilizing it in
practice is very important.

There are some different ways in which autocatalysis can proceed. First, the reaction can be
second order with respect to the alcohol molecule: A first alcohol molecule R2 OH attacks the
isocyanate group and destabilizes the isocyanate group. Then, a second alcohol molecule R3 OH
attacks the reactive complex and finally forms the product [222, 224, 229–231]:

R1 N C O + R2 OH

[
R N C

O
⊕

H R2

	
O
]

R3 OH R1

N

H

O

O R3 + R2 OH. (8.3)

The second possibility is that already built urethane groups act as catalyst [221, 223, 232]. Their
nitrogen performs a nucleophilic attack on the isocyanate and destabilizes the group, whereas the
secondary amine acts similarly as the the alcohol during the first autocatalysis in eq. 8.3.
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In our cooperation, however, another important autocatalytic pathway has been studied: Hydrogen
bond networks that connect two or three R2 OH molecules and the isocyanate together such that
the actual reaction takes place over a cyclic rearrangement of the whole involved network [230–233].
If two R2 OH form a dimer, the reaction proceeds as follows:

R1 N C O + 2R2 OH
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. (8.5)

In the first step, the involved R2 OH molecules build the dimer (or, what is more probable: they
exist already mainly as dimers or n-mers in solution). Then, the isocyanate approaches it and
a six-membered ring (6-ring) stabilized by hydrogen bonds is built. The actual reaction to the
urethane now takes place as a rearrangement of the whole ring system, where both hydrogens are
transferred simultaneously. As we will see in the next section, this dimer-process has a much lower
activation barrier than the generic bimolecular process depicted in eq. 8.2.

If we think further, the next step is to include alcohol trimers that might exist in solution. They
build 6-ring structures, which are, if we consider the intrinsic sixfold symmetry of hydrogen bonds

2 Indeed, isocyanates are toxic as well, leading to developments of slighly altered urethanes without isocyanates [221].
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that comes into play if ice crystals are built, especially favorable. Further, the trimer is believed to
be three orders more reactive than a single R2 OH molecule [223]. In connection with the favorable
six-ring structure we therefore could assume that most of the additions leading to formation of
urethane actually proceed over an 8-ring intermediate:

R1 N C O + 3R2 OH
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O R2 + 2R2 OH

. (8.6)

Further indications that these intermediary complexes might be the dominant ones in practice is
that the reaction rate constant rises with large concentration of R2 OH and falls if protic solvents
are used that hinder the alcohols to form their four- or six-membered ring structures by connecting
them with their own hydrogen bond networks.

8.1.3 Sequenctial Reactivity

Besides the investigation of autocatalysis with cylic transition states, the influence of already built
urethane groups on the reactivity of the diisocyanate shall be investigated. It is known from
literature [234] that this influence appears to be negligible in practice, i.e., that the first urethane
reaction on a diisocynate happens equally fast as the second. However, a theoretical proof of this
independence would of course be desirable.

1,5-naphtyl-diisocynaate (NDI) is frequently used for monitoring the forthcoming of urethane
reactions. The two connected benzene rings build a conjugated aromatic system that absorbs
UV-radiation. Depending on the number of already happened reactions, i.e., if the diisocynaate, its
monourethane or its diurethane is present, the UV absorption band gets a red shift.

With this, the fractions of NDI, monourethane and diurethane can be determined time-dependently
by integrating their respective peaks in the UV-spectrum. The sequential reactions are shown in eq.
8.7. In practice, a small amount of NDI is added to the reaction mixture that mainly contains MDI
or others, which themselves impose better properties of the polyurethane matrix.

OCN

NCO

R1 OH

k1

OCN

NCOOR1

R1 OH

k2

R1OOCN

NCOOR1

(8.7)
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8.2 Benchmark of QM Reference Methods

As usual, the calculation of QM reference data was the first step of the EVB-QMDFF setup in this
study. In contrast to the other examples presented so far in this thesis, a wise choice of the QM
reference is essential, since we want to be able to calculate the urethane reaction rate constants with
high quality. Further, we want to have a method that imposes modest scaling since applications
to k(T) calculations of even larger systems (i.e., larger substituents of both alcohol and isocyanate
molecules) are scheduled for the future.

8.2.1 Settings and Strategy

The present study covers six different systems: The basic bimolecular urethane reaction (eq.
8.2) as well as the autocatalytic cyclic rearrangement pathways (eqs. 8.5-8.6) were studied with
two different alcohol molecules each: The simplest possible methanol (MeOH) as well as the
2-methoxyethanol (MeOCH2CH2OH) constituting a more realistic sidechain for real synthesis 3.

Even if the chosen systems are still quite small model cases, their size (up to 46 atoms) is
nevertheless much larger than anything treated before with EVB-QMDFF (exceptions are the KMC
calculations presented in the next chapter, where most atoms are located in the passive metal
bulk). Therefore it became clear in advance that very expensive QM methods like CCSD(T) were
out of reach even for calculations of energy corrections. Another strategy was pursued: MP2 will
usually be a reliable method for the cases presented here, however it becomes much too expensive
for even larger systems than the ones presented here. Alternatively, DFT-based methods impose
modest scaling with system size by simultaneously being able to permit high-quality descriptions.
However, the actual quality strongly depends on the chosen DFT functional. A whole bunch of
them has been emerged since the 90s, and for one specific type of reaction DFT performance may
differ from the average performance determined in huge, general benchmarks [235, 236]. Therefore,
a benchmark for this particular purpose was performed. MP2 calculations of all six systems were
performed (with the cc-pVTZ basis set [237] for the MeOH-substituents and the cc-pVDZ basis set
for the MeOCH2CH2OH-substituents), which serves as reference. Since the TREQ method shall
be used for PES setup it is useful to calculate the energies of the reaction path with a separate
QM method of higher quality (dual-level approach, see chapter 5). Therefore, the energies of the
MP2 RP were calculated with DLPNO-CCSD(T)4 [154, 155] and the def2-TZVP basis set [158] using
Orca [130, 131]. Then, these calculations were done with 17 different popular functionals as well,
using the cc-pVDZ basis set for all of them. The D3 empirical dispersion correction by Grimme [91]
was applied. In addition, three different semiempirical methods, constituting an even cheaper
alternative, were investigated as well.

For all methods, TS and IRC optimizations were done with Gaussian 16 [99], the frequencies of
the imaginary TS modes that describe the shape of the reaction path at the transition state as well
as the total potential energy barrier heights obtained from the IRCs were taken as quality criteria.
A DFT method is assumed to perform well in this case if its TS imaginary frequency is similar
to that of MP2, the barrier heights are compared with the DLPNO-CCSD(T) energies, calculated
on IRC paths optimized with MP2. The TS structures of the six systems optimized with MP2 are
shown in fig. 8.1.

3 In reality, much longer chains with at least two hydroxyl groups are of course in usage. The pattern of ether groups
connecting a sequence of rather small alkyl fragments is quite common, though, therefore making these calculations
comparable to real world systems at least in the first place. Calculations of longer chains are the logical next step (see
chapter 10).

4 The DLPNO-CCSD(T)-method claims to provide similar quality as “real” CCSD(T) calculations by simultaneously
impose much more favorable scaling.
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Figure 8.1: Snapshots of TS structures for all six investigated urethane reactive complexes, as optimized
with MP2/cc-pVTZ for 1, 3, 5 and with MP2/cc-pVDZ for 2, 4, 6. The bonds involved in the
synchronous reaction process are marked, as well as their lengths at the TS.
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8.2.2 Computational Details

Depending on the systems and the reference methods, some special care was needed in order to
obtain reasonable results for TS and IRC structures.

In order to accelerate the TS optimization, the option TS=(calcfc) was used. With this, the
Hessian matrix is only calculated once at the beginning of the calculation. In some cases, the TS
optimization failed to converge for this setup. Then the maximal number of steps was increased
with the options maxcycles=500 as well as iop(1/152=500). To further promote convergence, the
geometry convergence criterion was decreased from verytight to tight in some cases (usually
larger systems).

Starting from the optimized transition states with the correct transition mode IRC calculations
were initiated. To decrease the number of Hessians to be calculated, the option IRC=(calcfc) was
added here again. However if only this option is used, most calculations aborted with corrector
step errors. Therefore the option IRC=(recalc=N) was added, where N was varied between 20 and
5 until the errors vanished. This option requires additional calculations of the hessian at every
N’th point. For the largest systems this would have been too expensive. For them (4 as well as 6),
another IRC algorithm was used instead: local quadratic approximation (LQA) for the corrector step.
This needs no additional Hessian calculations after the first one, however the obtained IRC path
has some “background noise” instead of monotonically decreasing to the minima. This seems to be
no huge drawback since in the areas near the minima the QMDFFs are becoming dominant.

8.2.3 Results

In table 8.1 the transition state frequencies for the six systems calculated with the 20 different
chosen levels of theory are shown. As indicated above, MP2/cc-pVTZ calculations were only
performed for systems 1, 3 and 5 (fig. 8.1), whereas the double zeta basis was used for the larger
substituents.

The semiempirical frequencies deviate significantly from the MP2 ones, where AM1 and AM3

overestimate and PM6 underestimates them. The DFT methods show much lower deviations at
least for systems 1 and 2. For systems 3 to 6 some of the functionals (e.g., PBE0 or PBEPBE)
underestimate the frequencies significantly, where some other functionals did not converge for all
systems or revealed other difficulties.

The results of the IRC optimizations are listed in table 8.3. We see similar trends. The semiempir-
ical methods perform worst, AM1 and AM3 overestimate the barrier whereas PM6 underestimates
it.

They are further compared with the calculations done in the paper by Raspoet et al.. There,
the three different reaction mechanisms were evaluated theoretically by optimizing TS as well as
reactants and products structures. They used methanol and isocyanic acid (HNCO) as reactants
and the MP2/6-31G(d,p) [166,167] level of theory. We have methanol molecules in systems 1, 3 and
5 as well, but methylisocyanate instead of isocyanic acid, which makes the calculations not fully
comparable. Nevertheless, the comparison was made in the table, since the systems are similar.

We see that the TS imaginary frequencies of Raspoet et al. are much higher than ours. Since the
QM method is basically the same, the reason is probably the different substituent of the isocyanate
group. The barrier heights are in turn very similar to our MP2 results, showing that both systems
can be well compared in barrier height but not in barrier width (which can be determined from the
TS imaginary frequency).
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Table 8.1: Transition state optimizations for the six different reactions at several semiempirical and DFT/cc-
pVDZ (with D3 dispersion correction) levels, all compared to MP2 results. The absolute of
the imaginary mode is given in cm−1 in all cases. The default settings were verytight TS
optimizations with Gaussian16 using an ultrafine grid for the DFT methods. In some cases the
TS did not converge for this settings, then the tight criterion was used.

Method 4ring 6ring 8ring
smalla large small large small large

MP2/cc-pVDZ 1416.7 1439.1 623.3 615.1 560.5 318.7
MP2/cc-pVTZ 1426.3 -b

519.1 -b
441.2 -b

AM1 [238] 1820.5 1833.2 1312.4 1187.3 1199.4 -c

PM3 [239] 1918.4 1963.1 1674.6 1618.5 1595.1 1522.3
PM6 [240] 1282.4 1061.0 299.8 295.4 185.0 113.0
B2PLYP [241] 1494.2 1519.3 718.4 719.1 616.4 -d

B97 [242, 243] 1397.4 1410.5 713.8 737.7 551.8 383.0
B3LYP [200, 201] 1481.5 1511.0 655.6 653.9 539.7 309.8
BLYP [174, 244] 1384.9 1405.8 773.2 809.5 626.6 446.8
PBE0 [205, 206] 1343.7 1382.8 239.0 240.7 78.9 137.4
PBEPBE [245] 1222.0 1258.2 277.8 303.4 108.7 105.4
BP86 [246] 1254.8 1289.4 327.2 360.4 123.0 108.5
BPBE [247] 1252.8 1285.5 362.1 386.3 163.5 124.2
B3PW91 [200] 1371.5 1408.2 356.4 345.5 168.3 132.7
BMK [248] 1314.7 1458.4 594.2 588.9 467.3 162.4
CAM-B3LYP [249] 1446.1 1481.9 360.1 344.8 231.0 124.5
LC-wPBE [250] 1305.9 1351.9 149.1 172.0 -d -d

M05 [251] 1087.7 1104.6 642.8 615.0 455.3 213.0
M052X [252] 1391.5 1444.3 134.9 -d

71.5 167.7
M06 [253] 1205.5 1226.3 642.0 713.4 287.1 310.0
M062X [253] 1379.2 1424.7 180.1 200.1 137.9 149.5
Raspoet [231] 1963

e - 1297
e - 1013

e -

a: Small means that MeOH molecules are used as alcohol, large means that MeOCH2CH2OH are used
instead.
b: The systems with the larger alcohol side chains were not calculated with MP2/cc-pVTZ due to the
unfavorable scaling with the larger basis set.
c: No frequency given because the TS optimization converged to a structure with wrong imaginary mode
that belongs to a different kind of reaction.
d: The TS optimization did not converge.
e: The isocyanate was HNCO instead of CH3NCO, the reference method was MP2/6-31G(d,p).
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Table 8.3: IRC optimizations for the six different reactions and levels of theory already noted in table 8.1. All
IRCs were optimized with Gaussian16, using the TS structures from table 8.1 as starting points.
The basis sets used are the same as for the TS optimizations. The barrier heights stated in this
table are given in kJ/mol and were measured by calculating the difference between the TS energy
and the energy of the reactants asymptotic regime.

Method 4ring 6ring 8ring
smalla large small large small large

MP2 127.73 131.74 58.10 64.36 57.22 50.73

*/DLPNO-CCSD(T)b
134.39 139.67 62.94 71.51 61.42 55.50

AM1 237.78 232.54 215.85 206.83 -c -d

PM3 171.12 164.72 184.14 -c
170.82 240.34

PM6 96.32 82.34 27.37 34.90 28.88 20.59

B2PLYP 149.10 154.94 77.12 83.79 78.69 -d

B97 111.30 124.27 42.52 50.59 39.32 38.26

B3LYP 116.85 128.45 45.92 55.66 44.71 41.57

BLYP 103.57 120.90 39.16 48.47 36.83 36.24

PBE0 102.85 112.01 28.57 39.11 78.90 27.78

PBEPBE 85.20 99.22 17.48 29.07 39.10 17.28

BP86 86.49 101.79 16.33 25.28 -e
13.11

BPBE 90.88 104.12 22.32 29.94 16.98 16.27

B3PW91 106.89 116.32 33.34 42.26 29.34 28.11

BMK 111.31 120.55 46.14 58.63 42.37 43.19

CAM-B3LYP 109.65 119.94 32.75 44.78 32.21 31.68

LC-wPBE 102.93 112.35 27.76 37.81 -d -d

M05 129.10 133.98 49.43 83.12 75.86 71.48

M052X 107.09 113.60 26.90 -d -c
30.38

M06 123.45 126.57 50.38 64.47 62.53 55.31

*/DLPNO-CCSD(T)b
133.47 135.55 61.57 66.23 59.83 51.23

M062X 113.09 119.16 33.37 43.95 137.90 33.29

Raspoet [231] 135
f - 69

f - 53
g -

a: Small means that MeOH molecules are used as alcohol, large means that MeOCH2CH2OH are used
instead.
b: */DLPNO-CCSD(T) means that the path geometries of the method in the line above (here MP2 or M06)
were taken and DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def-TZVP energies were calculated on them. The barrier height was then
calculated in the usual way.
c: No barrier height given because the IRC did not converged/ended with error messages.
d: The TS optimization did not converge, therefore no IRC calculation was possible.
e: The LQA method was used for the IRC calculation and did not converge to a minimum but reached even
higher energies.
f : The isocyanate was HNCO instead of CH3NCO, the reference method was MP2/6-311++G** based on
MP2/6-31G(d,p) geometries.
g: The isocyanate was HNCO instead of CH3NCO, the reference method was MP2/6-31G** based on
MP2/6-31G(d,p) geometries.
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In table 8.5 averaged results of the benchmark are shown. They were determined by summing
up the differences between MP2/cc-pVTZ (systems 1,3 and 5) or MP2/cc-pVDZ (systems 2,4 and 6)
and all other methods to be investigated. This was done for TS frequencies and IRC barrier heights
as well. Based on these differences a quantitative ranking of all involved methods could finally
been done. The three best-performing methods for reproduction of imaginary TS frequencies and
IRC barrier heights are marked in the table.

As already seen above, the empirical methods are of insufficient quality for both tasks, many
DFT functionals either did not converge for some systems or introduced large errors for one or
both values. Based on the ranking, the M06 functional was finally chosen. It performs best for
barrier heights and is satisfactory for frequencies, at least much better than other methods with
similar performance for the barrier heights.

Similar to the MP2 reference, an additional DLPNO-CCSD(T) energy correction was imposed as
well for the chosen M06 method. The resulting average difference to the corrected MP2 barriers
is also listed in the table. We can see that DLPNO-CCSD(T)//M06 is able to reproduce the
DLPNO-CCSD(T)//MP2 barriers with chemical accuracy on average.

The TREQ reference gradients and frequencies for the next section were therefore calculated
with M06/cc-pVDZ.

8.3 RPMD Rate Constant Calculations

8.3.1 TREQ Setup

Following QM reference method benchmarks, black-box k(T) calculations were started, where
the PES shall be described with the TREQ method5. As described in section 3.3.8, the program
evb_kt_driver.x is able to calculate rate constants and Arrhenius parameters if an IRC and a
generic input file with some general input parameters is given by the user.

For all six systems, the actual approach was similar. Since MO06/cc-pVDZ with DLPNO-
CCSD(T) energy corrections has been shown to be the best performing DFT method, the optimized
M06 IRCs were taken as input. A number of gradients and Hessians along the reaction paths
was calculated with M06 as well. The number and positions of those points are also determined
automatically, where the total number of those points raises with system size.

The positions of the picked gradient/Hessian reference points are plotted in fig. 8.5. Due to the
large size and dimensionality of the investigated systems, a rather dense grid of gradient/Hessian
points was chosen. In the TS region where the slopes are high, almost each IRC energy point is also
a gradient/Hessian point, whereas this proportion shrinks to about 3:1 at the reactants/products
asymptotes.

8.3.2 Special Settings for RPMD

In contrast to the smaller systems presented in chapters 5 and 6, the k(T) calculations for the
urethane systems were no “true” black-box ones, which is due to the set of internal coordinates. The
algorithm for their automated determination in evb_kt_driver.x is only able to pick bond lengths
and bond angles according to the bonding configuration of the system. This works well for small
systems (up to approximately 10-15 atoms) but is insufficient for the urethane systems investigated
here. Besides their larger size, the planarity of the transition states might impose other problems
(incompleteness of the internal coordinate set), which causes the systems to explode during MD
trajectories.

5 The k(T) calculations were done on DG-EVB-QMDFF surfaces in the first place, resulting in rugged free energy surfaces
and poorly converged reaction rate constants, probably due to insufficient validity of the underlying damped Taylor
expansions in the transition region (see chapter 5 as well).
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Table 8.5: Quality of the different levels of theory used in comparison to the method viewed as reference
with the best quality. In the case of the TS imaginary frequencies, MP2/cc-pVTZ frequencies
were used as reference where calculated, else MP2/cc-PVDZ. In the case of the barrier heights,
the DLPNO-CCSD(T) energies calculated on the MP2/cc-pVDZ path structures were used as
reference. Deviations of all methods to these were calculated by adding the absolute values of
differences between method and reference. The given deviations are the sum of all six systems,
divided through the number of available data for this method. Methods which did not converge
in all systems (either at TS or IRC calculations, respectively) are printed in italics, the three best
performing methods for both topics are printed in bold.

Method imag. TS freq. barrier height
MP2/cc-pVDZ 77.70

a 5.924
*/DLPNO-CCSD(T) -b

0.00

MP2/cc-PVTZ 0.00 -c

AM1 582.4 121.1
PM3 922.08 95.44
PM6 253.81 39.17

B2PLYP 125.32 14.74
B97 91.616 19.86

B3LYP 68.3 15.37

BLYP 139.45 23.37

PBE0 222.83 28.69

PBEPBE 247.33 39.68

BP86 216.03 44.20
BPBE 197.51 40.82

B3PW91 162.81 28.19

BMK 69.1 17.20

CAM-B3LYP 149.38 25.73

LC-wPBE 255.17 31.91
M05 152.78 11.08

M052X 188.98 28.63
M06 136.26 7.49
*/DLPNO-CCSD(T) -b 2.924
M062X 214.66 32.93

a: The difference was only calculated for the three small systems, in relation to the MP2/TZ reference values.
b: Due to the lack of analytic gradients, only energies were calculated with DLPNO-CCSD(T), therefore no
frequency deviations could be measured.
c: Only two of three MP2/cc-PVTZ IRC-calculations for the small systems finished in time, therefore no
barrier heights were calculated with them.
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Figure 8.2: Location of the RP-EVB gradient and Hessian reference points on the M06 IRC curves used as
interpolation for the TREQ method.
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This problem was solved by introduction of dihedral and out-of-plane angle coordinates. If we add
some of these coordinates to the atoms that become part of the cyclic TS during the reaction the
bad behavior can be avoided. So far, no clever algorithm for the right choice of additional dihedral
and out-of-plane coordinates was developed, therefore they were chosen manually.

Two changes concerning the RPMD k(T) calculations shall be mentioned as well. In the simplest
case (systems 1 and 2), the urethane is built by an addition reaction, where one bond is broken
and two are built. Since the RPMDrate program by Suleymanov is unable to calculate k(T) values
for such reactions, the rpmd.x program with a more general definition of the dividing surface
has been developed (section 3.3.7). With this, the simple urethane reaction mechanism can be
treated as a simple bimolecular addition reaction. However, things get more complicated when
we look at the autocatalytic reaction mechanisms expressed by systems 3 to 6. Here, three or four
reactant molecules come together and react simultaneously at the TS. We might expect that these
are tri- or tetramolecular reactions, respectively, due to the number of reactants that come together
simultaneously. This is shown in fig. 8.3, (a).

In reality, reaction orders of three or four are almost unknown since synchronous hits of three
or four molecules coming from different directions are extremely unlikely. Therefore, another
mechanism is calculated in the examples. As already shown above (eqs. 8.5-8.6) it is assumed
in the literature that the alcohol molecules build dimers or trimers if no protic solvent is used.
Urethane reactions with autocatalysis now start if the isocyanate molecule and an alcohol cluster
approach each other such that they can build the cyclic TS complex (fig. 8.1). This reaction then
is a bimolecular one where the alcohol cluster can be treated as a single molecule at least in the
asymptote of distant approach.

In order to teach rpmd.x to calculate such a reaction, the definitions of reactants and TS dividing
surfaces must be set independently. The reactant dividing surface (eq. 3.10) is that of a bimolecular
reaction (Ned = 2), since the alcohol cluster can be seen as a single molecule from afar. The
umbrella bias is therefore applied on the center of mass of all two or three alcohol molecules, letting
them build a hydrogen bond network freely. If the molecules stick together and build the reactive
complex, the simplified picture of two molecules must be broken at least partly. Depending on the
number of molecules involved we have a larger number of built and broken bonds (according to
the reformed hydrogen bond network) than in the simplest case. Near the TS, the bias is applied
on all those bonds (eq. 3.11), thus treating all involved molecules as separate entities. Therefore,
the TS dividing surface is rather that of a tetramolecular reaction than that of a bimolecular one.
This composite reaction type has been introduced into rpmd.x with the descriptors 3 educt cyclic
addition (SC) and 4 educt cyclic addition (SC), where SC stands for solvent complex (table 3.4).

Experimental works obtained indications that the actual autocatalytic reaction has a reaction
order between two and three, according to a mixture of solvent complex reaction and “real” tri- or
maybe even tetramolecular reactions with separate approaching of the alcohol molecules. Here we
assume that the reactions are fully bimolecular at least in the asymptotic limit, such that the usual
bimolecular RPMD k(T) formula can be applied. This assumption seems to be legitimate, as will
be shown when the RPMD results are compared with experimental results from Covestro in the
prepared publication.

The second change that needs to be applied on rpmd.x is the way in which the free energy
surface is postprocessed for the final k(T) calculation (eq. 2.103). Usually, the free energy of the
reactants is evaluated at the reactants asymptote (ξ =0). This scheme might be called the asymptote
barrier approach (see fig. 8.4). For the urethane reactions it turned out that the resulting Arrhenius
parameters agree much better with the experimental ones if a slight change is made: Instead of
taking the free energy value at ξ =0 for the reactants, the global minimum of the calculated free
energy curve is determined and the free energy of the reactants is calculated at this point, resulting
in a larger barrier and a lower rate constant.

The reason why this modification leads to better agreement with experiment might be that the
measurements were done in solution and not in the gas phase as our calculations. In solution, the
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(a) Tetramolecular reaction (b) Bimolecular reaction

Figure 8.3: Schematic illustration of the difference between a “true” tetramolecular reaction (all four reactants
approach simultaneously from different directions in space) (a) and a solvent-complex bimolecular
reaction, where the fourth reactant approaches to an aggregate of all three other reactants, acting
as a single reactant from afar (b).

concentration of reactants is of course much higher, such that most reactive processes will happen
not by collisions from two entities approaching from apart but instead will start from closely
aggregated reactants that might, e.g., already be stabilized by the surrounding hydrogen bond
network. The actually calculated reaction now starts from the local minimum of both reactants
(isocyanate and diol to triol) already experiencing some stabilizing noncovalent interactions. In the
dimension of the reaction path this can be expressed by locating the reactants dividing surface at
the free energy minimum before the TS. This approach shall be termed aggregation barrier in the
scope of this thesis. A special switch was introduced into the rpmd.x handling (pmf_minloc) that
allows to vary between both reactants definitions.

8.3.3 Rate Constant Calculations

All subsequent steps, TREQ parametrization as well as running the RPMD calculations, were then
done in true black-box fashion. For optimal comparison with experimental results from Covestro
(not shown here), temperatures between 300 and 500 K were calculated. In order to estimate
the degree of convergence of the RPMD calculations, five single k(T) calculations with rpmd.x

were invoked by evb_kt_driver.x for each temperature, the resulting rate constants were then
averaged in order to determine Arrhenius and Eyring parameters for later comparison with data
from Covestro.

Initially, RPMD calculations with one bead, i.e., classical trajectory samplings, were done with all
six reactions. For the first five systems, reasonable k(T) values were obtained (with low variances of
the five single runs), whereas it was not possible to converge the rate constants for system six. For
this system, the five single RPMD calculations gave wide-spread values, such that no reasonable
fit for Eyring parameters was possible. We were not able to decrease the variance significantly
by improvement of the settings such as longer sampling trajectories or other internal coordinate
sets for TREQ. As mentioned above, this problem might originate in the huge coordinate space
or improper sets of internal coordinates. The calculated reaction rates for the first five systems at
different bead numbers, averaged over five single calculations, are shown in table 8.7.

It becomes obvious that quantum effects play a significant role for the 4-ring systems as, e.g., the
k(T) values of system 1 at 300 K are accelerated by four orders of magnitudes going from one to 16

beads. This is due to the narrow IRC barriers (fig. 8.5), which allow for significant tunneling. For
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Figure 8.4: Illustration of the slightly changed dividing surface definition used for the final k(T) calculations.
Instead of using the asymptotic free energy value as reactants free energy value, the global
minimum of the curve is chosen, corresponding to the assumption that the reaction will actually
start from an aggregated complex. The shown free energy surface is of system 1 at 300 K,
calculated with 16 beads.

the larger rings, the barriers become broader and thus the effect of tunneling decreases. For system
5, tunneling accounts only for a factor of 30 k(T)-increment at 300K. RPMD calculations of system
5 with 8 or more beads show similar problems as the one-bead calculations of system 6, probably
due to the enlarged coordinate space of the ring polymers, leading to insufficient samplings even
for more expensive calculations.

8.3.4 Arrhenius and Eyring Fits

In table 8.9 results for Arrhenius as well as Eyring fits of the averaged rate constants for the first
five systems are listed for all calculated RPMD bead numbers. Besides this, the results of TST
calculations done by Covestro [254] are listed for comparison.

The linear correlation coefficient R2 indicates how well the linear Arrhenius behavior is reproduced
(if we assume that exact calculations would indeed obey Arrhenius law). This quality seems to
deteriorate slightly with system size. Where for system 1 the averaged rate constant are almost
exactly linear (R2 > 0.999), it becomes approximate 0.995 for systems 4 and 5.

With respect to the Eyring-parameters, similar behaviors can be seen for systems 1 and 2. The
RPMD activation enthalpy is much larger than the TST one, whereas the absolute value of the
activation entropy is larger for TST than for RPMD. Since the RPMD calculations are well converged
for them, the TST values are probably of lower quality. The large values of the TST activation
enthalpies signalize that the tunneling effects might be treated insufficiently. Both methods coincide
well for the 6-ring systems 3 and 4. For system 5, the differences are again much larger, probably
due to incomplete RPMD sampling of the more complex coordinate space or deficiencies in the
proposed reaction model of the isocyanate approaching the aggregated alcohol molecules, which is
not considered in the TST calculations.

In fig. 4, Eyring plots for the first five reactions are shown. In all cases, the calculations with
the largest bead number are presented, i.e., 16 beads for the 4-ring systems, 8 beads for the 6-ring
systems and 4 beads for the 8-ring system.
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Table 8.7: Calculated RPMD reaction rate constants for the first five urethane reaction systems. Shown
are the average values of five k(T) values per setting, for different temperatures as well as bead
numbers. Units are cm3 molecule−1 s−1, 1(-14) means 1 · 10−14.

RPMD beads T(K)
300 350 400 450 500

System 1

1 6.39(-32) 5.50(-29) 8.08(-27) 3.89(-25) 9.31(-24)
2 4.68(-29) 8.33(-27) 4.75(-25) 1.01(-23) 1.15(-22)
4 3.97(-28) 3.16(-26) 1.24(-24) 2.67(-23) 2.70(-22)
8 3.85(-28) 4.70(-26) 2.24(-24) 3.83(-23) 4.50(-22)
16 6.42(-28) 8.84(-26) 3.83(-24) 6.76(-23) 6.51(-22)

System 2

1 9.54(-35) 2.51(-31) 4.27(-29) 3.62(-27) 1.12(-25)
2 7.03(-32) 1.17(-29) 1.11(-27) 8.94(-26) 7.90(-25)
4 1.85(-32) 2.20(-30) 1.49(-28) 8.96(-27) 3.77(-25)
8 8.43(-33) 1.66(-30) 3.57(-28) 1.90(-26) 3.93(-25)
16 2.31(-32) 3.13(-30) 4.11(-28) 1.47(-26) 2.86(-25)

System 3

1 3.49(-32) 2.12(-30) 7.70(-29) 9.50(-28) 4.89(-27)
2 2.93(-30) 2.07(-28) 2.15(-27) 7.22(-26) 1.52(-25)
4 1.63(-29) 3.38(-28) 1.04(-26) 5.01(-26) 3.97(-25)
8 3.92(-29) 1.85(-27) 2.24(-26) 1.90(-25) 9.40(-25)

System 4

1 2.05(-28) 2.80(-27) 9.44(-26) 2.62(-25) 1.93(-24)
2 7.46(-28) 1.18(-26) 1.17(-25) 1.56(-24) 4.94(-24)
4 2.62(-27) 4.08(-26) 5.26(-25) 3.68(-24) 6.66(-24)
8 2.85(-27) 2.70(-25) 1.37(-24) 8.93(-24) 2.06(-23)

System 5

1 9.13(-31) 8.88(-30) 1.10(-28) 2.16(-28) 3.00(-28)
2 6.01(-30) 1.06(-28) 5.34(-28) 4.67(-27) 1.42(-26)
4 2.79(-29) 3.95(-28) 1.27(-27) 7.17(-27) 2.01(-26)

8.4 Influence of Prior Reactions

As explained in section 8.1, one objective of our cooperation is to investigate the influence of prior
urethane reactions on the rate constant of the actual one. In eq. 8.7, two rate constants k1 and k2
are shown. The first rate describes the process of an alcohol molecule reacting with the NDI to
its monourethane. The second rate then describes the reaction of monourethane with a second
alcohol to the final diurethane molecule. In order to benchmark the ability of RPMD to reproduce
experimental trends in urethane chemistry, we wanted to calculate rate constants for both processes
and compare them which each other.
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Table 8.9: Arrhenius and Eyring parameters obtained from fitting of their respective plots for all investigated
systems and bead numbers. For comparison, TST results from Covestro are listed as well. The
units for the activation energies (Ea), activation enthalpies (∆H‡) as well as activation entropies
(∆S‡) are kJ mol−1. 1(-14) means 1· 10

−14.
beads Arrhenius plot Eyring plot

Ea A R2 Ea A ∆H‡ ∆S‡

system 1

1 116.94 1.48(-11) 0.999998 116.27 1.15(+08) 113.77 -91.64

2 92.17 4.92(-13) 0.999986 91.49 3.82(+06) 89.00 -119.95

4 84.15 1.44(-13) 0.999289 83.48 1.12(+06) 80.98 -130.14

8 86.99 5.00(-13) 0.999895 86.31 3.89(+06) 83.82 -119.82

16 86.50 7.27(-13) 0.999998 85.83 5.62(+06) 83.33 -116.71

TST - - - 131 7.01(+04) 129 -180

system 2

1 127.90 1.90(-12) 0.999427 127.22 1.48(+07) 124.73 -108.71

2 103.31 4.27(-14) 0.998504 102.64 3.32(+05) 100.14 -140.27

4 106.76 2.34(-14) 0.994085 106.08 1.82(+05) 103.59 -145.26

8 111.79 1.34(-13) 0.998718 111.11 1.04(+06) 108.62 -130.74

16 104.08 1.58(-14) 0.997967 103.41 1.23(+05) 100.91 -148.55

TST - - - 140 4.11(+04) 138 -184

system 3

1 73.05 1.88(-19) 0.998277 72.38 1.46(+00) 69.88 -242.84

2 69.38 3.52(-18) 0.995857 66.21 2.74(+01) 66.21 -218.45

4 63.35 1.34(-18) 0.997680 60.18 1.04(+01) 60.18 -226.47

8 63.46 3.66(-18) 0.998995 62.89 2.84(+01) 60.29 -218.14

TST - - - 63 2.34(+03) 60 -208

system 4

1 57.57 1.68(-18) 0.993768 56.90 1.31(+01) 54.40 -224.60

2 55.91 3.06(-18) 0.995913 55.23 2.38(+01) 52.74 -219.63

4 51.66 2.33(-18) 0.995730 50.98 1.81(+01) 48.49 -221.88

8 54.34 1.32(-17) 0.988085 53.67 1.03(+02) 51.17 -207.47

TST - - - 70 1.91(+03) 68 -210

system 5

1 32.11 5.14(-25) 0.923282 31.44 4.00(-06) 28.94 -349.32

2 48.44 1.27(-21) 0.998808 47.76 9.88(-03) 45.27 -284.37

4 41.66 4.10(-22) 0.997319 40.99 3.19(-03) 38.50 -293.77

TST - - - 51 3.36(+04) 49 -186
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Figure 8.5: Eyring plots for the first five urethane systems shown in fig. 8.1. Each data point was obtained
by averaging of five single reaction rate constant calculations.
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System 7: 4ring/MeOH System 8: 4ring/MeOCH2CH2OH

System 9: 6ring/MeOH System 10: 6ring/MeOCH2CH2OH
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Figure 8.6: Optimized TS structures for the four different reactions possible with the two-step urethanation
of NDI. The structures were optimized with MP2/cc-pVDZ.

The first step is of course again to find a reliable QM method for the calculation of TREQ
reference data. As depicted above, the DFT benchmark done in section 8.2 has the claim that the
best method found there can be used for all urethane reactions.

Therefore, the M06/cc-pVDZ level of theory with D3 empirical dispersion correction was used
to calculate the reaction paths of first and second urethanations. These reactions can of course also
be accelerated by autocatalysis. Interestingly we found out that the 8-ring cyclic process present in
reactions 5 and 6 could not happen if NDI is the isocyanate, since the aromatic system is too bulky
for the formation of a hydrogen bond system with three alkohols in its direct vicinity. With this,
only four reactions could be studied in total: First and second urethanation with the 4-ring and
6-ring mechanisms, respectively. Transition states of those reactions optimized with MP2/cc-pVDZ
are presented in fig. 8.6.

In order to check if the M06 method performs also well for the NDI reactions (i.e., gives similar
results to MP2), IRC optimizations were done with both methods for all four reactions. Finally,
DLPNO-CCSD(T) energies for all IRC structures were calculated as well in order to use them
for the TREQ two-level approach. The results of these calculations are shown in table 8.10. If we
compare the MP2 activation barriers with the M06 ones, we see that they differ by less than 3

kJ/mol for all four systems. If the DLPNO-CCSD(T) calculations on the MP2 and M06 paths are
compared, the differences slightly shrink for the 4-ring reactions and grow for the 6-ring reactions.
For all combinations, the differences are within chemical accuracy, thus indicating that M06 works
well also for this kind of urethane reactions.

By further comparing the activation barriers of the first and second reactions, the differences are
even smaller. For the 4-ring reactions, they are less than 1.5 kJ/mol, for the 6-ring reactions, they
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Table 8.10: Barrier heights for the urethane reactions with NDI as isocyanate. 4- and 6-ring transition states
are considered, calculations are done with MP2 and M06, which was the best performing DFT
method from the investigation above. The barrier heights were also calculated with DLPNO-
CCSD(T).

Method 4-ring 6-ring
first second first second

MP2 120.26 119.70 51.09 52.80

*/DLPNO-CCSD(T)a
126.53 126.95 55.41 57.13

M06 117.52 117.96 51.88 52.14

*/DLPNO-CCSD(T)a
124.49 125.68 51.69 53.58

a: */DLPNO-CCSD(T) means that the path geometries of the method in the line above (here MP2 or M06)
were taken and DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def-TZVP energies were calculated on them. The barrier height was then
calculated in the usual way.

are slightly larger, but still below 2 kJ/mol. This undermines the proposed independence of the
reaction rate constant on the first urethane reaction at a NDI molecule.

Unfortunately, it was so far not possible to obtain reasonably converged rate constants for all
four systems based on the TREQ surface. The reason appears to be similar to system 6 in the
previous section, i.e., the huge coordinate space or an improper set of internal coordinates.
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Kinetic Monte Carlo

So far we have seen how the EVB-QMDFF methodology can be used to calculate k(T) values of
several reactive systems. By using the black-box procedure developed in this thesis the user-sided
effort for setup and performing such calculations is almost set to zero, at least if the systems are
not too large or otherwise pathological.

However, in real chemical systems, several different reactions are usually taking place in parallel.
Calculations of rates for single elementary reactions are of great importance for their understanding
as well as benchmark of accurate theoretical methods, but of course it should be our demand as
well to study everyday chemical systems. For them, the aseptic picture of single independent
gas-phase reactions becomes cracky: even for relatively simple systems (with respect to the number
of different elements involved) like the combustion of hydrogen, alkanes or alcohols, a whole
zoo of dozens to hundreds of different elementary reactions can take place [255, 256]. If we
found out which of them are important, we can calculate all their k(T) values. But still it is
not clear how we can set them together in order to get the overall large-scale dynamics. When
does which reaction occur? There are many different continuum kinetic models for, e.g., certain
combustion processes, such as of H2 [257], Kerosene [258] and CO [259]. As it was mentioned in
the introduction, continuum and particle kinetics are two different concepts of modeling chemical
reality: in continuum kinetics we are unable by definition to look at the processes of interest with
molecular resolution. We can simulate systems of real-world size, but with no real existence of it
in space. It is silently assumed that, for instance, reactants are distributed equally. In reality, we
might be interested in spatially varying reactant concentrations or in the fate of single molecules
during the process, which can only be handled by particle kinetics. Therefore, continuum kinetic
approaches are improper for our desires.

One alternative is to return to a real-time simulation of the whole system: Instead of calculating
k(T) values for a bunch of model reactions we could simply run reactive dynamics of a large vessel
of, e.g., carbohydrate molecules and look what happens. Since most reactions are rare events even
at high temperatures, millions to trillions of time steps will be needed to consider the large-scale
low-frequency coupled reactive processes which might take milliseconds or even seconds. Further,
several local reactions might be influenced by their neighborhood, e.g., if a needed reactant for
reaction B is the product of reaction A, such that B can only occur if A has been completed some
Ångstroms away. In order to model such interactions realistically and quantitatively, thousands
to millions of atoms must be propagated simultaneously. Such timescales are accessible if we
use simple MM methods specialized for biochemical systems, e.g., in order to study protein
folding [260, 261].
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Unfortunately we need a PES description that is able to describe bond fissions and other reactive
processes with high quality, which requires the usage of ab-initio MD. This is of course unfeasible
even if semiempirical models are used1.

One quite popular alternative is the ReaxFF force field (section 2.2.2) since it can describe all
relevant reactive processes and imposes a relatively moderate scaling located between traditional
nonreactive FFs and semiempirical methods. Large scale ReaxFF calculations were conducted, e.g.,
for the simulation of hydrogen combustion [263], ignition front propagation [264] and combustions
of different coal brands [265, 266]2.

Unfortunately, the ReaxFF parametrization might become quite complicated, especially if complex
catalytic processes with hundreds to thousands of possible reactive pathways shall be treated.
We need to choose a useful set of ab-initio information, further, the user must monitor the whole
parametrization process of the interdependent parameters thoroughly in order to avoid artifacts
(like unphysical side reactions) that might diminish the quality of the FF [79].

It is almost impossible to parametrize a ReaxFF force field that is able to describe the PES
sections of all relevant reactive processes with chemical accuracy, which is needed due to the heavy
dependence of k(T) values to the barrier heights and shapes (eq. 2.10)3.

An alternative is the Kinetic Monte Carlo method [267, 268], that is able to combine high-quality
k(T) values of several elementary reactions to a realistic simulation of the whole reactive system.

In section 9.1 the general idea and mathematical foundation of the method is presented, in
section 9.2 a generic application of the method to a mathematical example system is shown. This
general procedure is translated to realistic chemical situations in the last two sections: The diffusion
of hydrogen atoms on a Cu(001) surface (section 9.3), named H@Cu(001) and the diffusion and
aggregation of copper atoms on the same surface (section 9.4), named Cu@Cu(001). Compared to
the combustion examples shown above the KMC applications presented here look quite primitive,
however, they shall serve as a first proof-of-principle that it is possible to connect the EVB-QMDFF-
RPMD k(T) calculation machinery to large scale chemical simulations.

9.1 Foundations

Since chemical reactions are rare events, the system’s trajectory will usually be trapped some
amount of time in a potential energy minimum, corresponding to a certain molecular configuration,
until it is finally able to cross the barrier to a neighbored minimum. The vibrational movement
inside these local minima takes place in the range of femtoseconds, such that small MD time
steps are needed to describe them properly. However, if we are interested in chemical reactions,
vibrations around local minima are of no importance at all, only transitions between neighbored
minima are relevant for us. Good insights on the separated timescales of molecular vibrations and
reactive events can be gained by reviewing the k(T) calculations in the covalent mechanochemistry
chapter (section 7.5).

In KMC the coordinate space of the system is subdivided into different sites that contain the
vicinity of a local minimum. The different sites border to each other at transition state dividing
surfaces (section 2.1.1).

1 There exist some prominent studies of ab-initio nanoreactors, e.g., by Martinez et al. [262], but these are very expensive
and rather small in scale (e.g., around 40 initial molecules in use). Several tricks like high temperature and pressure
as well as modified dynamics that push reactants out of their local PES minima need to be utilized for them. They
reveal, however, that hundreds of chemical species and reactions become important even if we start from rather simple
molecular species.

2 The last mentioned example of the combustion of Illinois no. 6 coal was simulated with 50000 atoms (728 molecules)
over a evolved time of 250 ps, where a high temperature of 2000 K was used in order to accelerate the reactive processes.

3 If we rather want to simulate qualitatively what happens, for instance, which molecules can be built from an original
set of structures, ReaxFF is of course still very useful, since it usually provides at least a qualitatively correct picture of
the reactions and their relative velocities.
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Figure 9.1: The general idea of KMC, illustrated for a simple gas-phase diffusion process. In reality, an atom
noncovalently bonded onto the surface will usually be trapped into one of the local minima (here,
minima of different depths are present), transitions between those minima are rare events (a). In
KMC, the surface is represented by a discrete lattice, where each local minimum is seen as one
site. All dynamics is reduced to randomized transitions between the lattice sites, with chemical
reaction rates of the transition processes determining their incidence.

The detailed movement of the system in coordinate space is ignored, all what matters is in
which site (i.e., in which local PES minimum) the system is located at a certain time. Hence the
KMC dynamics of the system can be fully described if only crossings between different sites are
calculated correctly. This model closely resembles TST (section 2.1.1), in which only trajectories
crossing the TS dividing surface contribute to the total k(T) value. All dynamics around the
reactants minimum is considered by calculation of its partition sum.

Thanks to this formal agreement between TST and KMC it can be shown that the overall
dynamics of a system is described properly if all relevant (i.e., sufficiently many) k(T) values for
transitions between its PES sites are known [267]. In principle, the dynamics of each chemical
system could be properly described by KMC. After dividing the PES of the system into a number
of sites, one for each local minimum that is sufficiently accessible, k(T) calculations must be done
for all relevant transitions between neighbored sites. Then a KMC simulation as explained in the
next sections can be done by performing the reactions according to their relative rates as simple
steps from one site to another (like in a game of chess). This is illustrated in fig. 9.1.

It should be noted that (at least so far) KMC is mostly applied to reactions on surfaces, such as
catalytic processes4. The reason is that the number of accessible local minima as well as reactive
transitions between pairs of them grows exponentially with the system size for most systems. If,
e.g., reactions in enzymes are investigated, separate k(T) values might be needed for each thermally
accessible configuration of the side chains around the reactive core, since they could affect the
reactivity. The number of those configurations can easily be of astronomic scale, such that the
number of k(T) values might be astronomic as well.

Surface reactions have the huge advantage that the PES is periodic and two-dimensional (if the
internal structure of molecules on the surface is neglected at first). Hence the number of sites only
grows quadratically with the size of the system instead of exponentially in the case of enzymes.
Further, only transitions that are possible in the given unit cell must be treated. With this, we can

4 There also exist KMC studies of gas phase diffusion processes, where the same methodology is used as shown below,
with the exception that reactive events are now collisions, whose rate and location is determined by chance [269].
Besides this, the more general off-lattice KMC can be used, where Monte Carlo dynamics in continuum space is used to
guide the system between reactive events and no initial definition of lattice sites is needed [270].
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simulate surfaces of millions of atoms by only knowing some dozens of relevant reaction rates.
Therefore, only surface diffusions are shown here.

9.1.1 Integrating the Master Equation

The KMC formalism is based on the Master equation [267], which describes the time evolution of a
state α by means of its interaction to all other states β:

dPα

dt
= ∑

β

[
WαβPβ −WβαPα

]
. (9.1)

Here, the sum runs over all other states β of the system, and Wαβ is the probability per unit time
of the system to go from state α to β. As it can be shown [267], these transition probabilities are
actual transition rates, such that our calculated k(T) values can be inserted for the Wαβ values.

Since we want to have the actual time-dependent state occupations rather than their time
derivatives, an integral formulation of the Master equation is needed. For this, it is instructive to
introduce a transition probability matrix Wαβ which contains all transition rates Wαβ between the
states located in the rows and columns. We are only interested in transitions between different
states, therefore the diagonal elements of the transition matrix need to be zero:

Wαα = 0. (9.2)

Besides matrix Wαβ, which describes the influx to state α from all states β, another diagonal
matrix describing the drain from state α to all other states is needed:

Rαβ ≡
{

0 ⇔ α 6= β,

∑γ Wγβ ⇔ α = β.
(9.3)

With these two matrices, the initial Master equation (eq. 9.1) can be rewritten as a vector
equation5, where the initial probabilities of all possible configurations are given by vector P, which
has the dimension of accessible configurations:

dP
dt

= −(R−W)P. (9.4)

Since matrix R describes the decrease of probability for all states α, it can be used to model the
exponential decrease of all states with time Q(t) in an integrated form:

Q(t) ≡ exp[−Rt]. (9.5)

Depending on the amount of drain from state α, the decrease of its probability can be calculated
by applying this decrease function to the initial probability vector. Of course, each probability-
decrease will lead to an increase of another state, such that the total probability to find the system
in any state stays unity. As we have seen, matrix Wαβ describes those changes. The integrated
Master equation can therefore be obtained by adding a time-integral of this matrix, working on the
actual state vector P(t′).

P(t) = Q(t)P(0) +
∫ t

0
dt′Q(t− t′)WP(t′) (9.6)

This equation is still difficult to handle, because the unknown time-dependent state vector P(t′)
must be integrated over time. If we express the unknown P(t′) term again by equation 9.6 (where t

5 The resulting equation can be seen as a time-dependent Schrödinger equation (eq. 11.24) in imaginary time, where
R−W is the Hamiltonian of the system and P the wave function, expressed in its eigenstates.
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should be replaced by t′ and t′ by t′′), we can build an infinite recursive equation, which finally
will act on the starting point P(0):

P(t) =
[

Q(t) +
∫ t

0
Q(t− t′)WQ(t′)dt′

+
∫ t

0

∫ t′

0
Q(t− t′)WQ(t′ − t′′)WQ(t′′)dt′dt′′ + ...

]
P(0)

. (9.7)

It can be interpreted as follows: The first term on the right describes the probability that the
state of the system does not change in the time interval under consideration. The second term
gives the contribution to the probability change for the case that one reaction takes place until
time t′ and the third term describes the situation where two reactions take place at times t′ and t′′.
Following terms describe contributions to the probability change that arise from three, four and
more subsequent reactions.

9.1.2 KMC as a Probabilistic Approximation

Equation 9.7 is indeed a valid Master equation. If the transition matrices R and P are known, the
time evolution of the system can be evaluated. Unfortunately, an infinite series of summands is
needed to do this. In KMC, the analytic propagation of the complete distribution is replaced by a
probabilistic propagation of a single state.

Consider an initial state α, which might be, e.g., a hydrogen atom located at a certain site of a
metal surface (fig. 9.1). In eq. 9.7 the time before a reaction takes place was of central importance.

A KMC simulation starting at state α consists of repeating two alternating steps:

1. Calculate the time interval ∆t in which no reaction takes place. According to eq. 9.5,
the probability distribution for the length of that interval can be calculated as Qαα(t) ≡
exp[−Rααt]. The actual time interval is now picked by choosing a value of the probability
distribution by means of MC probability sampling. If p1 is a random variable sampled on
the unit interval, it can be set:

exp[−Rααt′] = p1. (9.8)

To get ∆t, the equation needs to be solved for the time:

∆t = − 1
∑β Wβα

ln p1. (9.9)

As can be seen, the time interval depends on the sum of all transition rates from the actual α
to other states, i.e., the more and faster reactions are possible from the state, the shorter will
the system will stay in it.

2. Once we know when the reaction shall take place, it is still not known which reaction shall be
chosen. In the simple example of a hydrogen on a metal surface, the possible reactions are
diffusion steps into different directions and a desorption into the gas phase (or a diffusion
into the metal bulk, which would be identical to a desorption for two-dimensional KMC).

This choice depends on the rates for the different processes. Of course a faster process will
happen more likely than a slow one. Again a random variable is sampled on the unit interval,
it is then assigned to one of the possible processes, with the probability

Pα′α =
Wα′α

∑β Wβα
, (9.10)
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for the reaction of α to a new state α′, such that the probability of the reaction is proportional
to its rate6. When the chosen process was conducted, step one starts again for state α′.

9.1.3 Implementation

Instead of writing my own KMC code (which would be possible given the relative ease of the
method at least for two-dimensional diffusion processes) I decided to use an existent KMC program
from the literature, which should also be able to perform more complicated calculations than
shown here (e.g., surface reactions, 3D diffusion in sublayers etc.), such that future applications
based on EVB-QMDFF rate constants could as well be done with the setup presented here. There
is a vast number of different KMC simulation programs. Some examples are the CARLOS
program suite [271] (commercial), the MoCKa web interface [272] (no local installation possible),
the Zacros program suite [273] (partly commercial), the Nascam package [274] (no consideration of
surface reactions possible), the kmos program [275] (deprecated due to dependence on expired
Python packages) and the SPPARKS program package [276, 277] (no inclusion of individual k(T)
values possible). As noted, all those programs mentioned so far are unable to do what we want.
Fortunately, I finally found a program package (or rather a Python library) that is able to do so:
KMClib [278, 279].

Its structure allows the user to write a python input script that basically does itself the KMC
propagation, by initializing objects and calling functions that are provided by KMCLib. We can
individually design all possible reactive events, based on the local environment to be looked at. For
each event, k(T) values calculated by the user (here of course with EVB-QMDFF) can be included.
Arbitrary successions of propagations and analyses can be set up. With the general definition of
reactive events, adsorptions, desorptions, diffusions as well as surface reactions (by introducing
new site occupants) can be described. Further, one- as well as three-dimensional processes might
be simulated, which opens promising perspectives for future applications, e.g., with polyurethane
systems (chapter 8).

9.2 Abstract Model Systems

Before going to connect actual EVB-QMDFF rate constant calculations to KMC, some abstract
calculations without any chemical relevance (but with close connection to real chemical situations)
are presented in order to give an example of the capabilities of KMC.

9.2.1 Properties

The model system is quite simple: Assume we have a quadratic cut-out of a regular metal surface
with a cubic lattice. On this surface, a number of adsorption sites is available: All its hollow-positions
can be occupied (fig. 9.2). When a simulation is started, no adatoms are placed on the surface, i.e.,
the surface is clean. We now assume that an atomic gas (e.g., a noble gas) fills the space above the
metal surface. Due to the randomized movements of the gas atoms, some of them will approach
the metal irregularly in time and space. This is modeled by a separate KMC process: Add an atom
in an empty surface site. All gas atoms hitting the surface are assumed to stay on them, unless
they approach on a site that is already occupied by another gas atom: then it is flashed back and
nothing happens to the model. Therefore, all empty positions, no matter how many absorbed
atoms are present in their neighborhood, can be filled by the absorption process with an equal rate
constant (which will depend on the gas pressure and temperature for real chemical situations).

6 Since the process is chosen without any knowledge of the previous evolution of the system, KMC generates first order
Markov chains.
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Figure 9.2: Model for the investigated surface diffusions in the rest of this chapter. A cubic surface lattice is
assumed (empty cycles), with the absorption sites at the hollow-site positions above the lattice
(red cycles). Absorbed atoms are able to diffuse only parallel to the lattice, i.e., no cross-steps are
possible.

Gas atoms that approached the surface are trapped on it, i.e., no desorptions are possible.
However, they are able to diffuse between neighbored absorption sites, if the destination is empty.
Due to the expected much higher barrier of diagonal diffusion steps, only vertical and horizontal
steps are considered. Depending on the chemical properties of the gas atoms, neighbored ones
might interact attractively or repulsively. If the gas interactions are attractive, the rate of diffusion
steps that increment the number of vertical and horizontal neighbors will be larger than those that
do not change or even decrement this number. Alternatively, repulsive interactions will tempt the
atoms to move away from each other. If (approximately) no interactions are present at all (besides
Born repulsions if an already occupied site shall be visited), only one global diffusion rate will be
enough.

The different diffusion reactions depending on the number of neighbors at the start and end site
are presented in figure 9.3. If the chirality of the situation is neglected, six different configurations
for both initial and final positions of the diffusion step are possible, resulting in a total amount of
36 individual diffusion reactions that all might possess different rate constants.

It should be noted that, with consideration of chirality, eight different neighborhoods for both
initial and final positions exist, resulting in 64 different diffusion reactions at all. Further, the
direction of the diffusion might play a role (left or right, up or down), for example due to an
inhomogeneous electric field or a temperature gradient effective along the surface. Then, a total
number of 256 different diffusions would exist, even in this seemingly simple system! In the
KMCLib setup we must specify all 256 reactions explicitly, whereas only up to 36 will have different
k(T) values.

For our model calculations, we choose a periodic surface slab of 40 times 40 adsorption sites,
resulting in 1600 sites in total. In fig. 9.4 the chemical situation of gas atoms on a metal surface and
the simplified histogram picture used in the following are compared with each other.

9.2.2 Diffusion Calculations

No Interactions

As discussed above, the simplest possible model is to make the diffusion rate independent of
the local environment of the atom to be moved. Then, only two rate constants are needed for a
complete description of the system: Adsorption rate and diffusion rate. In the current example,
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(1) a-a (2) a-b (3) a-c (4) a-d (5) a-e (6) a-f

(7) b-a (8) b-b (9) b-c (10) b-d (11) b-e (12) b-f

(13) c-a (14) c-b (15) c-c (16) c-d (17) c-e (18) c-f

(19) d-a (20) d-b (21) d-c (22) d-d (23) d-e (24) d-f

(25) e-a (26) e-b (27) e-c (28) e-d (29) e-e (30) e-f

(31) f-a (32) f-b (33) f-c (34) f-d (35) f-e (36) f-f

Figure 9.3: List of all possible configurations for an upwards diffusion step of a gas molecule on a cubic
metal surface if any dependence on chirality is neglected (else, 64 combinations are possible).
The labeling refers to the configurations of the neighbored sites at the initial and final positions
of the diffusion step, a-a for example means that no neighbors are present initially and finally,
whereas a-f means that three atoms are present finally.
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Figure 9.4: Illustration of the simplified KMC site plot used in the next sections. Originally, our model is a
metal surface with a number of adsorbed gas atoms on it that are able to diffuse around (a). In
the simplified picture, the underlying surface ceases to exist, instead, a grid of all adsorption
sites is shown, with black squares for all occupied ones (b).

the adsorption rate was chosen to be 0.02 (arbitrary units), whereas the diffusion rate is 1.07. We
could think that now, with a diffusion rate 50 times larger than the adsorption, almost no new
gas atoms will be adsorbed on a surface within a given number of KMC steps. But there are 1600

independent sites on which atoms might be adsorbed! For each of these sites, the respective rate
that an atom will be trapped in it, is 0.02 per time unit, such that in total many adsorptions will
happen especially at the beginning of the calculations.

For all three situations (attractive, repulsive and no interactions), a KMC run with 30000 steps
was done. This means that 30000 single reactive events were calculated, according to the algorithm
explained in section 9.1.2. In fig. 9.5, six snapshots of the resulting KMC trajectory for independent
particles are presented. It is obvious that the total number of adsorbed particles increases with
the number of KMC steps, however, there is no regular pattern, the gas atoms are distributed
accidentally, resembling the image noise of ancient days tube TVs.

In the next step, interactions between the adsorbed gas molecules are considered. As mentioned
above, attractive interactions will lead to larger rates for processes that bring atoms together,
whereas repulsive interactions will result in the opposite. In table 9.1, diffusion rate constants for
all three systems as being used in the KMC simulations are listed. Note that it was assumed that
only the number of neighbors at the initial and final site but not their actual position influence the
diffusion rate. Therefore, configurations b and c as well as d and e according to fig. 9.3 are seen as
equal. Further, the rates for attractive and repulsive interactions are reciprocal with respect to the
independent particle model, such that rates are accelerated and slowed by the same factor if the
number of neighbors changes in a certain way.

Attractive Interactions

The resulting KMC dynamics for the attractive interaction model is shown in fig. 9.6. By comparing
it with the independent particle dynamics, significant changes become obvious. Instead of random
noise that becomes darker with advancing time, the adsorbed gas particles aggregate to a shrinking

7 In order to avoid confusion it should be noted that the magnitude of a single rate constant does not determine its
actual probability to happen, i.e., a rate of 1 does not mean that the associated event happens always (i.e., having a
probability of one). All what matters are the relative magnitudes of the rates, such that a rate of 1 is large if all others
are 0.01 and is small if all others are 100. The absolute values only matters for the elapsed time during the dynamics
(see below).
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Figure 9.5: Six snapshots of a KMC trajectory calculated with equal rate constants for all possible diffusion
processes. Besides the increasing number of adsorbed particles no clear pattern regarding their
distribution can be seen. Since the simulation is entirely random with respect both to adsorption
and diffusion processes this behavior has been expected.
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Table 9.1: List of reactive processes and their chosen rate constants for the three different model system KMC
simulation runs shown in figs. 9.5-9.7. All processes from fig. 9.3 with equal number of initial and
final neighbors are merged to have one rate constant each. The list of included processes is shown
in the third column. Further, the rates for attractive and repulsive interactions are inverse, such
that the rate for the step from zero to three neighbors is 50 times larger than of a step without
change of neighborhood for attractive but 50 times smaller for repulsive interactions.
NB start NB end processes rate constants

independent attractive repulsive
0 0 a-a 1 1 1

0 1 a-b, a-c 1 5 0.2
0 2 a-d, a-e 1 20 0.05

0 3 a-f 1 50 0.02

1 0 b-a, c-a 1 0.2 5

1 1 b-b, b-c, c-b, c-c 1 1 1

1 2 b-d, b-e, c-d, c-e 1 5 0.2
1 3 b-f, c-f 1 20 0.05

2 0 d-a, e-a 1 20 0.05

2 1 d-b, d-c, e-b, e-c 1 0.2 5

2 2 d-d, d-e, e-d, e-e 1 1 1

2 3 d-f, e-f 1 5 0.2
3 0 f-a 1 0.02 50

3 1 f-b, f-c 1 0.05 20

3 2 f-d, f-e 1 0.2 5

3 3 f-f 1 1 1

number of gradually growing clusters. After 300 steps, most particles are scattered independently
along the surface, but at 4800 and at the latest after 9000 steps the attractive interactions are
becoming visible. Since all interactions only act on direct neighbors, a sufficiently dense packing of
gas particles is needed for them to deploy.

Another interesting feature is that the positions of the main clusters are determined at quite early
stages. The two parallel diagonal structures around x=15-20 and y=20-30 after 4800 steps as well
as the diagonal band at x=25-35 and y=20-30 grow in subsequent stages, which is very noticeable
especially at 13200 and 17400 steps, where the global distribution of gas particles can be reduced
to a handful of broad diagonal bands. Therefore it can be stated that clusters of gas molecules
formed at early stages of KMC dynamics act as seed crystals for subsequent growth, since it is highly
unlikely that they will break into pieces, due to the low rate constants for decomposition processes.

Repulsive Interactions

The KMC dynamics of the repulsive interactions model is shown in fig. 9.7, again for the same number
of elapsed KMC steps. As it might be expected, the resulting pattern is completely different to
the attractive interactions. Instead of large band-like structures whose seed crystals are built at
early stages of the dynamics, a regular chessboard-like pattern is developed after 9000 steps and
later. The reason is that no diagonal interactions are considered. If a gas particle has only diagonal
neighbors, as it would be the case in an ideal chessboard pattern, it experiences no repulsive
interactions at all. Therefore, in spite of the randomness of single processes, the system globally
moves to a shape that minimizes the number of repulsions, thus minimizing its energy.
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Figure 9.6: Six snapshots of a KMC trajectory for the attractive interaction model. It can be seen that already
at early stages (4800 and 9000 steps) first clustered structures are build which act as seed crystals
for subsequent adsorptions. The early fragmented clusters grow together to continuous bands
at 9000 steps. In later stages, those bands grow in size, before they merge to a large bulk with
single holes in it after 21600 steps.
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Figure 9.7: Six snapshots of a KMC trajectory for the repulsive interaction model. In accordance with the
prerequisites that particles tend to move away from places with more neighbors around it, a
chessboard-like pattern is gradually developed, particularly well visible at 13200 and 17400 steps.
Before the number of adsorbed particles gets larger than the half of all available adsorption sites
the system seems to be able to place almost each of them at a place with no direct neighbors. In
reality, also diagonal as well as straight interactions to the next but once particles will play some
role, such that the ideal chessboard pattern is rather artificial.
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Time Evolution

Besides the detailed surface structures presented above, the quantitative development of the
occupation number is a statistic quantity of great importance. In fig. 9.8 the number of adsorbed
particles during the three simulations is plotted dependent on the number of calculated KMC steps
as well as the elapsed time (summed up from all calculated time intervals ∆t).

The number of adsorbed particles after the given amount of KMC steps strongly depends on
the chosen model. At the end, approx. 800 particles were adsorbed in the independent particles
model, whereas for the attractive interactions this number is almost twice as large, with nearly all
available sites populated. If the same results are plotted with respect to the elapsed time, it becomes
clear that there is no fixed relation between a certain number of KMC steps and the actual time!
Whereas almost 200 a.u. were simulated for the attractive interaction model, only less than 40

were simulated for the independent particle model. Since all three curves coincide quite well at
the beginning it seems that their differences in the KMC-step dependent plot arise solely due to
different rates of progress.

But why one model evolves much faster than the other with respect to real time? This becomes
clear if we consider what time actually means in KMC. In contrast to MD, where the time evolves
monotonously and the total amount of elapsed time is determined by the number of MD steps, the
elapsed time in KMC depends on the possible reactions (eq. 9.9). The equation is evaluated for each
KMC step. The more reactions with larger k(T) values are possible, the shorter the time interval
until the next event happens will be, since it is very unlikely that none of the many probable events
will happen during a longer period.

In our calculations, the largest interval of time was spanned in the attractive interactions model.
As we have seen in fig. 9.6, large clusters of adsorbed gas atoms are built. Inside these clusters,
no diffusions are possible, since only gas atoms with three or less neighbors are able to take a
diffusion step. Therefore, the number of possible reactions is reduced, with the remaining diffusions
(starting from the cluster edges) being slow since they will reduce the number of neighbors. The
total number of possible adsorption events only depends on the free sites, no matter what their
environment might be. However, the rate for adsorptions is low (0.02), therefore the probability of
a reactive event in a certain time span is greatly reduced in the attractive interactions model, which
leads to a faster passage of time during a given number of KMC steps.

9.3 Hydrogen Diffusion on a Cu(001) Surface

We have seen how KMC works in principle for an artificial model system. However, our true desire
is of course to simulate real chemical systems. Before going to a system similar to the abstract
one of several gas atoms diffusing on a metal surface, a much simpler model will be looked at: A
single hydrogen atom moving on a Cu(001) surface (H@Cu(001)). The reason why this system was
chosen is that both theoretical and experimental studies were performed based on it, mainly in
order to investigate tunneling effects which impose corrections to the standard Arrhenius behavior
of chemical reactions [280–283].

Further, a similar study (hydrogen on a Ni(100) surface) was done by Suleymanov, imposing
the RPMD methodology [152]. That study was done with a separate RPMD program, which is not
freely available (since RPMDrate is only able to handle bimolecular gas phase reactions), however,
the rpmd.x program developed in this thesis is able to calculate k(T) values for this kind of reactions
as well (section 3.3.7).

The original intention was indeed to simulate several hydrogen atoms on a Cu(001) surface
moving simultaneously on it. Unfortunately it turned out that the standard pattern of hydrogens
occupying the hollow positions on the surface was only valid for low occupancies (at least for the
used reference calculation, see below). If many neighbored lattice positions are occupied with
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Figure 9.8: Number of adsorbed gas molecules for the three investigated models, depending on KMC steps
as well as elapsed time. We can see that after 30000 KMC steps different numbers of particles
were adsorbed for each model (a). The number for the attractive interactions model is almost
twice as large as for the independent particles model. If the look at the elapsed time (b), we see
that all three cases show similar time-dependent curves, only depending on how much of the
curve could already be calculated.

hydrogen atoms (e.g., in the case of the (f-d or f-e reactions in fig. 9.3), only a single local minimum
exists on the diffusion path between two sites: on the central bridge position. Of course it would
be possible to build up a slightly altered KMC model with explicit consideration of bridge and
(if needed) also top positions on the surface, but this would in turn lead to an explosion of the
possible single KMC diffusion steps, since now the environment must be classified not only based
on the number of hydrogen neighbors on initial and final positions, but as well on the number of
neighbors on hollow, side, and top positions. Therefore, only one single hydrogen atom on the
surface will be looked at.

9.3.1 Quantum Chemical Reference

In order to study diffusions on metal surfaces, a different kind of quantum chemical reference than
used so far in this thesis is needed. Instead of usual ab-initio or DFT calculations based on Gaussian
type basis sets as done for gas phase systems, we need to include the periodicity of the metal surface
in order to describe it properly. The CP2K program package [133, 134] was chosen to do these
calculations. CP2K is open source and able to perform usual gas phase ab-initio calculations as well
as 1-, 2- and 3-dimensional periodic calculations based on pseudopotentials with the Gaussian and
plane wave schemes.

If we look at fig. 9.3 it is obvious that the minimum cutout used for reference calculations should
be five copper atoms long and four atoms wide8. Further, the metal unit cell should be deep
enough such that it reliably resembles the metal bulk. Therefore, it was chosen to be four layers
deep. The resulting system is shown in fig. 9.9.

8 Since only isolated diffusion steps on a clear surface are considered for the hydrogen on Cu(001) system, we could
think about taking only a 3 times 2 atoms large unit cell that includes both the initial and final location of the hydrogen.
However, in this case the hydrogen could “see” itself in the neighbored cell of the periodic treatment. This can be
avoided by calculating a larger system with free surface around the central diffusion region, as it is done here,
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Figure 9.9: The surface section used as unit cell in the periodic DFT reference calculation for the H@Cu001

system. It consists of in total 81 atoms, where the surface is four layers deep and a space of 30

Ångstrom was added for duplications along the z-axis.

Since CP2K offers no possibility of doing an IRC calculation, the nudged elastic band (NEB)
formalism was applied9. Starting from preoptimized structures of both reactant and product, thus
with the hydrogen atom located at both sides of the barrier, 29 NEB segments were generated
for with the usual NEB algorithm was applied to get a minimum energy path of the reaction.
Thereupon, QMDFF reference data was calculated for both minima. For all reference calculations,
the spin-polarized PBE DFT functional [284] was used in combination with the D3 correction
scheme by Grimme [91].

The Goedecker-Teter-Hutter (GTH) pseudopotential [285–287] was utilized for the description of
the atoms core regions and the relativistic effects for heavy atoms like copper. The MOLOPT basis
set [288] specialized for GTH calculations was taken. For copper atoms, the GTH-PBE-q11 potential
with a SZV-MOLOPT-SR-GTH basis was used, whereas for the hydrogen atom, the GTH-PBE-q1

with a TZV2PX-MOLOPT-GTH-q1 basis set was used. Due to the rather cheap basis set for copper,
in order to make the Cu@Cu(001) model presented in the next section computationally feasible as
well, no quantitative agreement with experimental data can be expected. This chapter therefore
mainly works in a proof-of-principle manner.

In fig. 9.10 all 31 structures of the optimized NEB are shown as overlay. It becomes clear that the
copper atoms of the surface are almost immobile during the reaction, only the two copper atoms
forming the central barrier are marginally pushed down as the hydrogen climbs the barrier.

9.3.2 EVB-QMDFF Setup

After setting up a working QM reference model for the reactions of interest, the next step was of
course to express the relevant areas of the QM PES with a suitable EVB-QMDFF coupling term.
First it should be noted that QMDFF is unable to describe periodic systems directly. Therefore, the
chosen cell in fig. 9.9 which sees its replica for the QM calculations is instead treated as an isolated
cluster in EVB-QMDFF. At first we might suspect that therefore the whole EVB-QMDFF approach
must fail since it makes a huge difference if an isolated cluster or an infinite metal surface is looked
at.

Fortunately the periodicity is translated into QMDFF by the QM reference data used for its setup.
That is, the force constants for the atoms positioned at the edges of the unit cell are designed such
that those atoms will stay at their positions during a MD trajectory as if the neighbored replica are

9 For this simple case of a single atom moving in one direction a single relaxed position scan of this atom would have
been enough. The NEB method was used nevertheless in order to develop a method that is universal.
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Figure 9.10: Overlay image of all RP structures for the H@Cu(001) reaction. Whereas the hydrogen atoms
are nicely arranged as a rope of beads, no visible change in the position of the copper atoms
can be seen.

still present (which is due to the reference Hessian used for the parametrization). Therefore, the
structure of the chosen cell remains intact during a MD trajectory.

Concerning the choice of the EVB coupling term the best one would of course be the TREQ
approach. Unfortunately, we need a complete description of the whole unit cell in terms of internal
coordinates to avoid atom mergings at the direct interpolation section (chapter 5). Since the
H@Cu(001) model structure consists of 81 atoms, the dimensionality of the system in terms of
internal coordinates is huge (considering that the number of Hessian elements depends on the
square of the number of internal coordinates), leading to expensive RPMD samplings.

It turned out that the simple energy-gap coupling term works quite well for the H@Cu(001)
system. In fig. 9.11, reference as well as QMDFF and EVB-QMDFF energies are plotted together for
the H@Cu(001) reaction path. The agreement between EVB-QMDFF and reference appears to be
rather poor, however, if we consider that the barrier is only 9 kJ/mol high these deviations are in
turn well below 1-2 kJ/mol and thus confirming a fair quality of the PES.

In order to find out if the PES behaves equally well offside the reaction path, the whole accessible
PES can be scanned in this particular example. If we assume that the copper atoms stay approxi-
mately on the same position during the MD calculations the effective PES of the reaction shrinks to
the section of cartesian space above the metal surface in which the hydrogen is expected to move
during the whole RPMD samplings.

In fig. 9.12 the QM reference energies for this cartesian subspace surrounded by six copper
atoms are plotted for 12 layers parallel to the metal surface with different heights in z-direction. It
can be seen that large areas of low energy exists on both hollow positions, with the minima being
located at z≈7.9, whereas the transition path between both minima at the central bridge position is
most favorable at z≈8.3, thus indicating a slight upward movement of the hydrogen near the TS,
which can as well be seen in fig. 9.10. Interestingly, for even higher positions above the surface the
sole minimum exists at the bridge position in the middle, with PES maxima located at the hollow
positions.

In fig. 9.13 the EVB-QMDFF quality for the same sections of cartesian space is shown, whereas
the contour lines indicate the shape of the reference PES. The best agreements can be seen for the
area between both minima at heights from z≈7.7 to z≈8.3. Outside the hollow positions to the left
(y≤4) and to the right (y≥ 6.5) the agreement is much worse, which is no surprise since only the
RP between both hollow minima was used for the EVB parametrization. By taking a closer look at
fig. 9.11 we see that both QMDFF energies are rising much too fast, thus leading to a rather bad
description of the PES if no EVB coupling is present, which is the case at the outer regions left and
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Figure 9.11: EVB-QMDFF quality along the reference NEB reaction path of the H@Cu(001) system. Note the
low barrier of the reaction.

right. All other sections relevant for the actual reaction path are indeed reproduced well, mostly
with chemical accuracy, indicated by dark blue color coding.

9.3.3 RPMD Calculations

With the knowledge that the EVB-QMDFF PES is reliable, the actual RPMD calculations on it can be
performed. As noted in the program chapter (section 3.3.7), the rpmd.x program is able to calculate
rate constants of unimolecular reactions as well. The diffusion of hydrogen on a metal surface is
of course a unimolecular reaction since to segmentations of the whole structure are taking place
during it.

Settings and Algorithm

For the purpose of simulating diffusion steps on surfaces a specialized reaction type was introduced
within rpmd.x: The atom_shift reaction. Here, both reactants and TS dividing surfaces are solely
defined with respect to the coordinate along which the shift occurs [152]. By looking at fig. 9.12 we
see that the reaction proceeds parallel to the cartesian y-axis. As noted in table 11.2 of the appendix,
only three pieces of information are needed to setup the bias potential for the diffusion reaction:

1. Which atom shall be moved? (The hydrogen atom)

2. In which direction the atom shall be moved? (Along the y-axis)

3. Within which interval the movement shall be described (between y1 ≈6.5 (reactant) and
y0 ≈5.1 (TS), where the direction is from right to left with respect to fig. 9.12)

The dividing surfaces are then defined as:

ξ0(q̄) = Hy(q̄)− y0

ξ1(q̄) = Hy(q̄)− y1.
(9.11)
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Figure 9.12: Three-dimensional scan of QM reference energies for the H@Cu(001) reaction, where the adjacent
hydrogen was moved on a fixed copper surface.
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Figure 9.13: Quality of the energy-gap EVB coupling term used for parametrization of the EVB-QMDFF PES
for the H@Cu(001) reaction. Shown are the differences of reference and EVB-QMDFF energies
for the same coordinate space as in fig. 9.12.
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After performing the sampling as well as umbrella integration and recrossing the unimolecular
rate constant can be calculated with eq. 3.21.

Only one fix needs to be made for the samplings: If a bias potential is applied solely on the
adjacent hydrogen atom during the RPMD k(T) calculations, it turns out that the whole unit cell
structure is gradually moved in this direction. If the hydrogen atom shall be moved from the right
minimum over the TS to the left minimum during the umbrella structure generation phase, the bias
is applied on the absolute position of the atom in cartesian space, i.e., along the y-axis in our case.
Then, the whole metal cluster can be moved together with the hydrogen to the left, leaving the
hydrogen into its reactant minimum, since this overall translation (obviously) has a lower energy
barrier than the local translation of the hydrogen over the fixed surface. This behavior can be
prevented by artificial freezing of the lowest layer of copper atoms by setting its momentum to zero
during the sampling trajectories. Since three additional layers exist between the frozen one and the
hydrogen atom the introduced error will be small, by simultaneously solving the problem of global
translation.

In order to thoroughly investigate quantum effects at low temperatures, the samplings were
conducted between 20 and 120 K. Further, the calculations were repeated for the D@Cu(001) system,
where the hydrogen is replaced by deuterium. For this case, the QM reference as well as the
EVB-QMDFF stay the same but the rate constants change significantly (see below). The used RPMD
settings are summarized into table 9.2. Since the total internal coordinate space to be sampled is
quite small in comparison to usual gas phase reactions, the chosen settings are rather cheap. The
number as well as the durations of the umbrella trajectories is rather short, nevertheless resulting
in RPMD rates of good convergence.

The calculations were made with the objective to compare their results with those of Kua and
Lauhon [281] who calculated diffusion (or direct hopping) rates of H@Cu(001) and D@Cu(001)10

and compared them with experimental scanning tunneling microscope (STM) measurements, where
the actual hopping rates were determined from diffusion coefficients of single tracked hydrogen
and deuterium atoms. To make a direct comparison possible, RPMD calculations were performed
for very low temperatures between 10 and 120 K for both H@Cu(001) and D@Cu(001).

Illustration of RPMD

In order to illustrate the actual behavior of RPMD for very low temperatures where quantum
effects become important, trajectory snapshots are presented in fig. 9.14. There, structures of
umbrella sampling trajectories at 10 K with the bias potential located at the transition state are
compared with another for one to 256 beads. The positions of the copper atoms remain almost
constant; although they all are expressed as well with the respective number of RPMD beads, their
separation seems to negligible.

Interestingly all hydrogen replicas are located in one of the minima for 2 to 16 beads in total
even though the bias potential is located at the TS between them! This is due to the RPMD centroid
assumption (eq. 2.102), where the bias potential is not applied on each bead directly but only
indirectly over the centroid, i.e., the center of mass for all beads. If one half of the beads is located
left and the other half is located right, their center of mass is consequently located directly at
the TS as it should be. For 32 and more beads, the single replicas are scattered more regularly
along the whole reaction path, such that basically all cartesian space with sufficiently low energy is
filled with hydrogen replicas at 256 beads; in narrow correspondence to a wave function of the
hydrogen calculated for real quantum dynamics, where the density of replicas per space segment is
related to the square of the wave function, i.e., the probability to find the particle there. The actual

10 The theoretical k(T) calculations of Kua and Lauhon basically consist of two parts: For the thermally activated regime
(see below) simple TST was used, where for the quantum tunneling regime the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB)
approximation was used in order to calculate a sole tunneling rate. Thus, tunneling was neglected in the first part and
the thermal rate in the second, resulting in a sharp transition between both parts, visible in fig. 9.17.
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Table 9.2: Input parameters for the RPMD k(T) calculations of the H@Cu(001) and D@Cu(001) reactions with
rpmd.x, similar to the format given in the papers by Suleymanov et al. [13, 156].

Parameter value explanation
Command Line Parameters

temp 20-120 Temperature (K)
Nbeads 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 Number of beads

Dividing Surface Parameters
direction y along which cartesian axis the reaction proceeds
y0 5.07 dividing surface ξ0 position of the H/D atom
y1 6.435 dividing surface ξ1 position of the H/D atom

Thermostat
thermostat “Andersen” the chosen thermostat option

Biased Sampling Parameters
Nwindows 71 number of windows
ξ1 -0.1 center of the first window
dξ 0.02 window spacing step
ξN 1.3 center of the last window
dt 0.0002 time step (ps)
ki 0.04 umbrella force constant ((T/K) a.u.)
Ntrajectory 10 number of sampling trajectories per point
Ntrajectory 15 duration of a sampling trajectory (ps)

Potential of Mean Force Calculation
ξ0 -0.05 start of umbrella integration
ξ# 1.2 end of umbrella integration
Nbins 5000 number of bins

Recrossing Factor Calculation
dt 0.0002 time step (ps)
tequilibration 10 equilibration period (ps) of the constrained (parent)

trajectory
Ntotal child 10000 number of unconstrained (child) trajectories
tchild sampling 5 sampling increment along the parent trajectory (ps)
Nchild 100 number of child trajectories per one initially

constrained configuration
tchild 0.2 length of child trajectories (ps)
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(a) 1 bead (b) 2 beads (c) 4 beads

(d) 8 beads (e) 16 beads (f) 32 beads

(g) 64 beads (h) 128 beads (i) 256 beads

Figure 9.14: Screenshots of RPMD umbrella sampling trajectories for the H@Cu(001) system at 10 K with
different numbers of beads. The screenshots are taken from samplings with the umbrella bias
located at the transition state of the system. In the classical case of 1 bead, the hydrogen is
indeed positioned at the TS region. For 2 to 16 beads, the hydrogens are located in one of the
potential minima (reactants or products), for 32 beads and more both separated “clouds” are
slowly growing together, expressing a hydrogen atom that is basically spread over the whole
coordinate space relevant for describing the diffusion reaction, indicating the dominance of
tunneling for this temperature. Note that the copper atoms experience almost no delocalization
at all, the small spaces between their beads are only visible from “grooves” in the atom surfaces,
e.g., in the 32 beads picture. This indicates that the heavy copper atoms could be treated
classically even at 10 K.
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k(T)-calculations were performed with 1 to 64 beads, since even larger numbers, being expensive
to calculate, had nearly no effect on the calculated rates.

Transmission Coefficients

Before going to the final results of reaction rate calculations, it is interesting to investigate the
recrossing calculations in more detail. In fig. 9.15 the time-dependent transmission coefficients κ(t)
for the investigated temperatures of both H@Cu(001) and D@Cu(001) are plotted (see fig. 2.5 in the
theory part for better understanding of how κ(t) is calculated).

In both figures, the overall shape of the κ(t)-curves strongly depends on the calculated tem-
perature. For H@Cu(001) the time-profile for 20 K shows a very flat shape near unity. Since this
is completely different to all other temperatures, problems of RPMD with the low temperature
are assumed (calculations for 10 K gave no useful results at all, see below). Further, the 20 K
time-profile for D@Cu(001) shows no such peculiarity, probably due to the doubled masses that
lead to stiffer forces between the beads11. For 30 to 60 K, similar shapes can be seen. The final
value of κ(t) rises with temperature, further, quite eye-catching oscillations of κ(t) exist, whose
strength decreases with increasing temperature. If we compare these oscillations of hydrogen and
deuterium, we can further see that the “wavelength” of the first oscillation at 30 K is for deuterium
roughly one and a half times larger than for hydrogen, corresponding to the well known isotope
effect in hydrogen/deuterium vibrations in molecules, where the exact proportion is

√
2.

These oscillations exist also in similar low-temperature RPMD studies of hydrogen (or deuterium)
transfers and can be attributed to vibrational motions of the ring polymer beads in the reactant
and product minima as the centroid crosses the transition state in the recrossing calculations (see
fig. 9.14) [152, 289]. Those vibrations lead to artificial back-and-forth movements of the centroid
through the TS dividing surface, causing back-and-forth recrossings as well. Here we see indeed
one of the deficiencies of the RPMD centroid approximation introduced in eq. 2.102.

For higher temperatures, the oscillations gradually disappear, presumably due to the stronger
inter-bead forces that keep single beads from oscillating in the reactants or product basins when
the centroid is located in the transition region. If we look at H@Cu(001) a substantial change can
be seen between 60 and 80 K. For low temperatures, the oscillations declined with time, leading
to quite well converged values of κ(t). For 80 K and above, however, a number of decreasing steps
can be seen in the κ(t) profile, for instance, at approximately 120, 200, 270 and 390 fs for 100 K.
They were observed as well in the publication of Suleymanov where rates for the diffusion of
hydrogen on a Ni(001) surface were calculated [152]. The steps can be explained with recrossings
of trajectories that already reached the product basin, vibrate there and then climb the activation
barrier again from the other direction. The higher the temperature the earlier those steps appear,
matching the fact that the vibrations in the minimum will have larger amplitudes if the temperature
is higher, such that the chance of leaving reactants or products basins increases. If we would
run much longer recrossing child trajectories, we should see that the steps are becoming smaller
and shorter at later times, since the trajectories are becoming less and less correlated, ultimately
resulting in a smoothly decaying curve. This decay should continue until κ(t) ≈0.5 is approached,
at least if no complete vibrational redistribution to the underlying copper surface takes place in the
investigated time scales. Then, due to the symmetric PES, half of the trajectories should be located
in the reactants and the other in the products basin, with equal probability for both sides to react,
thus holding up an equilibrium12.

11 An interesting feature of RPMD is that the masses of atoms have a direct influence on the force acting on them via the
harmonic spring forces attached between the beads (see eq. 2.99). For classical MD simulations, the masses have no
influence on the gradient and come only into play via the thermostat and the Verlet algorithm itself [40].

12 This stepwise decrease of κ(t) cannot be seen for usual gas-phase reactions studied so far, since there the energy
present in the reactive mode is quickly redistributed to all other vibrational modes of the product structure, thus
preventing it from coming back in almost all cases (even if a slow decrease of κ(t) for extremely long time intervals
will also be seen there, which can be accelerated by calculating much higher temperatures). For the H@Cu(001) model,
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Figure 9.15: Plot of time-dependent RPMD transmission coefficients for the H@Cu(001) and D@Cu(001)
diffusion reactions at temperatures between 20 and 120 K.

For D@Cu(001) the step structure of κ(t) can be seen as well, but now much later and much
smaller. This is due to the larger mass of deuterium, which decreases the probability of tunneling
back especially for low temperatures (see next section).

Rate Constants and Crossover

In fig. 9.16 the calculated RPMD k(T) values for 1 to 64 beads at temperatures between 20 and
120 K are shown. Interestingly the RPMD calculations failed to converge to useful k(T) values
at 10 K. Whereas the rates hardly change for temperatures below 50 K if the number of beads is
sufficiently large, the values for 10 K were several magnitudes smaller even if a larger number of
beads is used. Although the trajectory snapshots for 20 K looked very similar to those for 10 K
shown in fig. 9.14, with the difference that single replicas are located near the barrier already at
16 K and general slightly smaller distances between them are seen, it seems that the underlying
RPMD centroid assumption breaks down if the temperatures are too low (the oscillations in the
transmission-time profiles shown in the last section are first indications of this behavior). Indeed
no examples could be found in the literature where RPMD rate constants were calculated below 20

K, in contrast to some examples for 20-50 K [152, 290, 291].
The rate constants calculated with one bead (i.e., fully classical) show usual Arrhenius behavior

with a linear progress in the plot. The rate constants become tremendously small (1.04· 10
−23s−1

for 20 K). For two beads, a significant shift of all rates to larger values can be seen, e.g., of almost
18 orders of magnitude at 20 K, however, they still show Arrhenius behavior. For 4 to 64 beads, the
changes are much smaller. The rates decrease up to approx. 70 K, for even lower temperatures
they reach an asymptotic value of about 2· 10

5s−1. The usage of large bead numbers (32 to 64) is
nevertheless useful, since differences between 4, 8 and 16 beads can be clearly seen at 30 or 50 K,
despite the large span of the y-axis.

In fig. 9.17 the calculated RPMD rate constants for H@Cu(001) and D@Cu(001) are plotted as
well as the calculated and experimental results by Kua and Lauhon [281] in order to serve as
“real-life comparison”. By looking at the RPMD results a clear two-stage behavior can be identified for
both reactions. For large temperatures the k(T) values obey Arrhenius law, i.e., grow linearly with

this vibrational redistribution happens much slower, presumably due to the almost fixed copper atoms, such that a
significant part of the reaction energy stays in the reaction coordinate much longer.
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Figure 9.16: Calculated diffusion rate constants for the H@Cu(001) reaction for temperatures between 20 and
120 K for 1 to 64 beads. A logarithmic plot is shown in order to reveal Arrhenius behavior, then
resulting in linear progress with temperature.

inverse temperature in the logarithmic scale. Below a certain temperature the Arrhenius behavior
fades and the growth declines until the rates remain constant for very low temperatures. Both
H@Cu(001) and D@Cu(001) show the same pattern, only deviating in the temperature where the
crossover between Arrhenius and constant k(T) happens and the actual value of the basement rate.

This can be explained as follows: The actual reaction rate consists of two contributions, a thermal
(classical) contribution that shows Arrhenius behavior i.e., grows exponentially with temperature
and a quantum tunneling contribution originating from tunneling through the barrier that is
temperature-independent and thus constant. For room temperatures down to 100 K the thermal
contribution is several orders of magnitudes larger than the quantum contribution, resulting in
usual Arrhenius behavior of the total rate. Since the thermal contribution decreases exponentially
with decreasing temperature, it will be so low at some point that the addition of the quantum
contribution leads to a visible correction of the whole rate, gaining influence for lower temperatures.
For H@Cu(001) this mixed region is located at about 55-70 K. If we go even lower, the thermal
contribution becomes several orders of magnitudes smaller than the constant quantum contribution,
resulting in a constant overall rate (below 55K for H@Cu(001).

Since deuterium is twice as heavy as hydrogen, the tunneling contribution is almost five orders
of magnitudes lower than for hydrogen. This leads to a lower temperature below which no
relevant thermal contribution remains. In order to quantify this switching between two regimes
(thermally activated and quantum tunneling), a crossover temperature TC can be introduced. It has
been determined as the x-value of the intersection between the extrapolated Arrhenius curve and
the extrapolated curve of the basement rate. For H@Cu(001), TC is 62 K, for D@Cu(001) TC is 48 K.

Experimental Reference

If we now compare our RPMD results with the paper of Kua and Lauhon shown in the right,
we see at first a similar overall shape of the k(T) curves. They also show Arrhenius behavior for
larger temperatures and become constant for smaller temperatures, the relation of hydrogen and
deuterium curves is similar as well. Unfortunately, the apparent similarity gets destroyed if we look
at the absolute values of the reaction rates: The RPMD rates are almost eight orders of magnitude
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Figure 9.17: Calculated rate constants for the diffusion of hydrogen and deuterium on a Cu(001) surface. The
values calculated with our rpmd.x program are shown left, reference values (experimental as well
as parametric TST calculations) from Kua and Lauhon [281] are shown right. The temperatures
TC where the barrier-dominated Arrhenius behavior turns into a barrierless tunneling control
are depicted with dotted lines for all cases. The values are: H(RPMD): 62 K, H(ref): 60 K,
D(RPMD): 48 K, D(ref): 42 K.

larger than the reference ones! The reason for this huge discrepancy is the used reference method.
In their paper, Kua and Lauhon described that they calculated a diffusion barrier of approximately
4.5 kcal/mol (18.8 kJ/mol), which is more than twice the barrier height calculated with the CP2K
reference (9 kJ/mol)! The much larger barrier leads of course to much lower k(T) values. Therefore
it can be assumed that the quite cheap SZV-MOLOPT-SR-GTH basis set for Cu is insufficient for a
quantitative description of the system.

Fortunately nearly all other aspects of the reaction rate profiles are similar for both reference
and EVB-QMDFF. The crossover temperatures for Kua and Lauhon are 60 K for H@Cu(001)
and 42 K for D@Cu(001). Since the last value was obtained from their calculations which are
apparently shifted with respect to the measurements, we can estimate a TC value of roughly 50

K by extrapolating the D@Cu(001) exp. curve. With this, the crossover temperatures are almost
exactly the same for our calculations and the experimental reference, which indicates that RPMD
is well capable of calculating the quantum regime reliably. Further, the relative basement rates
of hydrogen and deuterium deviate roughly five orders of magnitude, both for RPMD and the
Kua-Lauhon reference.

9.3.4 Diffusion Coefficients

For particles moving on surfaces, the single diffusion steps are hard to monitor (especially if the
movement is fast) yet their rate constants are of little interest for the average chemist. Fortunately,
it is possible to connect these rate constants with the diffusion coefficient which itself is much easier
to measure. In general, the diffusion coefficient originating from the Einstein relation is defined via
the mean squared distance per time interval the particle under consideration has moved [292]:

D =
〈|∆x|2〉

2t
. (9.12)
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For the simple case of particles moving on a two dimensional regular grid, an analytical solution
exists that connects the diffusion coefficient with the length of a single diffusion hop l, its rate k(T)
and the symmetry factor of the reaction σ [152]:

D(T) =
σ

2
k(T)l2. (9.13)

In our case, the distance l covered by a proton during a single diffusion step is 2.564 Å, the
relevant temperature-dependent rate constants are plotted into fig. 9.17 and the symmetry factor
σ is four since four equivalent ways exist for a proton to reach a neighbored hollow site if no
vertical movements over copper atoms are considered. Therefore, we are able to get the diffusion
coefficients directly from our RPMD rates in this particular example by simply multiplying a
constant geometry-dependent prefactor.

However, in order to show that KMC is able to obtain the analytical result through probabilistic
samplings (and in order to give a simple but detailed example of its machinery), KMC runs were
calculated for a single hydrogen atom on the surface, where the aim is to calculate the covered
distance ∆x and the elapsed time t needed for determination of D(T), which in turn will be
compared to the analytical results. Now, instead of 256 different reactions (or 36 per direction if
chirality is neglected, fig. 9.3) only four need to be considered: diffusions in in +x,-x,+y and -y,
each having identical rate constants (fig. 9.2).

Therefore, the KMC runs are actually independent of the rate since all results simply need to
be multiplied by its actual value (the diffusion coefficient will be four times larger if the rate of a
single diffusion step is four times larger). In general, where different processes are considered (as
in the previous section), this is of course not the case since the relative values of those rates will
vary with temperature (see Cu@Cu(001) in the next section).

Due to this independence, the KMC runs were done with a generic diffusion rate of 1 and with a
diffusion step length of 2. The particle was started at the origin and then propagated 10000 KMC
steps. According to eq. 9.9, the elapsed time is basically a random variable divided through the
sum of all possible rates (here: 4 · 1 = 4). In the long time average, a reaction will therefore occur
each quarter time unit. Which of the four possible processes occurs (i.e., in which direction the
particle will move) is of course determined by chance as well (eq. 9.10). The whole movement
therefore reduces to a simple two-dimensional random walker model13.

In fig. 9.18, four example KMC trajectories of the hydrogen on the abstract copper surface are
shown, whereas the actual covered distance is indicated by a dotted line connecting initial and
final positions.

As we see, it is clearly insufficient to simply calculate a dozen trajectories and determine the
average value of ∆x, since the single runs deviate heavily. In fact, it became obvious that a
significantly higher number of trajectories was needed. Therefore, 10000 trajectories with 10000

KMC steps each were calculated; the covered distances as well as the elapsed times for all of them
are shown in histograms (fig. 9.19), the calculated global average values are indicated there as
vertical lines. The average covered distance (with a single diffusion step being 2 a.u. long) was
176.819, the average elapsed time was 2499.994. Since the average time needed for a single diffusion
step is 0.25, after 10000 diffusion steps 2500 time units should be elapsed at average, which is
almost exactly the case here. We further see that single outliers tend to be 100 units shorter or
longer, corresponding to 2.5% of the total interval.

If the squared mean of covered distances 〈|∆x|2〉 is determined by averaging over all 10000 runs,
the value is 39956.177, near to 40000, which would be obtained by adding all squared 10000 step
lengths.

Now we know both t and 〈|∆x|2〉. In order to introduce actual physics, the abstract model
dimensions of transition times and diffusion step lengths need to be converted into the values

13 Since the KMClib program is rather slow, a separate Fortran program for the simple diffusion calculations of a single
particle on a surface was written and used to produce the following results in this section.
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(a) trajectory 1 (∆x=207.7)
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(b) trajectory 2 (∆x=178.1)
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(c) trajectory 3 (∆x=247.6)
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(d) trajectory 4 (∆x=143.7)

Figure 9.18: Four example trajectories for the random movement of a particle on a regular surface (two
dimensional random walker model), which can be used to calculate diffusion coefficients for the
H@Cu(001) system. It can be seen that the covered distances needed for calculation of diffusion
coefficients vary strongly between the single runs.
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Figure 9.19: Histograms generated by evaluation of 10000 single KMC simulations of the generic particle on
a two-dimensional surface model (fig. 9.18).

representing the systems of interest. If we look for example at the H@Cu(001) system at 100 K,
we see that the step length is 2.564 Å (equal for all calculations) and the reaction rate constant
is 9.83· 10

7 s−1. This results in a prefactor of 1.02· 10
−8 s for the evolved time (the inverse rate,

since less time will evolve the faster a single reaction takes place). The prefactor for the mean
squared distance 〈|∆x|2〉 is 1.64· 10

−20 m, resulting from the squared step length and the one
quarter correction for the model step length of 2.

With this and eqs. 9.12-9.13, both KMC and analytical diffusion coefficients can be calculated.
The results are shown in table 9.3. By looking at them, it becomes obvious that KMC is able to
reproduce the analytic diffusion coefficients with high quality.

Last but not least it shall be investigated if the underlying KMC assumption of independent
single diffusion steps (i.e., a first order Markov chain of events) is valid for our model system and
the calculated rate constants. Two following reactions (or diffusion steps) will only be independent
of each other if the system has enough time in between to loose any correlation to the previous
event, such that both steps are entirely uncorrelated.

In practice, the system should be able to perform a sufficient number of vibrations before the
next reactive event happens. In table 9.3, the average time the system will be trapped in the actual
site (tsite) and the time for a single vibration of the hydrogen atom in this site (tvib) as obtained
from the QM reference calculations of the reactant minimum are compared. We see that for all
investigated temperatures at least seventy thousand vibrations happen in average between two
reactions, therefore suggesting that KMC can be readily applied to the systems14. If we go to much
higher temperatures, however, successive diffusions might get strongly correlated, requiring explicit
simulations of the whole movement on the surface in order to define the diffusion coefficient
independently of single isolated diffusion steps [152].

14 Interestingly, we saw above that especially in the H@Cu(001) system recrossings from the products minimum readily
occur after some hundred fs, which can be seen as subsequent diffusion steps. This might indicate that the time
between two diffusion steps is much smaller than it appears from the rate constant. The time interval calculated from
the inverse rate constant is only valid if the energy of the system is completely redistributed in all bound vibrational
modes.
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Table 9.3: Reaction rates, diffusion coefficients (both KMC (DKMC) and analytically (Dan)) and periods of
hydrogen-on-surface vibrations (tvib) as well as lattice stays (tsite) for the H@Cu(001) as well as
D@Cu(001) systems at different temperatures. The relation between tsite and tvib reveals that
the single diffusion moves can be seen as uncorrelated, justifying the application of KMC. 1(-10)
means 1 · 10−10.

T(K)
property 20 40 60 80 100 120

H
@

C
u(

0
0

1
)

k(T) (s−1) 2.15(+05) 1.94(+05) 4.66(+05) 7.87(+06) 9.83(+07) 7.51(+08)
DKMC(T) (s−1cm2) 2.82(-10) 2.55(-10) 6.12(-10) 1.03(-08) 1.29(-07) 9.86(-07)
Dan(T) (s−1cm2) 2.83(-10) 2.55(-10) 6.13(-10) 1.03(-08) 1.29(-07) 9.87(-07)
tsite (s) 1.16(-06) 1.29(-06) 5.36(-07) 3.18(-08) 2.54(-09) 3.33(-10)
tvib (s)a

4.77(-16) 4.77(-16) 4.77(-16) 4.77(-16) 4.77(-16) 4.77(-16)
tsite
tvib

2.43(+09) 2.70(+09) 1.12(+09) 6.67(+07) 5.32(+06) 6.98(+05)

D
@

C
u(

0
0

1
)

k(T) (s−1) 1.01(+01) 1.25(+01) 4.11(+03) 6.56(+05) 2.27(+07) 2.66(+08)
DKMC(T) (s−1cm2) 1.33(-14) 1.64(-14) 5.40(-12) 8.62(-10) 2.98(-08) 3.49(-07)
Dan(T) (s−1cm2) 1.33(-14) 1.64(-14) 5.40(-12) 8.63(-10) 2.98(-08) 3.50(-07)
tsite (s) 2.48(-02) 2.00(-02) 6.08(-05) 3.81(-07) 1.10(-08) 9.40(-10)
tvib (s)b

6.75(-16) 6.75(-16) 6.75(-16) 6.75(-16) 6.75(-16) 6.75(-16)
tsite
tvib

5.20(+13) 4.19(+13) 1.27(+11) 7.99(+08) 2.31(+07) 1.97(+06)

a: Duration calculated from frequency of hydrogen vibrating in the site (702 cm−1 from the reference

calculation for QMDFF1 (see above)). b: Calculated from kinetic isotope effect
(

νH
νD

=
√

2
)

.

9.4 Copper Diffusion on a Cu(001) Surface

So far, we have handled a single hydrogen atom moving isolated on a Cu(001) surface. The next
step is to propagate several particles together on a surface as it was done in section 9.2 for the
abstract test system. As explained below it was impossible to propagate several hydrogen atoms
on Cu(001) by simultaneously preserving the assumption that only hollow sites shall be populated.

Therefore, a slightly altered model was chosen: copper atoms moving on a Cu(001) surface, in
short Cu@Cu(001). Here, it was indeed possible to optimize the reaction path for all 36 different
reactions listed in fig. 9.3 and thus to fill the abstract model with life.

9.4.1 Reference and EVB Setup

The QM reference calculations for the Cu@Cu(001) system were done with nearly identical settings
as the H@Cu(001) system described above. Therefore, only a short summary of specific features
will be given.

First, now several different reaction paths need to be calculated instead of one single path. For
each path, the pattern of neighboring atoms varies according to fig. 9.3. Further, it turned out
that the CP2K NEB calculations struggled to converge for an uneven number of copper atoms
in the system, requiring open-shell unrestricted DFT calculations. In order to avoid unrestricted
calculations with struggling convergence behavior a trick was applied: To make the number of
atoms even, an additional “spectator atom” located on one of the corners of the surface (i.e., being
a surface-adatom) was added. Due to the diagonal location it was assumed that the interaction
between the spectator and the transmitted copper can be neglected at least in the first place.

In fig. 9.20 two examples of calculated reaction paths for the e-e and the b-d diffusion steps are
shown. Note the spectator atom in the e-e model. The total number of such paths is smaller than
36 since all asymmetric paths describe two elementary processes (forward and back reaction). The
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(a) b-d and d-b reactions (b) e-e reaction

Figure 9.20: Overlay plots of optimized NEB reaction path structures for two exemplary Cu@Cu(001)
elementary diffusion reactions. The path shown in (a) can be used to parametrize an EVB-
QMDFF for both the b-d and the d-b reactions, whereas the path in (b) is used for the e-e
reaction. In order to get an even total number of copper atoms in the system, a spectator atom
was added for the e-e model, shown in the upper right.

first reaction path of fig. 9.20 is therefore valid for the b-d but as well the d-b reaction. With this, a
total number of 21 reaction paths needs to be calculated.

In fig. 9.21 the optimized NEB reaction paths for all reactions starting from the a site (i.e., without
direct neighbors) are plotted together15. If we compare the relative energies of reactant and product
sites for all those paths it becomes clear that the product site gets more stabilized if more neighbors
surround it, indicating attractive interactions between adjacent copper atoms on the surface. Further,
if two configurations have the same number of neighbors (a-b, a-c and a-d, a-e), the one with
a copper atom located rearward of the product site (viewed from the reactant site) stabilizes the
product more than the atom located sidewards of the product site. The position of the TS on the
reaction path also depends on the number of neighbors at the product site. It seems that the TS
moves nearer to the reactant site if more neighbors surround the product, such that the whole
product site grows, with the a-f TS located at RP structure 10 and the a-d and a-e TSs located at RP
structure 12, whereas the TS of the symmetric a-a reaction is located at structure 14.

In the next step, EVB-QMDFF potential functions can be set up for all 21 different reactive systems.
Similar to H@Cu(001), the QMDFFs were parametrized based on the optimized geometries of
reactants and products potential energy minima, originating at the first/last RP structures. Due to
the large number of atoms in the system, TREQ cannot be used, restricting the choice to DG-EVB
and the simple energy gap dE-EVB. For all systems, dE-EVB was tried first in analogy to the
H@Cu(001) system, if the path reproduction was too bad a DG-EVB coupling term was optimized.
In most cases, DG-EVB (mode 1 or 2) gave better results than dE-EVB16. EVB-QMDFF energies for
four chosen reaction paths are presented in fig. 9.22. It can be seen that the EVB quality is rather
different, a-a is reproduced very well whereas b-e and b-f show quite large wiggles along the path.

15 In order to hold the amount of figures in this chapter manageable, only some of the 21 different possible plots are
shown for the next investigations (reaction paths and EVB-QMDFF qualities). In table 9.4 barrier heights for all
reactions are shown, thus completing the set of information for the different paths.

16 In contrast to many small to medium-sized gas-phase systems where the DG-EVB method fails to produce a reliable
PES offside the RP those problems were absent for the copper diffusions, presumably due to the rather small coordinate
space above the surface that was visited during the samplings.
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Figure 9.21: Optimized NEB reaction paths for the different a-x reactions, with x=a,b,c,d,e,f (according to
fig. 9.3). We can see that the energy of the product site gets lower with respect to the reactant
site if more neighbors surround it, indicating attractive interactions between neighbored copper
atoms. The different number of NEB frames originates at convergence problems of the NEB
calculation for the last 2-4 structures, leading to very high energies of them. All unreliable NEB
frames were therefore discarded for the plot and the actual EVB-setup.

9.4.2 Rate Constant Calculations

Based on the constructed EVB-QMDFF surfaces, RPMD reaction rates can be calculated. The
initial question was for which temperatures the whole KMC simulation should be done. For the
H@Cu(001) system the investigation of tunneling crossover at low temperatures was an important
motivation to chose the interval 20 to 120 K. In contrast, tunneling can be neglected for the
Cu@Cu(001) system, since the copper atom is 63 times heavier than hydrogen. As we had seen,
e.g., in fig. 9.14 all beads of the surface copper atoms remained at nearly identical positions even at
10 K where the adjacent hydrogen is significantly smeared out. Further, the reaction barriers are
much higher for the Cu@Cu(001) diffusion processes than for H@Cu(001), as will be shown below.

Considering these arguments, the decision was made to investigate dynamical behavior at 200

to 1500 K, thus doing a high-temperature stress test of the RPMD program. Since tunneling is
negligible all calculations were done with one bead per atom, i.e., in a purely classical manner. The
question now was how randomly spread copper atoms on a Cu(001) surface behave at different
temperatures. Will they move together or rather stay apart, what patterns will they form?

In order to investigate this, rate constants for all 36 different elementary processes listed in fig.
9.3 were calculated at 200, 300, 500, 1000 and 1500 K. The settings for the RPMD calculations
were basically the same as for H@Cu(001) (table 9.2), with the exception that only one bead
was calculated. Rate constant calculations for asymmetric reaction paths (e.g., a-b and b-a) were
calculated on the same EVB-QMDFF surface, respectively, only the values of y0 and y1 must be
changed in order to calculate the opposite direction.

The results of these calculations are 180 rate constants, listed in table 9.4, together with the
barrier heights obtained from the QM reference reaction paths. The general trend is that at 200 K
the rate constants deviate much more from another than at 1500 K. The largest rate at 200 K (d-f) is
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Figure 9.22: Four example EVB-QMDFF energy plots for arbitrarily chosen reaction paths, including notes
which EVB coupling term was used.
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13 orders of magnitude larger than the smallest one (e-a), whereas this difference shrinks down
to less than two orders of magnitude at 1500 K. This means that the relative importance of the site
environment grows for lower temperatures, thus favoring more ordered structures than for higher
temperatures.

9.4.3 KMC Simulations

After determination of diffusion rate constants for all 36 different processes existing in our model,
we are able to do KMC simulations similar to those of section 9.2. The abstract gas atoms mentioned
there are now of course copper atoms distributed on a regular Cu(001) surface. Since gas phase
adsorption of copper seems to be rather implausible, a slightly different model was used: Instead
of starting with a clean surface that is successively populated with suddenly appearing copper
atoms, the starting condition is a surface with randomly distributed atoms on it. The periodic
surface of 40 times 40 hollow sites, i.e., consisting of 1600 sites in total, is randomly populated with
400 copper atoms at the beginning.

After starting the KMC simulation, no further adsorption or desorption is possible, only diffusion
of the 400 present copper atoms until a clearly identifiable pattern is generated or no significant
changes happen after a certain stage of simulation.

In fig. 9.23 an example KMC trajectory of 450000 steps for the model at 300 K is shown. Shortly
after the beginning the copper atoms are still distributed by chance (a). After 30000 steps a
clear pattern can be seen, a number of small crystals has grown (b), clearly indicating attractive
interactions, as already seen in fig. 9.21. In the following, these initial clusters merge, such that a
smaller number of larger clusters dominates the surface. After 90000 steps only one cluster remains
(with consideration of periodic boundaries). For the rest of the propagation, a steady state between
the large cluster and 10-30 single Copper atoms seems to be established.

The overall résumé is therefore that arbitrary distributed copper atoms on a Cu(001) surface
will grow together to a large cluster behaving like an additional surface layer (if we would go to
even larger systems). This of course is no surprise since copper is solid at the temperatures and
therefore expected to build ordered and compact structures rather than single distributed atoms.

The next question is if and how this behavior changes for higher temperatures. In fig. 9.24 the
results of 400 randomly distributed copper atoms propagated for 450000 KMC steps at 200 to
1500 K are shown. The resulting patterns are almost identical between 200 and 500 K: one large
cluster is built, with almost all surface atoms united in it17. A significant change takes place at
1000 K: Here, a rather pitted structure is built, with many atoms staying isolated around it. For
1500 K, the pattern is completely burst. Here, some smaller, irregular clusters seem to be build but
they are not larger than 30-40 atoms in total. We could think that perhaps more steps are needed
since the cluster growth is slower than for lower temperatures. But even for twofold or threefold
step numbers no significant change of this structure can be seen, indicating that this is indeed the
“final” pattern the system aspires to build18.

Reviewing our insights concerning the reaction rate (table 9.4) this is of course no surprise since
the rates for different steps resulting in cluster growth or shrinkage are becoming more and more
similar the higher the systems temperature is. Ergo it is much less probable that all particles end in
one large cluster for those higher temperatures since steps that move particles away from it will
happen much more frequent.

17 The pattern of cluster (a) in fig. 9.24 looks slightly irritating, since the right and upper boundaries are completely
straight, with irregular lower and left boundaries. Usually we would assume that no direction-specific changes in the
shape should occur, because all KMC processes have the same rates for all space directions. The regular pattern in (a)
might either origin in a kind of accidental seed crystal for a straight boundary, that has enlarged during the start, or in
a bug of the KMC program.

18 Of course particles are still moving after a large number of steps, but now the built cluster structures are slowly moving
and changing its shape, by simultaneously maintaining their characteristics, see fig. 9.23.
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Table 9.4: Reaction path barriers as well as calculated rate constants for the 36 different diffusion steps
needed for the KMC description of the Cu@Cu(001) system. Units are cm3 molecule−1 s−1 for the
rate constants, 1(-14) means 1 · 10−14.

process barrier (kJ mol−1) rate constants
200K 300K 500K 1000K 1500K

a-a 44.59 8.69(+01) 6.97(+05) 1.39(+09) 5.10(+11) 5.37(+12)
a-b 32.66 1.20(+05) 8.59(+07) 2.78(+10) 2.89(+12) 1.51(+13)
a-c 42.95 3.41(+02) 2.41(+06) 3.22(+09) 1.06(+12) 8.26(+12)
a-d 15.47 8.59(+09) 2.63(+11) 4.62(+12) 5.97(+13) 2.28(+14)
a-e 22.66 5.91(+07) 5.17(+09) 2.91(+11) 1.15(+13) 3.86(+13)
a-f 10.88 7.98(+10) 9.57(+11) 1.09(+13) 1.14(+14) 2.22(+14)
b-a 36.79 2.89(+04) 6.12(+07) 4.35(+10) 7.04(+12) 3.63(+13)
b-b 32.83 9.48(+04) 9.28(+07) 3.58(+10) 4.01(+12) 2.84(+13)
b-c 31.25 3.90(+05) 3.43(+08) 8.05(+10) 6.18(+12) 4.16(+13)
b-d 18.26 1.23(+09) 7.09(+10) 1.77(+12) 3.65(+13) 1.21(+14)
b-e 24.60 2.40(+07) 5.81(+09) 4.62(+11) 1.35(+13) 6.27(+13)
b-f 9.611 4.75(+11) 3.51(+12) 2.88(+13) 1.51(+14) 3.11(+14)
c-a 56.57 1.01(-01) 1.21(+04) 1.96(+08) 3.75(+11) 6.70(+12)
c-b 53.13 9.78(-01) 4.92(+04) 2.71(+08) 3.51(+11) 3.80(+12)
c-c 57.49 4.30(-02) 7.01(+03) 1.12(+08) 2.13(+11) 3.54(+12)
c-d 35.19 2.05(+04) 5.09(+07) 2.67(+10) 4.24(+12) 2.86(+13)
c-e 41.98 7.10(+02) 5.18(+06) 6.88(+09) 2.86(+12) 2.34(+13)
c-f 24.21 4.31(+07) 7.70(+09) 5.66(+11) 1.50(+13) 6.10(+13)
d-a 47.82 1.27(+01) 3.43(+05) 1.20(+09) 8.21(+11) 7.94(+12)
d-b 33.21 1.89(+05) 2.40(+08) 8.04(+10) 8.66(+12) 5.33(+13)
d-c 36.25 3.05(+04) 6.71(+07) 4.42(+10) 6.33(+12) 3.08(+13)
d-d 18.71 5.88(+08) 4.05(+10) 1.36(+12) 2.80(+13) 7.74(+13)
d-e 25.23 6.65(+06) 1.41(+09) 1.48(+11) 8.97(+12) 3.92(+13)
d-f 9.511 9.96(+10) 1.10(+12) 8.58(+12) 5.09(+13) 1.27(+14)
e-a 63.12 4.67(-03) 1.98(+03) 7.98(+07) 2.02(+11) 3.68(+12)
e-b 45.31 3.32(+01) 4.65(+05) 1.36(+09) 6.25(+11) 5.66(+12)
e-c 51.06 4.36(+00) 1.71(+05) 9.21(+08) 8.09(+11) 1.04(+13)
e-d 29.08 1.61(+06) 1.03(+09) 1.97(+11) 1.45(+13) 5.12(+13)
e-e 30.54 3.94(+05) 3.84(+08) 7.75(+10) 8.04(+12) 3.72(+13)
e-f 22.76 1.50(+08) 1.40(+10) 1.18(+12) 3.30(+13) 1.22(+14)
f-a 58.50 3.58(-02) 4.75(+03) 9.28(+07) 2.41(+11) 3.25(+12)
f-b 42.43 2.14(+02) 1.99(+06) 3.91(+09) 1.42(+12) 1.18(+13)
f-c 45.88 1.62(+01) 3.36(+05) 9.31(+08) 4.77(+11) 4.32(+12)
f-d 19.92 3.33(+08) 3.08(+10) 1.28(+12) 3.08(+13) 1.25(+14)
f-e 33.03 3.26(+05) 3.77(+08) 9.70(+10) 8.16(+12) 4.17(+13)
f-f 21.22 3.37(+08) 3.29(+10) 1.13(+12) 2.70(+13) 1.12(+14)
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Figure 9.23: Eight snapshots of a KMC trajectory for the diffusion of copper atoms on a Cu(001) surface at
300 K, based on the calculated k(T) values listed in table 9.4. Similar to the attractive interaction
model in fig. 9.6, seed-crystal-like structures are built already at 30000 steps.
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Figure 9.24: Final configurations of KMC runs for copper diffusion on a Cu(001)-surface for different
temperatures (using the k(T)-values depicted in table 9.4). 1(-11) means 1 · 10−11. The higher the
temperature, the more equally spread are the adherent copper atoms. Further, the simulated
timescales get shorter for higher temperatures, since all processes happen much faster.

If we compare this to the melting point of copper being 1357 K, this failure to build one large
cluster at 1500 K could be connected to the disintegration of the whole crystal at those temperatures
(i.e., the melting process), that might happen here as well if we had not fixed the underlying surface
and would do instead a three dimensional KMC simulation. Of course the presented results have
no claim of quantitatively representing the chemical reality since the QM reference calculations
were rather cheap and some approximations were made (no cross-steps possible, no building of
three dimensional structures possible, no interactions with more distant atoms on the surface).
However, they give insight into the possibilities of KMC to simulate large-scale (both spacial and
temporal) chemical processes and are at least of qualitative plausibility with respect to the melting
point of copper.
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Future Challenges

One of the basic rules of the universe is that
nothing is perfect. Perfection simply doesn’t
exist. Without imperfection, neither you nor I
would exist.

(Stephen Hawking)

Instead of a summarized outlook, some of the obvious and less obvious challenges to be tackled
in the future will be formulated in a handful of questions which the author (and hopefully the
interested reader too) might ask him or herself during a calm hour of intense EVB-QMDFF regarded
soul-searching.

Can we move to a true black-box method?

Looking back at chapter 6 we have seen that calculations with evb_kt_driver.x already are quite
good realizations of that what we call black-box: Once a reaction path and suitable QM methods
for calculation of additional reference data are given, the program does the rest by itself and
finally ejects rate constants and Arrhenius parameters. But what about those first steps, namely
the calculations of reaction path and choice of suitable QM methods? By far the largest amount of
work done for chapter 6 was invested to optimize TSs and IRCs, which often suffered from either
wrong results (e.g., IRCs leading to other products than desired) or convergence problems.

Unfortunately, there is no way of avoiding those difficulties, since quantum chemical modeling
of a new reactive system always needs some manual intervention and intellectual reflection: Are
parts of the reaction path of multireference character? Should diffuse basis functions be added to
correctly describe some dispersion interactions crucial for the mechanism? Many of those questions
need to be answered before we can really be sure that the optimized reaction path offers a good
foundation for a high-quality black-box calculation. Doing all this in black-box fashion seems to
be impossible, since such a black-box program should basically know everything what a good
computational chemist knows.

But is this really that bad? Even if the correct approach of multireference methods is far from
easy, there are many easy to handle graphical user interface (GUI) based programs such as GaussView
available that try to make the correct application of QM methods possible for the average user.
These utilities of course do not prevent the user from making popular mistakes like using B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) for each and every chemical system as a quasi black-box method, whose correction is
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certainly out of scope for the present project. The rather nasty part of setting up a rate constant
calculation, however, is now fully automated, therefore removing a large part of work.

Is TREQ really the final answer?

The TREQ method has indeed proven to be quite successful for black-box k(T) calculations at least
for small and medium-sized systems. On the other hand we have seen that the description of the
larger urethane systems in chapter 8 was problematic. Either manual improvement of the internal
coordinate system was needed to stabilize the MD trajectories or the method was unable to describe
them at all1.

Even though the definite reason for that failure is unclear so far, it can be assumed that the
orthogonal projection of the actual point in coordinate space on the MEP needed for the following
Taylor series evaluation from there plays a central role. For small to medium-sized systems this
projection should usually be clear, especially if the space of interest can be fully described in
terms of bond lengths and angles. If we, however, go to very large systems with high-dimensional
coordinate space (remember the 3N− 6 scaling if N is the number of atoms!), the projection almost
certainly will become ambiguous or unstable. This might lead to sudden jumps of the projected
positions on the MEP if the system itself moves only gradually within one time step. This jump
will cause large changes in the gradient, potentially leading to explosions within the dynamics.

How can this deficiency be solved? If we do not want to change the mathematical foundations of
TREQ itself there seems to be little room to escape. One possibility could be to remember that the
size of the reactive center itself usually stays rather small. If we look back again to the urethane
reactions in chapter 8 we have seen that the large systems still have the same reaction mechanism
but larger substituents around it. Long alkyl chains or benzene rings, however, usually do not have
much influence on the reaction itself (some sterics and small electronic effects), but in usual TREQ
their whole coordinate space is included and complicates the projection algorithm on the MEP.

A possible solution therefore might be to subdivide the system into a reactive part which must
be described by direct interpolation in the transition region and the remaining part (similar to
QM/MM methods [294]), that could be described by either RP-EVB or the QMDFFs alone. Since the
description of outer alkyl chains will stay identical for both reactants and products QMDFFs (i.e.,
same connectivity and almost the same force constants), we also could assume that no high-level
description is needed for a reasonable modeling of the transition between them. The practical
implementation might look like this: We define a subspace of internal coordinates which are
located in the reactive part of the system. Then we project the reference gradients and Hessians
on those as it is done for usual TREQ so far. Energy and gradient for the atoms in this part are
fully defined by the direct interpolation. The neighbored atoms, however, are described by, e.g.,
RP-EVB, where a small set of coordinates is enough since the QMDFFs act as a stable foundation
of the surface. Possibly a smooth switching will be needed between the reactive part and the outer
alkyl chains of the substituents.

Such a partitioning certainly will become quite complicated, we should, for instance, investigate
for each atom how much its gradient components change during the reaction in order to allocate it
to a reactive or less reactive part of the system, however, we should remember that TREQ was not
designed to be mathematically elegant or nice to look at. It was designed to avoid any manual
intervention in its setup! Therefore, if we are able to automate a very complicated setup such that
it will work for (almost) any system, we do not need to worry about it.

If those problems are solved someday, another issue might be that of very high quality descriptions.
So far, only a second order Taylor series is used to describe regions offside the reaction path. It is

1 Another possibility for those problems could be that the RPMD algorithm itself is proven to be unstable as well, a
problem that might get worse for large systems [293]. We will not discuss this point here in more detail, since there is
no easy way to solve it.
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not possible to improve this description so far, thus no convergence to exactness (with respect to the
QM reference method) can be achieved even if large amounts of computational power are available.
To enable such convergence the Taylor expansion perpendicular to the MEP could be expanded. The
straightforward method would be to simply add the cubic term of the Taylor expansion. This term,
however, needs the third derivatives of the QM method, which are very expensive to calculate even
for rather small systems. The only reasonable way would be to avoid their full calculation but
instead to construct an approximated correction, e.g., by randomly calculating energies of points
farther offside the MEP and to optimize some internal coordinate specific correction terms to them.

Can we describe polymerization processes?

This question looks rather specific. It becomes relevant, however, if our cooperation with Covestro
for the theoretical description of urethane reactions is reconsidered (chapter 8). There we have
calculated rate constants for rather small urethane systems, i.e., of single monomers coming
together and starting a new polymer chain. In reality those reactions will mainly occur at the
ends of already growing chains or even by merging of two large chains. One central question
therefore is how the reaction rate constants are affected by the growing polymer chain. Does the
polymerization proceed with equal speed if the attached chain grows or is it accelerated or is it
slowed down?

This problem reveals quite a broad field to be investigated: We have seen in the last section
of the chapter that no 8-ring autocatalysis is possible for the reaction of NDI with methanol. If
the substituents of the alcohols grow, will the 6-ring reaction still be possible or could the steric
hindrance of long polymer substituents become too large even for this mechanism? Besides this
steric problem at the reaction site, stabilizations via hydrogen bonds between urethane, isocyanate
and alcohol groups of the substituents might as well play an important role. Further, electronic
effects (+I,-I) of the side chains might also influence the reaction by raising/lowering the reaction
barrier. If we consider in the first place a study of rate constants depending on growing side chains
of one involved alcohol molecule, we could repeat rate constants calculations for one monomer
(e.g., butandiol), the monomer reacted with an diisocyanate (A-I), with the diisocyanate reacted
with another alcohol (A-I-A) and so forth. These calculations could be done from scratch, i.e.,
optimizing TS and IRC for the different chains, parametrizing TREQ and do the k(T) calculations
with RPMD.

Considering the unfavorable scaling of QM methods with system size, it becomes clear that
“direct” calculations of very long chains containing hundreds of atoms are essentially out of reach
even if DFT methods are used as reference. A possible loophole is to make the central property of a
polymer chain (e.g., being a succession of identical subunits) part of the PES construction. Instead
of calculating the whole system and generate QMDFFs as well as EVB from its reference data,
we might think of a modular approach. We then would calculate, for instance, the full set of QM
reference data for the 6-ring reaction of an isocyanate with a diol molecule that itself already has
formed another urethane bond with an additional isocyanate. After calculation of QM reference
data and generation of QMDFF files, we take a further look at the QMDFFs.

As explained in section 2.3, the QM reference information from Hessian, bond orders, charges
and equilibrium geometry is transformed into a bunch of covalent force field terms, each consisting
of involved atom indices, equilibrium values and force constants and some noncovalent ones,
depending on distances, charges and global parameters. If we now pick the atoms of the alcohol-
isocyanate side chain that shall be polymerized, we could build a polymer structure from them,
e.g., by simply plugging the same unit many times together, with adequate cartesian translation
of the single unit’s atoms. All partial charges stay identical for the units, as well as the force
constants of their internal coordinates. We then must consider inter-unit interactions. These are
first noncovalent interactions like dispersions. Their parameters are set by the QMDFF program
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itself such that we only need to specify all possible interaction pairs. Slightly more complicated are
covalent interactions in the transition regions between neighbored units. Here we could adopt force
constants from other regions of the initial molecule. If, e.g., an urethane unit builds the transition
region, we could take the force constants from the central urethane unit present in the products
QMDFF. It should be possible to automate this “QMDFF polymerization” with a separate script or
as part of an EVB-QMDFF subroutine especially designed for description of polymer chains.

Besides the QMDFFs, the EVB coupling term itself should as well be polymerized. If we would
take the simple energy-gap coupling term, this would be trivial, since all needed changes were
already made in the QMDFFs on which the EVB term depends. Unfortunately the quality of
dE coupling has proven to be insufficient for reliable description of urethane reactions, therefore
we must use either DG-EVB or TREQ. For their treatment it is important to note that the spatial
distribution of the needed coupling strength is closely restricted to the sections of the molecule
that are taking part in the reaction. Therefore the polymerized side chains are negligible for the
coupling term. If we would use DG-EVB or RP-EVB without TS correction (or TREQ with QM-MM,
see above) we usually operate in a reduced space of internal coordinates (see chapter 4), where,
e.g., only built and broken bonds are included. Since all gradient and Hessian reference data is
projected onto this reduced set of internal coordinates before being used for the coupling setup, we
readily could use the QM reference data of the original system without polymerized sidechains,
since all reactive coordinates will be located in it. Thus, the projection cartesian to internal operates
from a reduced set of cartesian information to an even further reduced set of internals. We now
could argue that this treatment makes the whole experiment unnecessary, since the transition
region (almost) solely depends on the coupling and this coupling is constructed to be independent
of the added side chains. Since the rate constant largely depends on this transition region, no
influence of the degree of polymerization in the side chain could be seen by construction.

Here, one central property of EVB proves to be quite helpful: The independence of the coupling
term from the molecular environment [101] (see section 2.4.2). If we parametrize an EVB-QMDFF
for a system in vacuum and now want to simulate it in a solvent, we only need to calculate the
influence of the solvent on the diabatic surfaces, i.e., on the QMDFFs, whereas the coupling term can
stay the same. If we assume that the polymer chains have similar (indirect) influence on the reactive
center as a solvent, we therefore can indeed use reference data from the original unpolymerized
system for the parametrization of the coupling.

Is an online black-box k(T) portal possible?

As pointed out already in the introduction, the main objective of this thesis was to develop a method
suitable for the average chemist. Since popular quantum chemistry programs like Gaussian [99] that
should be known to almost every chemist in our days usually have nice GUIs (here: GaussView),
the question seems to be legitimate if EVB-QMDFF itself should get a modern GUI to become more
attractive for everyone.

If we assume that most average chemists simply want to calculate rate constants and/or Arrhenius
parameters for the system of interest, we can restrict that discussion to the evb_kt_driver.x

program. Looking back at its description in section 3.3.8 we saw that all needed settings can
be defined in a single qmdff.key input file. This type of handling certainly was the standard
throughout the last decades. However, it might be rather challenging to convince the average user
that obeying certain syntax for keywords or absolute paths to called programs is really up to date,
especially if we look at the general development of, for instance, smartphones that try to hide as
much “nerdy” details as possible from the user.

Therefore, it is certainly desirable to develop a program similar to GaussView where some
clicks and entries in well-placed question boxes are sufficient to initiate a rate constant calculation.
Similar to GaussView, which is a separate interface to the Gaussian program itself that can as well
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be controlled in the classical way, i.e., by editing input files with text viewers, the GUI should be a
separate program, taking the role of evb_kt_driver.x, that calls the other single programs of the
EVB-QMDFF program package when they are needed.

A possible design of a black-box k(T) GUI would be like that: After the user has opened it, the
program asks for a calculated reaction path to be imported. Alternatively, it could be extended
such that also the TS and IRC optimization are managed with it. In this case, a molecule builder
gets opened where a TS guess structure must be clicked together. Then, suitable QM program
packages are called to do the optimizations.

No matter if TS and IRC shall be calculated within the program package or not, it should search
the system for existent QM program packages like Gaussian, Orca or Turbomole [99, 130, 132].
After the IRC has been calculated or loaded, the user is asked for which direction of the path the
k(T) values shall be determined. This decision is eased by animated visualizations of the reaction
proceding in the chosen way. Then, the QM method for further TREQ reference calculations
must be determined. Ideally, the program automatically reads in the level of theory used for the
calculation of the given IRC or, if the user does also the TS and IRC calculation with our program,
he or she might get a drop-down menu similar to GaussView where usual methods (depending on
the availability in the located QM program packages) can be found. Such a menu is needed as well
for higher-level energy corrections of the path.

After those settings are determined, the QM reference calculations (QMDFF minima as well as
TREQ gradient/Hessian reference) can be started. Since those might take many hours or days,
a progress-update indicating the quality of the single calculations might be very desirable. A
schematic picture of the reaction path might exist with little boxes on it representing the single
reference points. Their color might change from red to green if the reference calculation for one of
them is finished, then offering to click on it, where, e.g., normal modes of the calculated Hessian can
be inspected in order to control if everything is alright. Similarly, the QMDFF optimizations can be
monitored, e.g., by automated evaluation of the QMDFF force constant fit (how large the deviations
between QMDFF and QM reference frequencies are). Settings for the RPMD calculations are
determined in a fully automated fashion, such that the user must not care about it. Of course, they
can be altered as well, either during the QM reference calculations or after the RPMD calculations
when, e.g., a too large variance of single k(T) values is monitored.

Moving further to the future, where cloud-computing gets more and more important, a
webbrowser-based application (or an app on the smartphone) to start and manage the black-
box k(T) calculations would be preferable to the local GUI, especially if probably very expensive
QM reference calculations are run that might take days on usual desktop computers. Locating the
calculations on high-performing computing centers allows the user to turn off his or her desktop
PC and look on the progress via the webpage. Depending on the field of application (research
or industry) suitable models for accessing those central computing facilities should of course be
developed as well. To finally answer the question: Yes, online black-box k(T) calculations are
certainly possible.

What if we want to describe reactions in solution?

All reactions calculated in this thesis are thermal gas phase reactions on the electronic ground state.
In chemical reality, however, most reactions of interest are taking place in solution. Therefore it
would be preferable to include the influence of solvents into our black-box protocol. There are two
ways of doing this.

First, implicit solvation could be used [295]. Here, the surrounding solvent molecules are
approximated by modeling their electrostatic effects on the reaction of interest. Implicit solvation
should be included into the QM reference calculation by, e.g., using COSMO [296].
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Second, the solvent might be added explicitly by simulating the reaction in a solvent box. This
leads to a multi scale model, where the reactive system itself (or maybe only its reactive center, see
above) is described with TREQ and the solvent molecules around it with a traditional nonreactive
force field. Further, we should restrict the RPMD description to the reactive system, such that this
would be described by, e.g., 8 or 16 beads, whereas all solvent molecules are still described by one
bead. Interactions between the RPMD beads and the solvent molecules are then simply summed
up over all replicas, divided through the number of beads, i.e., the solvent sees, e.g., one eighth of
each replica. Such RPMD-classical hybrid simulations, mostly for single particles like protons or
electrons in classical environments, were already done by several authors [152, 297, 298].

The main issue is how good TREQ can be combined with a solvent environment. We have
learned that EVB is able to include solvent interactions by modifying the diabatic surfaces (section
2.4.2). Further studies should now made how the direct interpolation part in TREQ is affected by
interactions with solvent molecules.

How can we get to large-scale chemical systems?

The black-box rate constant methodology was applied to single elementary reactions so far. In
chapter 9, though, we have seen that the KMC method is able to describe a whole ensemble of
reactive sites by reducing single reactive events to state changes whose incidence is determined by
the pre-calculated rate constants.

There, only very simple diffusions of gas or metal atoms on metal surfaces were treated, with very
little relevance for most kinetical descriptions. If we look on the field of heterogeneous catalysis,
though, we see that reactions happening on metal surfaces can be indeed of great importance. The
KMC algorithm presented in chapter 9 is able to include those more complex events as well.

If we consider a metal surface which acts as a catalyst for the subsequent assembling of small
gas-phase molecules to the desired products, all reactions will still happen on the various sites of
the metal surface. Depending on the partial pressure of the components (e.g., A, B and C), they
will randomly spawn on the surface with different probabilities. If two possible reactants (A and B)
are located on neighbored sites, a reaction event will happen with a certain rate that merges both
to a new molecule (A+B −→ D) that will either occupy one of the sites or leave to the gas phase,
changing its respective partial pressure and thus its probability to spawn on another free site. This
simple model can of course be made much more complicated, for instance, by introducing more
kinds of reactants and intermediates, different ways to react (depending on the relative locations of
the occupied sites on the surface) and so forth. Rate constants for all possible processes can then be
calculated with EVB-QMDFF-RPMD and subsequently added to the growing KMC model.

If we move to other kinds of reactions, e.g., polyurethane synthesis, the system is much more
complicated: It is three-dimensional and has no discrete sites located in cartesian space between
which the system can move or distinct reactions can happen. Instead, reactions might happen
everywhere where the reactive groups approach each other in space.

Fortunately, there also exist off-lattice KMC methods [270]. Here, the system is propagated in
cartesian space with usual Monte Carlo sampling until two molecular groups approach each other.
Then, it is evaluated if a reaction takes place or not, depending on the calculated reaction rate.
If the detected possible reaction is not listed in our global arrays so far, its rate constant might
be calculated on the fly by the black-box program and added to the table. In the case of urethane
reactions, only a limited number of reactions are interesting for us. Therefore we can calculate
their rates in advance and propagate the system with off-lattice KMC, where this method should be
optimized for the usage with polymer chains in solution. Off-lattice KMC will of course also work
for several other kinds of reactive systems either in the gas phase or in solution.
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Appendix

11.1 Supervised Projects

In line with this thesis, four lab courses were supervised by me: two advanced lab courses in
theoretical chemistry (“F3”), one lab course being part of the theoretical chemistry compulsory
elective core subject (“F2”) and one voluntary short-term course. Depending on the status my work
had at these points in time, different tasks were offered to the four participants, from which two of
them wrote a protocol as well. The most important parts of their results, especially if they had an
impact on the further development of my whole work, shall be described here briefly.

11.1.1 Jan-Moritz Adam

Jan-Moritz Adam did an advanced lab course between March and May 2016, i.e., quite shortly
after I began my PhD. At this time, the EVB-QMDFF program was in the early stages of version 3

(section 3.1); the coupling to RPMDrate was not done yet and only DG-EVB version 1 (i.e., energies
as reference) was implemented. He tried to setup EVB-QMDFF for some small reactions which he
chose from the NIST Chemical Kinetics Database [153].

Two of these reactions were NH3+OH −→ NH2+H2O and CH3F+CH2Cl −→ CH2F+CH3Cl.
Besides the manual calculation of reference data for both QMDFF and DG-EVB, he wrote a first
script that automated the choice of structures and energies along the reaction path to be used for
the DG-EVB setup. With different sets of internal coordinates he tried to reproduce the reference
energies along the reaction paths as well as possible.

Unfortunately he aborted the lab course before final results were obtained. His automated
DG-EVB reference energy script however was indeed one of the first small early steps for that what
is now known as the black-box TREQ setup.

11.1.2 Jennifer Müller

Jennifer Müller did her advanced lab course between August and September 2017. At this time,
program version 3 was completed and, after publication of the second EVB-QMDFF paper, I applied
the DG-EVB-k(T) calculation method to as many example reactions as possible in order to research
its abilities and limitations (of which, sadly, many existed).

Jennifer assisted me in this task and chose a number of reactions for which experimental data was
available. She did the QM reference calculations and optimized the respective DG-EVB coupling
terms, where the number of DG-EVB reference points, the set of internal coordinates for the
coupling and the DG-EVB mode were varied until the reference path was reproduced as well as
possible.
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The first set of reactions were radical hydrogen abstractions of hydroxyl from primary, secondary
and tertiary carbon atoms:

CH3CH3 + OH −→ CH3CH2 + H2O, (11.1)

(CH3)2CH3 + OH −→ (CH3)2CH2 + H2O, (11.2)

(CH3)3CH3 + OH −→ (CH3)3CH2 + H2O. (11.3)

QM references for all three reactions were calculated with MP2/cc-pVTZ. For reaction 11.1
DG-EVB mode 2 with 9 reference points along the path was used, the forming O-H and breaking
C-H bonds as well as two other distances in the reactive area were chosen as internal coupling
coordinates. In the case of reaction 11.2, DG-EVB mode 3 with 6 DG-EVB points and the forming
O-H and breaking C-H bonds as internal coordinates gave good results. For all following reactions,
the smallest possible internal coordinate set of breaking and forming bond was sufficient. Reaction
11.3 was calculated with the same settings as 11.2. The resulting DG-EVB energies are plotted
together with both QMDFF- and QM reference energies in fig. 11.1. We can see that DG-EVB is
able to reproduce the reference path with high quality in all cases.

The second set of reactions were bimolecular nucleophilic substitutions of monocholormethane
with fluoride, cyanide and isocyanide anions:

CH3Cl + F− −→ CH3F + Cl−, (11.4)

CH3Cl + CN− −→ CH3CN + Cl−, (11.5)

CH3Cl + NC− −→ CH3NC + Cl−. (11.6)

Here, the calculation of QM reference data was slightly more demanding, both MP2/cc-pVTZ
and PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ were used as methods of choice. For reaction 11.4 the IRC calculations
did not converge, the reaction path was therefore parametrized with two bond length scans (of
both breaking and forming bonds). DG-EVB mode 3 with 8 reference points gave the best results.
The reactions 11.5 and 11.6 are very similar. IRC calculations failed for both of them, and were
therefore replaced with bond length scans. Parametrization of DG-EVB was done again with mode
3, 8 reference points and the minimal set of internal coordinates. The resulting energies are shown
in fig. 11.1, where for reaction 11.4 the parametrization with respect to the PBE0 path is taken,
in contrast to the MP2 paths of both 11.5 and 11.6. Very good agreements between DG-EVB and
reference can be seen again.

Based on these DG-EVB PESs, Jennifer did rate constant calculations with the RPMDrate program
for 300 K and 16 (reactions 11.1-11.3) or 8 (reactions 11.4-11.6) beads, depending on the amount
of tunneling to be expected. The results are shown in table 11.1. Unfortunately the method only
gave useful results for three of six systems. For the others, severe complications in the umbrella
samplings, resulting in damaged free energy curves and thus useless rate constants, occurred.
Presumable reasons were the difficulties of DG-EVB to guarantee a smooth description of the whole
accessible PES offside the reaction path.

Jennifer’s work gave important insights into the apparent problems of DG-EVB: Even if reaction
paths are reproduced with very good quality, the whole PES accessible during RPMD umbrella
samplings might be insufficient. It constituted one of the motivations that led to the development
of TREQ.
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Figure 11.1: List of reactions that were investigated within the work of Jennifer Müller. Shown are the QM
reference reaction paths together with the QMDFF- and (DG-)EVB-QMFFF energies. Almost no
difference between reference and EVB-QMDFF can be seen, showing good qualities of DG-EVB
at least along the paths themselves.
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Table 11.1: DG-EVB-QMDFF rate constants calculated by Jennifer Müller in her advanced lab course. Units
are cm3 molecule−1 s−1, 1(-14) means 1 · 10−14.

System k(T) values
DG-EVB-QMDFF reference

CH3CH3 + OH -a -
(CH3)2CH3 + OH 2.40(-13) 8.38(-13) [299]
(CH3)3CH3 + OH 1.03(-14) 1.83(-12) [299]
CH3Cl + F− 4.19(-13)b

8.00(-10) [300]
CH3Cl + CN− -a -
CH3Cl + NC− -a -

a: No useful EVB-QMDFF rate constant could be calculated for this system.
b: The EVB-QMDFF based on PBE0 reference gave 4.19(-13), the MP2-based EVB-QMDFF gave 1.57(-14).

11.1.3 Michael Schulz

Michael Schulz did his voluntary two-week course in August 2018. The TREQ method was under
construction, therefore he used the DG-EVB method in connection with the newly developed rpmd.x

program for his calculations. After a detailed introduction of the topic by myself we decided to
try the calculation of bimolecular reactions with one product, i.e., additions and mergings, which
was already possible due to the generalized definition of dividing surfaces introduced for the
urethane reactions (chapter 8). He calculated rate constants of, e.g., the SiH2+H2 −→ SiH4 and the
CH2O+H2 −→ CH3OH reaction.

Since it was no formal lab course, no protocol was written. Nevertheless, we did some important
advances in the handling and debugging of the rpmd.x program, further, Michael wrote a Python
script for the calculation of Arrhenius parameters and their comparison to experimental references,
which was a base point for the subsequent black-box calculations.

11.1.4 Sven Schultzke

Sven Schultzke did his advanced lab course between November and December 2018. At this point,
the TREQ method was fully implemented, an early version of the evb_kt_driver.x program was
available as well.

Main objective was a benchmark of TREQ, particularly for rather challenging cases, i.e., large or
unusual systems. Some of them were:

CH2BrCH2CH3 −→ CH3CH2CH2Br, (11.7)

C2H4 + OH −→ CH2OHCH3, (11.8)

CH2Ph + HO2 −→ CH2OPh + OH. (11.9)

Reaction 11.7 is a rearrangement and thus an unimolecular process, for which no rate constants
could be calculated at the point of Sven’s work (therefore, we investigated if the free energy
surface was reasonable). The addition reaction 11.8 could be parametrized and calculated with
the evb_kt_driver.x program. Some problems regarding the choice of internal coordinates for
TREQ and thus the stability of the samplings occurred. The resulting rate constants were very poor,
deviating some orders of magnitude from the experiment. Reaction 11.9 was the most interesting
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one: Initially the RPMD dynamics exploded almost instantly and the reason was not clear. Later
we found out that the standard choice of internal coordinates consisting of bond lengths and
angles was insufficient to describe the benzene ring. Addition of newly implemented dihedrals
and out-of-plane angles finally made it possible to do the samplings, the resulting rate constant
at 300 K (4.0· 10

11 cm3 mol−1 s−1) was close to the experimental value (1.2· 10
11 cm3 mol−1 s−1).

Samplings at higher temperatures still suffered from instability.
This most recent lab course was important for the improvement of the TREQ method as well

as for the final implementation steps of evb_kt_driver.x. Further, the elaborate error-handling
features of rpmd.x could be improved based on Sven’s findings concerning PES instabilities.

11.2 Theoretical Details and Derivations

11.2.1 Schrödinger Equation from Path Integrals

In order to clarify the correspondence between the path integral and the Schrödinger picture of
quantum mechanics, a short proof shall be given that the popular differential formulation of QM
is indeed identical to the path PI introduced in section 2.1.5, by obtaining the time dependent
Schrödinger equation from the PI propagator [50]. In order to get to the differential formulation, it
is useful to introduce wave functions.

As noted in section 2.1.5, a kernel describes the probability of going from location a to b. If we
include the time as parameter, the kernel for one dimension can be defined as: K(xb, tb, xa, ta).
Thus, it describes the probability for a particle being at xb at time tb under the condition that it was
at xa at time ta. The wave function ψ(xb, tb) describes also a quantum mechanical amplitude of
being at xb at time tb, but no matter from which position the particle has actually started.

Both kernel and wave function are adequate for a complete description of a quantum mechanical
system, i.e., we can calculate its state for all future time if K(xb, tb, xa, ta) or ψ(xb, tb) are known.
The kernel can also be used to propagate a wave function in time: The probability of arriving at xb
at time tb can be calculated from the wave function ψ(xc, tc) (arriving at xc at time tc), multiplied
by the amplitude to go from c to b, integrated over all possible values of xc:

ψ(xb, tb) =
∫ ∞

−∞
K(xb, tb, xc, tc)ψ(xc, tc)dxc. (11.10)

In order to get to the Schrödinger equation, which shall also describe the time evolution of a
wave function, but not by integrals, a differential description is needed. Our task is to transform an
integral equation into a differential equation. Therefore, an infinitesimal time step is considered, i.e.,
tb = tc + ε.

Now, eq. 11.10 can be specified for this situation, where the particle shall be at y before the
propagation and at x after the propagation, when ε was added to the actual time:

ψ(x, t + ε) =
1
A

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
i
h̄

εL
(

x− y
ε

,
x + y

2

)]
ψ(y, t)dy. (11.11)

Here, the general expression for the kernel (eq. 2.70) was used and simplified: Since we only look
at an infinitesimal step, only one single intersection is evaluated for all paths, resulting in one single
integral over all y. For the infinitesimal step, the action (i.e., the time integral of the Lagrangian) can

be approximated by a single box of height L(ẋ, x) and width ε: S[a, b] =
∫ tb

ta
L(ẋ, x, t)dt ≈ εL(ẋ, x).

Further, actual position x+y
2 and velocity x−y

ε are approximated linearly in terms of start and
end points.
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Next, the Lagrangian should be evaluated. In the case of a particle moving in one dimension
under influence of a potential energy V(x, t), the expression is:

L(ẋ, x, t) =
m
2

ẋ2 −V(x, t). (11.12)

After inserting this Lagrangian into eq. 11.11 and evaluating the exponentials, the result is:

ψ(x, t + ε) =
1
A

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
i
h̄

m(x− y)2

2ε

]
exp

[
− i

h̄
εV
(

x + y
2

, t
)]

ψ(y, t)dy. (11.13)

For large differences of x and y (i.e., large movements in the time interval ε) the quantity
(x−y)2

2ε will get very large and huge oscillations of the whole exponential will occur, canceling out
the integral for these regions1. Therefore, only areas with small x− y-difference will contribute
significantly to the whole propagator. The approximation y = x + η can be made, whereas η shall
be a small (but usually not infinitesimal) step in x. Then, the whole expression gets much simpler:

ψ(x, t + ε) =
1
A

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
imη2

2h̄ε

]
exp

[
− i

h̄
εV
(

x +
η

2
, t
)]

ψ(x + η, t)dη. (11.14)

Now, the initial and final wave functions are expanded as Taylor series, up to first order in time
(due to the infinitesimal change) and up to second order in position. We get:

ψ(x, t + ε) ≈ ψ(x, t) + ε
∂ψ

∂t
,

ψ(x + η, t) ≈ ψ(x, t) + η
∂ψ

∂x
+

1
η

∂2ψ

∂x2 .
(11.15)

The potential energy exponential may also be developed, but only to first order due to the
ε-prefactor and neglection of η

2 : exp
[
− i

h̄ εV
(

x + η
2 , t
)]
≈ 1− i

h̄ εV(x, t). With this, we obtain:

ψ(x, t) + ε
∂ψ

∂t
=

1
A

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
imη2

2h̄ε

] [
1− i

h̄
εV(x, t)

] [
ψ(x, t) + η

∂ψ

∂x
+

1
η

∂2ψ

∂x2

]
dη. (11.16)

Two tasks remain to be done: The normalization factor A should be quantified and the integral
in η must be solved such that only differentials remain and we get the desired differential equation.
In order to make actual integrations possible, eq. 11.16 can be factorized, all terms that do not
depend on η are dragged before the integrals:

ψ(x, t) + ε
∂ψ

∂t
=

1
A

[
1− i

h̄
εV(x, t)

]{
ψ(x, t)

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
imη2

2h̄ε

]
dη+

∂ψ

∂x

∫ ∞

−∞
η exp

[
imη2

2h̄ε

]
dη +

1
2

∂2ψ

∂x2

∫ ∞

−∞
η2 exp

[
imη2

2h̄ε

]
dη

}
.

(11.17)

These three Gaussian integrals are standard textbook examples and thus possess analytical
solutions. The first one gives:

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
imη2

2h̄ε

]
dη =

√
2πih̄ε

m
. (11.18)

1 This is similar to the classical correspondence discussed in section 2.1.5. If the action (here approximated by the
Lagrangian itself) becomes huge for certain paths, these are negligible in practice. This is also the reason why extreme
motions rarely occur even in the quantum mechanical regime, e.g., tunneling over more than one or two Ångstroms.
Here, it means that it is very unlikely that the particle will move a large distance in an infinitesimal time step.
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Now, the normalization factor A can already be determined. Consider the case that the infinites-
imal time interval ε becomes zero. Then, eq. 11.17 must still be valid. On the left, only ψ(x, t)

remains. On the right, ψ(x, t) has the prefactor 1
A

√
2πih̄ε

m . With this, it becomes clear that

A =

√
2πih̄ε

m
. (11.19)

Two integrals remain. The second integral,
∫ ∞

−∞
η exp

[
imη2

2h̄ε

]
dη is zero, since an uneven function

is integrated over a symmetric interval. The last integral becomes, with consideration of the
normalization factor:

1
A

∫ ∞

−∞
η2 exp

[
imη2

2h̄ε

]
dη =

ih̄ε

m
. (11.20)

Inserting all this into eq. 11.17 results in:

ψ(x, t) + ε
∂ψ

∂t
=

[
1− i

h̄
εV(x, t)

]{
ψ(x, t) +

ih̄ε

2m
∂2ψ

∂x2

}
=

ψ(x, t)− i
h̄

εV(x, t)ψ(x, t) +
ih̄ε

2m
∂2ψ

∂x2 +
ε2

2m
V(x, t)

∂2ψ

∂x2 .

(11.21)

Since we only developed to first order in ε, the term containing ε2 can be neglected, such that we
get as the final expression for the time development:

ψ + ε
∂ψ

∂t
= ψ +

i
h̄

εVψ +
ih̄ε

2m
∂2ψ

∂x2 . (11.22)

Solving for the time derivative of ψ results in the following equation, valid to order ε:

∂ψ

∂t
= − i

h̄

[
− h̄

2m
∂2ψ

∂x2 + Vψ

]
. (11.23)

This is finally the time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). Perhaps more popular is its
slightly altered version:

ih̄
∂ψ

∂t
=

[
− h̄

2m
∂2

∂x2 + V
]

ψ, (11.24)

where H = − h̄
2m

∂2

∂x2 + V is the Hamiltonian for the one dimensional particle in the potential
V(x, t). Thus we have shown that the path integral propagator K(xb, tb, xc, tc) operating on a wave
function can indeed be represented by the TDSE in the case of infinitesimal time differences2.

11.2.2 The RPMD Reaction Rate

In this section we want to explore how the expression for the RPMD reaction rate constant (eq.
2.103) can be obtained from the reactive-flux formulation of QTST in connection with two dividing
surfaces constructed in the system’s coordinate space [301, 302].

2 Interestingly, we can also define a TDSE of the path integral, which as we have seen is very similar to a wave function.
This TSDE is: ∂

∂tb
K(b, a) = − i

h̄ HbK(b, a), where Hb is a Hamiltonian only working on variable b (the endpoint of the
particle).
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(a) Classical TST (nonzero t→ 0+) (b) Quantum TST (zero t→ 0+)

Figure 11.2: Flux-side correlation time profiles of a typical reaction for classical (a) as well as quantum (b)
treatment [9]. For classical calculations, a nonzero t→ 0+ limit exists, whereas the subsequent
drop can be accounted for by a separate recrossing calculation. For true quantum TST, the zero
time limit is zero, such that a longer calculation will be needed. Since the centroid coordinates
of RPMD are considered for the correlation function, the RPMD c f s time profile has a similar
shape as the classical one, i.e., with a finite value for t→ 0+, which leads to the recipe to take
its short time limit for RPMD-k(T) calculations and do a separate recrossing calculation.

Originating from the exact quantum mechanical reactive-flux rate expression in eq. 2.100, we can
formulate an equivalent RPMD reactive-flux rate:

k(T) =
1

Q(n)
r (T)

lim
t→∞

c̃(n)f s (t), (11.25)

where Q(n)
r (T) is the quantum mechanical partition function of the reactants per unit volume,

approximated by the n-bead path integral and c̃(n)f s (t) is the RPMD flux-side correlation function of
a ring-polymer with n beads (similar to eq. 2.101):

c̃ f s(t) =
1

(2πh̄)n

∫ ∫
e−βHn(p0,q0)δ[s̄(q)]v̄s(p, q)Θ[s̄(qt)]dNp0dNq0. (11.26)

Similar to the flux-flux autocorrelation explained in section 2.1.4, where the initial flux at t = 0 is
compared to its value at later times, the flux-side correlation connects the initial flux through the
transition state dividing surface at t = 0 to the population of the products side of the dividing surface
at later times t.

The numerical evaluation of flux-side correlations in the long time limit is complicated, due
to the rare-event character of the investigated reactions. Fortunately, it can be shown that in the
classical and semiclassical case, the short time limit (i.e., limt→0+ c̃ f s(t)) is equal to the long time
asymptote, if recrossing is considered separately, such that the recrossing correction is the relation
between exact long time asymptote and short time limit:

κ(n)(ξ1) =
c(n)f s (t→ ∞; ξ1)

c(n)f s (t→ 0+; ξ1)
. (11.27)

With this, we can evaluate the short time limit of the flux-side correlation and later correct it
with a separate recrossing calculation. The typical shape of flux-side correlation time profiles for
classical as well as quantum calculations is shown in fig. 11.2.
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The short time limit can be calculated as:

lim
t→0+

c̃ f s(t) =
f

∏
i=1

(
µi

2πβnh̄2

) n
2 ∫

eβnVn(q)δ[ξ̄(q)] f̄ξ(q)d f nq, (11.28)

where f is the number of degrees of freedom in the system and

f̄ξ(q) =

√√√√ f

∑
i=1

1
2πβnµi

[
∂ξ̄(q)

∂q̄i

]2

. (11.29)

The evaluation of this integral is still very complicated. It can be simplified significantly if another
dividing surface besides the first at the transition state is introduced. We choose a dividing surface
located at the asymptotic reactants valley (eq. 3.10):

ξ0(q) = R∞ − |R| = 0, (11.30)

where |R| is the cartesian distance between the reactants center of masses and R∞ is a manually
chosen asymptotic distance at which the interactions between the reactants are negligible. If we
calculate the short-time flux-side correlation function (eq. 11.28) with respect to this dividing
surface instead of the one located at the transition state, we get

fξ0(q) =

√
1

2πβµR
(11.31)

and subsequently for the flux-side correlation:

lim
t→0+

c̃ f s(t; ξ0) = 4πR2
∞

√
1

2πβµR
Qn

r (T). (11.32)

If we compare this with eq. 11.25, we see that the same partition function Qn
r (T) is located there

in the denominator, such that they can be cut to get the rate constant expression:

kQTST(ξ0) = 4πR2
∞

√
1

2πβµR
. (11.33)

This expression is surprisingly simple, in fact, it depends only on a handful of predefined
parameters, we no longer need to evaluate any partition functions [302]. Further, it is quite

descriptive: The 4πR2
∞-factor is the surface area of a sphere with radius R∞ and

√
1

2πβµR
is,

according to the kinetic theory of gases, the averaged speed of reactant molecules entering this
sphere. Thus, a reaction with respect to the ξ0-dividing surface always happens if both reactants
approach to R∞ distance from infinity, or, if one molecule is the frame of reference, the second
reactant enters the imaginary sphere with R∞ radius around it. However, if we want to achieve a
reasonable quantification of the whole reaction, we still need to include the transition state dividing
surface, which was the basis of the whole reactive-flux formulation so far. Or, more descriptive, we
must compute the probability that reactants approaching to R∞ actually react to the products. For
an arbitrary pair of dividing surfaces (here: ξ0 and ξ1), we can define the ratio of their respective
flux-side correlation functions (i.e., the reaction rate at the first surface relative to the second) as:

p(n)(ξ1, ξ0) =
c(n)f s (t→ 0+; ξ1)

c(n)f s (t→ 0+; ξ0)
. (11.34)
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This ratio can be expressed by means of canonical probabilities of the system to be at the respective
dividing surfaces, i.e., at ξ = 0 or ξ = 1 [302]:

p(n)(ξ1, ξ0) =
P(n)(1)
P(n)(0)

, (11.35)

with

P(n)(ξ) =

∫
e−βn Hξ

n(p,q)δ[ξ̄(q)− ξ]d f npd f nq∫
e−βn Hξ

n(p,q)d f npd f nq)
. (11.36)

We already learned something about these coordinate-dependent distributions in section 2.1.3,
e.g., that they can be expressed by means of coordinate-dependent free energy curves. If we recall
eq. 2.27 in connection with eq. 2.28, the free energy can be expressed as:

A(n)(ξ) = − 1
βn

ln P(n)(ξ). (11.37)

Solving this equation for the probability distribution P(n)(ξ) gives:

P(n)(ξ) = e−βn A(n)(ξ). (11.38)

Now, the ratio between the flux-side correlation functions from eq. 11.34 can be expressed by
means of free energies of the reaction coordinate at the dividing surfaces ξ0 and ξ1:

p(n)(ξ1, ξ0) = exp
(
−βn

[
A(n)(1)− A(n)(0)

])
. (11.39)

The bimolecular RPMD rate constant evaluated from the flux-side correlation at the transition
state dividing surface can be obtained by connecting the rate at the reactants dividing surface (eq.
11.33) with the ratio of flux-side correlation functions at reactants and transition state (eq. 11.39)
as well as with the recrossing factor introduced by taking the short-time limit for the flux-side
correlation in eq. 11.27:

kRPMD(T) = κkQTST(ξ0)p(n)(ξ1, ξ0)

= κ4πR2
∞

√
1

2πβµR
exp

(
−βn

[
A(n)(1)− A(n)(0)

])
.

(11.40)

This finally is the bimolecular RPMD k(T) expression shown in eq. 2.103, with ∆A = A(n)(1)−
A(n)(0).

11.3 Internal Coordinates

As briefly described in the theory part of this thesis, the more complex formulations of the EVB-
coupling terms in the DG-EVB as well as the TREQ formulation rely on the usage of internal
coordinate systems.

Both directions of coordinate transformations are needed in practice: First, for DG-EVB and
TREQ setup, reference gradients and Hessians given in cartesian coordinates need to be transformed
to internals for their actual application in the Taylor expansions. Second, calculated gradients of
the surfaces need to be transformed back to cartesian space such that they can be introduced into
the velocity Verlet algorithm.
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During the development of the EVB-QMDFF program package, four different kinds of internals
were adopted subsequently: bond lengths, bond angles, dihedral angles and out-of-plane angles.
Whereas small systems (up to approximately 10-15 atoms) could be described well only using bond
lengths and angles, larger systems, especially if they shall be described with TREQ, tend to need
also some dihedral and out-of-plane coordinates for reliable calculations.

In the first subsection, the general coordinate transformation algorithm as adopted from Pulay

and Fogarasi [303] is described, whereas in the second subsection all four coordinate types are
described in more detail. Based on these introduced coordinates, in the last two subsections
formulations for their transformation matrix elements are given.

11.3.1 General Formalism

A molecular system is given, containing N atoms whose location in space can be fully described
via a set x of 3N cartesian coordinates. If the total orientation of the system with respect to the
laboratory frame is neglected, it can also be fully described via a set q of internal coordinates. This
set might as well be nonredundant (containing 3N − 6 coordinates) or redundant (containing a larger
set), depending on the actual requirements.

If a given set of cartesian coordinates shall be converted into a corresponding set of internals, the
Wilson transformation matrix Bij =

∂qi
∂xj

is needed:

q = B−1x. (11.41)

Similar to geometries, gradients can also be converted from cartesian to internal coordinates. This
however, requires the transposed inverse of the Wilson transformation matrix:

gq = (B−1)tgx. (11.42)

By taking the derivative of the whole transformation formula, the respective expression for the
cartesian Hessian matrix can be found:

Hq = B−1(Hx − B′tgq)(B−1)t. (11.43)

For this operation, the tensor with the second cartesian derivatives of the internal coordinates
B′ijk =

∂qi
∂xj∂xk

, that might be seen as the cartesian derivative of the Wilson matrix itself, is needed.
If the numbers of internal and cartesian coordinates are different, which they will be in most

cases, the Wilson-matrix is no square matrix and an inverse cannot be build. Nevertheless, singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the Wilson matrix

B = UΣVt (11.44)

might be applied in order to calculate its pseudoinverse thereafter, which fulfills the same task as a
classical inverse for the transformations. The pseudoinverse of a SVD is calculated by inverting the
diagonal matrix Σ containing the singular values:

Σ =



σ1
...

. . . · · · 0 · · ·

σr−1
...

σr
...

...
· · · 0 · · · · · · 0 · · ·

...
...


. (11.45)
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Figure 11.3: Schematic representation of internal coordinate types used in this thesis. Involved atoms are
labeled with uppercase letters, bond vectors between atoms are labeled with bold lower case
letters.

This inversion is done by simply taking the inverse of each diagonal element. However, this
straightforward approach leads to numerical instabilities in many cases. If the set of internal
coordinates is (approximately) redundant and some (near) linear dependencies exist between its
members, some singular values might become zero (or almost zero). Building their inverse causes
numerical explosions. To avoid that, all σ below a certain value (in the current implementation less
than 1 · 10−7) are set to zero:

Σ−1 =



1
σ1

...
. . . · · · 0 · · ·

1
σr−1

...
0

...
...

· · · 0 · · · · · · 0 · · ·
...

...


. (11.46)

11.3.2 Coordinate Types and Metric

In fig. 11.3, the four types of internal coordinates that are used in the scope of this thesis are listed
schematically.

The simplest type of coordinates are bond lengths. They are defined as usual:

qb = |xm − xn| = |u|. (11.47)

For the bond angles, a slightly different version than usual is used. A well known problem from
the literature is that derivatives of linear angles are not defined, so that coordinate transformations
might become erroneous for such configurations of the system [304].
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An alternative formulation for a bond angle is to calculate the distance between the outside atoms
(M and O in fig. 11.3) of the bonds by simultaneously normalize both involved bond lengths [304]:

qa =
1
2
(

u′

λu
− v′

λv
) =

1
2
(u− v) (11.48)

where u′ = ~xm −~xn, v′ = ~xo −~xn, and λu, λv their respective bond lengths calculated with eq.
11.47. For the Wilson matrix elements shown below, normalized bond vectors are used almost
exclusively, they are u and v in this case. Now, linear angles are no longer problematic.

Dihedral angles are defined as usual:

qd = arccos
(
(u×w) · (v×w)

sin(φu) sin(φv)

)
, (11.49)

where u′ = ~xm − ~xn, w′ = ~xo − ~xn, v′ = ~xp − ~xo and u, w, v their normalized counterparts;
further defined are sin(φu) =

√
1− (u ·w)2 as well as sin(φv) =

√
1− (v ·w)2. For this type

of definition, care needs to be taken for invalid angle arguments: if the argument of the arccos
function gets smaller than −1 or larger than +1, it is set to its limit values automatically.

The definition of the out-of-plane coordinates is shown in fig. 11.3. It was taken from the paper
of Krimm et al. [304] and has the advantage that in contrast to usual out-of-plane definitions no
singularities can appear if involved angles get linear. The coordinate is basically a normalized
triple product:

qo =
1
ρ

u · (v×w). (11.50)

The normalization constant needed for calculation of the height is defined as:

ρ2 = 3− cos2 φu − cos2 φv − cos2 φw + 2[cos φu(cos φv − 1)

+ cos φv(cos φw − 1) + cos φw(cos φu − 1)],
(11.51)

where the involved angles are defined as normalized dot products cos φu = v ·w, cos φv = u ·w,
cos φw = u · v.

11.3.3 Wilson Matrix Elements

As noted above, coordinate transformation matrices, mostly called Wilson matrices, are of integral
importance for internal coordinate calculations. They consist of partial derivatives of internal
coordinates with respect to cartesians:

Bij =
∂qi
∂xj

. (11.52)

The elements of this matrix can be calculated numerically by imposing finite differences. However,
especially for dihedrals and out-of-planes this results in a large calculation overhead: four atoms
need to be elongated in three cartesian directions with plus and minus, respectively, resulting in 24

coordinate calculations! During a MD calculation, a backwards coordinate transformation from
internals to cartesians is needed in each step in order to calculate the EVB-QMDFF gradient, which
makes the coordinate transformation a critical step for the scaling of the whole method. Therefore,
analytical derivatives should be implemented to avoid such overhead. In this section, the analytical
expressions for the elements of eq. 11.52 are listed and explained.

Similar work was done already before in a paper of Helgaker [305], however, this was done
there only for bonds, angles and torsions. Further, the torsional Wilson elements contain some
errors which makes it problematic to implement (at least until all errors could be detected). Finally,
the expression for the angle coordinate is different in my case.
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To the best of my knowledge, the compilation of Wilson matrix elements shown in the following
is the only one freely available for the collection of internal coordinates used in this paper. A
new formalism was used in order to generalize the different expressions as much as possible. All
derivatives are given as vector expressions, i.e., they constitute three entries in the Wilson matrix,
the x-, y- and z- values.

The actual implementation of the coordinate transformation was made more effective by defining
several intermediate vectors, dot- and cross-products in advance for each new Wilson matrix
calculation.

Bond Lengths

For bond lengths, the following expression is valid3:

∂qb
∂xa,i

= ζaMNui ; a = M, N, (11.53)

where a sign factor was introduced similar to the paper of Helgaker:

ζamn =


1 a = M
−1 a = N
0 else

. (11.54)

Bond Angles

For the bond angles, cartesian derivatives of normalized bonds are needed. They can be defined as
components of a derivative vector, where each entry is itself a vector.

∂u
∂x

=
1

λ3
u

u2
2 + u2

3
−u1u2
−u1u3

 −u2u1
u2

1 + u2
3

−u2u3

 −u3u1
−u3u2
u2

1 + u2
2

T

. (11.55)

With this abbreviation, Wilson matrix elements for a bond angle coordinate can be written in
closed form:

∂qa

∂xa,i
= − 1

4qa
ζaMNζaNO

(
(1− δaO)

∂u
∂xi
· v + (1− δaM)u · ∂v

∂xi

)
; a = M, N, O. (11.56)

Dihedral Angles

Dihedral angles result in much longer expressions, however these can still be expressed in terms
of vectors and vector derivatives according to eq. 11.55.

With numerator θ = (u×w) · (v×w) and denominator κ = sin(φu) sin(φv) the Wilson matrix
elements for the dihedral angles are:

∂qd
∂xa,i

= −
∂θ

∂xa,i
κ − θ ∂κ

∂xa,i√
1−

(
θ
κ

)2
κ2

. (11.57)

3 In the upcoming mathematical expressions, the following nomenclature is used (closely related to fig. 11.3): M, N, O, P
are the up to four atoms for which the coordinate is calculated, xa,i depicts that the current derivative is built with
respect to the i’th cartesian coordinate (x, y or z) of atom a (which can be M, N, O or P). Bold symbols u, v and w
describe the bond vectors included in the current coordinate description.
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Now, the derivatives of the numerator and denominator of the dihedral expression are still
missing. Although they might also be expressed in one closed formula (resulting in a long and
nasty expression), I have decided to give them depending on the atom which coordinates are
calculated. For the numerator the derivatives are:

∂θ

∂xa,i
=



(
∂u
∂xi
×w

)
· (v×w) a = M

−
[(

∂u
∂xi
×w

)
+
(

u× ∂w
∂xi

)]
· (v×w)− (u×w) ·

(
v× ∂w

∂xi

)
a = N(

u× ∂w
∂xi

)
· (v×w) + (u×w) ·

[(
v× ∂w

∂xi

)
−
(

∂v
∂xi
×w

)]
a = O

(u×w) ·
(

∂v
∂xi
×w

)
a = P

. (11.58)

The derivatives of the denominator are:

∂κ

∂xa,i
=



−
(

∂u
∂xi
·w
)
(u ·w)

sin(φv)

sin(φu)
a = m[(

∂u
∂xi
·w
)
+

(
u · ∂w

∂xi

)]
(u ·w)

sin(φv)

sin(φu)

+
sin(φu)

sin(φv)

(
v · ∂w

∂xi

)
(v ·w)

a = n

−
(

u · ∂w
∂xi

)
(u ·w)

sin(φv)

sin(φu)

−
[(

∂v
∂xi
·w
)
+

(
v · ∂w

∂xi

)]
(v ·w)

sin(φu)

sin(φv)

a = o

−
(

∂v
∂xi
·w
)
(v ·w)

sin(φv)

sin(φu)
a = p

. (11.59)

Out-of-Plane Angles

For the out-of-plane-angles, the Wilson matrix elements can be given again in one closed formula:

∂qo

∂xa,i
=


υ

ρ

(
∂ρ

∂xa,i

υ

ρ
+

∂υ

∂xa,i

)
a = M, N, O

−
(

∂qo

∂xM,i
+

∂qo

∂xN,i
+

∂qo

∂xO,i

)
a = P

(11.60)

where υ = u · (v×w).
The derivatives of the normalization factor with respect to the involved bond vectors can be

expressed as:

∂ρ

∂xa,i
=



2
ρ

∂u
∂xi
·
[
w (− cos(φ2)− 1 + cos(φ1) + cos(φ3)) +

v (− cos(φ3)− 1 + cos(φ1) + cos(φ2))
] a = M

2
ρ

∂v
∂xi
·
[
w (− cos(φ1)− 1 + cos(φ2) + cos(φ3)) +

u (− cos(φ3)− 1 + cos(φ1) + cos(φ2))
] a = N

2
ρ

∂w
∂xi
·
[
v (− cos(φ1)− 1 + cos(φ2) + cos(φ3)) +

u (− cos(φ2)− 1 + cos(φ1) + cos(φ3))
] a = O

, (11.61)

where the angles φ1 to φ3 are shown in fig. 11.3.
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The derivatives of the triple product in eq. 11.50 (υ = u · (v×w)) are quite simple:

∂υ

∂xa,i
=


∂u
∂xi
· (v×w) a = M

u ·
(

∂v
∂xi
×w

)
a = N

u ·
(

v× ∂w
∂xi

)
a = O

. (11.62)

Evaluating the symmetry of eq. 11.60, it is obvious that the Wilson matrix elements for atom P
are basically the negative sum of the elements for all other atoms, due to the fact that P constitutes
the peak of a tripod, with M,N and O building its base.

11.3.4 Wilson Matrix Derivatives

Similar to the Wilson matrix elements (i.e., the first derivatives of the internal coordinates with re-
spect to cartesians) the Wilson matrix derivatives (i.e., the second derivatives of internal coordinates
with respect to cartesians) can be simplified significantly if the expressions for bond-, dihedral-
and out-of-plane angles are constructed in terms of bond derivatives.

Bond Lengths

The simplest case are again the bond lengths. Their Wilson matrix derivatives are given by
Helgaker, they are:

∂2qb
∂xa,i∂xb,j

= (−1)δab
uiuj − δij

λu
. (11.63)

Similar to the expression for the first derivative of a normalized bond in dot- or cross-products
in eq. 11.55, their second derivatives can be written as a symmetric second derivative matrix, with
each entry being a vector itself (eq. 11.64).

∂2u
∂x∂x

=
1

λ5
u
·

 −3u1(u2
2 + u2

3)
u2(2u2

1 − u2
2 − u2

3)
u3(2u2

1 − u2
2 − u2

3)

 . . . . . .−u2(−2u2
1 + u2

2 + u2
3)

−u1(u2
1 − 2u2

2 + u2
3)

3u1u2u3

 u1(−u2
1 + 2u2

2 − u2
3)

−3u2(u2
1 + u2

3)
u3(−u2

1 + 2u2
2 − u2

3)

 . . .

−u3(−2u2
1 + u2

2 + u2
3)

3u1u2u3
−u1(u2

1 − 2u2
2 + u2

3)

  3u1u2u3
−u3(u2

1 − 2u2
2 + u2

3)
−u2(u2

1 + u2
2 − 2u2

3)

 u1(−u2
1 − u2

2 + 2u2
3)

u2(−u2
1 − u2

2 + 2u2
3)

−3u3(u2
1 + u2

2)





(11.64)

Bond Angles

For the bond angles, the second derivatives can be written in one single expression if the first
derivatives of eq. 11.56 are used:

∂2qa

∂xa,i∂xb,j
= − 1

4qa

(
4

∂qa

∂xa,i

∂qa

∂xb,j
+

∂2(u · v)
∂xa,i∂xb,j

)
. (11.65)
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In this formula, the general second derivatives of the dot product of the u and v bond vectors
(fig. 11.3) are needed. They can be expressed depending on the vector derivatives in eq. 11.64:

∂2(u · v)
∂xa,i∂xb,j

=

∂2u
∂xi∂xj

· v − ∂2u
∂xi∂xj

· v− ∂u
∂xi
· ∂v

∂xj

∂u
∂xi
· ∂v

∂xj

− ∂2u
∂xi∂xj

· v− ∂u
∂xj
· ∂v

∂xi

∂2u
∂xi∂xj

· v +
∂u
∂xi
· ∂v

∂xj
∂u
∂xj
· ∂v

∂xi
+ u · ∂2v

∂xi∂xj

∂u
∂xj
· ∂v

∂xi
+ u · ∂2v

∂xi∂xj

∂u
∂xj
· ∂v

∂xi
− ∂u

∂xj
· ∂v

∂xi
− u · ∂2v

∂xj∂xi
u · ∂2v

∂xi∂xj


, (11.66)

where the dimensions of this matrix a and b run over the involved atoms M, N and O.

Dihedral Angles

For the dihedral angles the strategy for the first derivatives (eq. 11.57) is continued: In order to
prevent one single extremely large expression, all is expressed depending on the numerator and
denominator of the original dihedral formula (eq. 11.49), these two are again denoted as θ and κ.

Introducing these variables, the whole second derivative expression for dihedrals is quite
manageable:

∂2qd
∂xa,i∂xb,j

=

[
θ3 ∂κ

∂xb,j

∂κ

∂xa,i
− κθ3 ∂2κ

∂xa,i∂xb,j
+ κ3

( ∂θ

∂xb,j

∂κ

∂xa,i
+

∂κ

∂xb,j

∂θ

∂xa,i
+

θ
∂2κ

∂xa,i∂xb,j

)
− κ4 ∂2θ

∂xa,i∂xb,j
+ κ2θ

(
−2

∂κ

∂xa,i

∂κ

∂xb,j
− ∂θ

∂xa,i

∂θ

∂xb,j
+

θ
∂2θ

∂xa,i∂xb,j

][
κ3(κ2 − θ2)

√
1− θ2

κ2

]−1

. (11.67)

This equation contains first as well as second derivatives of both θ and κ. The first derivative
expressions were already deduced for the first dihedral derivatives (eqs. 11.58, 11.59) and can be
reused in perfect analogy. However, the second derivatives of both the numerator and denominator
are also needed. Since four atoms are involved in the dihedral, in total 16 different second
derivatives are possible. Similar to the bond angle expressions, the effective number of matrix
elements reduces to 11 due to symmetry. In the following, all unique second derivatives of θ and κ
with respect to the four involved atoms are listed.

These expressions become quite lengthy, therefore a shorthand notation is introduced for the
partial derivatives: ∂xi u means ∂u

∂xi
and ∂xixj u means ∂2u

∂xi∂xj
.

The diagonal elements of the second derivatives of θ are:

∂2θ

∂xM,i∂xM,j
= (∂xixj u) · (v×w) , (11.68)
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∂2θ

∂xN,i∂xN,j
= [(∂xixj u×w) + (∂xi u× ∂xj w) + (∂xj u× ∂xi w)+

(u× ∂xixj w)] · (v×w) + (∂xi u×w) · (v× ∂xj w)+

(u× ∂xi w) · (v× ∂xj w) + (∂xj u×w) · (v× ∂xi w)+

(∂xj u×w) · (v× ∂xi w) + (u×w) · (v× ∂xixj w)

, (11.69)

∂2θ

∂xO,i∂xO,j
= [(v× ∂xixj w)− (∂xj v× ∂xi w)− (∂xi v× ∂xj w)+

(∂xixj v×w)] · (v×w) + (u× ∂xixj w) · (v×w)+

(u× ∂xi w) · (v× ∂xj w) + (u× ∂xi w) · (∂xj v×w)+

(u× ∂xj w) · (v× ∂xi w)− (u× ∂xj w) · (∂xi v×w)

, (11.70)

∂2θ

∂xP,i∂xP,j
= ·(v×w) · (∂xixj v×w). (11.71)

The off-diagonal elements of the second derivatives of θ are:

∂2θ

∂xM,i∂xN,j
= −[(∂xixj u×w) + (∂xi u× ∂xj w)] · (v×w)

−(∂xi u×w) · (v× ∂xj w)

, (11.72)

∂2θ

∂xM,i∂xO,j
= (∂xi u×w) · [(v× ∂xj w)− (∂xj v×w)]+

(∂xj u× ∂xj w) · (v×w)

, (11.73)

∂2θ

∂xM,i∂xP,j
= (∂xi u×w) · (∂xj v×w), (11.74)

∂2θ

∂xN,i∂xO,j
= −[(∂xi u× ∂xj w) + (u× ∂xixj w)] · (v×w)−

[(∂xj v× ∂xi w)− (v× ∂xixj w)] · (u×w)−
(∂xi u×w) · (v× ∂xj w) + (∂xi u×w) · (∂xj v×w)−
(u× ∂xi w) · (v× ∂xj ]w) + (u× ∂xi w) · (∂xj v×w)−

(u× ∂xj w) · (v× ∂xi w)

, (11.75)

∂2θ

∂xN,i∂xP,j
= −[(∂xi u×w) + (v× ∂xi w)] · (∂xj v×w)−

(u×w) · (∂xixj v×w)

, (11.76)

∂2θ

∂xP,i∂xP,j
= −[(∂xj v× ∂xi w)− (∂xixj v×w)] · (u×w)+

(u× ∂xi w) · (∂xj v×w)

. (11.77)
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The second derivatives of the denominator κ are even more complicated than for θ. Their
diagonal elements are:

∂2κ

∂xM,i∂xM,j
= (∂xixk u ·w)(v ·w) + (∂xi u ·w)(∂xj u ·w)

sin(φv)

sin(φu)
−

(∂xi u ·w)(∂xj u ·w)(v ·w)2 sin(φv)

sin3(φu)

, (11.78)

∂2κ

∂xN,i∂xN,j
= −

[
(u ·w)

(
[(∂xixj u ·w) + (∂xi u · ∂xj w) + (∂xj u · ∂xi w)+

(u · ∂xixj w)] + [(∂xi u ·w) + (u · ∂xi w)][(u · ∂xj w)+

(∂xj u ·w)]
) 1

sin(φu)
− [(∂xj u ·w) + (u · ∂xj w)]

[(∂xi u ·w) + (u · ∂xi w)](u ·w)2 1
sin3(φu)

]
sin(φv)+[

[−(v · ∂xixj w)(v ·w) + (v · ∂xi w)(v · ∂xj w)]
1

sin(φv)
−

(v · ∂xi w)(v · ∂xj w)(v ·w)2 1
sin3(φv)

]
sin(φu)+[

[(∂xi u ·w) + (u · ∂xi)](v · ∂xj w) + [(∂xj u ·w)+

(u · ∂xj w)](v · ∂xi w)
]
(u ·w)(v ·w)

1
sin(φu) sin(φv)

, (11.79)

∂2κ

∂xO,i∂xO,j
= −

[
(v ·w)

(
[(∂xixj v ·w)− (∂xi v · ∂xj w)− (∂xj v · ∂xi w)+

(v · ∂xixj w)] + [−(∂xi v ·w) + (v · ∂xi w)][(v · ∂xj w)−

(∂xj v ·w)]
) 1

sin(φv)
− [−(∂xj v ·w) + (v · ∂xj w)]

[−(∂xi v ·w) + (v · ∂xi w)](v ·w)2 1
sin3(φv)

]
sin(φu)+[

[−(u · ∂xixj w)(u ·w) + (u · ∂xi w)(u · ∂xj w)]
1

sin(φu)
−

(u · ∂xi w)(u · ∂xj w)(u ·w)2 1
sin3(φu)

]
sin(φv)+[

[−(∂xi v ·w) + (v · ∂xi)](u · ∂xj w) + [−(∂xj v ·w)+

(v · ∂xj w)](u · ∂xi w)
]
(v ·w)(u ·w)

1
sin(φu) sin(φu)

, (11.80)

∂2κ

∂xP,i∂xP,j
= (∂xixk v ·w)(u ·w) + (∂xi v ·w)(∂xj v ·w)

sin(φu)

sin(φv)
−

(∂xi v ·w)(∂xj v ·w)(u ·w)2 sin(φu)

sin3(φv)

. (11.81)

It can be seen that the second derivatives of κ are, similar to its first derivatives, somewhat
symmetric with respect to the atoms, i.e., the second derivatives with respect to O can be obtained
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from the ones respective to N by swapping all u and v, additional a minus sign needs to be
introduced for each derivative of v with respect to O. The derivatives with respect to M and P can
be also interchanged by swapping of u and v, here without any change of prefactors.

The off-diagonal elements of the denominator derivatives are:

∂2κ

∂xM,i∂xN,j
=
[
(u ·w)[(∂xixj u ·w) + (∂xi u · ∂xj w)] + (∂xi u ·w)

[(∂xj u ·w) + (u + ∂xj w)]
] sin(φv)

sin(φu)
+ (u ·w)2(∂xi u ·w)

[(∂xj u ·w) + (u · ∂xj w)]
sin(φv)

sin3(φu)
− (v · ∂xj w)(v ·w)

1
sin(φu) sin(φv)

, (11.82)

∂2κ

∂xM,i∂xO,j
= −[(∂xi u · ∂xj w)(u ·w) + (∂xi u ·w)(u · ∂xj w)]

sin(φv)

sin(φu)
− (∂xi u ·w)(u · ∂xj w)(u ·w)2 sin(φv)

sin3(φu)
+

[(∂xj v ·w)− (v · ∂xj w)](v ·w)
1

sin(φu) sin(φv)

, (11.83)

∂2κ

∂xM,i∂xP,j
= (∂xi u ·w)(∂xj v ·w)(u ·w)(v ·w)

1
sin(φu) sin(φv)

, (11.84)

∂2κ

∂xN,i∂xO,j
=
[
(u ·w)[(∂xi u · ∂xj w) + (u · ∂xixj w) + (u · ∂xj w)

(∂xi u ·w) + (u · ∂xi w)]
1

sin(φu)
+ [(∂xi u ·w) + u · ∂xi w)]

(u · ∂xj w)(u ·w)2
] sin(φv)

sin3(φu)
+
[
(v ·w)[−(∂xi v · ∂xj w)+

(v · ∂xixj w)− (v · ∂xj w)(∂xi v ·w) + (v · ∂xi w)]
1

sin(φv)
−

[(∂xi v ·w) + v · ∂xi w)](v · ∂xj w)(v ·w)2
] sin(φu)

sin3(φv)
+[

(u · ∂xj w)(v · ∂xi w) + [−(∂xj v ·w) + (v · ∂xj w)]

[−(∂xi u ·w) + (u · ∂xi w)]
]
(u ·w)(v ·w)

1
sin(φu) sin(φv)

, (11.85)

∂2κ

∂xN,i∂xP,j
= [(∂xj v · ∂xi w)(v ·w) + (∂xj v ·w)(v · ∂xi w)]

sin(φu)

sin(φv)
+ (∂xj v ·w)(v · ∂xi w)(v ·w)2 sin(φu)

sin3(φv)
−

[(∂xi u ·w)− (u · ∂xi w)](u ·w)
1

sin(φv) sin(φu)

, (11.86)
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∂2κ

∂xN,i∂xP,j
= −

[
(v ·w)[−(∂xixj v ·w) + (∂xj v · ∂xi w)] + (∂xj v ·w)

[−(∂xi v ·w) + (v + ∂xi w)]
]sin(φu)

sin(φv)
− (v ·w)2(∂xj v ·w)

[−(∂xi v ·w) + (v · ∂xi w)]
sin(φu)

sin3(φv)
− (u · ∂xi w)(u ·w)

1
sin(φv) sin(φu)

. (11.87)

Out-of-Plane Angles

The Wilson matrix derivatives of the out-of-plane angles are surprisingly simple, mainly due to
the inherent symmetry of the coordinate definition (derivatives to P are essential the sum of the
derivatives to M, N and O). Similar to the Wilson matrix element expression in eq. 11.60, the
Wilson derivatives expression can also be split up in four cases:

∂2qo

∂xa,i∂xb,j
=



1
ρ2

(
υ

∂2ρ

∂xa,i∂xb,j
+

∂ρ

∂xa,i

∂υ

∂xb,j
+

∂υ

∂xa,i

∂ρ

∂xb,j
+ ρ

∂2υ

∂xa,i∂xb,j

) a = M, N, O ,

b = M, N, O

−
(

∂2qo

∂xM,i∂xb,j
+

∂2qo

∂xN,i∂xb,j

∂2qo

∂xO,i∂xb,j

)
a = P ,

b = M, N, O

−
(

∂2qo

∂xa,i∂xM,j
+

∂2qo

∂xa,i∂xN,j

∂2qo

∂xa,i∂xO,j

)
a = M, N, O ,

b = P

−
(

∂2qo

∂xM,i∂xP,j
+

∂2qo

∂xN,i∂xP,j

∂2qo

∂xO,i∂xP,j

)
a = P, b = P

. (11.88)

The first derivatives appearing in eq. 11.88 are already listed in the Wilson matrix elements part
(eqs. 11.61, 11.62). The second derivatives of the triple product υ are quite obvious and trivial:

∂2υ

∂xa,i∂xb,j
=



∂xixj u · (v×w) a = M, b = M
u · (∂xixj v×w) a = N, b = N
u · (v× ∂xixj w) a = O, b = O
∂xi u · (∂xj v×w) a = M, b = N
∂xi u · (v× ∂xj w) a = M, b = O
u · (∂xi v× ∂xj w) a = N, b = O

. (11.89)

As in the case of bonds and dihedrals, Schwarz’s theorem is fulfilled, i.e., all second derivatives
are symmetric with respect to the order of taking partial derivatives. Due to the symmetry of the
overall out-of-plane derivative, no derivative with respect to P needs to be specified here. The
second derivatives of the normalization factor ρ are listed separately. First, the diagonal elements:

∂2ρ

∂xM,i∂xM,j
= −3

ρ

∂ρ

∂xM,i

∂ρ

∂xM,j
− 1

ρ

(
∂xixj u · [(w(− cos(φ2)− 1 + cos(φ1)+

cos(φ3)) + v(− cos(φ3)− 1 + cos(φ1) + cos(φ2))]+

(∂xi u ·w− ∂xi u · v)(−∂xj u ·w + ∂xj u · v)
), (11.90)
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∂2ρ

∂xN,i∂xN,j
= −3

ρ

∂ρ

∂xN,i

∂ρ

∂xN,j
− 1

ρ

(
∂xixj v · [(w(− cos(φ1)− 1 + cos(φ2)+

cos(φ3)) + u(− cos(φ3)− 1 + cos(φ1) + cos(φ2))]+

(∂xi v ·w− ∂xi v · u)(−∂xj v ·w + ∂xj v · u)
), (11.91)

∂2ρ

∂xO,i∂xO,j
= −3

ρ

∂ρ

∂xO,i

∂ρ

∂xO,j
− 1

ρ

(
∂xixj w · [(v(− cos(φ1)− 1 + cos(φ2)+

cos(φ3)) + u(− cos(φ3)− 1 + cos(φ1) + cos(φ2))]+

(∂xi w · v− ∂xi w · u)(−∂xj w · v + ∂xj w · u)
). (11.92)

The off-diagonal elements are:

∂2ρ

∂xM,i∂xN,j
= −3

ρ

∂ρ

∂xM,i

∂ρ

∂xN,j
− 1

ρ

(
∂xi u · ∂xj v(− cos(φ3)− 1 + cos(φ1)+

cos(φ2)) + ∂xi u ·w(∂xj v ·w + u · ∂xj v)+

∂xi u · v(−u · ∂xj v + ∂xj v ·w)
), (11.93)

∂2ρ

∂xM,i∂xO,j
= −3

ρ

∂ρ

∂xM,i

∂ρ

∂xO,j
− 1

ρ

(
∂xi u · ∂xj w(− cos(φ2)− 1 + cos(φ1)+

cos(φ3)) + ∂xi u ·w(−u · ∂xj w + v · ∂xj w)+

∂xi u · v(u · ∂xj w + v · ∂xj w)
), (11.94)

∂2ρ

∂xN,i∂xO,j
= −3

ρ

∂ρ

∂xN,i

∂ρ

∂xO,j
− 1

ρ

(
∂xi v · ∂xj w(− cos(φ1)− 1 + cos(φ2)+

cos(φ3)) + ∂xi v ·w(−v · ∂xj w + u · ∂xj w)+

∂xi v · u(v · ∂xj w + u · ∂xj w)
). (11.95)

11.4 DG-EVB Details

In chapter 2, the DG-EVB method is explained in a quite comprehensive matter, especially con-
cerning the structure of the system of linear equations (eq. 2.158) which is presented in fig. 2.14.
However, the actual mathematical details needed for filling both vector f and matrix D are still not
shown. Since the implementation of this details was quite tedious I have decided to present them
in this section, such that it is possible to reimplement DG-EVB based on the equations and cases
listed below.

11.4.1 The f-Vector

Here, the actual coupling strengths at the different chosen DG-EVB-reference points and, depending
on the used DG-EVB coupling mode, also its first and second derivatives are listed. Since both
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DG-EVB and TREQ need coupling gradients and Hessians, the same equations are given in the
TREQ publication in chapter 5 (but not with respect to vector entries).

The first M entries of the f vector can be calculated from the reference- and QMDFF-energies of
the M different DG-EVB points:

fi = [F1(qi)−V(qi)][F2(qi)−V(qi)], (11.96)

where qi is the structure of the respective i’th DG-EVB reference point.
If DG-EVB mode 1 is used, this would be the full f-vector, for mode 2 and 3, the next MN entries

consists of the coupling gradients on all M points, with N entries each, where N is the number of
internal coordinates4:

fM+i(N−1)+j =

[
∂F1(qi)

∂qj
− ∂V(qi)

∂qj

]
[F2(qi)−V(qi)] +

[F1(qi)−V(qi)]

[
∂F2(qi)

∂qj
− ∂V(qi)

∂qj

]
.

(11.97)

For DG-EVB mode 3, the second derivatives of the coupling are filled into the bottom of the f
vector according to eq. 11.98. Due to the symmetry of the Hessians, only the lower block diagonal
elements of them are stored into f.

f
M(1+N)+i

(
N(N+1)

2

)
+j
(

N− j−1
2

)
+k

=

[
∂2F1(q)
∂qj∂qk

− ∂2V(q)
∂qj∂qk

]
[F2(q)−V(q)] +

[F1(q)−V(q)]

[
∂2F2(q)
∂qj∂qk

− ∂2V(q)
∂qj∂qk

]
+[

∂F1(q)
∂qj

− ∂V(q)
∂qj

] [
∂F2(q)

∂qk
− ∂V(q)

∂qk

]
+

[
∂F1(q)

∂qk
− ∂V(q)

∂qk

] [
∂F2(q)

∂qj
− ∂V(q)

∂qj

]
.

(11.98)

11.4.2 The D-Matrix

As explained in the main text, the D-matrix is composed basically of three parts: distributed
Gaussian basis functions (also termed in analogy to quantum chemistry as s-, p- and d-functions)
as well as its first and second derivatives with respect to the chosen set of internal coordinates.

In order to prevent redundancies, the full set of equations for DG-EVB mode 3 is listed. For
mode 2, only s- and p-functions up to first derivatives are needed and for mode 1, only s-function
values are needed.

The structure of the matrix is shown schematically in fig. 11.4, which is identical to fig. 2.14 in
the main text, except the detailed listing of run indices. During the listing of the single terms, their
position in this example matrix of two DG-EVB points and two internal coordinate is explained.

All values of basis functions and their derivatives are calculated depending solely on the
M different positions of the DG-EVB points and their respective basis functions. Therefore,
∆qKL = |qK − qL| means the distance between basis function at DG-EVB point K and another
basis function at DG-EVB point L. The surface in between these basis functions is not considered

4 It should be noted in order to avoid confusion that the expressions for first and second coupling derivatives given in
one of the original DG-EVB papers [122] (eqs. 18 and 19 there) are incorrect.
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Figure 11.4: Detailed structure of the D-matrix in analogy to fig. 2.14 in the theory section. Shown are the
entries for the different modes (1=red, 2=blue, 3=green), dependent of the up to six run-indices
used also in the formulas presented below (eqs. 11.99 to 11.107).

explicitly in the parametrization, only indirectly by means of gradients and Hessians and the
convergence radii of their respective imaginary Taylor series determined by the αK-values. For all
functions and derivatives, the exponential factors are identical, they will therefore be written in
short form: expo(qKL) = exp

[
1
2 αK|∆qKL|2

]
.

Below all possible entries of the D-matrix are listed, depending on up to six indices: K and
L describing the location of the DG-EVB points, m and n indicating the first and second partial
derivatives as well as i and j the angular momentum numbers of the Gaussian basis functions. In
comparison to fig. 11.4, all elements of the example matrix can be calculated by reading the needed
indices and inserting them into the suited equations.

First, the expressions for the basis functions are shown:

g(qL, qK, 0, 0, αK) =

[
1 +

1
2

αK|∆qK|2
]

expo(qKL), (11.99)

g(qL, qK, i, 0, αK) = (∆qK)iexpo(qKL), (11.100)

g(qL, qK, i, j, αK) =

(
1− 1

2
δij

)
(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)jexpo(qKL). (11.101)

In the actual code, first and second derivatives are implemented via many conditional branches.
Here, these conditions were put together with Kronecker deltas (δij = 1(i = j), 0(else)), such that
closed expressions could be obtained that might become quite lengthy, especially in the case of
second derivatives:

∂g(qL, qK, 0, 0, αK)

∂qm
= −1

2
α2

K|∆qKL|2(∆qKL)mexpo(qKL), (11.102)
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∂g(qL, qK, i, 0, αK)

∂qm
= − [αK(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)m − δmi] expo(qKL), (11.103)

∂g(qL, qK, i, j, αK)

∂qm
= −

(
1− 1

2
δij

) [
αK(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)j(∆qKL)m−

δmi(∆qKL)i − δmj(∆qKL)j

]
expo(qKL).

(11.104)

The second derivatives depend on up to six indices:

∂2g(qL, qK, 0, 0, αK)

∂qm∂qn
= −1

2
α2

K

(
αK|∆qKL|2(∆qKL)m(∆qKL)n − 3δmn|∆qKL|2−

2(1− δmn)(∆qKL)m(∆qKL)n

)
expo(qKL)

, (11.105)

∂2g(qL, qK, i, 0, αK)

∂qm∂qn
= αK

[
αK(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)m(∆qKL)n − δmn(1 + 2δmi)(∆qKL)i−

(1− δmn)(δni(∆qKL)n + δmi(∆qKL)m)
]
expo(qKL)

, (11.106)

∂2g(qL, qK, i, j, αK)

∂qm∂qn
=

(
1− 1

2
δij

)[
α2

K(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)j(∆qKL)m(∆qKL)n−

δmnδmiαK(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)j − δij

{
2αK(1− δmn)(∆qKL)i(δmi(∆qKL)n+

δni(∆qKL)m) + δmn(5αK(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)j − 2)
}
− (1− δij){

αK(1− δni)(1− δnj)[δmi(∆qKL)j(∆qKL)n + δmj(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)m]+

αK(1− δmi)(1− δmj)[δni(∆qKL)j(∆qKL)m + δnj(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)n]+

δmiδnj(αK(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)m + αK(∆qKL)j(∆qKL)n − 1)+

δniδmj(αK(∆qKL)j(∆qKL)m + αK(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)n − 1)+

3αK(∆qKL)i(∆qKL)j(δmiδni + δmjδnj)
}]

expo(qKL)

. (11.107)

11.4.3 Analytical Gradients

The methodology for calculating the DG-EVB gradient is similar to that for the TREQ gradient
shown in chapter 5. Since only the squared coupling C(q)2 is calculated from DG-EVB, the original
EVB gradient formula resulting from building the derivative of eq. 2.130 needs to be slightly
modified, as it is shown in the TREQ chapter.

The result is the following expression:

∂V(q)
∂q

=
1
2

{(
∂F1(q)

∂q

)
+

(
∂F2(q)

∂q

)
−

2
(

∂C(q)2

∂q

)
+ [F1(q)− F2(q)]

[(
∂F1(q)

∂q

)
−
(

∂F2(q)
∂q

)]
√
(F1(q)− F2(q))2 + 4C(q)2


}. (11.108)
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Almost all of this is known: the diabatic energies F1(q) and F2(q) as well as their gradients and

the squared coupling. The remaining part is the gradient of the squared coupling ∂C(q)2

∂q .
By looking at the original DG-EVB coupling expression (eq. 11.109), it becomes clear that the first

derivatives of the single distributed Gaussian basis functions need to be built. The linear expansion
prefactors bijK are coordinate-independent and thus remain identical, resulting in the following
expression:

∂C(q)2

∂q
=

M

∑
K

N

∑
i=j=0

bijK
∂g(q, qK, i, j, αK)

∂q
. (11.109)

The first derivatives of the Gaussian basis functions with respect to the used set of internal
coordinates ( ∂g(q,qK ,i,j,αK)

∂q ) are also needed for the setup of the D-matrix. Thus, the expressions of
eqs. 11.102-11.104 can be reused for the purpose of calculating the coupling gradients, with the
sole exception that the position qL of the L’th reference point needs to be replaced by a generic
position vector q of the current system’s position in internal coordinate space.

11.5 Program Handling

In this section, some details concerning the application of the single programs contained into
EVB-QMDFF are presented. All eight programs listed in section 3.3 are handled similarly. The
needed keywords are listed in a qmdff.key file, the programs are started by, e.g.,

rpmd.x qmdff.key. (11.110)

Other input files (e.g., DG-EVB reference data or the start structure for a calculation with
dynamic.x) must be named with standard names. If the user wants to gather detailed information
about the current program, he or she can execute the help command:

rpmd.x -h. (11.111)

In the next section, a complete list of keywords is presented. They are divided into general
keywords for EVB-QMDFF setup valid for (almost) all programs and program specific keywords.
Finally, example input files for all programs but qmdffgen.x (where no input file is needed) are
listed.

11.5.1 List of Keywords

Table 11.2: List of keywords currently (October 2019) in usage within the EVB-QMDFF program package.
All used keywords need to be written in a qmdff.key file. Some of them are essential for the
execution of the respective program, others can alter predefined values of several program
parameters and are thus optional. The list begins with general EVB-QMDFF PES keywords
that might be used for several application programs, following with sections for all individual
programs. The parameter [value] indicates a real number parameter to be given, [number]
an integer parameter and [word] or [filename] a character string. For the evb_kt_driver.x

program, all keywords of rpmd.x can be added to the input as well in order to alter default values
given for all RPMD sampling settings initiated with the driver.

keyword [parameters] description

general keywords

ffname [qmdff1/2/3] Force field filenames for up to three QMDFFs.
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2evb [energies] Two QMDFFs with their energy shift calculated by
qmdffgen.x shall be coupled.

3evb [energies] Three QMDFFs shall be coupled.
shift_manual Usually in the case of a 2 × 2-EVB, the QMDFF

shift-energies are slightly corrected by the application-
programs to exactly reproduce the first/last energy of
the given reaction path. This keyword disables this au-
tomated change such that the values given with 2evb or
3evb are used.

coupling [specifier] Used coupling function for dE- or dQ-EVB coupling
terms as listed in tables 3.1 and 3.3 (default: 1g).

evb_dq [TS xyz-file] The dQ-EVB coupling is activated, using the structure
in the file as qTS structure.

dg_evb [number DG-points] Activates the DG-EVB coupling method, with the stated
number of gradient/Hessian reference points to be used.
The QM-reference for those points must be given in a
ref.input file.

dg_evb_mode [1/2/3] Which type of DG-EVB coupling term shall be used. 1:
Only energies used as reference and only s-functions for
the coupling term, 2: Energies and gradients as reference
and s- and p-functions for the coupling term, 3: Energies,
gradients and Hessians as reference and s-,p- and d-
functions for the coupling term.

double_alpha Separate αK-parameters are used for the exponential
prefactors of d-functions in DG-EVB. This results in a
doubled number of αK-parameters and might improve
the overall DG-EVB performance. Note that enough
reaction path energies need to be present in order to
avoid overfitting!

dg_mat_num The DG-EVB coefficients matrix D is calculated with
numerical first and second derivatives instead of using
the analytical expressions given in section 11.4.2. Should
only be used for benchmarks or tests since the overall
performance is affected significantly!

gauss_threshold [value] Denotes the real number value for the Gaussian sheath of
neighbored DG-EVB points under which their contribu-
tions to the coupling at point q is neglected. Raising this
value will improve the performance but might deterio-
rate the quality if significant contributions are ignored.

read_coord The internal coordinates to be used within the EVB cou-
pling method (EVB-dQ, DG-EVB or TREQ). A file named
coord_def.inp with one coordinate definition depen-
dent on the numbers of the involved atoms of the type 1

2 3 4 per line needs to be present. Four types of coordi-
nates can be defined: (1) bond lengths need two atoms
numbers, (2) bond angles need three atom numbers, (3),
torsional angles need a leading zero and four atom num-
bers, (4) out-of-plane angles need a leading one and four
atom numbers.
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dist_matrix Enables the usage of a distance matrix as set of internal
coordinates for EVB couplings. Only bond lengths will
be used, one for each pair of atoms in the system. Since
for this approach the number of internal coordinates
scales quadratically with the system size, it should only
be used if all other approaches to define internal internal
coordinates have failed.

path_dist_limit [value] Only used for pathological TREQ parametrizations. For
complex systems the method of finding the nearest point
along the RP to project on it might fail for structures far
in the reactants or products valley. Then, a s-parameter
value near the TS might be calculated and unreliably
large energies result. To avoid this, the s-parameter is
set automatically to one or zero if the minimal distance
of the system to the RP is larger than the given value.

pot_ana [name] One of the implemented analytical PES representations
as listed in section 3.3.3 will be used.

tradff A simple traditional-nonreactive force field will be used.
The usual xyz-input file must be in the Tinker input for-
mat with atom types and connectivities. Only very basic
compounds such as hydrocarbons can be simulated.

treq [number refpoints] The TREQ coupling method is used with the given
number of gradient/Hessian reference points. The
QM-reference for those points must be given with a
ref.input file.

irc_struc [file name] File with the reaction path to be taken as reference for
the TREQ method.

irc_ens [file name] File with reaction path energies to be taken as reference
for the TREQ method.

interp_tol [value] The threshold value for the numerical calculation of the
path parameter s in TREQ calculations. The value is the
fraction of the total path length (1), which shall remain
as uncertainty (default: 1E-8).

par_eta [value] Inverse width of the interval along the parametrized
path in TREQ over which the smooth switch-off of the
QMDFFs in the reactants and products valleys (fig. 2.16)
shall be applied (default: 20).

rp_exp_coeff [value] Global α-damping parameter for the RP-EVB part in
TREQ which determines the damping of the EVB cou-
pling term with the distance from the parametrized re-
action path (default: 4).

s_borders_man [5 values] Borders of the different coupling regions along the
parametrized reaction path in TREQ as given in eq. 2.164.
The values are restrained between 0 and 1.

rp_evb_mode [2/3] If the user wants to have only linear Taylor expansions
offside the reaction path for TREQ. This tends to give
problems in the direct interpolation region, therefore
only used for benchmarks (default: 3).
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irc_local [number] For reaction path progress parameter calculations in
TREQ, determine how many neighbored energy refer-
ence points of the RP shall be included for the initial
localization of the nearest path segment (default: 10).

irc_grad_plot If DG-EVB or TREQ are used for a calculation, the
components of the internal EVB-QMDFF gradients are
printed to file during each energy/gradient calculation.

int_coord_plot Internal coupling coordinate values are plotted to file for
each energy/gradient calculation.

num_grad The EVB-QMDFF gradient is calculated numerically via
finite differences. Should only be used for debug.

num_grad_step [value] Cartesian elongation step size for numerical gradients
(default: 1E-5).

gen_test [number] For rpmd.x, only the initial umbrella structure generation
part is performed, each N′th structure is printed to file,
where N is the given parameter.

evbopt keywords

start_points [number] Number of single LM local optimizations during the
MSLS algorithm for EVB parameter optimization (de-
fault: 100).

maxstep [number] Number of local optimization steps per LM-run dur-
ing the parameter optimization. If the LM is not con-
verged after the given step number, the local search run
is marked as failed (default: 200).

random_bonds [2 values] Lower and upper bounds between the initial αi-values
(EVB coupling parameters) are generated in a random-
ized manner at the start of each local LM run during
MSLS (default: 20-100).

lm_threshold [value] Convergence criterion for the single LM-runs in terms
of optimization step size in parameter space (1E-7).

more_info Print additional output concerning every single LM-run
during the optimization.

egrad keywords

path_structure [filename] Trajectory file in xyz-format with structures for which
the energies and gradients shall be calculated.

debug Print out each single QMDFF energy component (see
section 2.3.2) for each structure in the energy/gradient
calculation. Should only be used for detailed investiga-
tions of QMDFF properties.

evb_qmdff keywords

xyzfile [filename] xyz-file with structure whose properties shall be calcu-
lated.

opt_min A geometry optimization of the initial structure is per-
formed. If the keyword is not given, only gradient and
frequencies of the structure will be calculated.

calc_frag Only a part of the given molecular system will be consid-
ered for calculation. A file named fragment.inp with the
numbers of the atoms to be considered must be present.
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opt_maxiter [number] Maximum steps for geometry optimizations (default:
500).

opt_stepsize [value] Maximum length of a single geometry optimization step
(default: 0.2).

opt_ethr [value] Maximum energy change convergence criterion for ge-
ometry optimizations (default: 1E-7).

opt_gthr [value] Gradient norm convergence criterion for geometry opti-
mizations (default: 1E-7).

opt_dthr [value] Geometry step norm convergence criterion for geometry
optimizations (default: 1E-7).

opt_gmaxthr [value] Largest component of gradient convergence criterion for
geometry optimizations (default: 1E-7).

opt_dmaxthr [value] Largest component of geometry step convergence crite-
rion for geometry optimizations (default: 1E-7).

irc keywords

xyzfile [filename] xyz-file with initial guess for TS optimization.
read_coord Activate read-in of internal coordinates from provided

file coord_def.inp.
opt_maxiter [number] Maximum number of steps for TS geometry optimization

(default: 200).
opt_stepsize [value] Maximum length of a single TS optimization step (de-

fault: 0.05).
opt_ethr [value] Maximum energy change convergence criterion for TS

optimization (default: 1E-7).
opt_gthr [value] Gradient norm convergence criterion for TS optimization

(default: 1E-7).
opt_dthr [value] Geometry step norm convergence criterion for TS opti-

mization (default: 1E-7).
opt_gmaxthr [value] Largest component of gradient convergence criterion for

TS optimization (default: 1E-7).
opt_dmaxthr [value] Largest component of geometry step convergence crite-

rion for TS optimization (default: 1E-7).
irc_maxstep [number] Maximum number of IRC steps in each direction (de-

fault: 200).
irc_steplen [value] Desired length of an IRC step to be written out

(amu1/2bohr) (default: 0.1).
irc_eulerlen [value] Desired length of an elementary Euler step for IRC op-

timization (amu1/2bohr). Should be much smaller than
the irc_steplen value (default: 0.005).

irc_ethr [value] IRC energy change convergence criterion (default: 1E-7).
irc_gthr [value] IRC gradient norm convergence criterion (default: 1E-7).

dynamic keywords

xyzfile [filename] xyz-file with initial structure for MD calculation.
steps [number] Number of single MD steps to be propagated.
deltat [value] Length of a single Verlet-MD step in fs.
temp [value] Temperature to be applied in the MD run.
thermostat [name] The thermostat to be used during the MD (currently

only Andersen).
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andersen_step After how many MD steps shall the velocities be reset by
the Andersen thermostat according to a thermal random
distribution (default: 100).

tdump [value] Time, after which a new MD trajectory structure shall be
written out, in fs.

bead_number [number] Number of ring polymer beads in the system to be prop-
agated with MD (default: 1).

add_force Activates a constant force mechanochemistry simulation.
force1/2 [number] [4 values] Must be added for constant mechanochemistry calcula-

tions for two atoms. The parameters are: index of the
atom, applied force (N), cartesian direction vector.

afm_run Activates an AFM simulation (mechanochemistry).
afm_fix [number] Which atom shall be held fix during the AFM simulation.
afm_move [number] [4 values] Which atom shall be linearly elongated by the imaginary

AFM tip (parameters: atom index, maximum elongation
(Å), cartesian direction vector).

e_con If activated, the current total energy of the system will
be written to file etot.log after each MD step.

rpmd keywords

ts_struc [filename] xyz-file with structure of the system’s TS. The RPMD
calculation will start from this structure.

deltat [value] Length of a single MD time step for all MD calculations
in the program.

temp [value] Temperature for which the k(T) value shall be calculated
(and thus all MD trajectories).

thermostat [name] The thermostat to be used during the MD (currently
only Andersen).

bead_number [number] Number of ring polymer beads in the system to be prop-
agated with MD during the umbrella samplings and
recrossing calculations (default: 1).

generate_steps [number] Number of MD steps per trajectory for initial generation
of umbrella start structures.

equilibr_steps [number] Number of MD steps for a single umbrella equilibration
trajectory which will be calculated before each umbrella
sampling trajectory.

umbrella_steps [number] Number of MD steps for a single umbrella sampling
trajectory.

umbrella_trajs [number] Number of umbrella trajectories per umbrella-window
that shall be calculated.

umbrella_bias [value] Strength of the umbrella bias potential to be added for
equilibrations and samplings, in a.u. .

umbrella_bonds [value1] [value2] Range of ξ-coordinate in which umbrella samplings shall
be done. The minimum range is 0 (reactants) to 1 (TS),
however, usually a slightly larger range should be calcu-
lated.

umbrella_dist [value] Step in ξ-coordinate between two neighbored umbrella
windows (only equidistant windows possible so far).
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umbrella_type [name] Which type of reaction shall be calculated. The avail-
able types are listed in table 3.4, their keywords are
(with same ordering as in the table): atom_shift, dissoc,
cyclorever, rearr, elimination, merging, bimolec,
addition, cycloadd, addition3, addition4, add3_solv
and add4_solv.

educt(1-4) [list of numbers] The atoms of each reactant molecule: one line per
molecule (e.g., educt1 1 2 3, educt2 4 5) with the re-
spective atom indices.

r_inf [value] Distance between separated reactants where (almost) no
interactions are present (eq. 2.103).

bond_form [list of bonds] List of all bonds that are being formed during the reac-
tion, written in the scheme a-b.

bond_break [list of bonds] List of all bonds that are being broken during the reac-
tion, same format as bond_form.

shift_atom [number] If the atom_shift reaction type was chosen, the atom
that is actually shifted must be defined here.

shift_coord [word] We assume that the shift will happen parallel to a coor-
dinate axis. Specify, which one it is (x, y or z).

shift_interv [value1] [value2] Interval (in absolute cartesians), in which the shifted
atom will be translated. The first number denotes the
reactants-asymptotic, the second the TS-area.

fix_atoms [filename] For surface reactions, it is wise to fix the lowest layer
of surface atoms somehow in order to gain a pseudo-
periodic behavior of the system. In the specified file, a
list with all atoms that shall be fixed during the MD runs
can be given.

pmf_xi_range [value1] [value2] Interval in ξ in which the free energy surface of the
reaction will be calculated. It should be slightly smaller
than the range in umbrella_bonds.

pmf_bins [number] Number of grid points along the interval for which the
free energy surface shall be calculated.

pmf_method [name] If the WHAM or the UI method shall be used for the
free energy calculation (default: UI).

recross_equi [number] Number of time steps for initial equilibration of the
recrossing parent trajectory.

child_total [number] Total number of child trajectories started during the
recrossing calculation.

child_interval [number] How many time steps of the parent trajectory shall be
propagated between two started bunches of child trajec-
tories.

child_perpoint [number] How many child trajectories shall be started simultane-
ously for a certain bunch of them.

child_evol [number] Number of time steps each child trajectory shall be sam-
pled (usually quite short, e.g., 500-1000).

recross_mpi If the recrossing calculation shall be parallelized with
the available number of cores.

pmf_minloc [name] If the minimum value of the free energy surface shall
be located at ξ = 0 (zero) or at its global minimum
(pmf_min).
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print_polymer [value] If the user wants to look at a RPMD sampling trajectory
(and the RPMD beads), the first umbrella sampling at the
specified ξ value will be written to file rpmd_traj.xyz.

tdump [number] Time, after which a new structure shall be written to file
if print_polymer is activated, in fs.

debug All structures of the initial equilibration part are written
to file debug_traj.xyz. Very huge file, only for test
reasons!

no_check Deactivates the RPMD error handling during the sam-
pling. Should not be added for usual calculations.

max_error [number] Total number of errors for which the whole RPMD-
calculation will be canceled due to bad behavior.

evb_kt_driver keywords

software [word] Used QM-software-package for the IRC calculation (in
order to read it in properly). Only Gaussian(g) supported
so far.

irc_prefix [word] File prefix for needed Gaussian IRC output files,
prefix.log and prefix.chk need to be present.

irc_direction [word] Which direction of the reaction path shall actually be
sampled. Possible are left2right and right2left.

gf_method [string] Used QM-reference-method for the calculation of gra-
dients and frequencies at the TREQ reference points as
well as the QMDFF-reference-calculations.

gf_basis [string] Used QM basis set as well as other settings (e.g., empiri-
cal dispersion) for gradient and frequency calculations.

nprocs_total [number] Number of available processors for the whole calculation
(default: 1).

energy_extra [word] If the energies of the IRC shall be recalculated with
a higher-level QM method, generating a dual-level ap-
proach for the QM reference. The used software package
must be specified; Gaussian or Orca are possible.

ens_nprocs [number] Number of processors to be utilized for the energy cal-
culations. Depending on the ratio of the total number of
processors, the IRC is split up into pieces to be calculated
in parallel (default: 1).

e_method [string] Used QM reference method for the separate calculation
of energies.

e_basis [string] Used QM basis set (and other settings) for the separate
calculation of energies.

min_rp_points [number] Minimum number of gradient/Hessian reference points
for TREQ, according to eq. 3.22 (default: 10).

rpmd_temps [list of values] A list of temperatures for which k(T)-values shall be
calculated. If two or more temperatures are specified,
Arrhenius- and Eyring-fits will be done and their param-
eters will be written out.

kt_average [number] Number of separate k(T) calculations that will be done
for each specified temperature and averaged in the fol-
lowing (default: 1).
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manual_int [filename] All RPMD calculations will be done with a predefined set
of internal coordinates, else, the set will be determined
automatically (fig. 3.7).

min_procs [number] Number of processors to be used for the optimization of
QMDFF minima (default: 1).

rp_ref_nprocs [number] Number of processors to be used for the calculation of
gradient/Hessian reference points (default: 1).

ref_memory [value] Size of memory (GB) to be used for each QM reference
calculation (default: 4).

link_gaussian [path] Absolute path to the Gaussian executable (default: g16).
link_orca [path] Absolute path to the Orca executable (default: orca).
link_qmdffgen [path] Absolute path to the qmdffgen.x executable (default:

qmdffgen.x).
link_rpmd [path] Absolute path to the rpmd.x executable (default: rpmd.x).
link_mpi [path] Absolute path to the mpirun executable (default:

mpirun).

11.5.2 Example Input Files

In this section input files (mostly qmdff.key but also others) that have been used for real calculations
are shown for some of the EVB-QMDFF programs. There will be no explanation of the single
keywords (this was done in the last section), instead, a short summary will be given what kind of
calculation is ordered by the input file.

evbopt

Shown is the qmdff.key-input for the DG-EVB-parametrization of the CO2H+CH3-reaction. Ener-
gies, gradients and Hessians are used as reference for the DG-EVB points (DG mode 3), the used
set of internal coordinates is read in from file coord_def.inp. The default range of αi start values
was slightly enlarged in order to get a better result.

ffname min1.qmdff min2.qmdff

2evb -154.10052506960473 -154.07454941338695

path_structure struc.xyz

path_energies ref.dat

dg_evb 7

dg_evb_mode 3

read_coord

start_points 100

random_bonds 10 300

The coord_def.inp-file defines a set of internal coordinates containing four bonds and one angle,
that were manually chosen by the user:

1 2

2 6

5 7

4 8

1 2 6
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The reference data for the DG-EVB energy-/gradient-/Hessian-reference points (as well as for
gradient-/Hessian-points in a TREQ calculation) is stored into the ref.input-file:

NPOINTS 7

NATOM 8

*POINT 1

ENERGY -154.093538

GEOMETRY

0.3806243E+01 -0.1097917E+00 0.1123574E-04 0.1865978E+01 0.5001506E+00

0.1465671E-04 0.4746086E+01 0.6119787E+00 0.1676215E+01 0.3875865E+01

-0.2160839E+01 -0.3080984E-04 0.4746101E+01 0.6120479E+00 -0.1676154E+01

-0.1868817E+01 0.9633374E+00 0.1178219E-04 -0.3015592E+01 -0.9470744E+00

-0.2961372E-04 -0.2733848E+01 0.2891982E+01 0.5403210E-04

END

GRADIENT

-0.1015742E-01 0.1779196E-02 -0.9013421E-09 -0.4602145E-03 -0.7348972E-03

-0.1167703E-07 -0.1775501E-02 -0.1714216E-03 -0.1310762E-02 -0.3876552E-03

0.1680861E-02 0.3201254E-07 -0.1775521E-02 -0.1714732E-03 0.1310737E-02

0.1382985E-01 -0.2198107E-02 0.3606149E-07 0.3422417E-04 0.2034780E-03

-0.8596180E-08 0.6922408E-03 -0.3876352E-03 -0.2174319E-07

END

HESSIAN

0.5743987E+00 -0.7027415E-02 0.1763667E-07 -0.3095063E+00 0.8346702E-01

0.2439431E-06 -0.1042063E+00 -0.4482100E-01 -0.1044270E+00 -0.4514272E-01

...

-0.1934468E-02

END

*POINT 2

ENERGY -154.086163

GEOMETRY

0.3634502E+01 -0.1394213E+00 0.1120341E-04 0.1683308E+01 0.4116106E+00

...

egrad

With this qmdff.key-file, the TREQ-energies of a scanned 2D-surface for the collinear H+H2-reaction
are calculated. Since the TREQ-coupling term needs no optimization, this task can be started
directly after initial QMDFF parametrizations and IRC optimization.

ffname min1.qmdff min2.qmdff

2evb -1.6545070644440001 -1.6544511854286907

path_structure struc.xyz

rp_evb 9
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irc_struc irc.xyz

irc_ens irc_ens.dat

read_coord

int_grad_plot

evb_qmdff

Here a qmdff.key-input file for a combined geometry optimization/frequency calculation task is
shown. The used PES is the CH4+H-surface (section 3.3.3). From the results of this calculation,
combined with CM5 charges and Wiberg-Mayer bond orders from a QM calculation, a QMDFF
was generated (see chapter 5).

xyzfile min1.xyz

pot_ana ch4h

read_coord

opt_min

newton_raphson

irc

For the same system as above, this qmdff.key-file facilitates the IRC optimization. An initial guess
for the TS structure is submitted by the user in the file ts.xyz, after the TS was optimized, the IRC
is evaluated and written to file irc.xyz.

xyzfile ts.xyz

pot_ana ch4h

read_coord

opt_min

irc_maxstep 100

newton_raphson

irc_steplen 0.05

In contrast to DG-EVB, a complete set of internal coordinates must be provided by the user in
coord_def.inp for the TS optimization, which is done in internal coordinates:

1 2

2 5

2 3

2 4

4 6

1 2 5

3 2 4

2 4 6

1 2 4

dynamic

Here, all needed commands to start a MD of 50000 time steps for a cutout of a graphene surface
are listed into qmdff.key. The simple energy-gap-EVB is applied (using the sp2d-coupling term,
table 3.1), the MD is run at 298 K, each 20th dynamics step is written out.

ffname min1.qmdff min2.qmdff

2evb -629.98510152277481 -629.86526221918541
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coupling sp2d

xyzfile start.xyz

nbeads 1

steps 50000

deltat 0.5

tdump 10

thermostat andersen

temp 298

rpmd

The presented example for a RPMD-k(T) calculation with rpmd.x is the hydrogen diffusion on a
copper(001)-surface. The results are shown in chapter 9. The hydrogen is moved along the x-axis
starting from the TS position. A low temperature of 100 K is simulated with 16 beads, the PES is
modeled by a simple Gaussian (1g) energy gap coupling term (table 3.1).

ts_struc ts.xyz

bead_number 16

npaths 1

ffname min1.qmdff min2.qmdff

2evb -3850.13597864118219 -3850.13586849674994

coupling 1g

path_energies ref.dat

path_structure struc.xyz

deltat 0.5000000

temp 100

thermostat andersen

fix_atoms fix_atoms.dat

umbrella_type ATOM_SHIFT

shift_atom 81

shift_coord X

shift_interv 6.435 5.07

umbrella_bias 0.1000000

umbrella_bonds -0.200000 1.400000

umbrella_dist 0.0200000

generate_steps 20000

equilibr_steps 10000

umbrella_steps 30000

umbrella_trajs 10

pmf_xi_range -0.200000 1.300000

pmf_bins 5000

pmf_method integration

pmf_minloc ZERO

recross_equi 20000

child_total 10000
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child_interval 5000

child_perpoint 100

child_evol 1000

recross_nocheck

recross_mpi

max_error 100

evb_kt_driver

Finally, a qmdff.key input file for the black-box k(T) calculation with the evb_kt_driver.x program
is shown. Here, we are interested in the Arrhenius- and Eyring-parameters of the CF3O+CH4-
reaction, where a temperature range of 300 to 600 K is considered (see section 6.2.14). The
calculation was executed on a cluster at the university computing center. QMDFF optimizations as
well as gradient/Hessian reference calculations were done with the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)-level of
theory [166, 167, 201] using the Gaussian16 program suite [99]. Additionally, IRC energies were
corrected with the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def2-TZVP-level of theory [154, 155, 158] using Orca [130].

software G

irc_prefix irc

irc_direction left2right

gf_method ub3lyp

gf_basis 6-311g(d,p) scf=MaxCycle=512 density=current

nprocs_total 32

min_nprocs 8

rp_ref_nprocs 4

ref_memory 4

min_rp_points 35

rpmd_temps 300 350 400 450 500 550 600

recross_nocheck

recross_mpi

max_error 10000

npaths 4

deltat 0.5

umbrella_bias 0.15

bead_number 16

kt_average 5

rp_exp_coeff 35.0000000

link_rpmd /sfs/fs5/home-sh/suphc213/bin/rpmd.x

link_qmdffgen /sfs/fs5/home-sh/suphc213/bin/qmdffgen.x

link_gaussian g16

link_orca /sfs/fs5/home-sh/suphc213/bin/orca_4_0_0_linux_x86-64/orca

link_mpi mpirun $NQSII_MPIOPTS

energy_extra O

e_method dlpno-ccsd(t)

e_basis def2-TZVP def2-TZVP/C TightSCF
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11.6 Supplementary Information

For both publications that are part of this thesis, supplementary information sheets were created
that provide some additional insight into calculation setups, choices made by the author(s) and
further results complementing the ones shown in the main publications.

Besides the papers in chapters 4 and 5 I wrote a part of the supplementary information of the
first EVB-QMDFF paper of Hartke and Grimme [16]. This is therefore shown here as well.

11.6.1 First EVB-QMDFF Publication

The publication by Hartke and Grimme [16] introduced the EVB-QMDFF methodology. Reaction
paths for three different systems were parametrized by using the simple 1g-energy-gap coupling
term.

The supporting information presents an example of the even simpler constant coupling term (see
table 3.1) in chapter 1. Further, it gives a first clue of how EVB-QMDFF is able to describe regions
offside the reaction path in chapter 2, shown by two-dimensional sections of the potential energy
surfaces for two example reactions. The results in chapter 2 were produced by myself.

11.6.2 RPMD Rate Constants with (DG-)EVB-QMDFF

This supplementary information shows further details for the second EVB-QMDFF publication
reprinted in chapter 4. Since the overall quality of DG-EVB force fields depends on quite a few
parameters, their influence on the force field is shown in chapter 1.

The tests were executed for both reactions that are calculated with DG-EVB in the main paper.
Presented are different sets of internal coordinates as well as different numbers and positions of
DG-EVB gradient and Hessian reference points. Two-dimensional scans of both parameter sets
were done, resulting in the insight that the “correct” choice of internal coordinates is crucial for the
overall force field quality and that the error sum converges to a minimum value if more than 8 or 9

DG-EVB reference points are used. In chapter 2, the number of energy reference points along the
MEP is varied and its influence on the DG-EVB parameter optimization process can be seen.

The used RPMDrate settings are presented in chapter 3, whereas the influence of their variation
on the calculated rate constants is shown in chapter 4. Convergence of the values with respect to
bead number, lengths of MD time steps and the number of umbrella sampling trajectories exists.

Free energy curves and time-dependent transmission coefficients are presented in chapters 5 and
6.

11.6.3 TREQ - Development and Benchmark

The following sheet contains many details regarding the TREQ benchmarks that were done for 6

different reactions (see chapter 5).
Besides this, settings for the DG-EVB calculations used as a competitor are shown as well.
A more detailed overview of the shown results is presented on the first reprinted page.
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